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OV/1=1 ITER: Fusion Research at the Dawn of a New Era
R. Aymar, ITER IT, ITER Garching JWS, Garching, Germany
Contact: feder-g~ipp.mpg. de
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i
XA0203030

Abstract: Given the expected success of on-going negotiations on the Joint Implementing Agreement
for ITER construction and operation, a new era is opening in which fusion laboratories will have more
dependable external support where they follow programmes supporting fusion as an energy source. The
ITER design, cost estimate and safety analysis are supported by a large body of validating physics and
technology R&D. The main features of the design, and analysis of its performance, give confidence that
it will fulfil its technical objectives and demonstrate the environmental attractiveness of fusion. This
paper gives illustrative confirmation of these expectations and an update on the technical preparations for
construction, as well as the status of negotiations. These show that ITER is the right next step, integrating
the appropriate physics and technology, making the proper technical and financial compromise and being
conducted within an international framework, to advance fusion towards the objective of becoming an
energyv source in the foreseeable future.

XA020303 1
OV/1-2

Recent Developments Towards Steady State Physics and Technology of Tokamaks in

Cadarache

J. G. Jacquinot, Association Euratorn-CEA, Saint Paul Lez Durance, France
Contact: jean.jacquinotflcea.fr
Abstract: Recently, Tore Supra has undergone a total change of internal components in order to upgrade
the heat extraction capability to 25 MW for 1000 s (figure 1), and address long pulse operation of a
tokamak at a level of power density flowing through the separatrix relevant for next step. The present
paper will both give an overview of the experimental results obtained during the last campaigns and
highlight the related technology developments: industrial realisation and tests with plasma of about 600
actively cooled plasma limiter components, new experimental results concerning heating and current drive
systems (ECRH, ICRH, LHCD), injection of matter for long pulses (supersonic injection, high repetition
rate pellet injection), stability and control of high confinement steady-state discharges sustained by the
LH1 wave, theoretical and experimental investigations of electron heat transport. Highlights of technology
developments directly applicable to ITER are also presented. Finally, a brief account is given of the
European studies for validating Cadarache as a possible site for ITER, concluding that all ITER technical
site requests are fully met.

OV/1-3

Overview of JT-60U Results toward High Integrated Performance in Reactor-Relevant

Regime
T. Fujita, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Nakamachi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
Contact: fujitat~fusion.naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: Toward steady sustainment of high integrated performance, we have developed weak magnetic shear (high 3 mode) and reversed magnetic shear plasmas. As a large-sized tokamak equipped
with a variety of devices for heating, current drive and profile/shape control, JT-60U has high ability to
approach the conditions required in reactors: low values of normalized Larmor radius and collisionality,
high temperatures with T, ~~Ti, etc. This paper reviews recent JT-60U results with the emphasis on the
projection to the reactor-relevant regime. Full non-inductive current drive has been achieved in a 1.8 MA

high 3, H-mode plasma with

fiN

=

2.4,

H,

2

=

1.2

and high fusion triple product (3 x

1020 M- 3 keVs)

owing to increased N-NB power. In a reversed shear plasma, HH1v 2 = 1.4 at ne/now,% = 0.8 under the full
non-inductive current drive has been achieved with injection of LHRF and N-NB. In box-type ITBs with
reversed shear, barriers for ions and electrons were sustained in a regime with T ~ Ti. The pedestal
pressure was doubled with increased total poloidal beta in pellet-injected high triangularity plasmas with
type I and II ELI~s. Stable existence of current hole was demonstrated.

XA0203032
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OV/1-4

3

Overview of JET Results

J. Pamela, EFDA-CSU, Cuiham, Culham. Science Centre, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom
Contact: Prabha.Thapa~jet.efda. org
Abstract: Abstract: The focus of the JET programme is to investigate issues that may affect ITER
design and operation. From that point of view, there has been progress in: the consolidation of the ELMy
H-mode scenario, achieving stationary conditions with simultaneous high confinement, density and beta;
in NTM and ELM studies; in LHCD coupling, producing plasmas with strongly reversed shear, leading to
high performance ITBs, and to quasi-stationary conditions, with real time control of the plasma; and in
further understanding of material migration amongst plasma facing components. Related investigations
have brought a wealth of information on tokamak plasma behaviour: plasmas with "current holes" were
observed for the first time in JET; analysis of electron runaway production after disruptions shows that
avalanche processes are important; Alfv6n cascades were studied in reversed shear plasmas; investigation
of CR.H induced rotation challenges theory; CRH heating of beam injected 4He provided a new tool for
simulation of fusion aphas; modelling and simulation of microturbulence, transport, SOL and MHD are
exploited to understand internal and edge barriers, cold pulses, ELM power loads.

XAO2 03034
OV/1-5
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Overview of Recent Experimental Results From the DIII-D Advanced Tokamak Program

K. H. Burrell, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: burrell(4fusion.gat.corn
Abstract: We report significant progress in Advanced Tokamak research on D11-1) 1) AT plasmas with
minimum q around 1.5 and ,3 NHITERS9P > 10 were sustained for 600 ms or about 4 T; these have
3T= 4.2%, /lp about 2, bootstrap current fraction 0.65 and total non-inductive current fraction 0.85. 2)
MHD stability experiments achieved rotational stabilization of the resistive wall mode, allowing an increase
in beta by a factor of two from the no-wall limit to the ideal wall limit. Localized electron cyclotron
current drive produced complete stabilization of neoclassical tearing modes in sawtoothing plasmas; this
experiment utilized feedback control of the ECH location. 3) Confinement experiments demonstrated long
duration core transport barriers lasting more than 3.5 s or 25 7-, 4) Edge plasma studies have demonstrated
ELM-free, steady-state H-mode edge plasmas with constant density and radiated power lasting 3.5 s. A
model based on coupled neutral and plasma particle transport explains many features of the H-mode edge
density pedestal. *Work supported by U.S. DOE under Contracts W-7405-ENG-48, DE-ACO3-99ER54463,
DE-ACO5-960R22465, DE-AC02-76CH03073.

OV/1-6
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Recent Advance in LHD) ExperimentXA23
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0. Motojima, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: rnotojima~LHD.nifs.ac.jp
Abstract: Steady progress has been made in the first four years of the LHD experiment. High performance
has been realized in the inward shifted configuration (Rax = 3.6m), which has good orbit properties.
The energy confinement is found to be 50 % higher than that predicted by the SS95 Scaling and the
enhancement is attributed to formation of a temperature profile with high edge temperature. We have
achieved the maximum stored energy of 1.1 MJ. Despite its magnetic hill geometry, an average beta of 3.2 %
was achieved without any significant deterioration of the confinement due to MHD plasma activity. Good
confinement of helically trapped high energy particles appears to lead to successful ICRF minority heating.
When a certain level of ECRH power is added in the core of the low density discharges, improvement of
core electron confinement (ITB) and hence high central electron temperature as high as 10 keV are clearly
observed. In the core, positive radial electric field is observed, suggesting a critical role of the electric
field in the ITB formation. The island (n/in = 1/1) generated by external error fields is found to shrink
significantly due to the plasma effect of low collisionality.
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OV/2-1 Overview of ASDEX Upgrade Results111111f11111111!11111IllllliiI!
H. Zohm, Max-Planck-Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: zohm'~ipp. mpg. de

XA0203036

Abstract: Recent work on ASDEX Upgrade focused on transport, stability and exhaust as well as scenario
integration. Regarding transport, temperature profiles are usually 'stiff', i.e. limited by a critical T/gradT
up to r/a
0.9. Locally, this can be exceeded in ITIs leading to central values in excess of 20 keV.
Particle transport is well described by the neoclassical pinch plus a diffusion coefficient D proportional
explaining the flat density profiles under strong central heating. Stability, in conventional and flat shear
advanced scenarios is limited by NTMs. A regime with 'acceptable' NTMs has been found. Regarding
NTM~, stabilisation by E CCD, stationary operation at fiN-values above the onset value was demonstrated.
In ELM physics, the type II ELMI operational space has been extended to qgr, = 3.5. Regarding exhaust, the
new divertor is adapted to all triangularities. With increased inner wall W-coverage, usually no problems
are encountered. With low central heating, W-accumulation may occur, but is effectively reduced by
increased central heating. Combining these elements led to the 'high fiN' regime combining HRH
1.1,
3N= 3.5 and n/now = 0.9 in steady state with type II ELMs.

XA0203037
OV/2-2

The National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) Research Program and Progress
Towards High Beta, Long Pulse Operating Scenarios
.

E. J. Synakowski, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: synakowskiipppl.gov
Abstract: A major research goal of the National Spherical Torus Experiment is establishing long-pulse,
high beta, high confinement operation and its physics basis. Capabilities include neutral beam (up to 5
M1W) and high harmonic fast wave (HHFW; up to 6 MW) heating, toroidal fields up to 4.5 kG (with 6 kG
capability), and currents up to 1.5 MA. Plasmas with average toroidal beta near 30% have been obtained,
challenging the no-wall stability limit. Studies have focused on the identification of beta limiting modes
and the effectiveness of wall mode stabilization. With NBI, both L mode and H mode confinement exceeds
scaling law predictions. Analysis reveals exceptionally low ion thermal and particle transport in L mode,
and H modes exhibit substantial pressure profile broadening. HHFW effectively heats electrons, and its
acceleration of fast beam ions has been observed. Results from current drive studies will be outlined.
Toroidal currents up to 400 kA have been driven with coaxial helicity injection, and studies to assess flux
closure and coupling to other current drive techniques will be discussed. Finally, the heat flux scaling
studies relevant to extended pulse regimes will be summarized.

OV/2-3

Overview of Recent Experimental Results on MAST

XA0203038

B. Lloyd, EURATOM1/UKAEA Fusion Association, Culham. Science Centre, Abingdon, United
Kingdom
Contact: ban.lloyd~ktkaea. org.uk/
Abstract: H-mode confinement in discharges with low frequency ELMs is generally consistent with the
I1B98(y,2) scaling and exceeds it by a factor 1.5 - 2.0 in some high performance discharges where confinement times can exceed 100 ins. With optimised fuelling (inboard puffing) and magnetic configuration
(connected DND) the H-mode power threshold data are in broad agreement with recent scaling laws; the
low aspect ratio of M\AST allows differentiation between different forms of the threshold scaling. Slight
magnetic configuration changes (of the order of the ion Larmor radius) around a connected DND significantlv influence H-mode access. Sawtooth triggered NTMs (3/2, 2/1) have been observed; numerical
modelling of the island evolution reproduces mode behaviour well and confirms the significance of stabilising field curvature effects. Divertor power loading studies, including transient effects (e.g. due to
ELMs), show a strong bias of power efflux to the outboard targets where it is more easily handled. Halo
current magnitudes and asymmetries are generally, small compared with conventional tokamaks; recent
measurements show. that the plasma behaves more as a voltage source than a current source.

XA0203039
OVERVIEWS
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Major Results from Wendeistein 7-AS Stellarator

F. Wagner, Max-Planck-Institut
many
Contact: egelingCgipp.mp9. de

flir Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Assoc., Garching/Greifswald, Ger-

Abstract: W7-AS operates with an island divertor, which utilises the natural edge islands of the low-shear
stellarator configuration to divert the plasma. High densities (up to 4 x 10 2OM- 3 ) and partly detached
divertor conditions have been attained. The details of the divertor operation will he described along with
the 3D-efforts to model the divertor observations. At a density beyond 1.5 x 10 2Om- 3 another confinement
bifurcation appears, which allows steady state operation at good energy and low impurity confinement.
The transition is possible from a state of normal confinement or from ELMy or quiescent H-modes. Starting
with normal confinement, bifurcation is initiated by a broadening of the density profile. This regime can
easily be heated above cut-off by ECRH using electron-bernstein-wave mode conversion. The highest betavalues (>3%) are achieved at high density. The relevance of the W7-AS data for Wendelstein 7-X and the
Helias-reactor will be discussed.

XA0203040
OV/3-1

.

Progress in Direct-Drive Laser Fusion Using GEKKO XII/PW Facility

T. Yamanaka, Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University , Osaka, Japan
Contact: tyamagile. osaka-u.ac.jp
Abstract: Extensive studies have been carried out for the fast-ignitor laser fusion which can provide
one of the most feasible short tracks in the fusion energy development. We have upgraded the heating
laser up to 1 PW(500 J/500 fs) and have started comprehensive studies on the transport of high current
relativistic electron beam in the dense plasma. Substantial heating of the core plasma up to 1 keV is
expected with implosion plasma produced by the Gekko XII laser. We have experimentally obtained for
the first time all parameters to decide the growth rate of Rayleigh-Taylor instability using the HIPER
irradiation system which can generate ablation pressure up to 60 M\1bar and newly developed advanced
x-ray diagnostic tools. We have proposed the FIREX (Fast Ignitor Realization Experiment) program for
demonstrating the proof-of-principle of fast ignitor scheme. By the irradiation of '-1O kJ/2-10 ps laser onto
a DT core plasma formed by the GEKKO-XII, we are aiming at temperature of >8 keV and the fusion
gain near unity.

XA02 03041
OV/3-2

.

Fusion Energy Research with Lasers, Direct Drive Targets, and Dry Wall Chambers

J. D. Sethian, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC, USA
Contact: ethian~this.nrlnavy mil
Abstract: We are carrying out a coordinated, focussed effort to develop Laser Inertial Fusion Energy.
The key components are developed in concert with one another and the science and engineering issues
are addressed concurrently. Significant progress has been made in this program: We are evaluating target
designs that show it could be possible to achieve the high gains (> 100) needed for a practical fusion system.
These have a low density CH foam that is wicked with solid DT, and overcoated with a thin high-Z layer.
Significant advances have been made with the two types of laser are being developed: Krypton Fluoride
(KrF) gas lasers and Diode Pumped Solid State Lasers (DPPSL). Both have the potential to meet the
fusion energy requirements for rep-rate, efficiency, durability and cost. This talk will also present the
advances in target fabrication (advanced foams and high Z overcoats), target injection (new facility for
target injection and tracking studies), final optics (aluminum at grazing incidence has high reflectivity and
exceeds required laser damage threshold), and development of chamber operating windows (target survival
plus no wall erosion). * Sponsored by the US DOE, NNSA/DP
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OV/3-3 Recent Advances in Ignition Target Physics at CEA11110111011100JI10OlII
J. Tassart, CEA, Bruy~res le Chatel, France
Contact: acques. tassart~cea.fr

XA0203042

Abstract: The objective of the gnition Physics Program at CEA is to burn DT capsules on the Laser
Mega.Joule (LMJ) at the beginning of the next decade. The chosen point design has been made energetically conservative to provide margin for uncertainties. Recent progress on Laser Plasma Interaction,
hohlraumn energetics, symmetry, ablator physics and hydrodynamic instabilities allow to remove most of
these latter, to precise laser and target specifications and to elaborate a strategy toward ignition. These
studies include theoretical work, numerical simulations, diagnostics developments and experiments partly
done in collaboration with the US DOE.

XA0203043
OV/3-4

.

U.S. Heavy Ion Beam Science Towards Inertial Fusion Energy

B. G. Logan, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley CA, USA
Contact: bgloganc~1bl.gov
Abstract: Significant experimental and theoretical progress has been made in the U.S heavy-ion fusion
program on the transport of space-charge-dominated intense heavy-ion and electron beams, particularly in
measurements and modeling of current density non-uniformities and halo formations due to mismatches in
transport over a few to 10 focusing lattice periods. An experiment shows control of high beam current with

an aperture, and reduced beam emittance near theoretical limits while avoiding secondary electrons. A new
high-brightness Argon plasma source for HIP experiments will be described. New theory and simulations
of neutralization of intense beam space charge with plasma in various focusing chamber configurations
indicate that near-emittance-limited beam focal spot sizes can be obtained even with beam perveance
(ratio of beam space potential to ion energy) >10 x higher than in earlier HIP focusing experiments.
Progress in a new focusing experiment with plasma neutralization up to io-3 perveance, and designs for
a next-step experiment to study beam brightness evolution from source to target will be described.

XA0203044
OV/3-5 . Fast Ignition: Physics Progress in the US Fuision Energy Program and Prospects for
Achieving Ignition
1M. H. Key, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA
Contact: keyl gllnl.gov
Abstract: The efficient of coupling of laser energy to an ignition hotspot is a key requirement for the
success of fast ignition. The collimation of relativistic electrons and their rate of energy deposition are
important factors. Experiments carried out at the Vulcan (UK) and LUL (rance) lasers using imaging
of x-ray emission from K-alpha fluor layers and of XUV continuum emission from the heated rear surface
of thin foil targets, have provided measurements of the patterns of relativistic electron flux and of heating
at fast ignition relevant intensities. Comparison of these data with modeling has given improved understanding of the transport physics. Hydrodynamic design work and radiography experiments at the US
Omega laser are being used to develop a promising fast ignition target concept. It is based on implosion
around a cone to provide a path for the ignitor laser beam to reach the dense imploded material. This
target together with a new US program to develop the enabling technology for order of magnitude high
energy in petawatt laser beam, could eventually lead to full scale fast ignition in hte USA for example at
the National Ignition Facility.

XA0203045
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Overview of Recent Alcator C-Mod Research

E. S. Marmar, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA
Contact: marmarfrpsfc.mit. edit
Abstract: Experiments have been carried out to investigate the triggering and control of ITBs, using
multiple frequency ICRF tools. It is found that the ITBs can be reliably triggered using off-axis CRF
minority heating; the addition of on-axis heating at a second frequency can be used for control of the
particle transport, leading to quasi-steady operation. Cross-field particle transport in the SOL been shown
to be very rapid in Alcator C-Mod usually dominating over the parallel transport into the divertor with very
important implications for our understanding of particle recycling and ash removal. Detailed explorations
of the quasi-coherent mode (QCM) that appears to be responsible for particle transport across the EDA
H-mode barrier have revealed that the QCM has a magnetic component, and comparisons with MHD
stability calculations are consistent with the hypothesis that it is due to a resistive ballooning instability. In
preparation for long-pulse discharges which will be sustained non-inductively we have produced discharges
up to 3 seconds in length confirming that all systems can be operated for at least 5-second shots, which
corresponds to about 5 current relaxation times at 5 keV.

OV/4-2

An Overview of Recent Results From the TCV Tokamak

XA0203046

T. P. Goodman, Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas, Ass. EURATOM-Confdd6ration
Suisse, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
Contact: timothy.goodmanrepjl. ch
Abstract: The TCV tokamak (R = .88 m, a < .25 m, B < 1.54T) uses six 0.5 MW gyrotrons at 82.7
GHz for second harmonic (X2) ECH and ECOD, and three at 118 CHz for third harmonic (X3) ECH.
Off-axis co-CD sustains the plasma non-inductively. Calculations and hard X-ray emission suggest that
the non-inductive current profiles broaden by radial diffusion of the fast electrons. Adding counter-CD in
the center of these discharges leads to TBs with -1.6 ITER L-mode scaling and high bootstrap-fraction
(-.50%), lasting 500 energy confinement times and 10 current diffusion times. Strong central co-CD
produces tearing modes with current- and pressure-driven phases, with the island-width well modeled
by theory. Type I ELM precursors are seen in divertor target-plate currents, synchronous with outer
midplane Mirnov precursors. Unstable periodic orbits in the ELM time series are observed. The ELMs
lock to swept-frequency modulation of the fast-coil current inside the vessel. Matched D and pure He
discharges are compared. High-elongation low-current plasmas use far off-axis X2 ECH to broaden the
current profile, providing suitable target plasmas for increasing beta by adding central X3 ECH.

OV/4-3

Overview of Improved Confinement and Plasma Control in the MST Reversed Field

Pinch
3. S. Sarif, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison,
Contact: ssarfffrfacstaffwisc.edut

XVI, USA

Abstract: We present an overview of the MST program's achievement of record performance for RFP
plasmas and initiation of plasma control via rf current drive, neutral beam heating, and innovative inductive
current drive. Magnetic transport is reduced via optimized inductive programming for J(r) control. The
electron temperature nearly triples and beta doubles. The confinement time increases ten-fold (to -40 ins),
which is comparable to L/H-mode scaling values for a tokamak with the same current and heating. Fast
electron confinement is evidenced by hard x-ray emission. Fokker-Planck modeling requires the electron
diffusivity be velocity-independent to reproduce the x-ray spectrum, implying the residual transport is
not magnetic stochasticity. To extend profile control, rf current drive and neutral beam heating are in
development. Low power observations include (1) neutral beam injected fast ions slow down classically,
(2) lower hybrid waves propagate in high dielectric REP plasmas, and (3) EBW emission is detected
at blackbody levels, implying possible efficient injection. Oscillating Field Current Drive (dc current
sustainment using sinusoidal inductive loop voltages) is also being tested.

XA02O03047
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Configuration and Transport Interplay in the TJ-II Flexible Heliac Experiment

C. Alejaldre, EURATOM-CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain
Contact: carlos.hidalgo~~ciemat.eas
Abstract: This paper presents an overview of the experimental results and progress in the investigation
of the role of the magnetic configuration on stability and transport in the TJ-IJ stellarator. The level
of edge fluctuations shows a significant increase when magnetic well is reduced. However, although the
magnetic well is the main stabilizing mechanism in TJ-I1, confinement is not dramatically affected when
magnetic well is reduced. MD instabilities coupled together to ELM-like transport events have been
observed. The appearance of ELM-like transport events requires the presence of a low order resonance in
the confinement region. The propagation of cold pulses is not in accordance with diffusive mechanisms.
A dynamical interplay between MHD instabilities and transport might explain not diffusive transports
mechanisms. TJ-I1 global energy confinement time and plasma parameter dependencies are consistent with
ISS95 predictions. Spontaneous transitions to improved confinement regimes have been already observed.
A transient behaviour has been found in the plasma core with fast drops in the electron temperature.
Plasma potential measurements show evidence of positive radial electric fields.

OV/4-5 . Overview of the FTU Results

XA0203049

F. Romanelli, ASSOCIAZIONE EURATOM/ENEA SULLA FUSIONE, Rome, Italy
Contact:. romanelli~frascati.enea.it
Abstract: FTU is a compact high magnetic field device aimed at studying high density plasmas in
conditions close to those foreseen on ITER. An internal transport barrier lasting several confinement times
has been obtained in 5.5 T/0.5 MA discharges with LHCD plus off-axis ECRH on the current ramp.
Central temperatures of about 11 keV were achieved at ITER like central density values. Radiative
improved mode studies show an increase in the energy confinement time following Ne injection with the
radiated fraction reaching 90%. Operation with full LHCD at high density and current have been obtained
with the LH system working close to the nominal performance. Steady and modulated ECRH transport
studies confirm previous findings that the electron temperature profile is stiff if the magnetic shear is
finite. High performance, steady PEP modes have been extensively studied. Careful timing of the pellet
sequence allowed a high degree of reproducibility. Synergy studies with LH and EC waves injection have
been performed both in the upshifted and downshifted scheme in which the EC waves are absorbed by the
LHCD generated fast electrons, showing an increase in the current drive efficiency.

XAO2 03050
OV/4-6

.

Overview of Steady State Tokamak Plasma Experiments on TRIAM-IM

H. Zushi, Advanced Fusion Research Center, Research Institute for Applied Mechanics, Kasuga,
Japan
Contact: zushi'~tram.kyushu-u.ac.jp
Abstract: An overview of steady state tokamak (SST) studies including current ramp-up scenario without
using center solenoid coils on TRIAM-1M (Ro = O.8 r, a x b = 0.12 m x 0.18 m and B = S T) is presented.
The following experiments have been carried out to advance the SST concept. 1) Establishment of the
current ramp-up scenario, 2) physics understanding for the enhanced current drive (ECU) mode, 3) particle
control and heat deposition measurements during the steady state discharge, and 4) investigation of the
effects of hydrogen/helium bombardment on the material surface. By installing an ECRH system with
a gyrotron of 200 kW and pulse width of 5 s at 170 CHz variety of experiments could be extended in
combination with 2.45 GHz (<50 kW), 8.2 GHz (<400 kW) LHCD and ECRH systems.

XA0203051I
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High Performance Discharges in the HT-7 and HL-1M Tokamnaks

Jiangang Li, Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei, China
Contact: ji~mailzipp.aQc.C
Abstract: Significant progress in obtaining high performance discharges under quasi-steady-state in the
HIT-7 super-conducting tokamak has been realized since the last IAEA meeting. In relation to the previous
experiments, various features of the non-inductive current driven, heating, profile control, fueling, MHD
stabilization and edge physics are integrated and optimized to achieved steady-state high performance
discharges. HT-7 has produced a variety of discharges with $~Hs9 > 1
4 for duration of several to
several tens energy confinement times with non-inductive driven current of 50-80%. A 3~Hs 9 > 3 is
achieved for > 50 energy confinement times. The duration at Hs9 > 1.5 with !JN -. 1 has been extended
to >130 energy confinement times. The discharges at constant H93 -s 1.5 with an ELMy-free edge have
been sustained for > 50 energy confinement times in high power heated plasma, where Te - 3 keV. The
reproducible long pulse discharge with Te -.. 1 keV and central density -~ 1 1019M- 3 can been easily
obtained with duration of 10-20 seconds.

OV/5-2

-ITransport

and Thrbulence Studies in T-10

TIokamakIfI1111I

M. V. Ossipenko, NFT, RRC "Kurchatov Institut", Moscow, Russia
Contact: marina~nfi.kiae.rnu

I1111111I llhhOIII

XA0203052

Abstract: Transitions to the improved confinement regimes were studied in T-10 EGR heated tokamak:
the H-mode with and without ITB and the pellet enhanced confinement (PEG) regime. It was shown that
subtle changes in q profile allows us to obtain either ITB or ETB only, or both of them under approximately
similar conditions. H-mode can be obtained by both power increase and pellet injection. In the PEG-mode
the averaged plasma density has more peaked profile than in the H-like mode. The confinement time in
the PEG-mode is 30% higher than that in the H-like mode. The global confinement in the regime with
the density above Greenwald limit under the strong gas-puffing and EGRH was investigated. To identify
the type of turbulence responsible for transport, Ohmic and EGRH regimes with variation of q and gas
puffing were considered. Two regions with different turbulence properties corresponding to ITG or DTE
and resistive interchange instabilities were observed along the minor radius.

EX
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High Performance Tokamak Experiments with Ferritic Steel Wall on JFT-2M1

K. Tsuzuki, Japan Atmic Energy Researvh Institute, Tokai-mura Ibaraki, Japan
Contact: tsuzu/kikgfusion. naka.jae-. gojp
Abstract: The low activation ferritic steel (such as FS2H1) is a leading candidate material for a fusion
demonstration reactor. In order to demonstrate compatibility between the ferritic steel and plasma, JFT2Mx (R = 1.31 m, a = 0.35 m, Bo < 2.2 T) is promoting the Advanced Material Tokamak EXperiment
(AMTEX) program, where effects of ferritic steel to plasma are intensively investigated by introducing
ferritic steel into the device step by step. No deteriorative effect on the plasma stability was observed with
ferritic steel wall inside the vacuum vessel (partial covering). High normalized beta plasma of the beta
value of 2.8 having both internal transport barrier and H-mode edge was obtained with the ferritic inside
wall. JFT-2M is also performing advanced and basic research with an MSE polarimetry, a heavy ion beam
probe (HIBP) and a compact toroid injector etc, for the development of the high performance tokamak
plasma. As for the H-mode study, poloidal wave number of the fluctuation is evaluated by the HIEP. A
radial particle flux induced by the fluctuation clearly decreases at the L-H transition. Such recent research
activities on JFT-2M\ are reviewed.

I1XA0203054
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EX/G1-2 Overview of Quasi Single Helicity Experiments in Reversed Field Pinches
P. Martin, Consorzio RF7X, Associazione Euratom-Enea sulla fusione, Padova, Italy
Contact: martin~~igi.pd.cnr.it
Abstract: We compare Quasi-Single Helicity (QSH) states obtained in RFX with those observed in other
three RFPs: EXTRAP T2R at Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, TPE-RIX at AIST, Tsukuba,
MIST at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. QSH is the closest experimental approximation of the
theoretical SH state, where the RPP dynamo is driven by, an individual helical m=1 perturbation.

The

SH state would naturally be resilient to the magnetic chaos implicit in the standard multi-mode dynamo.
Experimental QSH differs from SH because of the quality of magnetic spectra of m=l modes. While one
m=1 mode dominates the QSH spectra, the other modes still have non-zero amplitude. We analyse QSH
observed in the four devices to study it in a variety of regimes and to get information on the experimental
parameters and operating conditions that facilitate the transition to QSH spectra and their optimisation.
The results show that the QSH regime can be considered as a general feature of the RFP. Several parameters
influence the probability of obtaining QSH1 spectra and their quality. Experiments agree on the importance
of the mode spectrum purity for the exploitation of QSH potential in terms of confinement.

EX/C1-3 . Field and Current Amplification in the SSP`X Spheromak
D. N. Hill, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA
Contact: hilld~llnl.gov

lIliIBIIlIiIiIIlhIIIIi
XA0203055

Abstract: Recent results from the SSPX spheromak experiment at Livermore show peaked temperature
and pressure proffles with low fluctuation levels, core transport coefficients near tokamak L-mode levels,
and evidence that the device is operating near a beta limit. These results point to the need for obtaining
significant magnetic field amplification. We have added a pulse-forming network to extend the discharge
duration and a new set of bias magnetic field coils (which provide a uniquely flexible vacuum field configuration), to explore the physics of magnetic field generation in the spheromak. The bias coils allow
low density, high Te -. 150eV operation and reduce the threshold current needed to form and maintain
the spheromak by, about a factor of 2, thereby lowering the fluctuation level. With a flat 3 msec current
pulse, we observe steadily, increasing field amplification throughout the discharge. We have installed a
hyper-resistivitv model for helicity transport in the 2d CORSICA code to simulate the observed current
amplification. Numerical simulation of the evolution of the magnetic field topology (e.g. internal q-profiles)
using the 3d resistive MH1D code NIMROD will also be discussed.

XA0203056
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EX/C1-4Ra

. Extended Consolidation of Scaling Laws of Potentials Covering Over the Representative Tandem-Mirror Operations in GAMMA 10

T. Cho, Plasma Research Centre, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
Contact: tcho~prc. tsukuba. acjp
Abstract: (i) A verification of our novel proposal of extended consolidation of the two major theories of
Cohen's potential formation and Pastukhov's potential effectiveness is carried out by the use of a novel
experimental mode with central ECH. The validity of the proposal provides a roadmap of bridging and
combining two present representative modes in GAMMA 10 for upgrading to hot-ion plasmas with high
potentials. (ii) A novel efficient scaling of ion-confining potential formation due to plug ECH with barrier
ECH is constructed as the extension over the AEA 2000 scaling with plug ECH alone. The combination
of the physics scaling of (i) with the externally controllable power scaling of (ii) provides a scalable way for
future tandem-mirror researches. The importance of the validity of the present consolidation is highlighted
by a possibility of the extended capability inherent in Pastukhov's prediction of requiring 30 kV potentials
for a fusion Q of unity with an application of Cohen's potential formation method.

XA0203057
EX/C1-4IRb Axisymmetric Magnetic Mirrors for Plasma Confinement.
and Perspectives

Recent Development

E.P. Kruglyakov, Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia
Contact: ivanovginp.nak. an
Abstract: Mirrors are the only one class of fusion systems which completely differs topologically from
the systems with closed magnetic configurations. At present, three modern types of different mirror
machines for plasma confinement and heating exist in Novosibirsk (Gas Dynamic Trap,- GDT, Multimirror,- GOL-3, and Tandem Mirror,- AMBAL-M). All these systems are attractive from the engineering
point of view because of very simple axisymmetric geometry of magnetic configurations. In the, the status
of these confinement systems is presented and the experiments most crucial for the mirror concept are
described. The main plasma parameters achieved are presented and the future perspectives of different
mirror machines are outlined.

XA0203058
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RF-Heating and Plasma Confinement Studies in HANBIT Mirror Device

J.Y. Kim, Korea Basic Science Institute, Daejeon, Korea
Contact: jykim~comp. kbsi. re.kir
Abstract: HANBIT is a magnetic mirror confinement device, refurbished from the old TARA machine.
It consists of a simple mirror-type central cell, an anchor, a plug, and two end tanks. The central cell has
the length of about m, the limiter radius of 0.18 m, the B-field intensity of 0.25 T, and the mirror ratio
of about 10 in normal operation. For plasma production and heating, HANBIT utilizes two RF systems,
which consist of 500 kW amplifier with slot antenna and 100 kW amplifier with double-half turn antenna.
Recently, with a completion of the development of basic heating and diagnostic systems, HANBIT started
the physics experiments of high-temnperature plasmas in mirror configuration. Here, some main results
from initial physics experiments are reported, particularly, on RF-heating and plasma confinement.

XA0203059
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Tolerable ELXs in Conventional and Advanced Scenarios at ASDEX Upgrade

0. Gruber, Max-Planck-Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, EURATOM-Assoc., Garching, Germany
Contact: ogfupp.mpg. de
Abstract: Recent ASDEX Upgrade experiments integrated benign type II ELMs (tolerable peak heat
loads on target plates) with high performance. In both conventional and advanced H-modes, the operation
window with type II ELMs was extended towards q
> 3.5 in close to double null configurations at
sufficient high edge pedestal density above 50% of the Greenwald density. Type I ELMs are suppressed
at almost constant pedestal parameters presumably due to a change in edge stability provided by higher
edge magnetic shear, and at the same confinement level. Since conventional reactor designs are optimised
at qgs around 3 operation with type II ELMs has to compensate the required higher q-value by advanced
performance. This was achieved in advanced H-mode scenarios integrating high 3 N > 3.5, improved
confinement via density peaking (H98-P = 1.3), and densities of 90% of Greenwald density with type II
ELIMs. Another way to mitigate ELMs is active type I ELM control by means of hydrogen or impurity
injection. Using small hydrogen pellets we demonstrated an enhancement of the ELM frequency to almost
the pellet rate of 20 Hz and a considerable reduction of the energy loss/ELM by more than a factor of 3.

XA02 03060
EX/G2-2. Achievement of a High Fusion Triple Product and Steady State Sustainment in High-Q3p
EMyv H-mode Discharges in JT-60U
A. Lsayama. Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka, Ibaraki, Japan
Contact: isayama~naka.jaedtgo.jp
Abstract: This paper reports results on the progress in steady-state high-3, ELMy H-mode discharges in
JT-6OU. We have obtained the following results: (i) A fusion triple product nr-T of 3.0 x 10 2OM- 3 . s. keV
under full non-inductive current drive has been achieved. This result renews the record value of a fusion
triple product under full non-inductive current drive by 50%; (ii) A high-beta plasma with 3 N - 2.7 has
been sustained for 7.4s (-60 times energy confinement time (E)), where the duration is determined only
by the facility limit such as capacity of power supply and upper limit of injection duration of neutral
beams; (iii) A higher-beta plasma with ON -' 3.05 has been sustained for - 5TE; (iv) Destabilization of
neoclassical tearing modes has been avoided with good reproducibility through the optimization of current
and pressure profiles.

XA02 03061
EX/C2-3

.

Correlation of H-mode Density Barrier Width and Neutral Penetration Length

R. J. Groebner, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: groebnerflfusion.gat. corn
Abstract: Pedestal studies in DIII-D find a good correlation between the width of the H-mode particle
barrier width(ne) and the neutral penetration length. These results are obtalned by comparing experimental n profiles to the predictions of an analytic model for the density profile, obtained from a solution
of the particle continuity equations for electrons and deuterium atoms. Initial bench-marking shows that
the model is consistent with the fluid neutrals model of the UEDGE code. In its range of validity (edge
temperature between 0.02 - 0.3 key), the model quantitatively predicts the observed values of width(ne),
the observed decrease of width (ne) as the pedestal density neped increases, the observed increase of the gradient of ne with the square of neped, and the observation that L-mode and H-mode profiles with the same
ne,,ed have very, similar widths. In the model, width(ne) depends on the fuelling source and on the plasma
transport. Thus, these results provide evidence that the width of the particle barrier depends on both
plasma physics and atomic physics. *ork supported by U.S. DOE under Contracts DE-ACO3-99ER55463,
W-7405-ENG-48, and DE-ACO5-000R22725.
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Towards the Realization on JET of an Integrated H-Mode Scenario for ITER

3. Ongena, Ecole Royale Militaire
State", Brussels, Belgium
Contact: jon gena~fz-juelich.dte

/ Koninklijke Militaire School, Association "EURATOM-Belgian

Abstract: ELMy H-Mode experiments at JET since 2000 have focussed on the steady state and simultaneous realization of the ITER QD3T=10 requirements in the normalized parameters for density, confinement
and beta. Steady state phases (- s or
i15m) in discharges satisfying these requirements have been
obtained by (i) increasing the triangularity to the ITER reference value ( -. 0.5) and in plasmas at low
3
0.2 by seeding of Ar. Impurity seeding in high delta discharges increases the radiation level to that
needed for ITER, and further increases density and confinement of unseeded reference discharges. An
optimised HFS pellet injection sequence is another means to increase density and confinement. Density
peaking, which would increase further ITER's performance, has been obtained with pellet injection, impurity seeding in low delta discharges and in unseeded ELMy H-Mode discharges with carefully tuned gas
fuelling. Promising evidence for a reduction of the heat load caused by ELMs in high density discharges,
further enhanced by impurity seeding, will be discussed. Destabilization of NTMs can limit the plasma
performance and methods to avoid these will be summarized.

EX/C2.5 . H-mode Research in NSTX
R. Maingi, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Contact: rmaingi~pppl.gov

l~lI~I~lll
XA0203063

Abstract: The National Spherical Torus Experiment is a medium-sized device whose mission includes the
evaluation of confinement and stability at low aspect ratio. This paper will discuss various characteristics
of NSTX H-mode discharges, including transport, scaling of the threshold power, macroscopic stability
and investigations of the H-mode edge region with probes and spectroscopic iaging diagnostics. In
summary, both ELM-free and ELMy H-modes have been triggered on NSTX, with either neutral beam or
radio-frequency auxiliary heating. Energy confinement time as high as 120 ms was obtalned transiently
in ELM-free H-mode, which is 50% above the TER98H,b,(2) scaling. Both giant and "grassy" ELMs
have been observed. Wall conditioning has been found to play a pivotal role in obtaining good H-mode
discharges. Access to H-mode was first enabled by boronization of the plasma facing components. The
first long pulse H-modes were obtained after a 350 deg. C bakeout of the plasma facing components,
followed by boronization. A reduction in the intrinsic non-axisymmetric error field has helped to extend
the duration of the H-mode phase by reducing the occurrence of locked modes.

EX/C2-6.

H-mode Access Physics in MAST
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P. G. Carolan, UKAEA/EURATOM Fusion Association, Culham. Science Centre, Abingdon, United
Kingdom
Contact: patrick.carolanflukaea.org.uk
Abstract: Spherical tokamaks offer extreme plasma parameters for scalings and model testing whilst also
accessing plasma regimes of interest to conventional tokamaks. The cross-section of MAST is similar to
medium sized tokamaks allowing comparisons of confinement, stability and transport, and thus helping to
remove some degeneracies, for example, in H-mode power threshold scaling. Extensive diagnostic systems,
e.g. 300 point Thomnson scattering, provide detailed monitoring of the edge and SOL regions, and in Hmode plasmas, showing increases in particle and energy confinement and steepening of edge gradients. In
addition, a reduction in turbulence was observed, together with a sharp increase in the Electron Bernstein
Wave emission cone and rapid acceleration of edge poloidal flow. The operating window for reliable H-mode
access has been greatly extended by the use of inboard refuelling, whilst also providing high reproducibility,
and with Connected Double Null Divertor operation, reduces the power threshold to levels now consistent
with the latest international power law scalings. Confinement for low frequency Type III ELMs is also in
agreement with the international scaling law IPB(y,2).

XA0203 065
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Stable Existence of Central Current Hole in the JT-60U Tokamnak

Y. Miura, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka, Japan
Contact: miura~naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: An advanced tokamnak scenario by a reversed magnetic shear configuration has a hollow current
profile and shows very high confinement with an internal transport barrier (ITB) inside the position of the
minimum safety factor. In an extreme situation of the hollow current profile, it was found for the first time
in JT-60U that there is no plasma current in the central region (called Current Hole). Though the current
was believed to be necessary for tokamak plasma equilibrium. Moreover, it was observed for the first time
that the Current Hole region extends to 40% of the plasma minor radius and it exists stably for several
seconds. The Current Hole is formed by the growth of the bootstrap current and it is impossible to drive
current in either positive or negative direction by, ECH or N-NB in the Current Hole. In that region, there
is almost no gradient of density, temperature and toroidal rotation velocity. The density fluctuation in the
fiat density region is about one order of magnitude smaller than that in the ITB. These results suggest
that there may be very little free energy source, such as current or pressure gradient to drive fluctuation
in the stable Current Hole.

XA02 03066
EX/C3-lMb

Equilibria and Stability of JET Discharges with Zero Core Current Density

B. C. Stratton, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ, USA
Contact: bstratton~pppl.gov
Abstract: Injection of Lower Hybrid Heating and Current Drive (LHCD) into the current ramp-up phase
of JET discharges has produced extremely reversed q-proffles characterized by a core region of near zero
current density (within Motional Stark Effect diagnostic measurement errors). Non-inductive, off-axis
co-current drive induces a back electromotive force inside the non-inductive current radius that drives a
negative current in the plasma core. The core current density does not go negative, although current
diffusion calculations indicate that there is sufficient LHCD to cause this. A possible explanation of the
core current density clamping near zero is that MHD instabilities redistribute the core current soon after
it goes negative. This is seen in reduced MED simulations in cylindrical geometry and nonlinear resistive
MHD simulations in toroidal geometry which predict that these discharges undergo n=0 reconnection
events which clamp the core current near zero. Understanding the physics of the current hole in present
devices is important for enabling predictions of current profile evolution in next step facilities with strong
non-inductive current drive.

XA0203067
EX/C3-2 . Core and Edge Aspects of Quiescent Double Barrier Operation on DIII-D, with Relevance to Critical ITB Physics Issues
E. J. Doyle, University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, USA
Contact: doylejgfusion.gat.corn
Abstract: This paper reports on the progress in the areas of internal transport barrier (ITB), Quiescent
H-mode (QH-mode) and Quiescent Double Barrier (QDB) research on DIJ-D. The QDB regime combines
core transport barriers with an ELM-free, quiescent H-mode edge, resulting in sustained high performance
operation (3NH~S9 product of 7 for 10 confinement times). These QDB discharges are of interest as: (a) They
provide a convincing demonstration of quasi-steady-state ITB operation for >3.5 s, or -' 25 confinement
times, limited only by NBI pulse length. (b) The Q11-mode edge demonstrates that sustained, high-quality
ELM-free H-mode operation is possible with density and radiated power control and (c) QDB discharges
allow us to investigate critical ITB physics issues such as sustainment, impurity accumulation, theory-based
understanding and current drive capability. *Work supported by U.S. DOE under Grants DE-FCO0301ER,546 15, DE-FCO2-89ER53297, DE-FG02-92ER5414 1, DE-FG03-96ER154373, DE-FCOS-95ER54294,
DE-FCO2-90E1R54084, DE-FGO3-86ER153225, and Contracts DE-ACO3-99ER54463, DE-AC05-000R22725,
W-7405-ENC-48, DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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Studies of Current Profile Optimization and Influence of Electron Heating towards
Advanced Tokamnak Operation on JT-60U
S. Ide, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka, Japan
Contact: idefinaka.jaer~go.jp
Abstract: Results of studies towards steady state operation of an advanced tokarnak accompanied by
an internal transport barrier (ITB) concerning fusion relevant conditions on JT-60U are presented. The
major results are; 1) High confinement improvement at high normalized density regime which is expected
in the ITER steady state operational scenario was obtained in a reversed magnetic shear (RS) plasma
under full non inductive current drive (CD). In the discharge, capability of active current profile control
was also demonstrated. 2) Influence of dominant electron heating, or T,/T > 1 condition, on the ITB
was investigated, and it was found that in RS plasmas the confinement improvement by the TBs could
be maintained. On the other hand, it was found that the Ti ITB could be degraded by dominant electron
heating. These results have been obtained utilizing a variety of heating/CD systems, positive/negative-ion
based (P/N-) NB, ECRE, LHR1F, ICRE, equipped on JT-60U. They enable to explore reactor relevant
regime in which electron heating by alpha particles is dominant.

XA0203069
EX/C3-4 . Progress towards Steady-state Operation and Real Time Control of Internal Transport
Barriers in JET
X. Litaudon, Association Euratom CEA-FRANCE, St Paul Lez Durance, France
Contact: xavier. litaudon~cea.fr
Abstract: In JET advanced tokamnak research mainly focuses on plasmas with internal transport barriers (ITBs), generated by modifications of the current profile. The formerly developed optimised shear
regime with low magnetic shear in the plasma center has been extended to deeply reversed magnetic shear
configurations. ITBs occur at much lower access powers. The achievement of high fusion performance
is reported in deeply reversed magnetic shear configuration. The generation of plasmas with wide ITBs
in this configuration has allowed an extension of the accessible normalised toroidal beta at high magnetic
field. We report on the successful sustainemnent and control of the electron and ion TB in full current drive
operation with a large fraction of bootstrap current. Progress towards the steady state capability of ITB
plasmas includes techniques to avoid strong ELM activity and the newly developed real time control of the
local TB strength. Thanks to the real time control of the ITB characteristics the improved confinement
state is maintained in a more reproducible and stable manner in quasi-stationary conditions.

XA0203070
EX/C3-5Ra

Impurity Transport in Internal Transport Barrier Discharges on JET

R. Dux, Max-Planck-Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: Ralph. Duxgiipp.mpg. de
Abstract: In JET plasmas with internal transport barrier (ITB) the behaviour of metallic and low-Z
impurities (, Ne) was investigated. In ITB discharges with reversed shear, the metallic impurities accumulate in cases with too strong peaking of the density profile, while the concentration of low-Z elements
C and Ne is only mildly peaked. The accumulation might be so strong, that the central radiation approximately equals the central heating power followed by a radiative collapse of the transport barrier. The radial
location with strong impurity gradients (convective barrier) was identified to be situated inside (not at!)
the heat flux barrier. Calculations of neo-classical transport were performed for these discharges, including
impurity-impurity collisions. It was found, that the observed Z-dlependence of the impurity, peaking and
the location of the impurity "barrier" can be explained with neo-classical transport. ITB discharges with
monotonic shear show less inward convection and seem to be advantageous with respect to plasma purity.

XA020307 1
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EX/C3-5Rb Relationship between Particle and HeatITransport in JT-60U Plasmas with Internal
Transport Barrier
H. Takenaga, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka, Japan
Contact: takenagagnaka.jaed-.go.jp
Abstract: Relationship between particle and heat transport in an internal transport arrier (ITB) has
been systematically investigated for the first time in reversed shear (RS) and high-3p ELMy H-mode (weak
positive shear) plasmas of JT-60U for understanding of compatibility of improved energy confinement and
effective particle control such as exhaust of helium ash and reduction in impurity contamination. In the
RS plasma, no helium and carbon accumulation inside the ITB is observed even with highly improved
energy confinement. In the high-23, plasma, both helium and carbon density profiles are flat. As the
ion temperature proffle changes from parabolic- to box-type, the helium diffusivity decreases by a factor
of about 2 as well as the ion thermal diffusivity in the RS plasma. The measured soft X-ray profile is
more peaked than that calculated by assuming the same nR profile as the ne profile in the Ar injected
RS plasma with the box-type profile, suggesting accumulation of Ar inside the ITB. Particle transport
is improved with no change of ion temperature in the RS plasma, when density fluctuation is drastically

reduced by a pellet injection.ff11111fII111fI111
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XA0203072
EX/C3-6

Progress towards Internal Transport Barriers at High Plasma Density Sustained by

Pure Electron Heating and Current Drive in the FTU Tokamak
V. Pericoli Ridolfini, ENEA - C.R. Frascati, Frascati (Roma), Italy
Contact: pericolitfrascati.enea.it
Abstract: Strong electron Internal Transport Barriers (ITB) are obtained in FTU by the combined
injection of Lower Hybrid and Electron Cyclotron RE waves. ITBs occur either during the current plateau
or during the ramp up phase, and both in full and partial current drive (CD) regimes. Central electron
temperatures Tea > 11 keV at central densities close to 0.8. 10 2OM- 3 are sustained for several confinement
times. The transport barrier is wider than r/a = 0.4 and slowly expands in time up to r/a = 0.4. It
extends over a region where a slightly reversed magnetic shear is established by off-axis LB current drive.
The EC power, instead, is used either to benefit from this improved confinement by heating inside the
ITB, or to enhance the peripheral LH power deposition and CD with off axis resonance. Despite the fact
that the very high T, 0 reduces the e- to i energy transfer by 1.4 times during the ITB, the neutron yield
is three times larger than in a reference ohmic discharge.

EX/3-7ta. Double Transport Barrier Plasmas in Alcator C-Mod

Ihlfhllll~l~ihiiiii i

J. E. Rice, MIT P'SFC, Cambridge, MA, USA

XA0203073

Contact: rice~psfc.mit.edu
Abstract: Double transport barrier plasmas comprised of an edge EDA H-mode pedestal and an ITB
have been observed in Alcator C-Mod. The ITB can be routinely produced in CRF heated plasmas
by locating the wave resonance off-axis near r/a
0.5, provided the target plasma average density is
above 1.4 x 10 2 0 M3 , and can develop spontaneously in some Ohmic H-mode discharges. The formation of
the barrier appears in conjunction with a decrease or reversal in the central (impurity) toroidal rotation
velocity. The ITIs can persist for -15 energy confinement times, but exhibit a continuous increase of the
central electron density, (in the absence of an internal particle source), followed by collapse of the barrier.
A significant drop of the core thermal conductivity when the barrier forms is confirmed by modeling.
Application of additional on-axis ICRF heating arrests the density and impurity peaking, which occurs
along with an increase (co-current) in the core rotation velocity. The density, peaking is found to be
consistent with an inward neoclassical pinch velocity and a reduced particle diffusivity. Linear growth rate
calculations indicate the ITC mode is stabilized in the barrier region.

XA0203074
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Dependence of Particle Transport on the Heating Profile in ASDEX Upgrade

J. Stober, M\ax-Planck-Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: stober~ipp.mpg. de
Abstract: The slow peaking of the density profile for high densities with moderate NBI and its disappearance with central ICRH have been reported at the last IAEA conference in Sorrento. Meanwhile a
model] asumming D = 0.1 - -0.15. Neff and the Ware-pinch has been used successfully, to describe the
data. Independently we have proven that the peaking is not due to differences of particle fuelling, since
off-axis ICRH also leads to peaked density profiles. With the modification of treating the neoclassical
ion-heat-flux separately the model holds also for discharges with lower plasma current and even for the
density decay after pellet fuelling. The model is also related to the ECRH density pump-out. The separation of electron and ion chanel at low densities will be addressed. Central heating also increases the
anomalous diffusivity of impurity ions which is beneficial for a fusion rector. Also Neoclassical Tearing
Modes are more stable with central heating due to the flattening of the density profiles in accordance with
the theoretical predictions for the dependence of the bootstrap current on the density gradient.

XA0203075
EX/04-lRa

Turbulence Regulation and Stabilization by Equilibrium and Zonal Flows

G.R. McKee, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Madison, USA
Contact: mckee'fifusion.gat. corn
Abstract: Turbulence flows are directly measured in a tokamnak plasma by applying time-delay-estimation
(TIDE) analysis to localized 2-ID density fluctuation measurements obtained with Beam Emission Spectroscopy on DII-D. The equilibrium radial flow shear near the plasma edge (0.8 < r/a < 1) varies strongly
with magnetic geometry. With the ion grad-B drift directed towards the X-point in a single null plasma,
a large radial shear in the poloidal flow is measured, while little shear is observed in the reverse condition. This large shear appears to facilitate the L-to H-mode transition, consistent with the significantly
lower LH transition power threshold in this configuration. In addition, time varying, radially localized
(k1i p, < 1) flows with a semi-coherent structure peaked near 15 KHz and a very long poloidal wavelength,
possibly m=0, are observed. These characteristics are very similar to theoretically predicted zonal flows
that are self-generated by and in turn regulate the turbulence. *Work supported by U.S. Department of
Energy under Grants DE-FGO3-96ER54373, DE-FGO3 01ER54615, and Contracts DE-AC03-99ER54463
and W-7405-ENG-48.

XA0203076
EX/G4-1Rb Quantitative Comparisons of DIII-D Turbulence Measurements to Gyro-Kinetic
and Gyro-Fluid Turbulence Simulations
T. L. Rhodes, Electrical Engineering Department, University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, USA
Contact: rhodes'ffusion.gat.corn
Abstract: Experimental turbulence and transport characteristics in DII-D plasmas have been compared
with similar quantities calculated from gyro-kinetic and gyro-fluid type turbulence simulations. Turbulent
radial correlation lengths dr from DIII-D L-mode plasmas scale as 5 to 10 r (r, = ion gyro-radius evaluated
using Te) and independent of the poloidal magnetic field. Comparisons to a global gyro-kinetic code
(UCAN) show similar behavior (i.e. magnitude, radial scaling, lack of B,., dependence) when zonal flows
are included. Experimental dr from quiescent double barrier (QIDB) plasmas show both a reduction below
this L-mode value, consistent with reduced core transport, as well as similarities with UCAN simulations
of dr. Gyro-fluid flux tube simulations (GRYFFIN) of L-mode discharges have likewise been performed
and comparisons show similarities between measured and simulated poloidal wave number spectrum while
the simulated ion thermal transport and density fluctuation level are larger than experiment by c'1.5 and
r..4 respectively. *Supported by USDOE Grants DE-PGO3-01ER54615, DE-FGO3-86ER53266, DE-FGO595ER54296, DE-F7GO2-93ER54197, DE-FGO3-96ER54373, Contract DE-ACO3-99ER54463.
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Electron Heat Transport in ASDEX Upgrade: Experiment and Modelling

F. Ryter, IPP-Garching, Garching, Germany
Contact: ryter~ipp.mpg.de
Abstract: The temperature profile resilience observed in tokamak conventional plasmas has been clearly
attributed to a threshold in inverse gradient length: above this threshold transport increases strongly
whereas it is yer- low below. New experiments with ECH in ASDEX Upgrade allow to determine the
threshold by varying the heat flux in the confinement region by one of magnitude while keeping the plasma
boundary constant. Such experiments at low density with pure electron heating allow to study in detail
the elect ron heat transport. In addition the influence of ion heat flux and coupling between the species is
studied. The experimental result are compared with the ITG/TEM Weiland model which shows excellent
agreement. The results on threshold seem to support the hypothesis that TEM rather than ETC turbulence
is the dominant cause of anomalous electron heat transport. In these experiments power modulation of
ECH allow simultaneously the investigation of transient transport which is also well reproduced by the
Weiland model. Therefore a single physics-based transport model including ITG/TEM physics reproduces
the experimental heat transport results under quite different conditions.

XA0203078
EX/C4-2Rb Experiments on Electron Temperature Profile Resilience in FTU Tokamnak with
Continuous and Modulated ECRH
S. Cirant, Istituto di Fisica del Plasma
Contact: irant~ifp.mi. cnr. it

-

CNR1, Milano, Italy

Abstract: Experiments performed on FTU tokamak, aiming at validation of physics-based transport
models of the electron temperature profile resilience, are presented. ECRH is used to probe transport
features, both in steady-state and in response to perturbations, while ECCD and LHCD are used for current
density profile shaping. Observed confinement behaviour shows agreement with a critical temperature
gradient length modelling. Central, low gradient plasma is characterized by low stiffness and low electron
thermal diffusivity. Strong stiffness and high conduction are found in the confinement region. Resilience
is experimentally characterized by an index of the resistance of the profile to adapt its shape to localized
ECRH, while the diffusivity and its low-high transition are measured both by power balance and heat pulse
propagation analysis. A particular attention is given to the investigation of the transition layer between
low-high diffusivity and low-high stiffness regions. A dependence of LTc on magnetic shear, similar to
what found in Tore Supra, and consistent with ETC based anomalous transport, is found.

XA0203079
EX/C4-3
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Increased Understanding of Neoclassical Internal Transport Barrier on CHS

T. Mlinam-i, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: miniami~nifs.ac.jp
Abstract: The recent progress of the study on neoclassical internal transport barrier (N-ITB) of Compact
Helical System (CHS) is reported. This barrier is formed due to the positive electric field and the electric
field shear that are created by bifurcation of radial electric field with the electron cyclotron (EC) heating on
helical devices. Previously N-ITB was observed for ECH plasma, recently N-JTB barrier was also observed
for EC (53.2 CHz 2nd harmonic) heated NBI plasma. The N-ITB of EC heated NBI plasma is formed
at the outer location (r/a = 0.4 - 0.6) in comparison with that (r/a = 0.3) of ECH plasma, so that the
improved confinement region is expanded. The improvement in the ion energy transport is also observed
and the ion temperature is increased up to 400 eV along with the electron temperature, that is two times
higher than that of the plasma without N-ITB. The particle transport is studied by measuring the peak
energy of Titanium Ka line intensity with the soft X-ray CCD) camera. The energy is shifted from 4.68
kV to 4.73 kV b forming N-ITB. The improvement of the impurity transport has been confirmed inside
N-ITB by comparing the experimental result with the MIIST code.
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EX/C4-4
Experimental Evidence of Fluctuations and Flows near Marginal Stability in the
Plasma Boundary Region in Fusion Plasmas
C. Hidalgo, EURATOM-CIEMAT, Madrid, Spain
Contact: carlos.hidalgoflciemat.es
Abstract: Electrostatic turbulence has been investigated in the plasma boundary region in the JET
tokamak and in the TJ-II stellarator. In both devices the naturally occurring velocity shear layer organizes
itself to reach a condition in which the radial gradient in the poloidal phase velocity of fluctuations is
comparable to the inverse of the correlation time of fluctuations. This result suggests that there is no
continuous increase of the ExB3 flow when approaching the critical power threshold for the transition to
improved confinement regimes and that ExB3 sheared flows organized themselves to be close to marginal
stability. The statistical properties of Ex13 turbulent transport are correlated with the radial structure
of fluctuations both in JET and TJ-II devices. The expected value of ExB3 turbulent transport events
increases strongly as the gradient increases above its most probable value. These results are consistent
with the paradigm of turbulent transport self-regulated via fluctuations near marginal stability.

XA02 03081
EX/G4-5Ra . Response of Temperature and Density Profiles to Heat Deposition Profile and its
Impact on Global Scaling in LH1D
H. Yamada, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Gifu, Japan
Contact: hyamada~lhd.nifs. ac.jp
Abstract: Significant density dependence of the energy confinement time as described in the ISS95 scaling
has been demonstrated in the extended parameter regimes in LHD). However, recent experiments have
indicated that this density dependence is lost at a certain density under specific conditions. This paper
discusses the cause of this saturation and related characteristics of anomalous transport. The saturation
of the energy confinement time is observed in the density ramp-up phase of NBI heated plasmas. In
contrast to the global energy confinement time, the local heat conduction coefficient still indicates the
temperature dependence which is a companion to the density dependence of the energy confinement time.
The apparent contradiction between the global confinement and the local transport can be attributed to
the change of the heat deposition profile. Through this study, the response of temperature and density
profiles to the heat deposition profile is highlighted, which is contrasted to the concept of stiffness or
profile consistency observed in tokamaks. The major anomalous transport models based on ITG/TEM

and interchange/ballooning modes are assessed.
EX/04-5Rb
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Transport Barrier Formation by Application of Localized ECH in the LHD

S. Kubo, National Institute for Fusion Scinece, Japan, Toki, Japan
Contact: kubo~LHD. nifs. ac.yp
Abstract: In the past three years, the LHD) has revealed confinement properties as good as those of
tokamaks. And achieved beta value of 3.2 % has been attained, satisfying necessary condition to be
a candidate for a reactor core. However, a fundamental question remains; whether or not such high
performance is maintained in a collisionless regime as the electron temperature gets higher. Indeed,
the electron temperature remained below 4 keV for the past 3 years as if it were caught in the vicious
dependence of as predicted in low collisional regime. This paper reports that a plasma of 10 keV was
achieved in the 5th campaign of the LHD, carried out in 2001, resolving such a concern and opening a
new regime of extremely low collisionality. This regime of high Te has the the features of the ITB and is
obtained by achieving special experimental conditions.
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Core Fluctuations and Current Profile Dynamics in the MST Reversed-Field Pinch

D. L. Brower, University of California, Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, USA
Contact: BRO WERflmail.utexas. edu
Abstract: First measurement of the current density profile, magnetic fluctuations and e.s particle flux in
the core of a high-temperature rfp are presented. We report three new results: (1) The current density
peaks during the slow ramp phase of the sawtooth cycle and flattens promptly at the crash. Profile
flattening can be linked to magnetic relaxation and the dynamo which is predicted to drive anti-parallel
current in the core. Measured core magnetic fluctuations are observed to increases three-fold at the crash.
Between sawtooth crashes, measurements indicate the particle flux driven by, e.s. fluctuations is too small
to account for the total radial particle flux. (2) Core magnetic fluctuations are observed to decrease at
least two-fold in plasmas where energy confinement time improves ten-fold. In this case, the radial particle
flux is also reduced, being consistent with core e.s. fluctuation-induced transport. (3) The parallel current
density increases in the outer region of the plasma during high confinement, as expected, due to the applied
edge parallel electric field. However, the core current density also increases due to dynamo reduction and
the emergence of runaway electrons.

XA0203084
EX/C5-1

Plasma Performance and Impurity Behavior in Long Pulse Discharges on LHD

Y. Nakamura. National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: ynakamzflhd.nifs. ac.jp
Abstract: Demonstration of high confinement and long-duration discharges is one of the most challenging issues for magnetic fusion research. The superconducting Large Helical Device (LHD) provides a new
platform for solving particle and heat flux problems in steady state as well as the physics study of plasma
confinement in helical devices. Since the last AEA meeting, long pulse experiments in an extended parameter range at LHD were performed with high heating power of up to 2 MW. The operational density
was extended up to 6.5 x 1O'9 M- 3 for NBI discharges and the discharge duration up to 127 s for ICH
discharges. Physics studies on confinement characteristics and impurity behavior distinguished in long
pulse dlscharges are presented. Confinement properties were completely the same as those in short pulse
discharges and high performance plasmas were maintained over a period of long time. Impurity accumulation was observed in a specific density range of around 2 x 10 1 9 m- 3 for NBI heated pure hydrogen
discharges. The impurity behavior is in qualitative agreement with neoclassical impurity transport.

XA0203085
EX/C5-2

Confinement Studies of Auxiliary Heated NSTX Plasmas

B. P. LeBlanc, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: bleblancflpppl.gov
Abstract: Making use of newly installed kinetic profile diagnostics, core thermal confinement and particle
transport during neutral beam and high-harmonic fast wave heating is investigated. Analysis suggests that
the ion thermal transport may be exceptionally low in the core of neutral-beam-heated plasmas. This is
highlighted by noting that the ion temperature often exceeds the electron temperature by a factor near two,

which is inconsistent with classical NBI power deposition partition computed by TRANSP and suggests
that classical slowing down might not be the sole energy transfer process. In both the NBI and HHFW
heated cases, gyrokinetic analysis suggests that long-wavelength ITG modes, normally associated with ion
thermal transport, are stable or are suppressed by ExB shear. Ion particle transport based on analysis of
gas puffing is at neoclassical levels within the q = 2 surface. The main thermal loss channel is through
electrons in HH1FWA and NBI discharges. The dynamics of the H-mode operation, which has been achieved

with NBI and HHFW auxiliary heating, is discussed.
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A Demonstration of Mlagnetic Field Optimization in LHD

S. Murakarni, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: mura/kamignifs. ac.jp
Abstract: The behaviors of trapped particles in helical ripples are complicated and would enhance the
radial transport of energetic particles and thermal plasma (neoclassical transport) in heliotrons. Thus the
improvement of energetic particle confinement and the reduction of the neoclassical transport are key issues
for a future reactor based on the helical system. On the other hand, recent LHD and CHS experimental
results have shown good plasma performances in the "inward shifted" configurations, in which the ideal
MHD stability analysis predicts instability. These facts suggest that the MHD stability problem is not a
severe one for plasma confinement in heliotrons and makes it reasonable to consider shifting the magnetic
axis further inwards in LHD where further improvement of the neoclassical transport and energetic particle
transport can be expected. In this paper, we show an optimized configuration of LHD to a level typical of
so-called "advanced stellarators" and demonstrate experimentally the effect of magnetic field optimization
on the energetic particle confinement and the thermal plasma transport (neoclassical transport).

XA0203087
EX/C5-4

Improved Performance of the W7-AS Stellarator with the New Island Divertor

R. Brakel, Max-Planck-Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: brakelflipp.mpg. de
Abstract: The island divertor concept has successfully been realized at W7-AS. The divertor gives access to a new NBJ1-heated high density regime with densities up to 4 x 10 2 0 M`3 and energy confinement
well above customary scalings. This regime appears promising with respect to the requirements of both
confinement and exhaust. Many features are reminiscent of a quiescent H-mode, but plasma particle transport behaves differently. Beyond a threshold density energy confinement approximately doubles whereas
particle confinement dramatically decreases. The density profile flattens and the inward impurity pinch is
reduced. This eases density control, prevents impurity accumulation, and allows for quasi-stationary conditions with radiation profiles peaked at the edge. At the highest densities partial detachment occurs with
a radiated power fraction up to 90% at a tolerable expense of plasma energy. The sub-divertor pressure
is sufficient for pumping. Major experimental results, such as the lack of a high recycling phase preceding
detachment, are also predicted by the EMC3/EIRENE code.

EX/D1-1

.

Steady State and 'lransient Power Handling in JET

C. F. Matthews, UKAEA
Contact: gfmnje tnuk

X 003088

/ Euratom Fusion Association, Abingdon, United Kingdom

Abstract: Recent JET experiments and analysis have demonstrated the importance of edge collisionality
for the physics of divertor power loading both during and between ELMs. Since collisionality decreases
strongly with machine size, JET routinely operates in an ITER relevant regime which is difficult or impossible to access in smaller devices. This new understanding has enabled us to develop more physically
justifiable scalings for static and transient power deposition in ITER and demonstrates a need for kinetic
models when simulating edge behaviour in JET and ITER. Steady state power loading in ITER is likely
to be within limits provided that the divertor plasma is kept in the high recycling or detached regime.
Extrapolations of the typical type ELMs found in JET to ITER highlight the importance of developing
regimes characterised by small ELMs, if surface ablation is to be avoided. Disruptive power loads measured
in the JET divertor appear far more benign than would be expected from current ITER assumptions.
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Exhaust, ELM and Halo Physics using the MAST Tokamak

G. F. Counsell, Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association, Abingdon, United Kingdom
Contact: glenn. counsell~ukaea.org.uk
Abstract: Scalings for the SQL width on MAST extend the parameter range of conventional devices but
confirm a negative dependence on power flow across the separatrix. In L-mode and at ELM peaks, >95%
of power to the targets arrives to the outboard side. Peak heat flux densities rise by a factor 2-6 during
ELMs and are accompanied by a shift in the strike-point location but by little change in the target heat
flux width. Energy loss per ELM as a percentage of pedestal energy and pedestal collisionality appear
uncorrelated, possibly because ELMs on MAST are dominated by convective transport. Modelling shows
that parallel gradients in the magnitude of the magnetic field in MAST may drive strong upstream flows.
Broadening of the target beat flux width by divertor biasing is being explored as a means of reducing target
power loading in next-step devices and has facilitated halo current measurements using series resistors.
Halo currents are always less than 30% of plasma current and the product of toroidal peaking factor and
halo current fraction is -50% of the ITER design limit. Varying the series resistance demonstrates that
the \'IJE behaves more as a voltage source than a current source.1111llI
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JT-60U

Driving Mechanism of SOL Plasma Flow and Effects on the Divertor Performance in

N. Asakura, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-machi, Japan
Contact: asakuranglfusion.naka.jaem.go.jp
Abstract: SL plasma flow plays an important role in the plasma transport along the field lines, and
influences control of the divertor plasma and impurity ions. Recently, mechanisms producing the SL
flow such as drifts produced by electric field and pressure gradient are pointed out. In JT-60U, three
reciprocating Mach probes were installed at the high-field-side (HFS) baffle, low-field-side (FS) midplane
and just below the X-point. The measurements of the SL flow and plasma profiles both at the HFS
and LFS, for the first time, found out the SQL flow pattern and its driving mechanism. "Flow reversal`
was found near the separatrix of the HFS and LFS. Radial profiles of the SL flow were similar to those
calculated numerically using the UEDGE code with the plasma drifts included. SL particle fluxes towards
the HES and LFS divertors were, for the first time, evaluated. Important physics issues for the divertor
design and operation, such as in-out asymmetries of the heat and particle fluxes, and control of impurity
ions with intense gas puff and divertor pump (puff and pump), were investigated.

EX/D1-4

Qperation

of ASDEX Upgrade with

Trungsten Coated Walls

V. Rohde, Max Planck Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: rohde~ipp.mpg. de
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Abstract: An alternative for low-Z materials in the main chamber of a future fusion device are highZ materials, but the maximal tolerable concentration in the plasma core is restricted. A step by step
approach to employ tungsten at the central column of ASUEX Upgrade was started in 1999. Meanwhile
almost the whole central column is covered with tiles, which were coated by PVD3 with tungsten. Up
to now 9000 s of plasma discharge covering all relevant scenarios were performed. Routine operation of
ASDEX Upgrade was not affected by the tungsten. Typical concentrations below 0--5 were found. The
tungsten concentration is mostly connected to the transport into the core plasma, not to the tungsten
erosion. It can be demonstrated, that additional central heating can eliminate the tungsten accumulation.
These experiments demonstrate the compatibility of fusion plasmas with W plasma facing components
under reactor relevant conditions. The erosion pattern found by post mortem analysis indicates that the
main effect is ion sputtering. The main erosion of tungsten seems to occur during plasma ramp-up and
ramp-down.
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Power Exhaust and Edge Control in Steady State Tore Supra Plasma

R. Mitteau, Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, Saint Paul les Durances, France
Contact: mitteau~drfc. cad. cea.fr
Abstract: Tore Supra is operated since 2001 with a flat limiter which is designed for 10 MW/rn 2 . The
limiter is located in the bottom of the vacuum vessel. It was only partial in 2001, but it is now fully toroidal
without poloidal leading edges. Part of the experimental campaign of 2001 was devoted to the physical
as well as technological qualification of the limiter. For 4 MW injected, the limiter extracted 2.5 MW and
heat flux densities reached 2.5 MW/rn 2 . It is still modest compared to the design value, but nonetheless
enables a comparison to the modelling as surface temperature increased locally to 4000 C. Thermal steady
state is reached in 5-8 seconds. The values of heat flux and the deposition pattern are in very good
accordance with design simulations. The heat flux pattern is a combination of parallel and perpendicular
flow components which are roughly of equal magnitude. Insights on the heat flux deposition pattern as
well as on the tiles behaviour are given. Operation with such a large size high heat flux component sets
an renewed emphasis on issues such as feed back systems, active security, cooling parameter and in situ

assessment of the elements. They are dealt with in the paper.
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Density Limit and Cross-Field Edge Transport Scaling in Alcator C-Mod

B. LaBombard, MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Cambridge, MA, USA
Contact: abombardt~psfc.mit. edu
Abstract: Experiments in Alcator C-Mod have uncovered a direct link between the character and scaling
of edge transport and the empirical Greenwald density limit (no). In low to moderate density discharges,
the scrape-off layer (SQL) exhibits a two-layer structure: a near SQL (5 mm zone) with steep density and
temperature gradients and a far SQL with flatter profiles. In the far SQL, the transport fluxes exhibit large
transport events ('bursts' which carry particles to main-chamber structures. In the near SQL, transport
fluxes appear to be less 'bursty' particle diffusivities in this region is found to increase strongly with local
plasma collisionality. As n/nc; (or collisionality) is raised, cross-field heat convection begins to compete
with parallel conduction to the divertor. At N/ne
0.5, TE at the separatrix is reduced. As n/nc
approaches -1, regions inside the separatrix exhibit flatter profiles with 'bursty' transport behavior; crossfield heat convection to main-chamber structures becomes comparable to the radiated power. Thus as
n/nc is increased, cross-field edge transport physics progressively changes, ultimately impacting the power

balance of the discharge near N/nG
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Fast Dynamics of Type

ELM1 and Transport of ELM Pulse in JT-60U

N. Oyama, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-machi, Japan
Contact: oyamangfusion.naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: The mitigation of the large ELM heat load on the divertor target is one of the most important
issues to be overcome on ITER. Since the ELM heat load strikes the divertor target not as a time-averaged
load but as an instantaneous heat pulse, the evaluation of both ELM energy, and the time scale of the
collapse and transport is very important. In JT-60U, the detailed dynamic behaviors of the collapse were
measured using 0-mode reflectomneter. The duration of the collapse was within 0.35 ms and the lost
pedestal density was recovered quickly within 0.5 ins. The collapse reached 10 cm inside the separatrix,
which corresponds to twice the pedestal width of 5 cm. Dedicated edge density measurements on highand low-field side revealed the poloidal asymmetry of the collapse of density pedestal for the first time.
The measurement of SQL flow and heat load to the divertor target by using SL Mach probe and IRTV
showed that convective transport of the SL plasma gave large contribution to the ELM heat deposition
process.
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EX/S1-2 . Sawtooth, Neo-Classical Tearing Mode and Error Field Studies in JET
T. C. Hender, EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association, Cuiham Science Centre, Abingdon, United
Kingdom
Contact: tim. hendergukaea. org. uk
Abstract: A range of ITER relevant plasma stability issues have been studied in the JET tokamnak; these
include the effects of fast particles on sawteeth, control of NTMs via sawteeth seeds, scaling of (2,1) NTMI
thresholds and the effect of error fields on plasma rotation and vice-versa. The sawtooth studies have
examined both the effects of JCRF and NBI fast particles, and models used for ITER predictions have
been validated. Large sawteeth, due to fast particle stabilisation, have been shown to trigger m=3, n=2
NTMs at low beta. Conversely the use of ICCD to produce small short period sawteeth has been shown
to raise the NTMI beta-limit, suggesting the value of local current drive near q=1. The m=2, n=1 NTM,
which when destabilised results in severe degradation of plasma performance, has been studied in a joint
scaling experiment with the DIII-D tokamak. These experiments using closely matched non-dimensional
parameters (plasma shape, R/a, q, gyro-radius and collisionality) on DIII-D and JET show similar NTMW
beta-limits and consistent scalings. The issue of error field thresholds and their variation with plasma

rotation has also been studied, helping to clarify scalings to ITER.
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EX/S1-3 . Increased Stable Beta in DIII-D by Suppression of a Neoclassical Tearing Mode Using
Electron Cyclotron Current Drive and Active Feedback
R. . La Haye, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: lahayegision.gat.corn
Abstract: In DIII-D, the first real-time active control of the electron cyclotron current drive stabilization
of a neoclassical tearing mode (here m/n=3/2) is demonstrated. The plasma control system is put into a
wesearch and suppress" mode to make either small rigid radial position shifts (of order 1 cm) of the entire
plasma (and thus the island) or small changes in toroidal field (of order 0.5%) which radially moves the
second harmonic resonance location (and thus the rf current drive). The optimum position minimizes the
real-time mode amplitude signal. Stabilization occurs despite changes in island location from dischargeto-discharge or from time-to-time. The neutral beam heating power is then programmed to rise after
mode suppression by the ECCD. The plasma pressure increases higher than the peak at the onset of the
neoclassical tearing mode until the magnetic island reappears. Real-time tracking of the change in location
of q=3/2 due to the Shafranov shift with increasing beta is necessary to keep the ECCD at the optimum
location in the absence of a mode. *Work supported by U.S. DOE under Contracts DE-AC03-99ER55463

and DE-ACO2-76CH03073.
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EX/S1-4 . Neoclassical Tearing Modes on AUG: Improved Scaling Laws, High Confinement at
High fiN and New Stabilization Experiments
S. Guenter, Max-Planck-Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: guenter~ipp.mpg. de
Abstract: The accuracy of the scaling laws derived so far for the normalised beta values at the onset of
neoclassical tearing modes is limited as the results depend on the presence and magnitude of seed islands.
Therefore power ramp down experiments have been performed on ASDEX Upgrade, allowing to find a
scaling law for the critical 3 value at which the NTMs disappear. For (m,n)=(3,2) NTMs these critical
beta values have been found to scale nearly proportional to p*. As it has been recently found on ASDEX
Upgrade, at high 3 N values there is a regime in which (3,2) NTMs cause a much smaller confinement
degradation as one would expect from the 3 dependence of the saturated island size. The transition to this
regime allows high confinement (H = 1) at high beta values (N > 2.3) on ASDEX Upgrade in spite of the
presence of (3,2) NTMs. The plasma conditions for the transition into such a high confinement regime are
discussed in detail. Furthermore, new results on NTMA stabilization by localized ECCD will be presented,
showing that NT1\s remain stabilized even with increased heating power and thus normalized beta values
well above the NTM1 threshold.
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Beta-limiting MilD Instabilities in NSTX Spherical Torus Plasmas

J. E. Menard, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: jmenard~pppl.gov
Abstract: Neutral beam heated plasmas in the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) have
achieved high toroidal beta exceeding 25% and normalized beta values above 4 at plasma current =
1.2 MA, toroidal field = 0.3 Tesla, and aspect ratio A = 1.3. Plasmas with elongation = 1.8, triangularity = 0.5, internal inductance = 0.7, and pressure peaking factor = 2.9 are found to achieve the highest
beta. In general, most high-beta disruptions in NSTX are well correlated with the predicted ideal stability limits for core-localized n=1 pressure-driven kink modes. Neoclassical tearing modes can also limit
NSTX performance by limiting the poloidal beta to less than 0.5 and are potentially problematic for high
bootstrap fraction scenarios. In dedicated experiments to maximize the stabilizing effect of the NSTX
passive conducting plates on kink modes, the first resistive wall mode (RWM) was observed on NSTX. The
locked-mode detector array used for diagnosing the RWM also discovered a large n=1 vacuum error-field
which has since been significantly reduced. The impact of reduced error fields on the MHD stability of
NSTX discharges will be assessed in the near term.
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Stability at High Performance in the MAST Spherical Tokamak

R. J. Buttery, EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association, Abingdon, United Kingdom
Contact: richard.buttery fukaea. org. uk

Abstract: The new generation of Spherical Tokarnaks (STs) provides the first opportunity to examine
stability properties in power-plant-relevant low collisionality regimes. This can help assess the ST's potential as a route to fusion power, but also provides crucial tests of stability physics used in extrapolation
to devices such as ITER. On MAST, the first identification of neoclassical tearing modes in the ST has
been made. Behaviour is remarkably well described by existing theory, confirming predictions for key
physics parameters. Analysis highlights the significance of stabilising field-curvature effects, suggesting
a new route for avoidance of these modes. Stable operation has been demonstrated at high normalised
beta of -4.5 ( 51i), illustrating the favourable stability properties and high beta potential of the ST. q=1
,snake' phenomena exist through sawtooth trains, with studies providing key tests of sawtooth physics models. Disruption/reconnection behaviour is also being explored. These exciting studies are being pushed
even further in 2002, with a near doubling of auxiliary heating power and new diagnostics commissioned,
including 300 point and multi-time Thomson scattering systems.

EX/S2-1

Resistive Wall Stabilization of High Beta Plasmas in DIII-D

XA02031 00

E. J. Strait, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: strait~fusion.gat.com
Abstract: Recent DJII-D experiments have demonstrated sustained stable operation well above the freeboundary stability limit. The n=1 ideal kink mode is stabilized at high beta by a resistive wall and a
combination of plasma rotation and active feedback, or by rotation alone. The key to this achievement
has been to minimize resonant asymmetries of the magnetic field. Theory predicts that a resonant plasma
response to any static n=1 field asymmetry will enhance the drag on plasma rotation at high beta, leading
to loss of rotation followed by growth of an instability. This resonant plasma response has been directly
observed in DIII-D experiments, and a new technique makes use of the resonant response to reduce the
magnetic field asymmetry through feedback control. With reduction of the resonant drag, beta has been
sustained at more than 1.5 times the free-boundary stability limit for longer than 1 s. The ideal wallstabilized beta limit has been reached, at approximately twice the free-boundary limit. *Work supported
by U.S. Department of Energy under Contracts DE-ACO3-99ER54464, DE-ACO5-000R22725, and Grant
DE-FG02-89ER53297.
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The Resistive Wall Mode and Feedback Control Physics Design in NSTX

S. A. Sabbagh, Columbia University, New York, USA
Contact: sabbagh~ppplkgov
Abstract: The National Spherical Torus Experiment has been designed to investigate the physics of ST
global mode stabilization. NSTX has R = 0.86mr, a < 0. 7mr, B0 < 0.45 T, and I1, < 1.5 MA. Maximum
toroidal and normalized beta have exceeded 31% and 5.5, respectively, with normalized beta reaching 7.4
ii. Sudden beta collapses have been correlated to violation of the n = 1 ideal M111D beta limit using timeevolving EFIT reconstructions of experimental discharges. The resistive wall mode (RWM) was observed
in experiments maximizing plasma coupling to the stabilizing conducting plates. A large rotation damping
rate of -300 kz/s was observed in RWMX discharges in contrast to -75 kz/s for plasmas exhibiting n
= 2 and 3 rotating modes. The computed RWM perturbed field structure from experimental equilibria
was input to the VALEN code and the computed n = 1 mode growth time of 4.6 mns agrees well with
the experimental value of 5 ins. Increased beta improves wall coupling, and passive stabilization of an
equilibrium with normalized beta of 5.2 and pressure peaking factor of 2.2 yields a growth time of 23.5
mns. This plasma would be completely stabilized by a proposed global instability feedback system

XA02OSI102
EX/S2-3

MilD)-Mode Locking by Controlled Halo-Current in T-10 Tokamak

N. V. Ivanov, RRC Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russia
Contact: ivnickg'nfi.kiae. ru
Abstract: The experiment on a non-disruptive halo-current influence on the m=2 mode rotation at the
steady-state stage of tokamak discharge is presented. The halo current in the (Rail Limiter - Plasma Vacuum Chamber - External Circuit - Rail Limiter) loop was used. The switching on of an EMF source in
the external circuit resulted in locking of the mn=2 magnetic islands by the halo current of 400 A amplitude.

This effect can be attributed to a coupling between the halo-current magnetic field and the m=2/n=1 mode.
A set of magnetic probes was used to measure the halo-current space structure in plasma. The dimensions
of the halo-current path in plasma along the magnetic field were much shorter in poloidal and toroidal

directions than the corresponding wavelengths for m=2/n=1 mode. The experiment was simulated in
the assumption that the tearing mode is affected by halo-current helical component with the same space
structure. The equation for disturbed poloidal flux in presence of external helical surface current was used
for the analysis. In calculations for T-10 conditions the halo-current affected the mode rotation frequency,

like it was observed in the experiment.
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Disruption Mitigation Using High-Pressure Noble Gas Injection on DIII-D

D. G. Whvte, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, USA
Contact: whyte~fusion.gat. corn
Abstract: High-pressure gas jet injection of neon and argon is shown to be a simple and robust method to
mitigate the deleterious effects of disruptions on the DIII-D tokamak. The gas jet penetrates to the central
plasma at its sonic velocity. The deposited species dissipates -100% of the plasma thermal energy by
radiation and substantially reduces mechanical stresses on the vessel caused by poloidal halo currents. The
gas jet species charge distribution can include > 50% fraction neutral species which inhibits runaway electrons. The favorable scaling of this technique to burning fusion plasmas is discussed. *Work supported by
U.S. Department of Energy under Grant No. DE-FG03-95ER54294 and Contracts DE-ACO5-000R22725,
DE-AC03-99ER54463, and W-7405-ENC-48.
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Investigation of the Beta-Limit in the W7-AS Stellarator

A. Weller, Max-Planck-Institut fr Plasmaphysik Garching, Garching, Germany
Contact: arthur.wellergipp.mpg. de
Abstract: Investigations of the performance and stability of high-beta plasmas have been restarted in
W7-AS utilizing higher heating powers and the new divertor system. The combination of beneficial effects
resulted in a significant increase of the volume averaged 3 from 2 % up to 3.1 % and in MHD-quiescent,
quasi-stationary discharges at low radiation levels. Experimental studies of equilibrium effects and of
MHD mode activity have been performed with the X-ray tomnography system. In addition results of
computational MHD stability studies are presented, which show an increase of the stability with increasing
/3 due to the pressure induced deepening of the magnetic well in combination with increasing magnetic
shear, in qualitative agreement with the experimental data. The maximum achieved
is limited by
the available heating power and not by stability effects. The equilibrium 3-limit is approached in the
case of low-iota configurations. Particularly with regard to current carrying stellarators and comparisons
with tokamaks the modification of the stability of high-beta plasmas by significant OH-currents has been

investigated.
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EX/S3-2 1HD
M
Instabilities and Their Effects on Plasma Confinement in the Large Helical
Device Plasmas
K. Toi, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: toignifs. ac.jp
Abstract: MHD stability of NBI heated plasmas and impacts of MHD1 modes on plasma confinement
are intensively, studied in the Large Helical Device (LHD). Three characteristic MHD instabilities were
observed, that is, (1) pressure driven modes excited in the plasma edge, (2) pressure driven mode in the
plasma core, and (3) Alfv6n eigenmodes (AEs) driven by energetic ions. MHD mode excited in the edge
region accompanies multiple satellites, and is called Edge Harmonic Modes (EHMs). EHM sometimes has
a bursting character. The bursting EHM transiently decreases the stored energy by about 15 percents.
In the plasma core region, m=2/n=1 pressure driven mode is typically destabilized. The mode often
induces internal collapse in the higher beta regime more than 1 percent. The internal collapse appreciably
affects the global confinement. Energetic ion driven AEs are often detected in NBI-heated LHD plasmas.
Particular AE with the frequency 8-10 times larger than TAE-frequency was detected in high beta plasmas
more than 2 percent. The AB may be related to helicity-induced AE. Excitation of these three types of

MED instabilities and their impacts on plasma confinement are discussed.
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EX/W-1 . Heating, Current Drive and Energetic Particles Studies on JET in Preparation of
ITER Operation

J. M. Noterdaeme, Max Planck Institute for Plasmaphysics, Garching, Germany
Contact: jmn~ipp.mpg. de
Abstract: The paper summarizes the work that has been done on JET in the three areas of heating,
current drive and energetic particles. The achievements have extended the possibilities of JET, have a
direct connection to ITER operation and provide new and interesting physics. Toroidal plasma rotation
was investigated while heating with little or no refueling or momentum input (as will be the case in ITER).
With LH current drive the magnetic shear was varied from slightly positive to negative. The improved
coupling (through the use of plasma shaping and CD4) allowed up to 3.4 MW of PLH in ITB plasmas
with more than 15 MW of NBI and ICRF7 heating. The q profile with negative magnetic shear and the
ITB could be maintained for the duration of the high heating pulse (8 s). Fast ions have been produced in
JET using different ICRF scenarios to simulate alpha particles and the effects related to the presence of
such fast ions have been investigated. Third harmonic heating of beam injected 4He at 120 kV produced
energetic alpha particles with energies above 2 MeV. This takes advantage of the unique capability of JET
both to use NBI with He and to confine MeV class particles.
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Heating and Current Drive by Electron Cyclotron Waves in JT-60U

T. Suzuki, Japan Atomice Energy Research Institute, Naka, Japan
Contact: suzukitOfusion. nakajaeri.go.jp
Abstract: Results of studies on heating and current drive by the electron cyclotron (EC) waves in JT-60U
are presented. Electron temperature by electron cyclotron emission up to 26 keV was achieved by injecting
EC waves in the center of a reversed shear plasma produced by the lower hybrid (LH) waves. The electron
temperature Te exceeds 24 keV in a wide range of minor radius (p < 0.3, where p is the normalized minor
radius). ECCD (Current Drive) efficiency tj was examined at high Te up to 16 keV. The efficiency is
found to be proportional to Te at CD location within this range of Te. Normalized CD efficiency
was
0. 16. Dependence of ~ on deposition location was also studied to optimize the CD efficiency, since trapped
particle effect, which depends strongly on deposition location, is expected to reduce . The effect was
detected from significant decrease in
in the lower magnetic field deposition, which is consistent with
linearlized Fokker-Planck calculation.

EX/W-3.
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ECRH at W7-AS

'V. Erckmann, Max-Planck-Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: erckmanngipp. mpg. de
Abstract: The capability and versatility of ECRH is reviewed using W7-AS as an example experiment.
A two frequency system with 70 GHz (0.4 MW) and 140 GHz (2.0 MW) is routinely operated at W7-AS.
Basic heating scenarios such as st harmonic 0-mode (70 GHz at 2.5 T), 2nd harmonic X-Mode (70 GHz
at 1.25 T and 140 0Hz at 2.5 T) as well as advanced scenarios like mode-conversion heating via the OXB
process were investigated at W7-AS and selected results are reported. Recently the OXB mode conversion
heating was extended to densities above the 02-mode cut-off at 2.4.10 2 0M- 3 . The experiments cover a wide
plasma parameter range from n,~= 0.1 to 3.5_10 2 M- 3 and electron temperatures of up to 7 keV. ECRE1
related heat transport phenomena, which are attributed to the existence of strong radial electric fields are
discussed. Experiments with combined NBI and ECRH at low and high density are reported. The absence
of strong ohmic currents qualifies stellarators for Electron Cyclotron Current Drive investigations, because
even small driven currents can be measured with high accuracy. Experimental results are compared to
linear and nonlinear theory. First experiments with current drive by Bernstein-waves are reported.

EX/W=4 Physics of Electron Cyclotron Current Drive on DIIJI-D
C. C. Petty, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: petty~fusion.gat.com
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Abstract: Recent experiments on DJII-D have focused on determining the effect of trapped particles
on the electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) efficiency. Using measurements from the motional Stark
effect diagnostic, driven currents as small as 1% of the total plasma current can be accurately measured,
allowing the physics of ECCD to be explored in unprecedented detail. The ECCD efficiency was measured
for co, counter, and radial injection, with little current drive observed for the latter case as expected. The
measured ECCD efficiency increased with increasing electron beta, which can be explained due to reduced
electron trapping effects. The beta dependence was stronger for more off-axis ECCD since the trapped
particle fraction increased with radius. Owing to this favorable beta dependence, high ECCD efficiencies
are expected in advanced tokamak plasmas. The measured ECCD has been compared to both the linear
theory (TORAY-GA) as well as a Fokker-Planck model (CQL3D). The experimental ECCD was found
to be in better agreement with the more complete Fokker-Planck calculation. *Supported by U.S. DOE
Contracts DE-ACO3-99ER55463, W-7405-ENG-48, Grants DE-FGO3-99ER54541, DE-FGO2-92ER54141.
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Electron Cyclotron Current Drive and Suprathermal Electron Dynamics in the TCV

Tokamak
S. Coda, CRPP-EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
Contact: Stefano. Codaf~epfi .ch
Abstract: Electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) is an important prospective tool for tailoring the
current profile in next-step devices. To fill the remaining gaps between ECCD theory and experiment,
especially in the efficiency and localisation of current drive, a better understanding of the physics of
suprathermal electrons appears necessary. On TCV, the fast electron population is diagnosed by a multichordal, spectrometric hard X-ray camera and by a high field side BCE radiometer. The main modeling
tool is the quasi-linear Fokker-Planck code CQL3D, which is equipped with a radial particle transport
model. Systematic studies of fast electron dynamics have been performed in TCV by square-wave modulation of the electron cyclotron power, followed by coherent averaging, in an attempt to identify the roles of
collisional relaxation and radial diffusion in the dynamics of the suprathermal population. The temporal
evolution on turn-on and turn-off is found to involve multiple and disparate time scales. The role of radial
diffusion has been evidenced by CQL3D modeling, which is able to reproduce the experimental current

drive efficiency only ifa modest diffusivity isincluded.111111111111111111!111111
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Property of Alfv6n Eigenmode in JT-60U Reversed Shear and Weak Shear Discharges

M. Takechi, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-machi, Japan
Contact: takechim~fusion.naka.jaedtgo.jp
Abstract: This paper reports results of Alfv6n eigenmode (AE) experiments in the JT-60U reversed
shear (RS) and weak shear (WS) plasmas. The observation of rapid frequency chirping modes in lowfib RS discharges with Negative-ion-based NBI (NNBI) or ICRHI can be explained by considering the
properties of reversed-shear-induced AE (RSAE) near q~i and their coupling to toroidal A~s (TA~s).
We verify the existence of RSAEs and their coupling to TA~s for the first time from magnetic fluctuations
and measured q-profile in JT-60U plasmas. Significant drop of the neutron emission rate and increase in
fast neutral fluxes have been observed during the presence of bursting modes with large amplitude (ALE:
Abrupt Large-amplitude Event) in high-fib WS plasmas. The recently, installed diagnostic of a neutron
emission profile measurement reveals the transport of energetic ions associated with bursting modes.

XA02031 12
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Study of Current Oscillations and Hard X-ray Emissions in Pre-cursor Phase of Major
Disruptions in Darnavand Tokamnak
R. Amrollahi, KNT University of Technology, Tehran, Iran
Contact: skhorasanigyahoo.corn
Abstract: We notice that the hard x-ray activity before disruption consists of a series of spikes, uniformly
distributed in time domain forming an orderly periodic series of oscillations at a frequency of 6.0 kHz.
Disruption starts with an initial fast rise followed by decay. Current decay occurs in two regimes: the first
corresponds to slow decay, in which the current is oscillating and reducing down to '-70% its max value,
and the second corresponds to fast decay, in which it totally vanishes abruptly in about 0.2 ins. In the
first regime, the loop voltage also oscillates with considerable amplitude. The frequency of oscillations in
the first regime is measured to be also about 6.0 kHz. As well, they follow the oscillation phase of hard
x-rays. Thus the micro-instabilities driven by runaway electrons, being responsible for the production of
hard x-rays bursts and small current oscillations, play a significant role in the disruption.
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Recent Experimental Results in ADITYA Tokamak

R. Jha, Institute for Plasma Research, Bliat, Gandhinagar, India
Contact: dbora~ipr.res.in
Abstract: We have carried out experiment which has important implication on the nature of particle
transport. Our analysis of plsama fluctuations in the edge of ADITYA tokamak shows different nature of
particle transport at small and large scales. From the Levy analysis, we have shown that fluctuations at
small scales (time < 40 micro-sec and length about a few cm) are self-similar with Levy scale index of 1.11.
Fluctuations at larger scales are also self-similar with the Levy scale index of 2.0. The observation implies
the existence of coherent structures embedded in random fluctuations. The coherent structure may play
a central role in explaining the observed bursty transport in the SOL plasma without any need to invoke
the standard Self-Organised Criticality (SOC) model. Our measurement of quiet times between successive
pulses of potential fluctuations in the time series shows a power-law dependence indicating correlated
pulses. This is a further indication of the inappropriateness of the standard SOC model which predict
random un-correlated pulses. Upgradation of ADJTYA with 20-40 MHz, 200 kW ICRH and 28 GHz, 200
kW ECRH systems will also be described.

XA02031 14
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Role of Magnetic Flux Perturbations in Confinement Bifurcations in the TUMAN-3MA

S. V. Lebedev, loffe Physico-Technical Institute, St.-Petersburg, Russia
Contact: sergei.l1ebedevgpop.ioffe.rssi.t-u
Abstract: Poloidal magnetic flux variations allowed observation of transitions between different confinement modes in the TUMAN-3M tokamak. The possibility of switching on/off the ohmic H-mode by edge
poloidal magnetic flux perturbations has been found. The flux perturbations were created by fast current
ramp up/down or by magnetic compression/decompression. Various mechanisms involved in the L-H and
H-L transition physi cs in the flux perturbation experiments were analyzed. The transitions might be understood in the terms of a model of a sheared radial electric field generation. In a separate set of experiments
the core electron confinement improvement was observed. Variation of the rates of current ramp up and
working gas puffing in the beginning of a discharge resulted in a fast increase in the electron temperature
near the axis. The confinement improvement is apparently connected with the rate of current ramp. Deviation from the optimal rate results in disappearance of the observed phenomenon. Possible explanation
of the core electron confinement improvement is the formation of magnetic shear proffie favourable for
turbulence damping.

XA02031 15
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Transient Heat Transport Studies in JET Conventional and Advanced Tokamak

Plasmas
P. IMantica, IFP - Euratom/ENEA-CNR Association, Milano, Italy
Contact: mantica~ifp.mi.cnr.it
Abstract: Transient transport studies have long been recognised as a valuable complement to steady-state
analysis for the understanding of transport mechanisms. Recently, transient transport data have proved
to be a powerful tool to test the validity of physics-based transport models. In this paper, results from
transient heat transport experiments in JET and their modelling will be presented. Edge cold pulses and
modulation of ICRH (in Mode Conversion scheme) and NBI power have been used to provide detectable
electron (Te) and ion (Ti) temperature perturbations. The experiments have been performed either in
conventional plasma regimes or in Advanced Tokamak regimes, in the presence of an Internal Transport
Barrier (ITB). In conventional plasmas issues such as stiffness, influence of Te/Ti, non-locality have been
addressed. In ITB plasmas, insight into the physics of ITBs and the ITB formation mechanisms has been
gained. The use of edge perturbations for ITB triggering has been explored. Modelling of the experimental
results has been performed using both empirical models and physics-based models. Results of cold pulse
experiments in ITBs have also been compared with turbulence simulations.
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EX/P1-05. Plasma Residual Poloidal Rotation in TCABR Tokamak
J.H.F. Severo, Institute of Physics, University of 5ob Paulo, Rua do Mat~to, S/N, 05508-900, So
Paulo, Brazil
Contact: jhfsevero~ig. comrn.
Abstract: The study of plasma rotation in tokamaks is important for many reasons, for example, first,
for creation of transport barriers, and second, for squeezing particle banana orbit's in the core of large
tokamaks. Recently, the first measurements of plasma rotation were performed in TCABR tokamak,
which has the following parameters: minor radius a=18 cm, major radius R=61 cm, toroidal magnetic
field B3=1.1 T, discharge current =100 kA, average density n = (1 - 3) 10 1 3 CM- 3 , T=200 e, duration
of the stationary phase of the discharge 60 ins. These preliminary measurements were fulfilled for a
collisional plasma (Pfirsch-Schluter regime), using Doppler shift of carbon lines, measured using a high
precision spectrometer. The radial profile of the poloidal velocity of a carbon impurity spectral line
has been measured and the data analysis shows that U(max)=3.5 km/s. Presently, the uncertainty of the
measurements is 1.5 km/s. Within the error limits, we can say that U is in good agreement with theoretical
results for a collisional plasma. This first successful experiment on the study of plasma rotation in TCABR

tokarnak supports the continuation of this study, using an improved measuring system.
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Advances in the Measurement and Control of Tokamak Edge Turbulence

J. P. Gunn, CEA Cadarache, St Paul Lez Durance, France
Contact: Jarnic.Gurnnflcea.fr
Abstract: Significant modification of EXB3 mass flow, radial electric field, and turbulent particle and
heat fluxes have been measured during DC and AC biasing in the CASTOR tokamak. During DC biasing
fluctuations of ne and T, are reduced a factor of 2 and the bursty nature of the turbulence is suppressed.
Strong directional asymnmetries of the turbulence have been measured. AC biasing of a 32-electrode poloidal
ring is six times more efficient at reducing the flux than the static field. The reduction is optimal for low
modulation frequencies around 10 kflz and amplitudes in the range of J±30 V (of the order of the electron
temperature).

XA02031 18
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Biasing Effects on the Magnetohydrodynamic Behavior of the CT-6B3 Toka-

P. Khorshid, Plasma Physics Research Center, Islamic Azad University, Tehran, Iran
Contact: khorshidgemarnreza.net
Abstract: Magnetohydrodynamic phenomena in the CT-6B3 tokamak based on Mirnov oscillations have
been investigated by applying the limiter biasing potentials. The results show that setting up a radial
electric field at the plasma edge could drive electromagnetic instabilities in the tokamak plasma. Magnetic
oscillation frequency upon application of a positive biasing voltage decreases by about 10-15% and then
after a delay time, t=2.5-3 ins, increases by about 20-25% with respect to their value without biasing. In
the negative biasing regime, the oscillation frequency increases by about 10% in 1 ms after the application
of the biasing pulse. The plasma poloidal rotation changes during two steps are related to its link with
the radial electric field and the timescale of the density gradient change.

XA02031 19
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Type I ELMI Energy and Particle Losses in JET H-modes and implications for ITER

A. Loarte, EFDA-CSU Garching Max-Planck-Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, European
Commission
Contact: oarteagipp.mpg. de
Abstract: JET has achieved discharges that meet the ITER requirements (qg5, Zeff, < n> /ncw, H98,
etc.) in Type ELMy H-modes at high triangularities. One of the problems for the full extrapolability
of these discharges to ITER is the transient energy loads onto the divertor target associated with Type
I ELMs that may lead to a limitation of the ITER target lifetime. Type ELM energy losses decrease
with increasing pedestal density and decreasing pedestal temperature, for a wide range of JET ELMy H1mode plasmas. The normalised ELM energy losses (DWELM/Wped) are well correlated with the pedestal
plasma collisionality (Ve.d). The reduction of DWELM/Wped with increasing v;.d is mostly due to the
reduction of the temperature drop that the ELM causes (i.e., conductive losses). ELM particle losses
Pure convective Type I ELMs have been
(leading to convective losses) seem to be independent f "';d.
observed in JET with a normalised energy loss of - 0.05, which is within the acceptable values estimated
for ITER (- 0.07). On the basis of the JET ELM results, the implications for the expected ELM size and

its convective/conductive nature in ITER will be described.11111111111101liIl
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Reduction of Divertor Heat Load in JET ELMy H-modes Using Impurity Seeding

J. Rapp, Forschungszentrum Juelich, Juelich, Germany
Contact: Jrgen.Rappgjet.efda.org
Abstract: One of the most severe problems for fusion reactors is the power load on the divertor target
plates. In order to reduce the power load in the divertor radiation cooling by seeding of impurities is
essential. Presently unseeded type-I ELMy H-modes appear not to offer a solution to those problems.
Alternative operating scenarios with tolerable transient heat loads have to be developed. One of the
potential alternative scenarios is the ELMy H-mode with impurity seeding. The paper summarises the
work aimed at the reduction of the heat load to the target plates, both during, and inbetween ELMs, using
the radiation of a purposely injected impurity. Two scenarios, the impurity seeded type-I ELMy H-mode
and the impurity, seeded type-Ill ELMy, H-mode are compared. The ability of both scenarios to meet the
integrated ITER requirements for Q=l0 and acceptable target power loads is discussed in the paper.
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Electrode and Limiter Biasing Experiments on the Tokamnak ISTTOK

C. G. Silva, Centro Fusao Nuclear, Instituto Superior Tecnico 1049-001 Lisboa, Lisboa, Portugal
Contact: csilva~cfn.ist.utl.pt
Abstract: The aim of this contribution is to present a comparison between limiter and electrode biasing.
Limiter biasing has been investigated on the tokamak ISTTOK, with both constant and alternating (50
Hz) bias voltages. However, the modifications on Er due to limiter biasing are, in general, limited to the
SOL. Electrode bias has the advantage of forcing the electric field in the edge plasma. For positive limiter
bias, an increase (30%) in the average plasma density is observed, although, without a significant increase
the particle confinement. In spite of the lower density, particle confinement is higher for negative bias due
to low turbulent transport. For electrode bias changes in the plasma parameters are more significant. For
positive bias, a substantial increase (>60%) in the average plasma density is observed, without significant
changes in the edge density, leading to steeper profiles. The ratio n/H 0 also increases significantly (>25%),
indicating an improvement in gross particle confinement. The plasma potential profile is strongly modified
as both the edge E, and its shear increase significantly. Good correlation between confinement modifications
and ExB shear has been found.
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EX/P1i-11l Turbulence and Transport with Spatial-temporal Biasing on the Scrape-off Layer on
CASTOR Tokamak
J. Std~ckel, Institute of Plasma Physics, AS CR, Prague, Czech Republic
Contact: stockelfiipp. cas. cz
Abstract: Experiments with the poloidal ring of 32 plane electrodes were performed on the CASTOR
tokamak (R = 0.4 m, a = 0.06 mn, B = 1 T) to measure, for the first time, the complete poloidal structure of
the electrostatic edge turbulence. In addition, the possibility of active modification of the edge turbulence
was checked. The main results are as follows: Quite regular turbulent structures with the pronounced
poloidal periodicity are observed by passive measuring signals of the individual electrodes. The dominant
poloidal mode number, m = 6-8, is approximately of the same value as the edge safety factor. Propagating
waves of potential (f = 10-40 kHz) with the wave numbers in the range of m = 2-8, applied to the ring of
the electrodes, modify the edge turbulence significantly due to their interaction with turbulent structures.

XA02031 23
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The Dynamics of Locked Mode Development in the T-11M Tokarnak

A. M. Belov, TRINITI, Troitsk, Russia
Contact: abelovgtriniti.ru
Abstract: Recent results of locked mode (LM1) development studies in the T-L11M tokamak are submitted.
A particular interest in this type of plasma MED-activity arises from the circumstance that an appropriate
plasma perturbation is quasi-stationary and potentially could destroy plasma confinement, if it exceeds
the some critical level. There are evidences to believe that LM amplitude approaches this critical level in
the stage preceding a major disruption, resulting in the reduction the magnetic shear in the plasma center,
which finally initiates the disruption.
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Internal Transport Barrier Triggering by Rational Magnetic Flux Surfaces in Toka-

E. H. Joifrin, CEA Cadarache, Association EURATOM-CEA sur la Fusion, St-Paul-Iez-durance,
France
Contact: ejoffrin~jet. uk
Abstract: The formation of Internal Transport Barriers (ITIs) has been experimentally associated with
the presence of rational q-surfaces in both JET and ASDEX Upgrade. The triggering mechanisms are
related to the occurrence of magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities such as mode coupling or fishbone
activity. These events could locally modify the poloidal velocity and increase transiently the shearing rate
to values comparable to the linear growth rate of ITG modes. For reversed magnetic shear scenario, ITB
emergence occurs preferentially when the minimum q reaches an integer value. In this case, transport
effects localised in the vicinity of zero magnetic shear and close to rational q values may also contribute
to the formation of ITIs. The role of rational q surfaces on ITB triggering stresses the importance of q
profile control for advanced tokamak scenario and could contribute to lower substantially the access power
to these scenarios in next step facilities.

XA0203125
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Observation of Pre- and Postcursor Modes of Type-I ELMs on JET

H.R. Koslowski, Forschungszentrum Jlich GmbH, Jlich, Germany
Contact: H.R.Koslowski~fz-juelich. de
Abstract: Recent observations of MHD activity in type-I ELMy H-mode discharges on JET have revealed
two phenomena: (i) the so-called palm tree mode, a new, snake-like MHD mode at the q=3 surface which
is excited by type-I ELMs, and (ii) coherent MHD mode activity as a precursor to the ELM collapse.
Both modes are detected by magnetic pick up coils and can also be seen on the edge ECE and SXR
measurements. They are located a few cm inside the separatrix. Palm tree modes have been identified in
a wide range of plasma conditions, which comprise standard EL~xy H-modes, ITER-like plasma shapes,
pellet fuelling, and even pure helium plasmas. The mode frequency increases in time and starts to saturate
until the mode finally decays. A likely explanation of the palm tree mode is, that it is the remnant of an
(3,1)-island created due to edge ergodisation by the ELM perturbation. Refined methods of data evaluation
allowed to identified low frequency coherent type-I ELM precursor modes with toroidal mode numbers in
the range 2 to 14. They seem to have a kink-like structure, and appear normally 0.5-1ms before the ELM,
but in many. cases even much earlier.

XA0203126
EX/P1-15 - About the Probability of Tokamak Current Drive (Helicity Injection) by Inverted
Disruption
S. V. M\irnov, TRINITI, Troitsk, Russia
Contact: mirnovtdt'niti.ru
Abstract: The distinction in behavior "negative" and "positive" non resonant (/n < q(r 5 )) current
perturbation near to border of plasma column in tokamak is probable reason of positive current pulse
generation during the conventional major disruption. This effect can be in principal inverted ("inverted
disruption") for helicity injection and current drive in tokamnak. In paper are presented the analysis of
some experimental evidences of inverted disruption and considered the different consequences of current
filaments reconnections near to internal integer (or fractional) magnetic surfaces during the such way of
helicity injection. At favorable development of events the considered method of helicity injection can be
useful to maintenance the current configurations with weak skin distribution.

XA02031 27
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Sawtooth Instability and Magnetic Reconnection in Tokamak Plasma

P. V. Savr-ukhin, Russian Research Centre "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
Contact: psavruk~nfl.kiae.,ru
Abstract: Plasma perturbations and sequence of events leading to a sawtooth instability are studied in
T-1O tokamak (=1.5 m, a=O.3 m) in ohmically and ECRH heated plasma. Analysis of the experiments
indicated generation of the non-thermal x-ray spikes (E--25-1OO key) around X-points of the m=1, n=1
magnetic island. The spikes could be connected with generation of the non-thermal electrons during
magnetic reconnection. Results of the experimental studies of the plasma perturbations during sawtooth
crash are compared with modelling of generation of the non-thermal electron beams in strong electric fields.
Analysis indicted that the suprathermal beams induced during the reconnection can change magnetic shear
around the q=1 surface and modify dynamic of the sawtooth crash.
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EX/P1-17. Experimental Study of the Stability of Alfvdn Eigenmodes on JET.
D. Testa, Massahusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, USA
Contact: dtesta~jet.uk
Abstract: Over the last few years, experiments have been performed on JET to study the dependence of
the AE stability limits on the plasma parameters in different operating scenarios. These measurements have
been systematically compared with theoretical models, with the aim of providing accurate predictions for
burning plasma experiments, such as ITER. The increase in the edge magnetic shear provides a significant
stabilizing contribution for low-n AEs in plasmas characterized by a monotonic q-profile, in agreement
with code predictions. Conversely, in plasmas characterized by a non-monotonic q-profile and an Internal
Transport Barrier, we have observed for the first time multiple weakly damped modes in the Alfv~n
frequency range even in the presence of a high edge magnetic shear. The increase in core toroidal rotation
and bulk plasma beta splits the n=1 TAE frequency spectrum, contributing to reduce the mode damping
rate without fast ion drive. The dependence of the damping rate for n=1 TAEs on the normalized Larmor
radius rhostar has been investigated: it was found that them damping rate does not depend on p up to

p < 3.5 x 103 and then decreases at higher p.
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Study of Plasma Equilibrium during the AC Current Reversal Phase in STOR-M

C. Xiao, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada
Contact: xiaoc~sask.usask. ca
Abstract: Alternating current (AC) tokamak operation and equilibrium studies have been performed on
the STOR-M tokamak. The recent experiments have achieved consistent smooth current reversal through
the implementation of a hybrid digital-analog position controller and by careful density control. In order
to study the plasma equilibrium during the current reversal phase with negligible rotational transform, a
segmented limiter with four isolated conducting plates has been installed. The plates can be connected
outside the vacuum vessel, which allows measurements of currents flowing between imniter plates. When
the current reversal is smooth with zero dwell time, the hydrogen line emission level and electron density
remain finite, indicating a finite particle confinement. The current from the top to the bottom limiter plate
is also finite and its direction is consistent with that of the grad-B drift. The observation suggests that the
limiter and other conducting structures surrounding the plasmas plays the role, during the current reversal
phase of AC tokamak operation, to short out the charge separation arising from the grad-B drift and to
maintain a finite particle confinement.

XA0203 130
EX/P1-19 . Flow Shear Stabilization Experiments in the ZaP Flow Z-Pinch
U. Shumlak, University of Washington, Seattle, USA
Contact: shumlak~aa.washington.edu
Abstract: The stabilizing effect of an axial flow on the m = 1 kink instability in Z-pinches has been
studied numerically with a inearized ideal MED model to reveal that a sheared axial flow stabilizes the
kink mode when the shear exceeds a threshold. The sheared flow stabilizing effect is investigated with the
ZaP Flow Z-pinch experiment. An azimuthal array of surface mounted magnetic probes located at the
midplane of the 50 cm plasma column measures the fluctuation levels of the azimuthal modes m = 1, 2,
and 3. After pinch assembly a quiescent period is found where the mode activity is significantly reduced.
Optical images from a fast framing camera and a ruby holographic interferometer indicate a stable, discrete
pinch plasma during this time. Multichord Doppler shift measurements of a C-Ill line show a large, sheared
flow during the quiescent period and low, uniform flow profiles during periods of high mode activity. The
value of the velocity shear satisfies the theoretical threshold for stability during the quiescent period and
does not satisfy the threshold during the high mode activity.
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EX/P1-20 Potential Profiles in the Central Core of the Cathode in the Star M'Vode Operation in
an Inertial-Electrostatic Fusion Neutron Source
K. Yoshikawa, Institute of Advanced Energy, Kyoto University, Gokasho, Uji, Kyoto, Japan
Contact: masudag~iae.kyoto-u. ac.jp
Abstract: In an Inertial-Electrostatic Confinement Fusion (IECF) neutron source based on beam-beam
colliding fusion, reaction rates are exclusively determined by the beam trajectories affected by the beam
space charge-related potential in the center of the hollow cathode. Followed by the successful measurements
of the localized electric fields inside the cathode in the center-spot mode by the laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF) method, potential profiles in the star mode, which can produce largest D-D fusion neutrons, are
measured, and compared with the simulation results. Adoption of more electric field-sensitive n = 4 (2S
singlet to 4D) singlet: HeI) transition in the Stark transition shows that the localized electric fields in the
star mode has small electric fields compared with the center-spot mode as theoretical simulation predicts.

XA02031 32
EX/P1-21
Polarization of X-Ray Lines Emitted from Plasma-Focus Discharges; Problems of
Interpretation
L. Jakubowski, The Andrzej Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, Otwock-Swierk, Poland
Contact: jakubowskicgipj.gov.pl
Abstract: In high current pulse discharges of the Plasma Focus (PF) type, inside the collapsing pinch
column, there are formed local micro-regions of high-density and high-temperature plasma, so-called hot
spots. Individual hot spots are separated in space and time. Each hot spot is characterized by its specific
electron concentration and temperature, as well as by the emission of X-ray lines with different polarization.
W~hen numerous hot spots are produced it is impossible to determine local plasma parameters and to
interpretate the polarization effects. To eliminate this problem this study was devoted to the realization of
P F-type discharges with single hot spot only. It has been achieved by a choice of the electrode configuration,
which facilitated the formation of a single hot spot emitting intense X-ray lines. At the chosen experimental
conditions it was possible to determine local plasma parameters and to demonstrate evident differences in
the polarization of the observed X-ray lines.

XA02031 33
EX/P1-22

Simulation of Heat Loads on Various Plasma Facing Components

S. Saarelma, Helsinki University of Technology, Espoo, Finland
Contact: samuli.saarelma~hut.fi
Abstract: The most critical components of a fusion reactor will be the solid surfaces that come into
contact with the hot fusion plasma. In this work, three important phenomena affecting the heat loads
on plasma facing components are analysed in detall. The heat transport in the SOL-region and the heat
load asymmetry on the divertors in particular were simulated using the orbit following code ASCOT. The
ELIXs are analysed with respect to plasma edge stability changes when moving from the standard H-mode
Type I EL1As to small and benign Type II ELMs. Finally, the hot spot formation in LH-grills is modelled
using PIG-simulations.
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EX/P2-01 . Measurements and Modeling of Prompt, Non-Adiabatic, and MIHD-induced Fast Ion
Loss from Spherical Tokamaks
D. S. Darrow, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ, USA
Contact: ddarrowr~pppl._9ov
Abstract: The relatively low magnetic fields used in spherical torus (ST) plasmas means that energetic
ions can have a large Larmor radius, of the same order of magnitude as the scale length for changes in B.
The magnetic moment, pt, is not well conserved in this limit and the fast ions can diffuse in pitch angle
as a result. The magnitude of this diffusion is being calculated theoretically, and measurements of the
neutron rate produced by beam ions in NSTX are being analyzed to look for evidence of this transport.
Preliminary measurements place an upper bound of no more than -20% loss fraction attributable to mu
non-conservation. The effect is limited in NSTX due to the fact that the beam injection is purely in t he
co-direction, and it may be more severe for alpha particles in a DT-fueled ST, whose population would
be half counter-going. Other measurements indicate that MHD activity in NSTX can have a very strong
effect on the beam ion population in the plasma.

XA02031 35
EX/P2-02

.

Reversed-field Pinch Experiments in EXTRAP T2R with a Resistive Shell Boundary

J. R. Drake, Alfv6n Laboratory, KTH, Stockholm, Sweden
Contact: drake~fusion.kcth.se
Abstract: The EXTRAP T2R reversed-field pinch is operated with a resistive shell with a magnetic
penetration time of 6 ins. This time is intermediate between the dynamo/relaxation cycle time scale
(<1. ins) and the pulse length (= 20 ins). The internally-resonant tearing modes do not wall lock and
exhibit natural rotation with velocities in the range of 20 to 600 krad/s). Under these conditions the radial
component of the tearing mode perturbation at the shell is suppressed. Therefore the linear growth rates of
the unstable, non-resonant, ideal (resistive-wall) kink modes can be observed even at very low amplitudes
(0.01% of the equilibrium field). Both internally-non-resonant and externally non-resonant RW mode types
are observed. The growth rates have been measured for a range of equilibrium current profile parameters
and are compared with theoretical estimates. Previous observations and simulations for the resistive-shell
RFP have shown an increased loop voltage associated with altered dynamo dynamics. When the tearing
modes are rotating, the loop voltage and confinement parameters have values comparable to those of a
conducting-shell RFP.

XA02031 36
EX/P2-03
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Study of Integrated High-Performance Regimes with Impurity Injection in JT-60U

K. W. Hill, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, USA
Contact: khilclpppl.gov
Abstract: Argon seeding of ELMy H-mode with the outer strike point on the divertor dome has enabled
extension to parameters approaching ITER requirements (HI--Is(y,2) -'. 1; n -N O. 8 ncw, the Greenwald
density limit; and Prad/Pheat -..0.8).The maximum divertor heat flux due to ELMs decreased by a factor
of -40 in plasmas with high triangularity (delta=0.5) and medium-delta (0.36),dome-top configurations.
A possible reason for the change in ELM behavior in high-delta discharges without Ar might be access to
second stability for ideal ballooning modes. Improved core tau at high n with Ar has been attributed to
an increase in pedestal Ti and profile stiffness inside the pedestal. To understand the improved with Ar,
GS2-code linear microinstability analyses have been done. For the dome-top case the maximum growth
rate, gam(max), for the ITG/CTEM vanishes at r/a
0.63, and the T gradient increases inside this
point. The ITG reappears when the Ar is reduced. Further GS2 calculations will study the sensitivity of
gam(max) to impurity mass, n(I), dilution, Ti/Te, etc. FULL-code calculations, including rotation, will
further elucidate the reduced transport.
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EX/P2-04

Enhanced Pedestal Pressure and Parameter-linkages Determining Edge Pedestal
Structure in JT-60U Type I and Type II ELMy H-mode
Y. Kamada, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-machi, Japan
Contact: kamada~naka.jaertgo.jp
Abstract: In JT-60U, with the extended capability of high triangularity operation, multiple pellet injection and high power heating including the negative ion based NBs, we have newly clarified the parameterlinkages determining the pedestal structure (i.e. 'width' -. ion poloidal gyro radius (not depends on
3,-ped), and 'gradient' (alpha parameter) is almost constant at low triangularly, while the alpha increases
linearly with 3p-total at high triangularity). As a result, we have enhanced the pedestal pressure of the
ELI\y H-mode by factors of 2-2.5 at the same plasma current and plasma shape, and extended the high
confinement regime to a high density. We found that the pedestal stored energy Wped increases with
the core energy (or 3-core) at high triangularity (>0.3-0.4), while Wped is low and almost constant independent of heating power at low triangularity (<0.2). This observation gives a new direction for the
scaling study of Wped. In addition, we have expanded the type II (grassy) ELMy high confinement regime
(with a small heat load on to divertor plates) to the low-q (qq.5 < 4) regime, and demonstrated successful
compatibility of the type II ELMs with the pellet injection.

EX/P2-05

ilD 01

Observation of High Recycling Steady H-mode Edge and Compatibility with ImIMvode on JFT-2N11111lll0111100

proved Core Confinement

K. Kamniya, Japan Atomic Energy Reseach Institute, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
Contact: kamiya~ajft8. tokai.jaeri.go.jpXA23

X 0013
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Abstract: A new operational regime has been discovered on JFT-2M under the boronized first wall
condition to produce the high recycling steady H-mode edge, whose characteristics and operational regime
are similar to EDA-mode, reported from Alcator C-mod. The H-mode, previously observed on JFT-2M, had
common features with EDA-mode in terms of the coherent density fluctuation, but it appeared transiently.
The most important feature of the high recycling steady H-mode edge condition is the compatibility with
an improved core confinement mode at high density without giant ELMs. An improved core confinement
with the high recycling steady H-mode edge condition is sustained for about 5 global energy confinement
times with H89P confinement enhancement factors of 1.5 at the line averaged electron density around
7075-80% of the Greenwald density limit.

XA02031 39
EX/P2-06

Role of Low Order Rational q Values in the ITB-events in JT-60U Plasmas

S. V. Neudatchin, Nuclear Fusion Institute RRC Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russia
Contact: neudatchin~nfi.kiae.rno
Abstract: The formation of internal transport barriers (ITBs) near q=2,3 surfaces in normal (NrS) or
optimized shear discharges of JT-60U and JET is well known. In reverse shear (S) JT-60U plasmas, the
role of q minimum (qi.
equal to 3.5, 3, 2.5, 2 is not obvious for ITB evolution. ITB-events (non-local
confinement bifurcations inside and around ITB in a mns timescale) are found in various JT-60U NrS and
RS plasmas. (a) Under sufficient power, ITB-events are seen at rational and not rational values of q~i..
The space-time evolution of Te and Ti is similar. The temporal creation of stronger ITB in H-mode (after
periodical improvements and degradations via ITB-events with 8 ms period) under passing of q~in = 3 is
presented (P~bi = 8 MW, 1.5 MA / 3.7 T). (b) Under smaller power, the influence of some rational q-i
is seen clearly for ITB-events on Te. In 1.3M1A/3.7T shot with very weak RS (Pnbi = 4 MW), abrupt rise
of Te is seen at q-i. = 3.5, while more cases of Ti rise are observed. (c) The possible role of MHD-activity
as TB-events trigger (s time scale correlation in some NrS and RS cases) is under investigation.

XA0203140
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EX/P2-07. Active MHD Instability Control and Confinement in the TPE-R1X RFP
H. Sakakita, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Tsukuba, Japan
Contact: h.sakakitagaist.go.jp
Abstract: Experimental results using active methods in order to control the locked mode and to improve
the confinement in the TPE-RIX (R/a = 1.72/0.45) REFP, are presented. A phase- and wall-locked mode
(LM) was found in the case of high plasma current (> 300 kA) and/or high filling pressure. The rotation of
the LM has been attempted using an auxiliary rotating toroidal magnetic field. By applying the auxiliary
field, the LMA can be successfully delayed or even eliminated in the case of low plasma current (200 kA)
with high filling pressure for the first time. As one of the active operations for an improvement of the
confinement, pulsed poloidal current drive (PPCD) has been conducted by the auxiliary and main reversal
toroidal field system. The soft X-ray in the PPCD) becomes an order of magnitude larger than that in the
standard case. The electron temperature, density and ion temperature increase during the PPCD. These
results show considerable improvement of energy confinement. Another operation is the high electron
density discharge using the fast gas puffing. The highest values of poloidal beta and energy confinement
time are estimated to be obtained at the highest electron density case.

EX/P2-08

Property of Internal Transport Barrier Formation in JT-60U

XA0203141

Y. Sakamoto, Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Naka-machi, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
Contact: sakamoty~fusion.naka.jae-.go.jp
Abstract: Response of the ion thermal diffusivity () to the radial electric field (Er) shear has been
investigated in JT-60U and the following results were found. (1) In the case of positive magnetic shear
(PS) plasma, Xi in the core region shows L mode state, weak internal transport barrier (ITB), and strong
ITB depending upon the heating power. In the case of reversed magnetic shear (RS) plasma, however, no
power degradation of Xi is observed. (2) In the case of weak ITB, Xi1decreases gradually with increasing
the E, shear for both PS and RS plasmas. There exists a threshold of an effective E, shear to change its
state from weak to strong ITI~a. (3) The threshold of the effective E, shear in the case of RS plasma is
small compared with that in the case of PS plasma.

XA0203 142
EX/P2-09 . Potential Formation and Confinement in High Density Plasma on the GAMMA 10
Tandem Mirror
K. Yatsu, Plasma Research Center, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan
Contact: yatswufprc. tsukuba. ac.jp
Abstract: After the attainment of doubling of the density due to the potential confinement, GAMMA
10 experiments have been directed to realization of a high density plasma and also to study dependence
of the confining potential and confinement time on the plasma density. These problems are important to
understand the physics of potential formation in tandem mirrors and also for the development of a tandem
mirror reactor. We reported high density plasma production by using an ion cyclotron range of frequency
heating at a high harmonic frequency in the last IAEA Conference. However, the diamagnetic signal of
the high density plasma decreased when electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) was applied due
to some instabilities. Recently, the high density plasma production was much improved by adjusting the
spacing of the conducting plates installed in the anchor transition regions, which enabled us to produce
a high density plasma without degradation of the diamagnetic signal with ECRH and also to study the
density, dependence. In this paper we report production of a high density plasma and dependence of the
confining potential and the confinement time on the density.
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A bstracts

Fusion Oriented Plasma Research in Bangladesh: Impact of Dust on Plasma

M. K. Islam, Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology, Atomic Energy Commission, Dhaka,
Bangladesh
Contact: khairuislancgyahoo.corn

Abstract: Study on dusty plasma is important to understand the crucially adverse effect of dust on the
fusion plasma. Detailed results of theoretical investigation on the properties and excitation of dust-modes in
a low-temp dusty, plasma including the ions streaming, dust charge fluctuation and kinetic effects are given.
In the case of high- and low-density dusty, plasma, the dust-lower-hybrid (dlh) and dust-acoustic (DA)
modes propagating nearly perpendicular to the external B have been obtained, respectively. It is found
that in any case of the modes, the Landau damping linearly adds to the dust charge fluctuation damping and
the DA mode is damped rapidly compared to the dlh mode through these dampings. Collaboration with
Japanese institute in the subject of plasma-wall interaction and dusty plasma has been started. Results of
the investigation on edge plasma behavior in the anchor cell of GAMMA 10 are given. Significant influence
of the local non-axisymmetric magnetic field on the ions is found. The evidence which indicates the cold
plasma formation in the anchor cell is explained from the viewpoint of enhanced outgassing from the wall

due to the interaction of the drifted out passing ions.

Hiui I 1101111lD11111
XA0203144

EX/P2-11

Tritiurn Distribution on Plasma Facing Graphite Tiles of JT-60U

T. Tanabe, Center for Integrated Research Science and Engineering, Nagoya, University, Nagoya,

Japan
Contact: tobitak~fusion.naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: Tritium areal distributions on graphite divertor tiles, dome units and baffle plates of JT60U were successfully measured for the first time with using tritium imaging plate technique. Tritium
distributions observed in JT-60U tiles can be explained by implantation of energy tritium, because tritium
was produced by the D-D nuclear reaction. Accordingly, toroidal distribution shows the periodic structure
reflecting the ripple loss of the magnetic field. The tritium distribution on the divertor tiles is modified by
redeposited layers and redistributed by the temperature increase due to plasma heat load.

XA0203145
EX/P2-12

.

Application of Electron Bernstein W~ave Heating and Current Drive to High Beta

Plasmas
P. C. Efthimion, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: pefthirnionY~ppplgov
Abstract: Electron Bernstein Waves (EBW) can potentially heat and drive current in high-beta plasmas.
Electomagnetic waves can convert to EBW via two paths. 0-mode heating, demonstrated on W-7AS,
requires waves be launched within a narrow k-parallel range. Alternately, in high-beta plasmas, the Xmode cutoff and EBW conversion layers are millimeters apart, so the fast X-mode can tunnel to the EBW
branch. We are studying the conversion of EBW to the X-mode by measuring the radiation temperature
of the cyclotron emission and comparing it to the electron temperature. In addition, mode conversion has
been studied with an approximate kinetic full-wave code. We have enhanced EBW mode conversion to
-100% by encircling the antenna with a limiter that shortens the density scale length at the conversion
layer in the scrape off of the CDX-U spherical torus (ST) plasma. Consequently, a limiter in front of a
launch antenna achieves efficient X-mode coupling to EBW. Ray tracing and Fokker-Planck codes have
been used to develop current drive scenarios in NSTX high-beta (- 40%) ST plasmas and a relativistic
code will examine the potential synergy of EBW current drive with the bootstrap current.
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RF Heating and Current Drive on NSTX With High Harmonic Fast Waves

P.M. Ryan, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA
Contact: ryanpm~ornl.gov
Abstract: NSTX is a small aspect ratio tokamak with a large dielectric constant (50-100); under these
conditions high harmonic fast waves (HHF7W) will readily damp on electrons via Landau damping and
TTMP. The HHFW system is a 30 MHz, 12-element array capable of launching both symmetric and
directional wave spectra for plasma heating and non-inductive current drive. It has delivered up to 6 MW
for short pulses and has rountinely operated at "-3-4 MW for 100-200 ms pulses. Results include strong,
centrally-peaked electron heating in both D and He plasmas, for both high and low phase velocity spectra.
H-modes were obtained with application of HHFW power alone, with stored energy doubling after the L-H
transition. Beta poloidal as large as unity has been obtained with large fractions (0.4) of bootstrap current.
A fast ion tail with energies extending up to 140 keV has been observed when HHFW interacts with 80
keV neutral beams; neutron rate and lost ion measurements, as well as modeling, indicate significant power
absorption by the fast ions. Radial power deposition profiles are being calculated with ray tracing and
kinetic full-wave codes and benchmarked against measurements.

111111lit111111111
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EX/P2-14
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Effects of Complex Magnetic Ripple on Fast Ions in JFT-2M Ferritic Insert Experi-

ments
K. Shinohara, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Japan
Contact: shinohak~fusion.naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: In JFT-2M, we have obtained new results on the fast ion ripple losses under the condition of
the complex ripple produced by the ferritic steel plates (FPs), such as non-periodic ripple structure in the
toroidal direction and high harmonic ripple. In the case where large ripple wells exist in some toroidal
sections, the local ripple-trapped ion losses are small if the toroidal ripple amplitude averaged over the
toroidal direction is small. The result is consistent with ripple-enhanced banana diffusion as the source of
the lost ions because, in this mechanism, the rate is determined by the averaged ripple amplitude. On the
other hand, the location of the loss at the wall is found to be determined by the local ripple amplitude
itself. We have also observed a heat load to the mid-plane due to the N=32 (second harmonic) ripple
when both the N=16 (fundamental) and N=32 ripple modes co-exist. These findings are important for
the practical application of ferromagnetic inserts for ripple reduction in ITER.

XA0203148
EX/P2-15 Formation & Steady State Maintenance of FRCs Using Rotating Magnetic Field
Current Drive
A. L. Hoffmnan, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA
Contact: hoffmanfiaa. washington. edut
Abstract: Rotating Magnetic Fields (RMF) have been used to both form and sustain FR~s in cylindrical
flux conservers. Penetration into a conducting plasma cylinder is made possible by the electrons rotating
near synchronously with the RMF. When there are more than sufficient electrons to reverse the confinement
field, the RMF electron slip will automatically adjust to provide just the degree of RMF penetration to
synchronously carry the reversal current, and a net inward flow will develop to maintain current on the
inner field lines. This net inward flow has resulted in near zero separatrix densities and maintenance of
particle inventory as well as flux, producing steady state FRCs without deliberate fuieling. Present plasma
temperatures are low, but will be improved by applying standard cleaning techniques used on all other
quasi steady state devices.
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EX/P2-16

Radial Electric Field and Transport near the Rational Surface and the Magnetic

Island in LHD
K. Ida, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: idagnifs. acjp
Abstract: The structures of radial electric field and transport at the magnetic island are investigated
using n/m=1l/1 external perturbation coils in the Large Helical Device (LHD). The radial profiles of
plasma potential, as well as the electron temperature and density, shows flattening inside the magnetic
island and the large shear of the radial electric field is observed at the boundary of the magnetic island.
When the current of n/m=1/1 external perturbation coils becomes large enough, the finite radial electric
field appears inside the magnetic island. The abrupt appearance of plasma flow inside the magnetic
island suggests the non-linearity of the viscous force at the boundary of the magnetic island. The thermal
diffusivity perpendicular to the magnetic filed inside the magnetic island is estimated with the cold pulse
propagation, which is produced by a tracer-encapsulated solid pellet (TESPEL). The time delay and
amplitude of the electron temperature of the cold pulse show much lower thermal diffusivity inside the
magnetic island (0.3m 2 /S) than that outside the magnetic island (6M 2 /S), which is a clear evidence for the

significant reduction of heat transport inside the magnetic island.1111111111111111111111111111
XA02031 50
EX/P2-17

.

Behavior of Plasma Facing Surface in the Large Helical Device

T. Hino, Department of Nuclear Engineering, Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan
Contact: tomhinog~qe. eng.hokudai. ac.jp
Abstract: From the initial experiment of LUD), material probes have been installed along the poloidal
direction. After each experimental campaign, the degree of wall conditioning and the plasma wall interactions have been systematically investigated using surface analysis. It is shown that both glow discharge
cleanings and main discharge shots have largely contributed to the wall cleaning.The plasma stored energy

has increased as the progress of the wall cleaning. Since helium gas has been employed for both main
discharges and discharge cleaning, helium retention has been observed to be dominant. From 3rd experimental campaign, graphite tiles have been newly placed in the divertor leg region, and reduction of Fe
impurity level has been observed. This reduction was clarified by the surface analysis, i.e. carbon deposition on entire region of first walls. In addition, it is seen that retention of impurity gas has increased by
installation graphite tiles. The plasma wall interactions due to main discharge shots and glow discharges
have been also investigated.

XA02031 51
EX/P2-18

. Study on Ion Temperature Behaviors in Electron and Ion Heating Regimes of ECH,
ICRF and NBI Discharges in LHD

S. Mlorita, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: mor-tagnifs. ac.jp
Abstract: Experiments in helical devices have been limited so far only in electron heating regime (Pi •
P,). The heating experiments have been extensively done in LHD in order to realize ion heating regime
(P > P) and obtain higher T in addition to understanding of the heating mechanism. In off-axis
ECH heating Ti is much lower than T, at low-density and becomes equal at n = 1013 CM- 3 . The ion
heating in NBI H2 discharges is entirely inefficient, since the input power greater than 70% is absorbed by
electrons (Pi • Pe, P1 /n1 • Pc/ne) because of the high beam energy of 160 keV. In ICRF heating a new
operational range of T > T, was established with successfully performed ion heating regime (P > P,,
Pi/n > P,/ne) and a comparison with ISS-95 scaling suggested an improvement of heating efficiency of
60%. Neon discharges were tried using NBI. Pure neon discharges were successfully obtained with the
highest Ti of 5 keV and achievement of T1 > Te. Reasons are discussed. All Ti data were analyzed as a
function of Pi/ni. Results indicated a smooth rise with increasing Pi/ni and suggested an importance of
the direct power input to bulk ions with revealing the good heating efficiency of the ICRF discharges.
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ICRIE Heating and High Energy Particle Production in the Large Helical Device

T. Mutoh, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: mutohginifs. ac.jp
Abstract: Significant progress has been made with the JCRF heating in the Large Helical Device (LHD).
This is mainly due to better confinement of the helically trapped particles, and less accumulation of
impurities in the region of the core plasma. During the past two years, the ICRF heating power was
increased from 1.35 MW to 2.7 MW. Various wave-mode tests were carried out using minority-ion heating, second-harmonic heating, slow-wave heating, and high-density fast-wave heating with fundamental
cyclotron frequency. The minority-ion heating mode had the best performance and the stored energy
reached 240 kJ by using JCRF alone. This was obtained at the inward-shifted magnetic axis configuration.
This improvement associated with axis shift was common to bulk plasma and highly accelerated particles.
In the minority-ion mode, high-energy ions up to 500 keV were observed by concentrating the heating
power near plasma axis. The impurity problem was not serious when the scrape-off layer was sufficiently
far from the chamber wall. Solving the impurity problem, it was enabled to sustain the plasma for more
than two minutes by ICRF alone.

XA02031 53
EX/P2-20 Predictive Study on High Performance Modes of Operation in HL-2A
Qingdi Gao, Southwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, China
Contact: qgao~swip. ac. cn
Abstract: High performance scenarios in the HL-2A tokamak, which will be ready for operation at the
end of 2002, are studied by numerical modelling. Through shifting the plasma column outwards, a shaping
plasma with significant triangularity is achieved with sufficient room left for the HF antenna. For the outshifted shaping plasma ripple losses of high energy ions during NBI is analyzed, resulting in that the ripple
loss fraction of NBI power for shaping plasma is not higher than that for the unshifted circular plasma.The
time dependent TRANSP code is used to model realistic reversed magnetic shear (RS) operations in HL2A. In order to sustain the RS operation towards steady-state, off-axis current drive with lower hybrid
wave at 2.45 GIz is used to control the current profile. Due to the off-axis LHCD combined with the effect
of bootstrap current and beam driven current a steady-state RS discharge is formed and sustained until the
LH1 power is turned off. The sustainable RS scenario is robust, and we have performed the RS discharge
modeling for various different target plasmas. In RS discharges the plasma confinement is enhanced with
an internal transport barrier (ITB) developed.

XAO2OSI154
EX/P3-01 . High Density Experiments with Strong Gas-puffing under ECRH in T-10
N. A. Kirneva, RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
Contact: kirnevagnfi.kiae.ru
Abstract: High density experiments were carried out in T-10 with strong gas-puffing under ECRH1 (P,,
1.2 MW) with both perpendicular and oblique HF power launch. Densities exceeding the Greenwald limit
(now) up to 1.8 times were achieved in regime with high safety factor value, q(a) = 10. Decrease of q(a) to
value of 3 led to the reduction of the ratio niim/now to 1. Confinement degradation with density growth
was not essential up to the density limit. However, it was found that the typical for T-10 linear growth
of the energy confinement time with density, r - n, saturates at ne = 0.6 nlim. Saturated 7rE values
exceeded the scaling L9P predictions up to 1.5 times and was close to the value predicted by H-mode
scaling (H98,y2).
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Confinement Characteristics of ECH Plasmas in Heliotron J

T. Obiki, Institute of Advanced Energy, Kyoto University, Gokasho, Uji, Japan
Contact: mizuuchic0iae.kyoto-u. ac.jp
Abstract: Heliotron
is a flexible, concept-exploration facility ( 0 = 1.2m, B3(0) < 1.5 T) aiming at
experimentally, optimizing the helical-axis heliotron concept. This paper reports the Heliotron
experiments with special regard to the characteristics of ECH plasmas. The experiments have presented the
following results. (1) The energy confinement time was comparable to the ISS95-value. No significant
degradation of the density, dependence of the electron temperature was observed even in the v* «< 0.1
regime. It was also suggested the existence of discharges with more preferable confinement property. (2) A
new effective heating region was found for 53.2GHz ECH in the higher magnetic field ((0)
-. 1.4-1.5 T),
where there are no resonance layers for electromagnetic waves in the core region. (3) The configuration
effects of plasma confinement were observed. (4) Unexpected up-down asymmetry was found in the profiles
of diverted plasma density and floating potential at the geometrically up-down symmetric divertor legs.

XA02031 56
EX/P3-03

Role of q(r) Profile in the Transport Barriers Formation on T-10 Tokamak

K. A. Razumova, RRC Kurchatov Institute, Nuclear Fusion Institute, Moscow, Russia
Contact: lysenkogflf.kiae.rnu
Abstract: The role of radial q(r) profile in the transport barriers formation has been investigated on the
T-10 tokamnak. The experiments with the rapid current ramp-up (2 MA/s) during the stationary off-axis
ECR plasma heating have heen conducted.It was shown that the electron internal transport barrier (e-ITB)
in the plasma core is formed, when the core is shifted inward owing to the current ramp-up. The e-ITB
realization (increase of electron temperature gradient) begins with delay 10 ms after the ramp-up start.
This is sufficiently earlier than the additional current density could be able to penetrate in the barrier
zone. The regimes with the single internal barrier, with single external barrier and with simultaneous
two barriers have been obtained. The extremely important role of the MHD configuration during the
e-ITB formation is emphasized. Additional on-axis ECR heating demonstrates that enhanced heat flux
also effective for the ITB development near given resonance surface.

XA02031 57
EX/P3-04

. Variation of Turbulence Characteristics Along the Radius Under Different Gas Influx,
ECRH Power and Plasma Currents in T-10 Tokamak

V. A. Vershkov, Nuclear Fusion Institute, Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute" Moscow,
Russia
Contact: vershkov~nfi. kiae. ru
Abstract: The turbulence characteristics were investigated by means of correlation reflectometry. The
ECRH discharges show the distinct transition from the core turbulence to the highly stochastic at periphery.
It is explained as the change from ITC/TEM to the resistive interchange instability. The core turbulence
is characterized by the "broad band" "quasi-coherent" feature, arising due to the excitation of rational
surfaces with high poloidal in-numbers, "low frequency" looking like "streamers" and oscillations at 20 - 30
kHz, having properties of zonal flows". The physical mechanisms of the core turbulence were investigated
in dynamic evolutions of OH and ECRH discharges. The decrease of the core turbulence wavelength in
a factor of 2, impurities peaking and decrease of ion heat conductivity were observed under transition of
the OH discharge from SOC to IOC phase after gas puff cut off. The change of poloidal asymmetry was
also registered. Significant increase of coherency and decrease of turbulence wavelength were also observed
during first 5 - 20 ins. of the ECRII. In both cases the change of turbulence were interpreted as transition
from TG to TEM instability.
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Observations of Skeletal Microstructures in Various Types of Dust Deposit in Toka-

B. N. Kolbasov, NFI RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
Contact: kolbasovgnfi.kiae.ru
Abstract: An analysis of electron transmission and scanning micrographs of various types of dust deposit
in tokamak T-10 is carried out for (a) analyzing the origin of non-trivial (e.g. cauliflower-like) structures
in dust deposits, and (b) verifying the former hypothesis for possibility of self-assembling, during electric
breakdown, of skeletal macrostructures from wildly formed carbon nanotubes. The results (Phys. Lett. A,
269 (2000) 363; 291 (2001) 447) show (i) presence of tubular structures in the range of diameters P - 5 n
- 10 microns; (ii) trend of assembling bigger tubules from smaller ones (i.e., the self-similarity); (iii) ability
of nanotubular structures to build up the skeletons of various topology, including the tubules, cartwheels,
dendrites; (iv) presence of an amorphous component which may hide the internal skeleton either fully (to
give a solitary dust particle) or partly (to give an agglomerate of visually separate particles); (v) similarity
of structures in dust deposits, in the range D
10 microns, and in the images taken during electric
breakdown in various types of discharge (tokamnak, plasma focus, Z-pinch), D
100 microns - 10 cm.

EX/P3-06. Acceptable ELM Regimes for Burning Plasmas

X 00
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A. W. Leonard, General Atomics, San Diego, USAXA235
Contact: eonard/~fusion.gat.corn
Abstract: Small edge-localized-modes (ELMs) are found in the H-mode plasmas of DIll-P for high density
and/or high collisionality conditions in the edge pedestal. This is an attractive regime for future burning
tokamak plasmas where ELM size must be maintained below a critical threshold in order to avoid ablation
of the divertor target. In addition, this small ELM regime maintains a robust edge pedestal pressure that
will also be required for achieving adequate central energy confinement in future burning plasmas. This
paper reports on the scaling of reduced ELM energy with increasing pedestal density, and/or collisionality,
with variations in safety factor q and plasma triangularity. The ELM energy is examined in terms of
convected energy, as indicated by a loss of density from the pedestal, and conducted energy, indicated by
lost temperature. *~ork supported by U.S. Department of Energy under Contracts DE-ACO3-99ER54473,
W-7405-ENG-48, DE-AC04-AL85000, and Grant DE-FG03-95ER154294.
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The Effect of Drifts on the DIII-D Boundary Plasma

G. D. Porter, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA
Contact: por-ter2llnl.gov
Abstract: We examine detailed experimental measurement of in/out asymmetries in single-null divertor
experiments and in/out and up/down asymmetries in double-null experiments in PIIl-P to determine
their origin. The 2-P) fluid code UEDGE including the physics of ExB and VB1 drifts as well as a full
treatment of intrinsic carbon impurities is used to aid understanding the experimental results. The in/out
asymmetries observed in L-mode single-null experiments are consistent with the effect of flow from the
outer divertor to the inner via ExB3 drifts arising from the radial electric field along the separatrix. This
enhances the density on the high field side, increasing line emission in both carbon and hydrogen species,
consistent with experiment. The up/down asymmetries seen in magnetically imbalanced H-mode double
null plasmas are consistent with the effect of a combination of VB3 and Ex13 drifts.
ivertor heating
remains strongest on the lower divertor for balanced double-null with VB drift downward. Balanced power
distribution requires a dominant X-point on the top, as seen experimentally. *Work supported by U.S.
POE Contracts W-7405-ENG-48 (LLNL) and DE-AC03-99ER54463 (GA).
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Modification of Boundary Plasma Behavior by Ion Bernstein Wave Heating on HT-7

Tokamak
Guoshen Xu, Institue of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei, China
Contact: yarnugmail.ipp. ac. cn
Abstract: Cooperated with Fusion Research Center, the University of Texas at Austin, U.S.A. The
boundary plasma behavior during Ion Bernstein Wave (IBW) heating was investigated using Langmnuir
probe arrays on HT-7 tokamak. The particle confinement improvement of over a factor of 2 was observed
in 30 MHz IBW heated plasma with RF power > 120 kW. The strong de-correlation effect of fluctuations
resulted in that the turbulent particle flux dropped more than an order of magnitude. In IBW heated
plasma, an additional inward E, and associated poloidal ExB flows were produced, which could account
for the additional poloidal velocity in the electron diamagnetic direction in the scrape-off layer (SOL).
Three-wave nonlinear phase coupling increased evidently and low frequency fluctuations (about 5 kz)
were generated, which dominated the boundary turbulence during IBW heating. The 5/2-D resonant layer
was located in the plasma edge region, which is found to be the mechanism underlying these phenomena.

XA0203162
EX/P3-09

Performance and Stability Limits at Near-Unity Aspect Ratio in the Pegasus Toroidal

Experiment
R. J. Fonck, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA
Contact: forzckrengqr. unsc. edut
Abstract: The Pegasus Toroidal Experiment is a mid-sized extremely-low aspect ratio (A) spherical torus
(ST). It has the dual roles of exploring limits of ST behavior as A approaches 1 and studying the physics of
ST plasmas in the tokamnak-spheromnak overlap regime. Major parameters are R = 0.25 0.45 m, A = 1.1
- 1.4, I < 0.15MA, and Bt < 0.07T. High beta plasmas are produced at very low toroidal field by ohmic
heating. Values of toroidal beta up to 25% have been obtained, and the operational space of beta vs I,/aBt
is similar to that observed for NBI1-heated START discharges. Achievable plasma current apparently is
subject to a soft limit of I,/Itf • 1. Access to higher-current plasmas appears to be restricted by the
appearance of large internal MHD activity, including m/n=2/1 and 3/2 modes. Recent experiments have
begun to access ideal stability limits, with disruptions observed as q approaches 5, in agreement with
numerical predictions.

XA0203 163
EX/P3-10O

New Results from Globus-M Spherical Tokamak

V. K. Gusev, A.F. offe Physico-Technical Institute, Russian Academy of Science, St. Petersburg,
Russia
Contact: vladimir.minaev~pop.ioffe. rssi.mr
Abstract: New results from Globus-M spherical tokamak (ST) are presented. Reported are the achievements of high plasma current of 0.36 MA and high toroidal magnetic field of 0.55 T. Plasma column
stability in Globus-I\Il is conserved at low edge safety factors and high plasma densities. Achieved lowest
safety factor was q(cyl) < 0.9. Highest density reached so far with routine gas puff in OH regime exceeds
7x10' 9 m-3 . New methods of density increase are discussed. Low-density boarder of operational space is
investigated. Runaway electrons properties and conditions of their generation are investigated. Results
look promising for STs. Plasma - wall interaction study was performed. Silicon probes were installed into
vacuum vessel. They were exposed to boronization, first, and then deposited film interacted with plasma.
Discussed are film properties. Briefly described are new diagnostic tools installed on tokamak. Status and
preliminary results obtained with auxiliary heating systems are shown.
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Fluctuations and Stability of Plasmas in the il-INF Heliac

J. HI. Harris, Australian National University, Canberra ACCT, Australia
Contact: eff rey.har-isganu.edu.aut
Abstract: The H-1NF7 heliac is a medium-sized heliac stellarator experiment with major radius Ri = 1 m,
average plasma minor radius a = 0.15 - 0.2 m. Its "flexible-heliac" coil set permits extraordinary variation
in the rotational transform profile and magnetic well. Experiments in low-field (B < 0.2 T) plasmas heated
by helicon waves have yielded fundamental results on turbulent transport and confinement transitions, in
particular concerning non-ambipolar flows, electric fields, and zonal flows. At higher field, (0.5 T), we
are now operating H-1NF with t-100 kW of 28 GHz 2nd harmonic ECH and 160 kW of TORE. At these
fields, the device can be operated with precise (to within less than 1%) control of the rotational transform
profile. Configuration scans show resonance phenomena that correlate with changes in the characteristics
of coherent magnetic field fluctuations.

XA0203165
EX/P3-12

. Physics and Control of ELMing H-mode Negative Central Shear Advanced Tokamnak
Scenario for ITER Based on Experimental Profiles

L. L. Lao, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: laocfifusion.gat.corn
Abstract: The potential for ITER-FEAT to operate in an ELMy H-Mode DIII-D like AT scenario is
evaluated. Both physics and control issues are examined. These include rotation and feedback stabilization
of resistive wall modes (RWM) for high beta operation, constraints on the edge pedestal for high fusion
performance due to drift-wave based core transport and edge localized modes (ELM) triggered by ideal
intermediate toroidal mode number n peeling-ballooning modes, disruption mitigation, and divertor heat
load. The effects of a finite edge pressure pedestal and current density are self-consistently included.
This is crucial for evaluation of the effects of ELMs on edge pedestal, divertor heat load, and hence fusion
performance. For these AT configurations, stability and transport analyses indicate that a modest amount,
r-35 MW, of 1 MeV negative NBI can provide sufficient rotational drive for stabilization against the n=1
RWM and allow operation at attractive 23N values of 3.0 - 3.5. Consideration of edge stability and core
transport suggests that a pedestal width in the range of -5% 'ON is likely to be sufficient for the projected
fusion performance.*Supported by General Atomics IR&D funds.

EX/P3-13

Demonstration in the DIII-D Tokamnak of an Alternate Baseline Scenario for ITER
and Other Burning Plasma Experiments
.

T. C. Luce, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: lce ~fusion. gat.corn

XA0203 166

Abstract: Disruption of the plasma current is a significant design issue to be addressed in burning plasma
experiments in tokamaks. The conventional baseline scenario (ELMing H-mode) has been chosen with the
safety factor of 3.0 as a tradeoff of the benefits in fusion power and confinement at lower safety factor,
against the risk of more frequent disruptions with higher potential for damaging the machine. A scenario
with much higher safety factor (4.5)
but equivalent fusion performance to the ITER reference scenario
has been demonstated in the DIJI-D tokamak under stationary conditions (> 6 s). The normalized beta
value is controlled to be 2.7 and the confinement factor relative to the ITER89P scaling relation is 2.6. The
current profile has relaxed to a stationary state with the minimum safety factor greater than 1. Only global
plasma parameters (stored energy, density, current, shape) are under feedback control. The relative merits
of the two types of discharge and the issues involved in extropolating these new discharges to a burning
plasma experiment will be discussed. *Work supported by U.S. DOE Contracts DE-ACO3-99ER55463,
DE-ACO5-000R22725, DE-ACO4-94AL85000, Grant DE-FGO3-01ER54615.
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Spontaneous and Artificial Generation of Shear Flow in Oblate FRCs in TS-3 and 4
FRC Experiments
T. M\atsuyama, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Contact: motsu lkatsurai.t.un-tokyo.aoc.jp
Abstract:. Spontaneous formation of toroidal flow shear was identified for the first time in oblate FRCs of
TS-3 and 4 experiments. Their velocities around 10 km/sec were found to peak around the magnetic axes.
In high-s FRC (averaged number of ion gyro-radius "s" r-4.5) with low velocity, its n=1 mode kept growing,
causing collapse of the whole configuration. However, in low-s ERG (sr..3) with fast flow, the rotating n=2
mode became dominant after n=1 mode saturation. The spontaneous formation of flow shear possibly
transformed the n=1 mode into the n=2 rotational mode, suggesting a new flow-shear stabilization of
n=1 mode. The forced generation of flow shear was also demonstrated using the "sling shot" effect of
the counterhelicity reconnection. The n=1 and 2 mode amplitudes were reduced by factor 5-10 due to
the shear-flow. A new continuous generation of shear flow is being demonstrated for the stabilization and
heating of ERG by use of multiple (more than two) merging of spheromaks with opposing Bt.

XA02031 68
EX/P3-15

High-Beta Characteristics of First and Second-Stable Spherical Tokamaks in Reconnection Heating Experiments of TS-3
Y. Ono, High Temperature Plasma Center, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Contact: ono~tanuki.t.u-tokyo. ac.jp
Abstract: Novel formations of ultra-high-beta Spherical Tokamak (ST) have been developed in the TS-3
device using high power heating of merging/ reconnection. In Type-A merging, two STs were merged
together to build up the plasma beta. In Type-B merging, an oblate FRC was initially formed by merging
of two spheromaks with opposing toroidal field Bt. and was transformed into an ultra-high-beta ST by
applying external Bt. Ballooning stability analyses confirmed formations of the first-stable fiTs by TypeA merging and the second-stable STs by Type-B merging and also the unstable fiTs by both mergings,
revealing the ballooning stability window consistent with measured high-n instabilities. We made (1) those
model analyses of the produced fiTs for the first time using the BALLOO stability code, revealing that
hollowness/ broadness of current/ pressure profiles widen significantly the window to the second-stable
regime. This paper also addresses (2) normalized betas of the second-stable STs as large as 6-17 for
comparison with the Troyon scaling and (3) a promising scaling of the reconnection heating energy.

XA0203169
EX/P3-16

Achieving and Sustaining Steady-State Advanced Tokamak Conditions on DIII-D

M. R. Wade, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Contact: wade flfusion.gat.com
Abstract: Recent improvements in the stability and confinement quality of tokamnak plasmas have opened
up the possibility of reactor scenarios that are steady-state yet have comparable power producing capabilities as pulsed designs. Taking advantage of these advances, the DIII-D Advanced Tokamak program has
demonstrated the feasibility of sustaining conditions that combine high fusion power density (beta > 4%)
and high bootstrap current fraction (-65%) for -4 7E. The duration of the high performance conditions
is limited only by evolution of the current profile. Access to normalized beta values well above the ideal
no-wall limit has been accomplished through stabilization of the resistive wall mode via plasma rotation.
Modeling indicates that with density control consistent with that achieved experimentally, off-axis electron
cyclotron current drive should be able to maintain a favorable current density profile for several seconds.
Progress towards integration of these various elements into a self-consistent solution will be discussed.
*Work supported by U.S. DOE Contracts DE-ACO5-000R22725, W-7405-ENG-48, DE-AC03-99ER54463,
DE-AC04-94AL85000, Grants DE-ECO2-89ER,53297, DE-IFCO2-92ER54 141.
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EX/P3-17. High Confinement Plasma by Lower Hybrid Current Drive on HT-7 Superconducting
Tokamak
Bojilang Ding, Institue of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei, China
Contact: bjding~mail.ipp. ac. cn
Abstract: A high confinement plasma by using LHCD has been obtained on HT-7 superconducting
Tokamak. An obvious internal transport barrier has been observed. Energy confinement time increases
from 14.6 ms (OH phase) to 24.5 ass (LHCD phase). The H confinement factor reaches to 2.11 (LHCD
phase). The improved confinement is due to current density profile contributed by LHCD. The experimental
results are in good agreements with the simulations of ray tracing code and 2-dimensional Fokker-Planck
equation. The edge plasma characteristics around the last closed flux surface were investigated by Langrnuir
probes. The results indicate that turbulence and transport are suppressed greatly by lower hybrid wave.
Studies show that the high confinement plasma is mainly ascribed to a sheared flow resulted from the
varied radial electric field.

XA02031 71
EX/P3-18

.

Scaling and Modeling Studies of High-Bootstrap-Fraction Tokamaks

F. W. Perkins, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: perkins~fusion.gat.com
Abstract: A steady-state tokamak reactor will depend almost entirely on bootstrap current as a source
for the poloidal magnetic field. Examination of a model for a tokamak with plasma current arising solely
from the bootstrap current finds a steady-state solution to the coupled heat- and poloidal-flux-diffusion
equations. The model uses a gyroBohms heat diffusivity that depends on the poloidal field, coupling heat
diffusion and poloidal field diffusion physics. The problem is cast in terms of coupled, nondimensional ODEs
and associated eigenvalues. Numerical solution of these equations yields a rather fiat relative q-profile and a
triangular temperature profile. The eigenvalues produce the scaling expressions T(O) = 12P.6.(/)03
and I = .23.n 0 .5 _p 3 3 a [P:MW, TMkeV, I:MA, a:m, n: 11 9 M- 3]. Experimental plans call for DJII-D and
C-Mod discharges heated by a source with no direct current drive capability. Extrapolation from DIII-D
discharges indicates that dp = 3 (required for unity bootstrap fraction) can be attained with MHD stability
if I,-0~.6 MA. *Work supported by U.S. DOE Contracts DE-ACO2-76CH03073, DE-ACO3-99ER54463, W7405-ENC-48.

XA02031 72
EX/P3-19 . Fast Electron Dynamics during Lower Hybrid Current Drive Experiments in the
HT-7 Tokamak
Yuejiang Shi, Institue of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei, China
Contact: yjshigmail.ipp. ac. cn
Abstract: The behavior of fast electron were studied in several kinds LHCD experiments. In long pulse
LHCD discharge, the global improved confinement and temperature transition were observed after the
broadening of HIX-ray emission profile, which means a significant current profile modification. In high
power LHCD experiments, the local HX-ray emission shows the formation of ITB correlated with the
deposition profile of LH wave. The profiles of HX-ray emission broaden in accord with the increase of
plasma current in ramp-up experiments. In synergistic experiments, the HX-ray spectra show the IBW
interacts with electron strongly and accelerates the fast electrons produced by LHCD. In counter-LHCD
experiments, the temperature of HIX-ray (THX) and the decrease of loop voltage, which are lower than
those in normal LH1CD experiments, show the effects of counter current drive. The SX-ray emission profile
becomes more peaked in counter-LHCD, which suggests the improvement of the core electron confinement.
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Investigation on Synergy of IBW' and LH1CD for Integrated High Performance Operation in HT-7 Tokamak
.

Baonian Wan, Institue of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei, China
Contact: bnwan~mail.ipp.ac. en
Abstract: Control of the current density profile has been realized with off-axis current drive by LUW in
the UT- 7 tokamnak predicted by a 2D FP code simulation and supported by measurements of a vertical
HX array. IBW is explored to improve performance through heating electrons in the selected region.
Strong synergy effect on driven current profile and increased driven efficiency was observed. Electron
temperature shows an ITB-like profile with a significantly improved performance. Operation of JEW
and LHCD synergetic discharges was optimized through moving the IBW resonant layer to maximize the
plasma performance and to avoid the MUDHI
activities. A variety of high performance discharges indicated
by 3 N * H89 = 1 - 4 was produced for several tens energy confinement times. This operation mode utilizing
synergyv effect of IBW and LHCD provide a new way to obtain steady-state operation in advanced tokamnak
scenario.

XA02031 74
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Heating and Active Control of Profiles and Transport by IBW in the HT-7 Toakamak

Yanping Zhao, Institue of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei, China
Contact:. zhao-yp email. ipp. ac.cen
Abstract: By a series of technical improvements and intensive RF boronization, significant progresses on
the IBW' heating and control of profiles and transport has been obtained since last IAEA meeting. Both onaxis and off-axis electron heating with global peaked and local steeped electron pressure profile was realized
if the resonant layer is in plasma far from the edge region. Maximum increment of electron temperature
was about 2 keV at power of 200 kW. The heating factor reached 9.4eV x 10' 3 cm-3 /kW. Reduction of
local electron heat transport around resonant layer has been observed. Significant improvement of particle
confinement by a factor of 2-4 with very peaked density profile was obtained if 5/2-deuterium resonant
layer is located at the plasma edge. Global transport and edge poloidal velocity shear can been controlled
by JEW.

XA0203 175
EX/P3-22
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Experimental Evidence for Improved Confinement with Quasisymmetry in HSX

J. N. Talmadge, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, USA
Contact: talmadge~facstaffwisc.edut

Abstract: We demonstrate, for the first time, that quasisymmetry in an advanced stellarator has distinct
transport advantages over a conventional stellarator during 28 GHz Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) at
the second harmonic. The Helically Symmetric Experiment (HSX) is capable of operating as a quasihelical
stellarator (QHS) and as a conventional stellarator in a configuration called the mirror mode. When the
ECU resonance is located on the low field side of the torus, the stored energy in the QU1S case is higher
than for the minror case due to the improved confinement of trapped particles. Also, decreased breakdown
times, smaller particle fluxes collected by a plate located by the ECU antenna and larger x-ray fluxes for
the QHS mode point to improved particle confinement. We also demonstrate that plasma flow damping is
smaller when the quasisymmetry is present. Characteristic build-up and decay times of the flows are 0.4
msec for the QHS mode compared to 0.15 msec for the mirror configuration. The data are in approximate
agreement with a theoretical model for the flow damping that includes both collisions with neutrals and
viscosity.
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Ion Heating and Profile Relaxation During Sawtooth Crashes in the MST Reversed

Field Pinch
G. Fiksel, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, WI, USA
Contact: giksel~facstaffuwisc. edut
Abstract: Very robust and global phenomena associated with sawtooth crashes are studied in a reversed
field pinch plasma. These phenomena are: anomalous ion heating, current profile relaxation, and plasma
momentum profile relaxation. We have implemented new sophisticated diagnostics to characterize these
processes with good spatial and temporal resolution. The majority ion temperature is measured with
the Rutherford scattering diagnostic and the minority ion temperature is measured with charge exchange
recombination spectroscopy. At the sawtooth crash the ion temperature almost doubles and a significant
fraction of the equilibrium magnetic field energy is transferred into the ion thermal energy. The profile of
the parallel current (inferred via laser polarimetry) flattens after the sawtooth crash which provides the
most complete evidence of plasma relaxation toward a Taylor state. At the sawtooth crash we observe
transport and relaxation both of the plasma toroidal and parallel momentum. The flattening of the parallel
plasma momentum profile is in a good agreement with the theoretical predictions of two-fluid MHD.

EX/P4-02

Investigation of High Density Regimes in FTU by Pellet Injection and Impurity

D. Frigione, ENEA, Frascati - Rome, Italy
Contact: fgionec~frascati.enea.it
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Abstract: High field pellet fuelled discharges in FTU have achieved good energy and particle confinement
properties in ohmic quasi-steady regime. Peak densities close to l X 10 2 1 M 3 have been obtained, showing
a post pellet decay time of several energy confinement times. Preliminary experiments in combination
with LH power (up to 1 MW) have shown that good coupling is possible due to the deep penetration of
pellets, which leaves the SOL density almost unperturbed. An extension of experiments to full LH power
regime is under way in order to better clarify confinement properties at a more relevant input power level.
Experiments aimed at obtaining Radiative Improved Modes (RIM) at high field have also been carried
out using Neon injection. We have observed an increase of average density with respect to the reference
discharge, which cannot be explained by the contribution of Neon. The neutron yield increases also by
a factor 3-6. The increase of the global energy confinement time is being analysed to understand if the
Neo-Alcator scaling is recovered as observed on other machines.

EX/P4-03

Internal Transport Barriers in ASDEX Upgrade

XA0203 178

A. G. Peeters, Max Planck Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching bei Muenchen, Germany
Contact: arpgipp.mpg. de
Abstract: This paper gives an overview of all the experiments on transport barriers performed on ASDEX
Upgrade. Strong (R/LTe = 25 Te(0) = 20 keV) transport barriers in the electron heat channel are generated
with counter electron cyclotron current drive in low density plasmas n = 1 - 2.5x1019 m- 3 . Ion barriers
are generated using neutral beam heating in the current ramp up. Correlation with plasma parameters,
shows that a sufficiently low density is a necessary condition for barrier formation. A new scenario with
delayed heating in the current ramp has broken all the ASDEX Upgrade records of central ion temperature
(now 21 keV) and beta normalised (now 3.2). Pre-heating with ECRH delays the barrier formation, which
forms at the sane radial position. Broader barriers can be generated with more NBI power. A study of the
barrier position with respect to the q-profile reveals that the foot of the barrier is not well correlated with
the minimum q position. Also turbulent fluctuations are reduced at the barrier foot, but not completely
suppressed. The new scenario often does not show any external kink activity and can reach OiN values of
3.2. They however, often have a (3,1) tearing mode.

XA0203179
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EX/P4-04 . Particle Fuelling for Long Pulse with Standard Gas Puff, Pulsed Supersonic Gas and
Pellet Injection
J. H. L. Bucalossi, Euratom-CEA, Cadarache, France
Contact: erome. bucalossitflcea.fr
Abstract: Particle fuelling in ITER is found to be a difficult issue. On Tore Supra, three different ways
of particle fuelling are currently under investigation for long pulse operation (>200 s). In addition to the
standard gas puff and to the technically complex pellet injection, a novel intermediate method, based on
the injection of a supersonic high density cloud of neutrals, has been recently implemented. Compared
to gas puff, the molecular beam has a higher speed and a lower divergence. These properties combined
with the high density of the cloud, which cools the peripheral plasma, allow for an improved penetration
of the neutrals. First experiments on Tore Supra shows a fuelling efficiency higher than expected in the
range of 40-60%. The MARFEs, triggered by the injection pulses, are dispelled in a few ins. According to
experimental data, the fuelling efficiency is not very sensitive to the plasma density, and to the additional
heating scenario. This new fuelling method will be compared to gas puff and pellet injection in the light
of experiments and modelling on Tore Supra steady state plasmas.

XA0203 180
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Edge Transport and its Interconnection with Main Chamber Recycling in ASDEX

Upgrade
A. Kallenbach. Max-Planck Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: Amne.Kattenbachgipp.mpg. de
Abstract: Edge transport in ASDEX Upgrade H-mode discharges is studied using Thomson scattering
measurements with high spatial resolution in combination with spectroscopic recycling- and erosion measurements and Langrnuir probes. The simultaneous measurement of electron temperature and density
profiles allows to correct uncertainties in the separatrix position using power balance and parallel conduction. During gas puffing, a shoulder is observed in the density profiles extending far into the SOL. Radial
ion fluxes lead to neutral recycling at the wall, which subsequently fuel the edge plasma forming a loop
for the radial particle flux. The recycling and corresponding impurity release is measured with various
lines of sight of the visible spectroscopy, allowing to determine in-out ratios and also toroidal distributions
over limiters. Modelling with the B2.5 fluid code is used to find a coherent description of the underlying
transport processes. In the hot edge region between the pedestal top and the outer transport barrier foot
(Te > 20 eV) a constant ratio of the electron density and temperature gradient lengths is found, ?7,
2,
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indicating proffle stiffness effects.
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The ASDEX Upgrade Divertor lIb

-

a Closed Divertor for Strongly Shaped Plasmas

R. L. Neu, MPI fuer Plasinaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: Rudolf.NeuK~ipp. mpg. de

Abstract: The closed ASDEX Upgrade divertor (DIV II) has been modified in order to accommodate
a large variety of strongly shaped plasmas, allowing the access to improved confinement at high plasma
density and to the type-LI ELM regime. Since then DIV JHb has been successfully operated and discharges
with additional heating powers up to 18 MW have been performed. As expected, the target power load
at the outer strike point is increased due to geometrical reasons, but the integrated divertor radiation is
almost unchanged. This is also true for high triangularity discharges, which were previously run with the
outer leg on the roof baffle and now are performed on the vertical target. Consistent with recent modelling
results, no distinct differences are found in the neutral flux densities and in the He-compression for the two
versions of the divertor. The bypasses of DIV Ib have only a minor influence on the exhaust rate and on
the main chamber recycling, suggesting the presence of radial ion fluxes to the wall which cause the major
part of the recycling. A significant reduction of the L-H threshold is observed which may be connected to
a larger electron temperature gradient inside the separatrix.
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EX/P4-07. Global Particle Balance and Wall Recycling Properties of Long Duration Discharges
on TRIAM-IM
M. Sakamnoto, Advanced Fusion Research Center, Research Institute for Applied Mechanics, Kyushu
University, Kasuga, Japan
Contact: sakamotog1tram.kyushn-u.ac.jp
Abstract: The longest plasma discharge with the duration of 3 h 10 min was achieved. The global particle
balance of such long duration discharges has been investigated. In the longest discharge, 11-alpha emission
increased spontaneously around t-30 min and the gas supply was automatically stopped. After that the
plasma density was maintained by the recycling flux alone until the end of the discharge. Moreover, it
has been observed that there exists a quite large difference between properties of wall recycling in the
continuous gas feed case (i.e. static condition) and the additional gas puff case (i.e. dynamic condition).
In the static condition, the effective particle confinement time increases almost linearly to about 10 s during
1 min of the discharge duration. In the dynamic condition, the decay time of the electron density just

after the gas puff, i.e. the effective particle confinement time, is about 0.2 s during the min discharge. It
is considered that the enhanced wall pumping is caused by the increase in fluxes of the diffused ions and
charge exchange neutrals from the plasma to the wall due to the additional gas puff.

EX/P4-08

Experiments of High Pressure Supersonic Molecular Beam Injection in the HL-1M

i'oana Yao, Southwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, China
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Contact: yaolhcgswp.acc. cn

Abstract: Supersonic molecular beam injection (SMBJ) has been successfully developed and used in HL-

iM and HT-7. SMBI can enhance the penetration depth and fuelling efficiency. It can be considered
a significant improvement over conventional gas puffing. The recent beam injection experiments have
been carried out by increasing the pressure of the beam source from 0.5 MPa to 1.0 MPa or higher for
enlarging the characteristic dimension of the supersonic area and avoiding the emergence of Mach shock
before the beam arrives the IHL-1 M plasma. The hydrogen clusters may be found in the beam produced
by high working gas pressure according to the Hagena empirical scaling. The hydrogen particles of the
beam have penetrated into the plasma center region, in which the average velocity of the injected beam
is over 1200 in/s. The plasma density increases step by step after multi-pulse SMBI, just as the effects of
multi-pellet fuelling. The increase rate of electron density approaches that of the small ice pellet injection
(PI). A comparison of fuelling effects was made between SMB3I and small ice PI in the same shot of ohmic

discharge in HL-iM.

EX/P4-09 ECRIT Experiments and

NIHD

Instabilities on HL-1MN

Xuantong Ding, Southwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, China
Contact: dingxt ~swip.acc.cn
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Abstract: ECRIH experiments have been carried out on HL-1M tokamak (=l02 cm, a=26 cm) since
1999. The electron temperature increases more than 30% of that in ohmic heating. The temperature
profile keeps unchanged, but some interesting MUD phenomena, which related with energetic passing or
trapped electrons, have been observed. When the plasma current is larger than 150 kA, double sawteeth
of soft X-ray appear, indicating that the current density profile or q profile has been changed. Under these
conditions the passing fast electrons are dominant. At high ECRH power, when the resonance position is
near to the q=1 surface on the high field side, strong m=1 mode appears in the middle of the sawtooth,
which would be fishbone-like activities similar to those observed in the PDX tokamak. Addition of lower
hybrid waves with middle power to ECRH significantly enhances the MHD excitation, but lower hybrid
waves alone cannot excite or sustain the mode. This result is a clear demonstration of the suprathermal
trapped electron effect on the instability. The evidence of the existence of the energetic electrons during
ECRH can be obtained by hard X-rays.
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Ion Temperature Increase During MUD Events on the TST-2 Spherical Tokamak

A. Ejiri, Univ. Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Contact: ejiricgk.u-tokyo. ac.jp
Abstract: IMHD) events including Internal Reconnection Events (IREs) are studied on the TST-2 spherical
tokamnak. Besides the previously, reported IREs with positive current spikes which have drastic effects, more
benign ones which have no positive current spikes or ones which have small magnetic fluctuations have
been observed. Some JREs are accompanied by a rapid ion temperature increase during a current spike but
cause little effect on the global confinement. Typical parameters of analyzed plasmas are: major radius
R < 0.36 rn, minor radius a < 0.23 m, aspect ratio A > 1.6, elongation k < 1.8, toroidal magnetic field
BTO =0.2 T, plasma current I, -40 kA, electron density _. 1019 M- 3 , electron temperature r-slO eV, ion
temperature -50 eV and discharge duration -~20 ins. In the case of benign MHD1 events, the plasma
current drops without a positive spike, while bursts of magnetic fluctuations and hard X-ray emission and
H. were observed. In some IREs, ion temperature measured by the Doppler broadening of 04+ starts to
increase before the current spike, and the temperature decays to the original level after the current spike.

XA02031 86
EX/P4-11

Island Structure and Rotation after Pellet Injection in FTU

E. Giovannozzi, Associazione EURATOM-ENEA sulla Fusione, C.R. Frascati, Frascati, Italy
Contact: giovannozzi~frascati.enea.it
Abstract: Understanding the mechanisms behind the rotation of nonlinear magnetic islands is one of the
key issues in the study of internal kink and neoclassical tearing mode stability. Saturated large islands are
commonly observed in FTU near the q=1 and q=2 magnetic surfaces. The q=1 island dynamics is strongly
influenced by the injection of pellets. The phenomenology observed in the pellet injection experiments is
compared with models of island evolution. To be specific, pellet injection provokes an initial acceleration
of island rotation, which is followed by a phase of slow or inverted (in the ion drift direction) rotation.
The island structure is asymmetric, possibly due to sheared rotation. The island rotation tends to reach
the electron diamagnetic frequency, unless braking via coupling with an m=2 structure occurs.

XA02031 87
EX/P4-12

Self-similarity of the HL-IM1 tokamak Plasma Edge Turbulence

Yuan Huang, Southwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, China
Contact: hy432r~suwip.ac.cn
Abstract: The rescaled range statistics technique is utilized to investigate long-range correlations and
self-similarity in HL-1I\ plasma edge fluctuations. It was found that electrostatic fluctuations and induced
particle flux at HL-iM plasma edge are self similar over the mesoscale range of time scales, that is, for
time scales between 10 times turbulence decorrelation time and plasma confinement time. The value of
Hurst parameter, H, ranging from 0.64 to 0.78, implies the existence of long-range correlations and shows
the self-similarity of the HL-1M tokamak plasma edge fluctuations.
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Characterization of Axisymmetric Disruption Dynamics toward VDE Avoidance in

Tokamnaks
Y. Nakamura, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research Establishment,
Naka, Ibaraki, Japan
Contact: nakamurag'fusion.naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: Disruption experiments on Alcator C-Mod and ASDEX-Upgrade tokamnaks and axisymmetric
MED simulations using the TSC have explicated the underlying mechanisms of Vertical Displacement
Events (VDEs) and a diversity of disruption dynamics. First, the neutral point, which is known as an
initial vertical plasma position advantageous to VDE avoidance, is shown to be fairly insensitive to plasma
shape and current profile parameters, while the VDE rate significantly depends on those parameters.
Secondly, it is clarified that a rapid flattening of the plasma current profile frequently seen at the thermal
quench drags a single null-diverted, up-down asymmetric plasma vertically toward divertor, whereas the
dragging effect is absent in up-down symmetric limiter discharges. As a consequence, the occurrence of
downward-going VDEs predominates over the upward-going ones in bottom-diverted discharges, being
consistent with experiments in ASDEX-Upgrade. Together with the attractive force that arises from
passive shell currents induced by the current quench and vanishes at the neutral point, the dragging effect
explains many details of the VDE dynamics over the whole period of disruptive termination.

EX/P4=14. Disruption Studies in ASDEX Upgrade
G. Pautasso, Max-Planck-Intitut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: gapgipp. mpg. deXA238
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Abstract: Disruption generate large thermal and mechanical stresses on the tokamnak components. For
a future reactor disruptions have a significant impact on the design since all loading conditions must
be analyzed in accordance with stricter design criteria (due to safety or difficult maintenance). Therefore the uncertainties affecting the predicted stresses must be reduced as much as possible with a more
comprehensive set of measurements and analyses in this generation of experimental machines, and avoidance/predictive methods must be developed further. The study of disruptions on ASDEX Upgrade is
focused on these subjects, namely on: (1) understanding the physical mechanisms leading to this phenomenon and learning to avoid it or to predict its occurrence (with neural networks, for example) and
to mitigate its effects; (2) analyzing the effects of disruptions on the machine to determine the functional
dependence of the thermal and mechanical loads upon the discharge parameters. This allows to dimension
or reinforce the machine components to withstand these loads and to extrapolate them to tokamnaks still
in the design phase; (3) learning to mitigate the consequence of disruptions.

XA02031 90
EX/P4-15. Current Ramp-up Experiments in Full Current Drive Plasmas on TRIAM-1M
K. Hanada, Advanced Fusion Research Center, Research Institute for Applied Mechanics, Kasuga,
Japan
Contact: hanadag'tram.kyushu-u. ac.jp
Abstract: Four types of plasma current ramp-up experiments were executed on TRIAM-i.M in full
lower hybrid current drive (LH1CD) plasmas; 1) the current start up by the combination between electron
cyclotron resonance heating (ECH) and LH1CD, 2) the tail heating by additional LHCD, 3) the bulk heating
by ECH, 4) the spontaneous ramp up by the transition to enhanced current drive (ECD) mode. The startup of the plasma current utilizing the combination of plasma production by ECRH and subsequent current
drive by LHCD was obtained. The conversion efficiency of RF power to the poloidal magnetic energy
reached more than 9% in the tail heating as well as the bulk heating and the values of the estimated
effective RF power were '-1OO%. In fact, the direct loss of energetic electrons measured with thermal input
to the movable limiter was less than % of the injected RF power in the tail heating discharges with and
without ECD mode.
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EX/P4-16

Start-up and Formation of ST Plasmas by ECH on the LATE Device

T. Mlaekawa, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
Contact: maekawa~energy.kyoto-u. ac.jp
Abstract: Main objective of the LATE (Low Aspect ratio Torus Experiment) device is to realize start-up
and formation of spherical tokamak (ST) plasmas by ECH/ECCD) alone without Ohmic heating power.
Plasma current is started up to 3 kA and maintained for 1 second by injecting microwaves from a magnetron
(2.45 Gllz, 5 kW). The driven current increases by increasing microwave power and external vertical field
for equilibrium. So far, plasma current up to 5 kA has been achieved by injecting microwaves in the range
of 20-50 kW from a 2.0 GHz klystron. Magnetic measurement shows that last closed flux surface with a
minor radius of a
13 cm and a major radius of R -~ 18 cm (R/a -~ 1.4) is formed. The electron density
is higher than the plasma cutoff density, which suggests that ECH/ECCD by mode-converted Bernstein
wave takes place.

XA0203 192
EX/P4-17 . Coaxial Helicity Injection and n=1 Relaxation Activity in the HIST Spherical Torus
M. Nagata, Himneji Institute of Technology, Himneji, Hyogo, Japan
Contact: nagata(~elct.eng.himeji-tech.ac.jp
Abstract: Coaxial Helicity Injection (CHI) has demonstrated non-inductive current generation of spherical tokamnak (ST) and spheromak plasmas on several devices. In order to understand comprehensively
the role of the n=1 instability and relaxation on current generation processes in helicity-driven spherical
systems, we have investigated dynamics of ST plasmas produced in the HIST device (major radius R
= 0.30 m, minor radius a = 0.24 m, aspect ratio A = 1.25, toroidal field Bt K 0.2T, plasma current
It < 150 k and discharge time t < 5 ms in the ST configuration) by decreasing the external toroidal field
(TF) and reversing its sign in time. In results, we have discovered that the ST relaxes towards flipped ST
configurations through formation of reversed-field pinches (RFPs)-like magnetic field profiles. Surprisingly,
it has been observed that not only toroidal flux hut also poloidal flux reverses sign spontaneously during
the relaxation process. This self-reversal of the poloidal field is thought to be evidence for "global helicity
conservation". Furthermore, we have first demonstrated that a flipped ST plasma can be successfully
sustained by CHI.

XA02031 93
EX/P4-18

Excitation and Propagation of Low Frequency Waves in a FRC Plasma

S. Okada, Plasma Physics Labo., Graduate School of Engineering, Osaka University, Suita-city,
Japan
Contact: okada~ppl.eng. osaka-u. ac.jp
Abstract: Plasma with field reversed configuration (FRC) has extremely high beta value - it consists
only of poloidal field and the magnetic field strength changes from that of the external, solenoidal confining
field to zero at the magnetic axis. To this FRC plasma, low frequency (55-100 kHz, or 1/5-1/3 ion gyro
frequency in the external field) ringing magnetic field which decayed with e-folding time of 30 microsec is
applied by an antenna from outside the plasma. Though the main component of the applied field is in the
axial direction and the azimuthal component is smaller than other components, the main component of
the excited wave magnetic field in the plasma is azimuthal (bo). Axial phase velocity v. and the dispersion
relation of bo disturbance near and outside the separatrix is close to that of the Shear Alfv6n wave. While,
inside the separatrix, v. is close to the sound velocity. Plasma heating by this wave is anticipated if the
electric power fed to the antenna is increased, if the number of the antenna is increased or if continuouse
wave source is employed.
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EX/P4-19 Liquid Lithium Limiter Effects on Tokamak Plasmas and Plasma-Liquid Surface
Interactions
R. Kaita, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton (NJ), USA
Contact: kaita~ppplgov
Abstract: We present the results from the first experiments with a large area liquid lithium limiter in
a magnetic fusion device, and its effect on improving plasma performance by reducing particle recycling.
Using large area liquid metal surfaces in any major fusion device is unlikely before a test on a smaller
scale. This has motivated its demonstration in the CDX-U spherical torus with a unique, fully toroidal
lithium limiter. The highest current discharges were obtained with a liquid lithium limiter. There was a
reduction in recycling, as indicated by a significant decrease in the deuterium-alpha emission and oxygen
radiation. How these results might extrapolate to reactors is suggested in recycling/retention experiments
with liquid lithium surfaces under high-flux deuterium and helium plasma bombardment in PISCESB. Data on deuterium atoms retained in liquid lithium indicate retention of all incident ions until full
volumetric conversion to lithium deuteride. The PISCES-B results also show a material loss mechanism
that lowers the maximum operating temperature compared to that for the liquid surface equilibrium vapor
pressure. This may restrict the lithium temperature in reactors.

EX/P4-20

Overview and Initial Results of the ETE Spherical Tokamak

XA02031 95

L.A. Berni, Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE), Sho Jos6 dos Campos, Brazil
Contact: berniglpasma.inpe.brw
Abstract: The ETE (Experimento Tokamak Esf6rico) is a small size aspect-ratio machine with major and
minor radius of 30 cm and 20 cmjrespectively. The vessel was made of Inconel and provides reasonable good
access for plasma diagnostics through 58 Conflat ports. The first plasma was obtained at the end of 2000
and presently plasma currents of 45 kA lasting for about 4 ms are routinely obtained. Achievement of the
designed parameters (plasma current up to 200 kA lasting for about 10 ins) for the first phase of operation
is expected by the end of 2002, by increasing the energy of the capacitor banks and the operational voltage.
A set of basic diagnostic for plasma characterization is already installed. This paper presents some details
of the ETE project and the initial characterization of the plasma as well as the future plans. This work
was supported by FAPESP, FINEP, and CNPq.

XA0203 196
EX/P4-21 . Recent Experimental Results of HL-1M and Progress of HL-2A Project
Yong Liu, Southwestern Institute of Phyics, Chengdu, Sichuan, China
Contact:. iuyongglswip.ac. cn

Abstract: Recent experimental results of HL-1M tokamak and progress of HL-2A project are presented.
Strong fishbone instability was observed during off-axis ECR.H. This is first observation of the fishbone
instability purely driven by energetic electrons produced by ECRH. The MBI was first proposed and
demonstrated on HL-1M. Recently new results of MBI experiment were obtained by increasing the pressure
of gas. A stair-shape density increment was obtained with high-pressure multi-pulse MBI just like the
density evolution behavior during the multi-pellet injection. It is shown that injected particles could
penetrated into the core region of the plasma. HL-2A is a divertor tokamak in construction at SWIP
based on original ASDEX main components. Mission of HL-2A Project is to exploring physics issues
involved in advanced tokamak. For first phase, the divertor (edge plasma) and confinement researches will
be emphasized. The major parameters of HL-2A are: R = 1.64 m., a = 0.4 m, Bt = 2.8 T, p = 0.48 MA.
The main parameters and characteristics of subsystems such as power supply, pumping, diagnostics and
auxiliary heating are presented in the paper. The first plasma of HL-2A is expected at the end of 2002.
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EX/P4-22
Plasmas

Investigations into the Relationship between Spheromak, Solar, and Astrophysical.

P. NI. Bellan, Caltech, Pasadena, USA
Contact: pbellan~its.caltech. edut
Abstract: Spheromaks offer the potential for a simple, low cost fusion reactor and involve physics similar
to certain solar and astrophysical phenomena. A program to improve understanding of spheromaks by
exploiting this relationship is underway using (i) a planar spheromak gun and (ii) a solar prominence
simulator. These devices differ in symmetry but both involve spheromak technology whereby high-voltage
is applied across electrodes linking a bias magnetic flux created by external coils. The planar spheromak
gun consists of a co-planar disk and annulus linked by a poloidal bias field. Application of high voltage
across the gap between disk and annulus drives a current along the bias field. If the current to flux ratio
exceeds the inverse of the characteristic linear dimension, a spheromak is ejected. A distinct kink forms
just below the ejection threshold. The solar simulation gun consists of two adjacent electromagnets which
generate a horse-shoe" arched bias field. A current is driven along this arched field by a capacitor bank.
The current channel first undergoes pinching, then writhes, and finally bulges outwards due to the hoop
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Progress in Plasma Heating and Confinement at the Multimirror Trap GOL-3

V. S. Koidan, Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia
Contact: koidang0inp.nsk.su
Abstract: Recent results on heating and confinement of plasma at the multimirror trap GOL-3 are
presented. This facility is open trap for confinement of hot (0.1-1 keV) dense (0'5 - 10 16 1/cm 3 ) plasma.
The plasma heating is provided by high-power electron beam (1 MeV, 30 kA, ps) with energy content of
up to 200 kJ. The upgrade to full-scale corrugation of a magnetic field was completed during last two years
at the facility. In the 12-meter solenoid the multimirror sections of 4-meter-length were made at the both
ends of the solenoid (Bm~/Bmin = 5.2 / 3.2 T, cell length is 22 cm). The modified source of preliminary
plasma was put in operation for improvement of macroscopically stable beam transport through the plasma
column. Search of optimal conditions for confinement of plasma with -.. 1015 1/cm3 density and high ion
temperature, and also for macroscopically stable system "electron beam - plasma" was carried out in the
new configuration of facility. As a result of the experiments the plasma with density of (1 -2) X 10151/cm 3 ,
n(e)T(e) + n(i)T(i) = (0.5 - 2) x 0'5 keV/cm 3 and confinement time of 100-200 jis in a multimirror trap
is obtained. Dynamics of electron and ion temperatures is discussed.
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Perturbative Analysis of Transport and Fluctuation Studies on REX

S. Martini, Consorzio RFX, Associazione EURATOM-ENBA sulla fusione, Padova, Italy
Contact: martiniigi.pd.cnr.it
Abstract: On the REFX reversed field pinch different transport mechanisms govern the centre and the
edge of the plasma. Core transport is driven by parallel transport in a stochastic maguetic field, giving
rise to an outward directed particle convection velocity. At the edge, roughly corresponding to the region
outside the toroidal field reversal surface (where q = 0), electrostatic fluctuations are an important loss
channel, but more than 50% of the power losses have been associated to localized plasma-wall interaction
due to the non-axisymmetric magnetic perturbations caused by locked modes. In the paper we present
the most recent progress made in the modeling and understanding of the above mechanisms underlying
particle and energy transport. The paper also discusses the correlations between core and edge transport
phenomena. The main tools are perturbative transport studies by pellet injection and the analysis of the
contribution of intermittency processes to particle transport in the edge.
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Nonlinear Simulations of Drift-Wave Turbulence in Alcator C-Mod

D. R. Mikkelsen, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: mikkg~pppl.gov
Abstract: We present turbulence simulations of transport that are compatible with measurements in the
core of typical H-mode plasmas in Alcator C-Mod. Our two-species nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of
turbulent transport due to long wavelength electrostatic drift-type instabilities employ a flux-tube domain
based on a realistic non-circular magnetic geometry. These simulations with GS2 differ from previous work
by including both trapped electron effects and finite collisionality. The results can reconcile theory and
experiment by means of a nonlinear upshift of the effective critical gradient. This upshift is not present in
simulations with collisionality lowered to a level typical of other tokamaks. An upshift is recovered at low
collisionality if kinetic electron effects are ignored by using an adiabatic electron treatment - a simplification
made in previous reports of such an upshift - but the transport in the region above the effective critical
gradient is less stiff than with a more complete kinetic treatment at the C-Mod collisionality. We conclude
that it is important to include both collisions and non-adiabatic electron effects in simulations of turbulent
transport in tokamaks.

XA020320 1
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H-mode Edge Stability of Alcator C-Mod Plasmas

D. A. Mossessian, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Cambridge, USA
Contact: mossessianPpsfc.mit. edut
Abstract: For steady state H-mode operation, a relaxation mechanism is required to limit build-up of
the edge gradient and impurity content. C-Mod sees two such mechanisms - EDA and grassy ELMs,
but not large type I ELMs. In EDA the edge relaxation is provided by an edge localized quasicoherent
electromagnetic mode that exists at moderate pedestal temperature Tcc 400 eV, high pedestal density and
high edge safety factor, q>3.5 and does not limit the build up of the edge pressure gradient. The mode is
not observed in the ideal MHD stability analysis, but is recorded in the nonlinear real geometry fluctuations
modeling based on fluid equations and is thus tentatively identified as a resistive ballooning mode. At high
edge pressure gradients and temperatures the mode is replaced by broadband fluctuations (f < 50 kHz)
and small irregular ELMs are observed. Based on ideal MHD calculations that include the effects of edge
bootstrap current, these ELMs are identified as medium n (10 < n < 50) coupled peeling/ballooning
modes. The stability thresholds, its dependence on the plasma shape and the modes structure are studied
experimentally and with the linear MHD stability code ELITE.

EX/P5-05
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Profile Modifications in PPCD Experiments in REX

XA0203202

M. E. Pujatti, Consorzio REX, Associazione EURATOM-ENEA sulla Fusione, Padova, Italy
Contact: puiatti(~igi.pd.cnr. it
Abstract: In Reversed Field Pinch experiments, Pulse Poloidal Current Drive (PPCD) is an important
tool to control magnetic and plasma profiles. The paper analyses the PPCD effect on the profiles of
magnetic field, electron and impurity densities and electron temperature. From 3D MHD non-linear
simulations a peaking of the parallel current profile during PPCD) is found, associated to a significant
reduction of the mode amplitude and magnetic fluctuations. The soft x-ray tomnography shows a shrinking
of the emissivity profiles, indicating an increased core temperature and again a central channeling of the
current density. The hydrogen influx from the graphite wall, which dominates the discharge fuelling, is
observed to decrease strongly at the toroidal region where MHD modes are locked. This explains why,
despite the increased confinement associated to the higher temperature and lower magnetic fluctuations,
the density does not increase. D transport analysis of PPCD shows that the current peaking in itself
cannot explain the observed modification of the temperature profile: the core heat diffusivity has to be
substantially decreased, consistently with the decrease of the magnetic fluctuations.
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Electron ITB and the Role of Fast Electrons in Fully Non-Inductive Reverse Shear
Scenarios with Large Bootstrap Fraction
.

0. Sauter, CR1PP-EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
Contact: oliviersautergepfl.ch
Abstract: The relation between the safety factor profile q, the electron transport and the bootstrap current
is of crucial importance for predicting advanced scenarios in burning plasmas which will have dominant
electron heating. In recent experiments in the Tokamak TCV, the full plasma current is sustained with
only off-axis co-current drive. In this way an electron transport barrier is formed and the bootstrap
current increases up to 50% of the total plasma current. The thermal energy confinement time improves
significantly while no improvement is observed for suprathermal electrons. As soon as the EC power is
turned on, the inductive current is set to zero and the current profile evolves from the ohmic profile to the
one driven by the off-axis beams. Adding heating or counter CD in the center exhibits clear difference in
the evolution of the electron temperature profile. With less current driven in the center, that is a more
reversed q profile, the electron ITB formed is stronger and better energy confinement time is obtained.
The time evolution and differences between co-CD and counter-CD in the center indicate that there is no

power threshold to form an electron ITB.
EX/P5-07
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Parameter Similarity Studies in JET, ASDEX Upgrade and ALCATOR C-Mod

W. A. Suttrop, Max Planck Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: suttrop~ipp.mpg. de
Abstract: Similarity plasmas are studied in JET, ASDEX Upgrade and ALCATOR C-Mod to test the
validity of dimensional constraints for core profiles and profiles at the plasma edge in H-modes with and
without large dge Localised Modes and at the H-mode transition. Core and H-mode edge profiles in the
studied comparison pairs of pulses match within uncertainties.

Identical scaled H-mode threshold and

edge MHDII behaviour is obtained in JET and ASDEX Upgrade for same edge p, v' and 3. In contrast,
constant edge temperature, required for identity of atomic cross sections, does not describe operational
regime boundaries in the two machines. First attempts have been made to reproduce ALCATOR C-Mod
EDA-mode plasmas in ASDEX Upgrade; the results of the best matches obtained are reported.

XA0203205
EX/P5-08

Recent Results on Long Term Fuel Retention in JET and TEXTOR and Prediction

for ITER
V. Philipps, FZ Juelich, Institute of Plasma Pysics, Juelich, Germany
Contact: V. Philipps~fz-juelich. de
Abstract: Present experiences on long term fuel retention in various devices show that the control of
long-term tritium retention in future burning plasma devices is among the most challenging tasks in fusion

development. In devices with carbon plasma facing components the overwhelming majority of the fuel is
retained in hydrogen-rich carbon deposits built on various locations on the plasma facing sides but also
on remote areas like the cold louvers at the entrance to the cryopump in the inner divertor of JET or
other regions shadowed from direct plasma contact. The overall carbon deposition and fuel retention is
governed by the primary carbon release, which is largely due to chemical hydrocarbon erosion, the long
range transport of carbon in the SOL and confined plasma, the migration of the carbon in the vicinity
of the target surfaces and the deposition conditions of the carbon impurities including the fraction of
carbon to other condensable impurities streaming along with the carbon to the targets. The contribution
summarises the latest results in this area based on measurements mainly in JET and TEXTOR and
discusses the implications and predictions for ITER.
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EX/P5-09 . Dynamic Effects of Rotating Helical Magnetic Field on Tokamak Edge
S. Takamnura, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan
Contact: tkamurag'ees.nagoypa-u.ac.yp
Abstract: Recently, comprehensive studies on Dynamic Ergodic Divertor (DED) have re-started by us
stimulated by the coming realization of the concept on TEXTOR tokamak. The following aspects of
interaction of rotating helical magnetic perturbation (RHMP) with plasmas in HYBTOK-JI and CSTN-IV
small tokamaks will be given: the penetration of RHM into the magnetic resonance layer with a controlled
poloidal rotation by limiter biasing, the effects on hydrogen recycling, the influence on the electrostatic
turbulence through chaos control with a wavelet signal analysis, and the global effects of RHIMP on tokamak
discharge like an additional poloidal rotation and a local dissipative heating. Especially, an amplified
magnetic perturbation was found to be created near the resonance layer by a spatial modification of
plasma current due to island formation in the case of low relative velocity between the tokamak plasma
and RH--MP. A large relative velocity produces an expected attenuation of RHIMP near the resonance zone
due to flowing of screening current.

XA0203207
EX/P5-1 . Experimental/Theoretical Comparisons of the Turbulence in the Scrape-Off-Layers
of Alacator C-Mod, DIII-D, and NSTX
J.L. Terry, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, USA
Contact: temfopsfc.mit.edu
Abstract: The intermittent turbulent transport in the Scrape-Off Layers of Alcator C-Mod, DTJJ-D, and
NSTX is studied experimentally. In C-Mod and NSTX the turbulence is inaged with a very high density of
spatial measurements. The 2 structure and dynamics of emission from a localized gas puff are observed,
and intermittent features (also sometimes called blobs") are typically seen. The intermittent features are
often born near the separatrix and propagate predominately outward and poloidally. Qualitatively similar
features (but with a larger size-scale) are also seen in the NSTX SOL. On DJII-D the edge turbulence
is imaged using BBS, and similar intermittent features are seen. Also the fluctuating components of
density, temperature and poloidal electric field are simultaneously measured using a reciprocating Langmnuir
probe array. The density and temperature fluctuations have strongly non-Gaussian statistics, and events
with amplitudes above 10 times the mean level are responsible for large fractions of the net particle and
heat transport. The experimental observations from C-Mod are compared with numerical simulations of

electromagnetic turbulence ina 3D flux tube at the plasma edge.
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EX/P5-11

Control of the Sawtooth Instability by Electron Cyclotron Heating and Current Drive
In the TCV and ASDEX Upgrade Tokamaks
T. P. Goodman, Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasma, Ass. EURATOM-Conf6d6ration

Suisse, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland, Switzerland
Contact: timothy.goodman'§epfl. ch
Abstract: Control of the sawtooth instability may be an important way in which to avoid triggering neoclassical tearing modes in a future burning plasma. Electron cyclotron heating and current drive provides
this control by variation of only external parameters. In the presence of strong neutral beam heating on
ASDEX Upgrade, sawteeth are stabilized using either co-CD or BCH when deposition is well off-axis, near
the q=1 surface: counter-CD may even shorten the sawtooth period. Near-central counter-CD lengthens
the sawtooth period as does BCH and co-CD when deposited at a second stabilizing location slightly offaxis. The lengthening (shortening) of sawtooth period with co- (counter-) CD has been demonstrated on
TCV using real-time beam steering across the q=1 region. Calculated heating and current drive profiles
are used in the PRETOR transport code, linked with a sawtooth crash model, to successfully simulate the
sawtooth period variation with deposition location. Optimum stabilization occurs with deposition near
but outside the q=1 location. Heating and current drive effects can be studied separately in simulations.
PRETOR can be used to predict sawtooth periods during ECH and BCCD.
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Effect of Limiter Biasing on Plasma MHD-Stability in GDT Device

A.A. Ivanov, Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia
Contact: ivanov(@inp.nsk.su
Abstract: Radial electric field can essentially alter plasma MHD-stability in a long axisymmetric mirror
traps stabilized by remote MHD-anchors. In particular, estimate show that for the Gas Dynamic Trap
(GDT), the radial electric field is essential comparing with magnetic field curvature effects. Influence of the
radial electric field on the MHD-stability was studied in the GDT using a set of electrically biased radial
limiters and segmented end walls. That provides a control of the radial profile of ambipolar potential.
It was shown that biasing the peripheral end wall section to a potential of -150 V leads to considerable
increase of the energy confinement time due to reduction of the electric field in the plasma volume. The
MED-stability boundary was significantly modified. Possible stabilization mechanism is considered in the
paper.

XA0203210
EX/P5-13

.

Overview of TEXTOR Results

F. C. Schuller, Trilateral Euregio Cluster, FOM Institute of Plasma Physics, Nieuwegein, Netherlands
Contact: schuller~rinh.nl
Abstract: Since March 2001 TEXTOR undergoes a rebuild to install the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor
(DED). TEXTOR will come into operation in August. During the campaigns before the shutdown new
results were obtained on: -Internal electron transport barriers found in NCS- but also in normal L-mode
plasmas related to specific q-values; -Further improvements of the Rn-mode with central ECRE and extension towards trans-Greenwald densities; -Magnetic islands giving enhancement/reduction of turbulent
fluctuations and transport around X-/O-points respectively; -Fast ion dynamics during sawtooth crashes
measured with Collective Thomson Scattering; -Impurity transport analysis gave diffusion coefficients and
inward convection values to be compared with gyro-Bohm/ITG-model predictions; -Erosion/deposition of
carbon, fuel retention and hydrogen recycling near limiters.

XA020321 1
EX/P5-14 Optimisation of Current Profile Using Far Off-axis ECH Power Deposition to Extend
High Elongation Operation in TCV
A. Pochelon, CRPP, Association EURATOM-Confdd6ration Suisse, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
Contact: Antoine. Pochelongepfl. cl
Abstract: Maximisation of the energy confinement time in extremely elongated plasmas and the approach
to the Troyon beta-limit at optimal values of the normalised current are driving the development of high
elongation scenarios at intermediate values of the normalised current. To be vertically stable, these equilibria require broadening of the current profile, which is done using far off-axis ECH power deposition.
This has allowed the creation and stabilisation of highly elongated discharges ( -. 2.4) at low current and
high safety factor in TCV. Mirror steering is used during the discharge to optimise the deposition location
while the plasma is increasing its elongation. Maximum effect on the internal inductance and elongation
is obtained for ECH power deposition at a normalised radius of 0.7. Parametric studies varying the power
deposition location, the power deposition width, total power and plasma current are in satisfactory agreement with PRETOR transport code calculations. This method is extended to higher current discharges
to study confinement, using simultaneous second harmonic far off-axis heating for current profile shaping
and third harmonic core heating to access high density.

XA02 03212
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EX/P5-15

Third Harmonic X-mode Eleictron Cyclotron Resonance Heating on TCV using Top
and Low Field Side Launch
L. Porte, CRPP - EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
Contact: aurie.porte~epfl.ch
Abstract: A third harmonic X-mode ECRH system, X3, comprising 3 0.5 MW, 118 GHz gyrotrons, has
been brought into operation on TCV. For these first experiments 1.0 MW is launched from the top and
the rest is launched from the low field side. Both launchers can be steered poloidally and toroidally. In the
final configuration the full 1.5 MW will be launched from the top. X3 has been used to heat TCV plasmas
at density exceeding cut off for second harmonic ECRH (X2) (n,~t~rr = 0.4. 10 2Om- 3 ). Experiments show
that the TORAY ray tracing code makes predictions of the absolute X3 power absorption and the optimal
plasma launcher geometry that are verified by diamagnetic loop measurements at density exceeding X2 cut
off. TORAY can be used as a tool in optimising XS heating of TCV H-modes. Using a data base built up
during previous experiments, a class of ohmic H-mode has been identified that maximises a figure of merit
for X3 absorption; nTeK (K - elongation; ne&zTe are line averages). This allows one to predict suitable
discharges for X3 heating in H-mode. Results of experiments conducted to verify these predictions and to
explore ways of broadening the TCV H-mode operating space will be presented.
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CT-i The ITER Magnets: Preparation for Full Size Construction based on the Results of the
Model Coil Programme
M. Huguet, ITER IT, ITER Naka
Contact: federiggipp.mpg. de

JWS, Naka-Machi, Naka-Gun, Ibaraki, Japan

Abstract: The ITER magnets are long-lead items and the preparation of their construction is the subject
of a major and coordinated effort of the ITER international team and participant teams. The results of the
ITER model coil programme constitute the basis and an essential source of data for the preparation of the
technical specifications for procurement. A review of the salient results of the ITER model coil programme
is given and the significance of these results for the preparation of full size industrial production is explained.
The model coil programme has confirmed the validity of the design and the feasibility of the ITER magnets.
The programme has also allowed the optimisation of the conductor design and the identification of areas
of further development for the Toroidal Field coil case materials for manufacturing cost reductions.

XA0203214
GT-2

Performance of ITER as Burning Plasma Experiment

M. Shimada, ITER IT, ITER Naka
Contact: feder-g~ipp.mpg. de

JWS, Naka-Machi, Naka-Gun, Ibaraki, Japan

Abstract: Recent performance analysis has improved confidence in achieving Q
10 in inductive operation in ITER. Performance analysis based on empirical scaling shows the feasibility of achieving Q
10
in inductive operation with a sufficient margin. Theory-based core modeling indicates the need of high
pedestal temperature (2-4 keV) to achieve Q
10, which is in the range of projection with pedestal scaling. The heat load of type-I ELM could be made tolerable by high density operation and further tilting
the target plate (if necessary). Pellet injection from High-Field Side would be useful in enhancing Q and
reducing ELM heat load. Steady state operation scenarios have been developed with modest requirement
on confinement improvement and beta (HH98(y,2)
1.3 and ft
2.6). Stabilisation of RWM, required in
such regimes, is feasible with the present saddle coils and power supplies with double-wall structure taken
into account.

XA02 03215
CT-3

Characteristics of the H-mode Pedestal and Extrapolation to ITER

T.H. Osborne, General Atomics, San Diego, CA, USA
Contact: federig~ipp.mpg. de

Abstract: The development of a predictive capability for the characteristics of the H-mode pedestal
and ELIVs is important in predicting tokamak reactor performance. The H-mode pedestal effects core
confinement through temperature profile stiffness. The ELM power flux can significantly impact divertor
design. We discuss progress in these areas through inter-machine comparison under the venue of the
International Tokamnak Physics Activity, ITPA. The pressure in the H-mode transport barrier region is
typically, set by the ELM cycle rather than transport. Several features of the ELM onset conditions
are consistent with an ideal peeling-ballooning mode instability: 1) strong shape dependence, 2) mode
structure, 3) reduced p' at high collisionality, 4) p' dependence on transport barrier width. Type I ELM
energy loss is found to be proportional to the energy in the H-mode pedestal. There is some consistency
between the peeling-ballooning mode radial width and the ELM size. Type I ELM energy loss is reduced
at high density to levels that would be tolerable in a reactor scale device through reduced conductive loss
and possibly shift to a more radially localized instability.
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GT-4

Design Improvements and R&D Achievements for W and In-vessel Components towards
ITER Construction and Implications for the R&D Programme
K. loki, ITER IT, ITER Garching JWS, Garching, Germany
Contact: federiggipp.mpg.dte
Abstract: Procurement specifications are now being finalised for ITER components whose construction is
lengthy, yet which are needed early, such as the vacuum vessel. Although the basic concept of the vacuum
vessel (VV) and in-vessel components of the ITER design has stayed the same as reported at the last
conference, there have been several detailed design improvements resulting from efforts to raise reliability,
to improve better maintainability and to save money. One of the most important achievements in the VV
R&D has been is demonstration of the necessary assembly tolerances. Further development of advanced
methods of cutting, welding and NDT for the VV have been continued in order to refine manufacturing and
improve cost and technical performance. With regard to the related FW/blanket and divertor designs, the
R&D has resulted in the development of suitable technologies. Prototypes of the FW panel, the blanket
shield block and the divertor components have been successfully fabricated. This paper reviews the recent
progress in the design as procurement nears.
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CT-5

.

ITER Diagnostics: Design Choices and Solutions

A. Costley, ITER IT, ITER Naka JWS
Contact: federig~ipp. mpg.dte

,

Naka-Machi, Naka-Gun, Ibaraki

,

Japan

Abstract: An extensive diagnostic system will be installed on ITER to provide the measurements necessary to control, evaluate and optimise the plasma performance and to study burning plasma physics.
The system will comprise about 40 individual measurement systems drawn from the full range of modern
plasma diagnostic techniques. Because of the harsh environment, diagnostic system selection and design
has to cope with a range of phenomena not previously encountered in diagnostic implementation. In addition, the diagnostic designs have to satisfy stringent engineering requirements. In this paper, we describe
the key problems encountered and give examples of the solutions that have been developed. Brief descriptions of the strategies adopted in the selection of the individual diagnostic systems, and in the integration
of the systems onto the tokamak, are included. We conclude with an assessment of the overall system
performance.

XA020321 8
CT-6PRa . Status of the European Concept of the 1 MIV Negative Ion Accelerator for the ITER
FEAT Neutral Beam Injectors
R.S. Hemnsworth, Association EURATOM-CEA, CEA/DSM/DRFC, CEA-Cadarache, St Paul lez
Durance, France
Contact: herrswor-tgdrfc.cad. cea.fr
Abstract: The European concept of the 1 MeV, 40 A, D-, accelerator for the ITER FEAT injectors is
the so-called SINGAP accelerator. The 3 key areas that must be demonstrated before this accelerator can
be confidently chosen for the ITER injectors are currently being studied at the DRFC, CEA-Cadarache.
Those areas are: (i) the ability to withstand the required voltage, 1 MV, over the single main acceleration
gap; (ii) that the model of the accelerator used to design the beam optics for the ITER injectors can
correctly predict the actual performance; and (iii) that the predicted performance is adequate for ITER
FEAT. It has already been demonstrated that 1 MeV can be held with a 625 mm acceleration gap, and
that the beams accelerated up to >900 keV with the prototype accelerator have optics in good agreement
with predictions. At this meeting results will be presented of voltage holding and beam acceleration from
the prototype accelerator with a 350 mm gap (as per the ITER SINGAP accelerator), and comparisons of
measured and predicted beam characteristics. In addition some details of the ITER SINGAP accelerator
and the new "ITER-like" accelerator to be tested at Cadarache will be given.
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GT-6Rb . Engineering Prospects of Negative-ion-based Neutral Beam Injection System from High
Power Operation for the Large Helical Device
0. Kaneko, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: kosainwulnifs. ac.jp
Abstract: An overview on four-year operation of the negative-ion-based NBI (N-NBI) system for LH1D
is presented, and the prospects of negative-ion technology for applying it to helical fusion reactors are
discussed from theses experiences. The N-NBI system was designed and constructed based on the results
of R&D in NIPS. Using three beam lines, the total port-through injection power of 9 MW for 2 s ha's
been achieved. Each beam line attained the same performance: 3.5 MW of the injection power with the
beam energy of 165 keV for hydrogen, which corresponds to the averaged negative ion current density of
25mA/cm 2 from ion sources. Also for long pulse injections, 110 s for 0.1 MW by one ion source, and 80
s for 0.5 MW by two ion sources (one beam line) were carried out. These facts show that the negative
ion technology has been established to the same power level of positive ion system. Several technical
improvements needed for these successful results are described, and the problems that limit the present
performance are clarified. Solutions to these problems are discussed and some R&D programs are proposed

for further improvement.
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CT-6Rc

Development of High Performance Negative Ion Source and Accelerators for MeV Class
Neutral Beam Injectors
M\. Taniguchi, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Ibaraki, Japan, Japan
Contact: tanigucm~fusion.naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: A high power neutral beam injector (NBI), each delivering a deuterium neutral beam of 16.5
MW at 1 MleV, has been designed for ITER. A key component of the NBI system is a high power beam
source which produces a 40 A negative deuterium ion beams at the energy of 1 MeV. JAERI (Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute) has developed a vacuum insulated beam source (VIBS). The VIBS
insulates the high voltage of 1 MV by immersing the ion source and accelerator in vacuum. So far the
\TIBS succeeded in acceleration of 37 mA beam up to 970 keV for 1 s. The achieved beam energy is nearly
equal to the required value for the ITER NBI system. The negative ion source for the ITER beam source
has been also developed. One of the key issues for the negative ion source is reduction of the operating
pressure. By optimizing the filter magnetic field for negative ion production even at low pressure, a H
ion beam of 31 mA/cm 2 was extracted at 0.1 Pa. Although the pulse length was very short (0.1 s) the
ITER requirement on the current density was demonstrated at 1/3 of the ITER design pressure (0.3 Pa),

which could reduce the heat loading on the accelerator grids.
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Improvement of Beam Performance in Negative-Ion Based NBI Systemn for JT-60U

N.U. Umeda, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka Fusion Research Establishment,
Ibaraki ken, Japan
Contact: uedana~fusion.naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: Injection performance of the negative-ion based NBI system for JT-60U has greatly progressed
by optimizing ion source parameters, correcting beamlet deflection and improving source plasma nonuniformity.The long pulse beam injection for 10 seconds was achieved at 355 keV, 2.6 MW with one ion
source by improving the beam divergence. A high injection power of 6.2 MW was realized by increasing an
acceleration current. These results gave a significant contribution to the development of the negative ion
based NBI sstem for ITER, which requires a steady-state operation with high energy and high current
beams.
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CT-7Ra. Development of Gyrotron and JT-60U EC Heating System for Fusion Reactor
K. Sakamnoto, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-machi, Japan
Contact: sakamotk~'naka.jaerigo.jp
Abstract: Development of 1 MW gyrotron is underway in JAERI. In previous gyrotron, a parasitic
oscillation in the region between an electron gun and a cavity (beam tunnel) had occurred, that degraded
the performance. The parasitic oscillation was suppressed by installing a silicon carbide on the beam
tunnel wall. Consequently, the output of 1.3 MW was achieved at 170 GHz gyrotron, and the quasi-CW
operation of 0.9 M1W (for 9.2 s) and 0.5 MW (for 30 s) were obtained. It took almost no conditioning
time to extend the pulse duration from 10 s to 30 s at 500 kW, which gives a promising view to the ITER
OW gyrotron. The 110 0Hz gyrotron that is designed based on the technology of the 170 0Hz gyrotron
attained the output of 1.2 MW for 4.1 s and 1 MW for 5 s. Four 110 GHz gyrotrons are applied to the
EC system of JT-60U. A torus CVD) diamond window of 31.75mmn in aperture has shown a capability of
stable 1 MW transmission. The maximum injection performances were 3 MW for 2 s. and 2.8 MW for 3.6
s. A long pulse injection of 1.5 MW for 5 s was also achieved. The EC system contributed to realize high
electron temperature plasma of 26 keV.

CT-7Rb

.

A 2 MW, CW, 170 0Hz Gyrotron for ITERXA23

3

13.P. Piosczyk, Forschungszentrum KarIsruhe, Association EURATOM-FZK, Karlsruhe, Germany
Contact: bernhard.piosczyHkihm.fzk. de
Abstract: Within the developmental work on coaxial cavity gyrotrons, the feasibility for fabrication of
a 2 MW, CW, 170 GHz tube has been demonstrated and all the information necessary for a technical
design and industrial manufacturing of such a tube has been obtained. The usability of the components
for CXV operation and their compatibility with technical restrictions has been proven. A suitable cavity
mode has been selected and a collector has been designed. In addition, an integrated design of the tube
has been performed. The expected technical problems are comparable with the conditions of the 1 MW,
CW, 140 G1Hz conventional gyrotron for the W7-X stellarator which has been developed and successfully
tested in close collaboration between Euratom associations with the European industry. Based on this
experience as a first step towards a 2 MW, OW, 170 0Hz coaxial gyrotron, a technical design is planned
to be performed within the well established European cooperation. The recent results of the European
gyrotron development in particular with respect to the development of gyrotrons with 2 MW microwave
output power will be presented and discussed.

CT-7Rc . Maturing ECRF Technology for Plasma Control
R. W. Callis, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: callis ~fusion.gat.corn
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Abstract: The availability of high power, long-pulse, gyrotrons has opened the opportunity for enhanced
scientific results on magnetic confinement devices for fusion research worldwide. This has led to successful experiments on ECH, ECCD, non-inductive tokamak operation, energy transport measurements, and
suppression of instabilities leading to enhanced performance. In addition, ancillary equipment for efficient
microwave transmission over distances of hundreds of meters, polarization control, diagnostics and flexible
launch geometry have all been developed. The 110 0Hz (ECH) system installed on the DIII-D tokamak
now comprises six gyrotrons. Three Gycom gyrotrons nominally produce 750 kW for 2 s pulses The other
three gyrotrons, built by CPJ, have a nominal output power of 1 MW for 10 s pulses. The CPT gyrotrons
utilize a single disc CVD) diamond window that employs edge water cooling. Calculation predict that the
CVD) diamond window should be capable of full 1 MW cw operation, which is supported by R camera
measurements, that show the window reaching equilibrium after 2.5 s. *Work supported by U.S. DOE
Contracts DE-ACO3-99ER54463, DE-ACO2-76CH03073, DE-FCO2-93ER154186.
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New Results in Development of XMW Output Power Gyrotrons for Fusion Systems

A. G. Litvak, Institute of Applied Physics RAS, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
Contact: litvak~appl.sci-nnov.mr
Abstract: There are two main directions in the development of megawatt gyrotrons for unclear fusion
at IAP/GYCOIM. The first one is an enhancement of parameters for conventional gyrotrons. The main
efforts are applied now to implementing of CVD diamond windows into the gyrotrons at frequencies 84,
140 and 170 CHz and providing gyrotron operation in CW (or very long pulses of tens seconds) regime.
The second direction aims the development of frequency tunable megawatt gyrotrons. Recent test results
are presented.

XA02 03226

CT/P-01

Studies of ELM Heat Load, SL
Experiments, and their Predictions to ITER

Flow and Carbon Erosion from Existing Tokamnak

N. Asakura, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-Machi, Naka-Gun, Ibaraki
Contact: federiggipp.mpg.de

,

Japan

Abstract: Three important physics issues for the ITER divertor design and operation are summarized
based on the experimental and numerical work from multi-machine database (JET, JT-60U, ASDEX
Upgrade, DLII-D, Alcator C-Mod and TEXTOR). (i) The energy load associated with Type-I ELMs is of
great concern for the lifetime of the ITER divertor target. Recently, scaling studies of the normalized ELM
energy loss depending on plasma parameters, such as the effective collisionality of the pedestal plasma and
pedestal density fraction have progressed. In order to understand the physics base of the scaling models,
the ELMW eat and particle transport from the edge pedestal to the divertor is investigated. Convective
transport during ELMs plays an important role in the ELMW energy- loss and heat transport to the divertor
for high-density ELIy H-mode plasmas. (ii) Control of the divertor plasma and impurity ions is strongly
influenced by SQL flow. Determination of the SOL flow pattern and the driving mechanism has progressed
experimentally and numerically. (iii) Carbon erosion/redeposition are of great importance in particular

for tritium retention via codeposition. Progress of understanding is reviewed.
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CT/P-02 . A Two-term Model of the Confinement in ELMy H-modes Using the Global Confinement and Pedestal Databases
.G. Corder, Euratomn-UKAEA. Fusion Association,Culham Science Centre, Abingdon
shire, United Kingdom
Contact: federig~ipp.mpg. de

-

Oxford-

Abstract: The ITPA Confinement and Pedestal Database groups have joined forces to assemble a common
database of pulses containing both pedestal and core energy data. The scaling of the pedestal energy, with
respect to both the engineering parameters current, power, major radius etc. and the dimensionless physics
parameters, normalised Larmor radius, collisionality etc. has been determined. The large ELMy H-mode
database is then used to determine the scaling of the core plasma which is found to be approximately, pure
gyro-Bohm. A two term model consisting of both a core and pedestal contribution is developed, which is
found to fit the data as well as the conventional one term model. Predictions for the energy content of the
pedestal and core in ITER are presented.
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GT/P-03. Comparison of ITER Performance Predicted by Empirical, Semi-empirical and Theorybased Transport Models
V. M~ukhovatov, ITER IT, ITER Naka JWS, Naka-Machi, Naka-Gun, Ibaraki
Contact: federig~ipp.mnpg. de

,

Japan

Abstract: The values of Q = (fusion power)/(auxiliary heating power) predicted for ITER by transport
model based on empirical confinement scaling, dimensionless scaling technique, and by theory-based transport models are compared. The energy confinement time given by the ITERH-98(y,2) scaling for the ITER
scenario with a plasma current of 15 MA and plasma density 15% below the Greenwald value is 3.6 s with
one technical standard deviation of ±-14%. These data translate to a Q interval of [6.5,15]. Dimensionless
scalings generally support these data although their uncertainties are larger. Theoretical transport models
such as Weiland and IMM, are sensitive to temperature at the plasma boundary. According to these
models, to achieve Q=1O in ITER the temperature at the top of the edge pedestal should be 2-4 keV. The
values of Q predicted by these three methods overlap within the uncertainties. The sensitivity of Q to a
variation of plasma parameters predicted by the different models will be discussed in the paper.

XA0203229
GT/P-04

Multi-Machine Global Confinement and H-mode Threshold Analysis

J.A. Snipes, MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Cambridge, MA
Contact: federigipp.mpg.de

,

USA

Abstract: The ITPA Confinement and H-mode Threshold Database Working Groups analyze global
parameters from a number of tokamaks worldwide to better understand the physics of energy confinement
in a tokamak and of the transition between L and H-mode. High density data from ASDEX-Upgrade,
DIII-D, and JET indicate that with peaked density profiles it is possible to maintain good global energy
confinement (H98y2
1) up to and beyond the Greenwald density limit even though the loss power does
not exceed the H-mode threshold power scaling. The dependence of confinement on plasma shape will
be analyzed in detail by examining the residuals of triangularity and other shaping factors. The new low
aspect ratio MAST data in the threshold database permits initial regressions to be made including the
aspect ratio, showing a moderate negative aspect ratio (R/a) dependence. Recent analyses of the increase
in the threshold at low qg,5 and higher Zeff will also be presented.

XA0203230
CT/P-05 Increased Understanding of the Dynamics and Transport in ITB Plasmas from MultiMachine Comparisons
P. Gohil, General Atomics, San Diego, CA, USA
Contact: federigcipp.mpg. de
Abstract: This paper presents details on: (a) examination and compilation of experimental results on
transport from the many machines worldwide to better understand the physics of ITB formation and
sustainment; (b) the development of an international database on TB experimental results to determine
the requirements for the formation and sustainment of ITBs, especially for reactor relevant conditions;
(c) determining and performing comprehensive tests of theory-based models and simulations using the
experimental ITB database. This paper will further present the status of research on critical issues in
ITB physics including barrier formation and access conditions, particle and impurity transport, fueling,
core-edge integration, profile control and stability as well as issues of accessibility in reactor scale devices
such as barriers with Te = Ti, barriers with low toroidal rotation and fat density profiles. Results will be
presented from many devices providing a clearer understanding of transport and ITB physics in present
plasmas and how this understanding can be applied to increase the performance of plasmas in future
devices. An ITB database is being developed.
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Collective Modes and Fast Particle Confinement in ITER

A. Jaun, NADA- Euratom-VR Association, Stockholm, Sweden
Contact: federig~ipp.mnpg. de
Abstract: An overview of the energetic particles confinement research is presented for ITER. Instabilities
and toroidal magnetic field inhomnogeneities play an important role and are studied in different plasma
configurations. Theoretical models have identified key stabilizing mechanisms in experiments: they are
used to check parametric dependencies against existing measurements and to extrapolate into reactor
conditions that remain inaccessible in present day tokamaks. The calculations suggest that conventional
burn scenarios are generally compatible with a substantial amount of alpha-particles, but a limit exists
above which shear-reversal leads to a degradation of the confinement.

XA0203232
CT/P-07
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ITER Divertor Plasma Modelling with Consistent Core-Edge Parameters

A.S. Kukushkin, ITER IT, ITER Garching JWS, Garching, Germany
Contact: federig(~ipp.rmpg.de
Abstract: The latest results of divertor modelling for ITER are presented in the paper. The effect of core
fuelling, which is needed to sustain the necessary density gradient in the "pedestal" region just inside the
separatrix (and which produces higher plasma outflow across the separatrix), on the divertor performance
is studied. Flexibility of the ITER divertor geometry for the density control is assessed, and a feasibility
and limits of the separatrix density control via adjusting the separatrix strike point position on the target
are studied. Issues of impurity mixing due to erosion and deposition of plasma-facing component materials
are also addressed.

XA0203233
CT/P-OS
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Possibility of

Q >

Stable Steady-state Operation in ITER with Moderate fiN and

H-factor
A.R. Polevoi, ITER IT, ITER Naka JWS, Naka-Machi, Naka-Gun, Ibaraki, Japan
Contact: fedeiggPipp.mpg. de
Abstract: Operational window for the ITER steady state scenarios
analyzed. The ideal MHD1 mode stability analysis is carried out for
profile taking into account the ITER design wall position. Possible
stable operation is found with moderate normalized beta (about 2.6)
HH1 (about 1.3).

with fusion gain Q exceeding 5 is
different shapes of plasma current
range of plasma parameters with
and moderate enhancement factor
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CT/P-09 . Pellet Injection as a Possible Tool for Plasma Performance Improvement
A.R. Polevol, ITER IT, ITER Naka JWS, Naka-Machi, Naka-Gun, Ibaraki
Contact: federgig~pp.mpg. de

,

Japan

Abstract: The possibility of plasma performance improvement in the ITER reference 15 MA scenario by
pellet injection is considered. Fusion gain Q increasing by density peaking and controllable mitigation of
the energy loss in the Type-I Edge Localised Modes (ELMs) by increase of the pedestal collisionality are
analysed. Plasma scenario with Q 20 within the Greenwald density limit is demonstrated. Requirements
for pellet injection for the ELM loss reduction below 5% of the pedestal energy is considered.

XA0203235
CT/P-10 .Physics R&D in Support of ITER/B3PX Diagnostic Development
A.J.H. Donne, FOM-Institut voor Plasmafysica, Rijnhuizen
Contact: federig~ipp.mpg. de

-

BE Nieuwegein, Netherlands

Abstract: The development of diagnostics for a next step burning plasma device (BPX) will be a major
challenge. Within the International Tokamak Physics Activities, a Topical Group (TG) specialises in
diagnostics and ams to support the development of the needed systems. The work of the group includes
the identification and development of the requirements for measurements, advising on the selection and
design of techniques and on their implementation on BPXs, and development of appropriate databases.
Several tasks have been identified as 'high priority' and form the focus of current work. In the paper the
work on the determination of the measurement requirements will be summarised, the progress with the
high priority research topics will be outlined, and the work of Specialists Working Groups, which work on
specific topics entirely in the electronic domain, will be summarised.

XA0203236
CT/P-li . Irradiation Test of Diagnostic Components for ITER Application in a Fission Reactor,
Japan Materials Testing Reactor
T. Shikama, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan
Contact: shikama~imr.tohoku. ac.jp
Abstract: A Japanese TER home team played crucial roles in studying radiation effects in diagnostics
components, utilizing JMTR, under close collaborations among universities, JAERI and industries. In-situ
studies of performance of the magnetic coil showed that the radiation induced electrical conductivity (IC)
is not a problem when a coil is made of a mineral insulating cable (MI-cable). Magnetic measurements
could be carried out up to a few M Hz under the ITER relevant irradiation conditions. A JET-bolometer
was irradiation-tested in the JMTR. A structure of the bolometer could withstand the 3 irradiation cycles,
corresponding to the expected irradiation dose in the ITER. A few technical problems were found, such
as increase of electrical conductivity of a gold meander due to nuclear transmutation of gold into mercury.
We found that some optical fibers could be used even for visible application near burning plasma with a
limited life. For infrared applications, several optical fibers could be found with a life-time far beyond the
ITER whole operation period.

XA0203237
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Analytical Study of RWM Feedback Stabilisation with Application to ITER

Y. Gribov, ITER IT,ITER Naka JWS
Contact: feded-ggipp. mpg. de

,

Naka-Machi, Naka-Gun, Ibaraki, Japan

Abstract: An analytical model for studying the feedback control of Resistive Wall Modes (RWM) in a
tokamak with single or double conducting wall is presented. The model is based on a cylindrical approximation. The numerical estimates have been done for ITER having vacuum vessel with two conducting
shells. It was shown that the outer shell only insignificantly reduces the RWM instability growth rate, but
deteriorate the RWI active stabilisation. In ITER, the sensors located inside the inner shell and measuring poloidal magnetic field give possibility to stabilize RWM having sufficiently low instability growth time
(about 7 times lower than the time constant of inner shell of the vacuum vessel). The error field correction
system (side saddle coils) in combination with the poloidal sensors is capable to stabilize the RWM for
expected range of normalized beta.

XA0203238
GT/P-13 . Implications of ITER Requirements on R&D of RF Heating and Current Drive Systems
G. Bosia, DRFC/SCCP/GSACCE Cadarache, Saint Paul Lez Durance, France
Contact: bosia(~drfc.cad.fr
Abstract: A strategic, rather than auxiliary role is assigned to H&CLD systems in ITER-FEAT, as all
operation phases are driven and controlled by heating and current drive (H&CD) systems. RF systems
(Electron Cyclotron, Ion Cyclotron and Lower Hybrid), planned to contribute for -' 60% of ITER auxiliary
power (72 MWstill require different level of pre-industrial technology development to operate in ITER at
the required level of efficiency and religiosit6. In this paper, RF H&CD systems technical and operational
issues are reviewed and future R&D actions at CEA-Cadarache discussed, with the aim of providing a
demonstration of all RF H&CD systems, within the current ITER construction time scale. The need and
the economical advantage of an early on- and off- plasma design validation program for ITER-like RF
devices (such as launcher and/or power sources), is also discussed with the aim of identifying and resolving
operational issues.

CT/P-14

Testing of the Toroidal Field Model Coil

XA0203239

E. Salpietro, EFDA Team, Garching, Germany
Contact: federigcipp.mpg. de
Abstract: The paper describes the Toroidal Field Model Coil (TFMC) design, fabrication choices and
issues with respect to technological and management aspects. The experience gained during the assembly
and disassembly of the TFMC for phase 1 testing, as well as the assembly with the LCT coil for phase 2
testing will be reported. During phase 1 the TFMC was energised at 80 kA and was fast discharged several
times without changes in the coil performances. The first test campaign has demonstrated the feasibility
and operability of the ITER Toroidal Field coils including the joints. An in depth analysis of the test
results will be presented in the paper. The goal for phase 2 testing is to determine the actual margins
which have been achieved in the design and manufacture of the TFMC in selected areas. For this purpose,
the TFMIC will be operated beyond the design conditions in terms of current, temperature and parameters
related to coil protection (discharge time constant, quench detection time). This second phase will end by
December 2002, therefore the test results can be used to optimise the ITER design, in particular on the
conductors and insulation system.
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CT/P-15 . Technology Transfer from Laboratory to Industry for Fabrication of Large Superconducting Coil Joints
P. Libeyre, CEA Cadarache, Saint Paul-Lez-Durance, France
Contact: ibeyre~'pegase.cad. cea.fr
Abstract: The future magnetic thermonuclear fusion reactors will use superconducting magnets. The
development during the last decade of the cable-in-conduit conductor (CICC) allows the transport of high
current intensities. The construction of the winding pack is conceived, for manufacturing reasons, in double
pancakes. Joints have to be implemented to connect electrically double pancakes with each other. These
joints must fulfil electrical, mechanical, hydraulic and tightness requirements and their design must allow
industrial feasibility. The twin-box concept, developed at CEA, was tested with 3 prototype joint samples,
and applied to the joints of the ITER Toroidal Field Model Coil, manufactured in the European industry.
The tests of this coil in 2001 showed that all these joints operated satisfactorily and in particular achieved
low and reproducible resistances. The technique is now being developed with niobium-titanium conductors
for the ITER PP Coils and will be tested with a full size prototype sample in 2002.

XA02 03241
CT/P-16

.

Recent Results from Superconductor R&D at CRPP

P. Bruzzone, Centre de Recherches en Physique des Plasmas, Association Euratom-Conf~d6ratiodn
Suisse, 5232 Villigen-PSI, Switzerland
Contact: pierluigi.br-uzzone~psi. ch
Abstract: After a number of upgrades, the SULTAN high field test facility at CRPP-Villigen is today
a unique tool for in depth characterization of the large, high current superconductors of next step fusion
device. In the ITER EDA and CTA phases, many experiments have been carried out in SULTAN, both
in short length and coiled samples, exploring the performance to the limit, without the operation risks
unavoidable, for example, in a coil test. The most relevant results obtained in the scope of the R&D
program for optimization of the conductor design are highlighted. The feedback in the ITER conductor
design led to a substantial reduction of the engineering margin and conductor cost. Examples include
the ac loss and stability at field transients, the use of copper segregation in Nb3Sn cables, the broad
superconducting transition (low "n" value) in large conductors and the fatigne load effects in Nb3Sn
cable-in-conduit conductors. The R&D activity in SULTAN will continue in the next years to refine the
conductor design and to broaden the database. An important role will be played during the construction

of ITER, for the acceptance test of the large superconductors before winding the coils.IIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIII
XA0203242
An Overview of Results in the ITER Generic Site Safety Report (GSSR)
C. Gordon, ITER IT, ITER Garching JWS, Garching, Germany
CT/P-17

.

Contact: federigt~ipp.mpg. de
Abstract: This paper summarises the results of the ITER safety assessments during the course of the
Engineering Design Activities (EDA). The key aspects of ITER safety are effluents and emissions from
normal operation, including planned maintenance activities; occupational safety for workers at the facility;
radioactive materials and wastes generated during operation and from decommissioning; and potential
incidents and accidents and the resulting transients. The implementation of a generic safety approach,
the safety aspects of the design, and the assessments of effluents, occupational safety, waste, and accidents
are documented in the Generic Site Safety Report (SSR). The analyses and assessments completed in
collaboration with the Home Team experts and documented in the GSSR offer a well-developed technical
basis for regnlatory applications in potential host countries.
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IF- . Progress in Direct-Drive Inertial Confinement Fusion Research at the Laboratory for Laser
Energetics
R. L. MlcCrory, University of Rochester, Laboratory for Laser Energetics, Rochester, USA
Contact: rmc l~le. rochester.edut
Abstract: Significant theoretical and experimental progress towards the validation of direct-drive inertial
confinement fusion (ICF) has been recently made at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE). Directdrive ICF offers the potential for high-gain implosions and is a leading candidate for an inertial fusion energy
power plant. LLE's base-line direct-drive ignition design for NIF is an "all-DT" design that has a -D gain
of -45 Recent calculations show that targets composed of foam shells, wicked with DT, can potentially
achieve 1-D gains of r-1.00. LLE experiments are conducted on the OMEGA 60-beamn, 30-kJ, UV laser
sysstem. Beam smoothing of OMEGA includes -THz, 2-D SSD and polarization smoothing. Cryogenic
D2 and plastic shell (warm) spherical targets and a comprehensive suite of x-ray, nuclear, charged particle
and optical diagnostics are used in these experiments. Future experiments will use cryogenic DT targets.

XA0203244
IF-2 Recent Advances in Indirect Drive ICF Target Physics
B. A. Harnmel, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, USA
Contact: bhammel~1lnl.gov
Abstract: The National Ignition Facility (NIF), currently under construction, will be used for the study
of ignition physics in inertially confined targets, as well as basic and applied research in the field of high
energy density science. In preparing for ignition on the NIF, the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's
Inertial Confinement Fusion Program, in collaboration with Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL),
Sandia National Laboratory (SNL), the Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE), General Atomics (GA),
and the Commissariat a 'Energie Atomnique (CEA), is working to refine ignition designs, develop improved
experimental methods, and fabricate and test cryogenic targets required for ignition. This paper will briefly

review NIF construction progress, and summarize advances in these areas. This work was performed under
the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by the University of California, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48, and Los Alamos National Laboratory under Contract No.

W-7405-Eng-36.

XA0203245
IF-3 . Fast Ignition Experimental and Theoretical Researches toward Fast Ignition Realization
Experiment (FIREX)
K. Mlima, Institut of Laser Engineering, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan
Contact: mima~ile. osaka-u.ac.jp
Abstract: In 2000, the output energy of the peta watt module added to Gekko XII reached a level of
100 J1in one pico-second. CD plastic shell pellets with or without cone guide are imploded by a few kJ /
1 ns green beams of the Gekko XII laser, which are heated by the PWM laser. By the experiments, we
found that D-D neutron yields are enhanced by one order of magnitude for both spherical implosion and
cone guide implosion. In those experiments, it is found that the heating laser energy was not transfered
into the core plasmas effectively in the case of without cone because of strong dumping of the intense laser
pulse in coronal plasmas. Therefore, we concluded that the more efficient core heating occurs in the cone
guide target and it will be better as an ignition target. In the peta watto laser experiments which is going
in this Aprile, we will inject 500 J /1 ps pulse into cone targets to heat compressed CD plasmas with a
density of 50-100 g/cc. In this experiment, it is expected that the plasma is heated to higher than 1 keV.
The detail of the experiment will be reported in the conference.
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Progress in Physics of Wire Array Z-pinch Implosions

MA. G. Haines, Imperial College, London, United Kingdom
Contact: .lebedevgiic. ac.uk
Abstract: Recent experiments show that the implosion dynamics of wire array Z-pinches is significantly
different from that of a thin plasma shell. During the first -80% of the implosion the interior of the array is
gradually filled by the plasma ablated from the stationary wire cores. This phase ends with the formation
of gaps in the wire cores, which occurs due to non-uniformity of the ablation along the wires. The final
implosion phase occurs as a snowplough implosion of the radially distributed plasma, previously injected
into the interior of the array. The axially peaked density distribution of the precursor plasma leads to a
more stable implosion than previously thought, when the Rayleigh-Taylor was assumed to dominate. A
hybrid ion Fokker-Planck code with radiation losses was used to describe the dynamics of the plasma flow.
The magnetic Reynolds number of the coronal plasma around each wire can be shown in 3-D) model to be
less than one, thus explaining the current-less inward precursor plasma flow. 2-D3 and 3-D) simulations of
wire arrays model the switching of current from the wire plasma to the snowplough implosion.

XA0203247
IF-4Rb . ICF High-Current Experiments Aimed at the "Baikal" Program
A.S. Kinsep, SSC Troitsk Institute for Innovation and Fusion Research, 142092, Troitsk, Moscow
reg., Russia, Troitsk, Moscow region, Russia
Contact: kingsep~dap.kiae.ru
Abstract: Experimental results are presented on implosion of wire arrays, on sharpening the pulse by
using plasma opening switches (P0S), and also the super-fast plasma flow switch" to study the problem
of Hohlraum on the current generation of machines. We have obtained on the S-300 generator the extreme
switching rate -~1015 A/sec. The radiative temperature of the inner wall of the cavity has been recorded
'%O eV. The possibility was studied of using the P08 as output cascades of generators with typical current
amplitudes of several tenth MA. On the RS-20 generator, by using the applied magnetic field, the output
voltage ".132-3.5 MV was obtained, by the pulse duration
100 ns. The precise measurement of the P08
output voltage has been carried out by recording the high-energy boundary of Bremnsstrahlung spectrum on
the base of photo-nuclear reactions Be9 Q-y, n) Be8 and D2 (-y, n)p. The regime of extended plasma production
of the wire array implosion was investigated on the Angara-5 machine. The new physical model of this
process has been elaborated. The structure of wire dense cores was recorded by means of X-ray backlighting
of the array by radiation of an extrinsic X-pinch.

IF-5

.

Fundamental Issues in Fast Ignition Physics: from Relativistic Electron Generation to

Proton Driven Ignition
A. M~acchi, Dipartimento di Fisica and INFM, Universita' di Pisa, Pisa, Italy
Contact: macchigdf.unipi.it
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Abstract: In recent years, several schemes for laser-driven Fast Ignition (FI) of Inertial Confimnenemnent
Fusion targets have been proposed. In all schemes, a key element is the conversion of the energy of a
Petawatt laser pulse into a beam of strongly relativistic electrons and the transport of the latter into a
dense plasma or a solid target. The electron beam may either drive ignition directly or be used to accelerate
a proton beam which is turn used to ignite. Both ignition scenarios involve a number of physical processes
which are widely unexplored and challenging for theory and simulation. In this contribution, we present
theoretical and numerical investigations of several fundamental issues of relevance to F1 from the stage of
electron generation and transport to that of proton energy deposition, including electron beam instabilities,
electron transport in solid-density plasma, proton transport in the coronal plasma, and requirements for
proton beam driven ignition.
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IF-6

Advances in Radiation-Hydrodynamics and Atomic Physics Simulation for Current and
New Neutron-less Targets
G. Velarde, Instituto Fusidn Nuclear (DENIM)
Spain
Contact: gvelarde fidenim. upm. es

/ ETSII / Universidad P~litkcnica Madrid, Madrid,

Abstract: We study with ARWEN code a target design for ICE7 based on jet production. ARWEN is 2D
Adaptive Mesh Refinement fluid dynamic and multigroup radiation transport. We are designing, by using
also ARWEN, a target for laboratory simulation of astrophysical phenomena. We feature an experimental
device to reproduce collisions of two shock waves, scaled to roughly represent cosmic supernova remnants.
ANALOP code uses parametric potentials fitting to self-consistent potentials, it includes temperature and
density, effects by linearized Debye-Hfickel and it treats excited configurations and H+He-like lines. Other
is an average SHM using the parametric potentials above described. H-like emissivities and opacities have
been simulated, using both, for Al and F plasmas with density 10 2 3 CM- 3 and temperatures higher than 200
eV. Advanced fusion cycles, as the aneutronic proton-boron 11 reaction, require very high ignition temperatures. Plasma conditions for a fusion-burning wave to propagate at such temperatures are rather extreme
and complex, because of the overlapping effects of the main energy transport mechanisms. Calculations
on the most appropriate ICE7 regimes for this purpose are presented.
IF/P-01

Studies of Stimulated Raman Scattering in Laser Plasma Interactions

A. Bers, Plasma Science and Fusion Center, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
Contact: bersfrmit. edu
Abstract: Coupled theoretical and computational work is presented aimed at understanding and modeling
stimulated Ramnan backscattering (SRBS) in large-scale, nearly homogeneous plasmas relevant to laserplasma interactions (LP~s) in gas-filled hohlraums. In particular, we focus on experimental parameters
and results from recent LPI studies of SRBS on the TRIDENT laser facility at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, where a preformed plasma was illuminated with a nearly diffraction-limited single hot spot
(SHS) laser to simulate LP~s in a single speckle of a high intensity laser beam. With the aid of a new code
for simulating and studying the nonlinear coupling in space-timne of a large number of modes, and a VlasovMaxwell code for studying the evolution of large amplitude electron plasma waves, we report results and
their interpretations to elucidate the following five observed, nonlinear phenomena associated with SRBS:
coupling of SRBS to Langmnuir decay interactions (LDIs); cascading of LDI; effect of ion-acoustic damping
on SRBS; SRS cascades; and stimulated electron acoustic wave scattering.

XA0203250
IF/P-02

XA0203251

Sausage Instabilities in Electron Current Channels and the Problem of Fast Ignition

A. Das, Institute for Plasma Research, Gandhinagar, India
Contact: amitagipr.res. in
Abstract: In the fast ignition concept of laser fusion, an intense picosecond laser pulse incident on an
overdense pellet is absorbed by nonlinear mechanisms and gets converted into inward propagating fast
electron currents. PC simulations show that the return shielding currents due to cold plasma interact
with the incoming currents and intense Weibel, tearing and coalescence instabilities take place, which
organize the current into a few current channels. The stability of these current channels is thus a topic of
great interest. We have carried out linear and nonlinear studies of 2 - dimensional sausage instabilities of a
slab model of the current channels in the framework of electron magnetohydrodynamic fluid approximation.
The analytic calculations and numerical simulations for some simple velocity profiles show the presence
of linear instability driven by velocity shear. Nonlinear studies on the saturation of instabilities and their
reaction back on the relaxation of the velocity profile have also been made. A discussion of the consequences
of such EMHD11 turbulence induced relaxation and stopping of fast electrons, for the fast ignition concept
will be presented.

XAO2 03252
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IF/P-03

Effects of Radiation Transport on Mass Ablation Rate and Conversion Efficiency in
Numerical Simulations of Inertial Confinement Fusion.
N. K. Gupta, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, High Pressure Physics Division, Mumbal, India
Contact: nkgupta~apsara.ba'rc. ernet.in
Abstract: The effects of radiation transport on hydrodynamic parameters of laser produced plasmas are
studied. LTE and non-LTE atomic models are used to calculate multi group opacities and emissivities.
Screened hydrogenic atom model is used to calculate the energy levels. The population densities of neutral
to fully ionized ions are obtained by solving the steady, state rate equations. Radiation transport is treated
in multi-group diffusion or Sn method. A comparison is made between 1 and 100 group radiation transport
and LTE and non-LTE models. For aluminium, multi group radiation transport leads to much higher mass
ablation as compared to the 1 group and no radiation transport cases. This in turn leads to higher ablation
pressures. However, for gold gray approximation gives higher mass ablation as compared to multi group
simulations. LTE conversion efficiency of laser light into x-rays is more than the non-LTE estimates. For
LTE as well as non-LTE cases, the one group approximation over-predicts the conversion efficiency Multi
group non-LTE simulations predict that the conversion efficiency increases with laser intensity up to a

maximum and then it decreases.
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1F/P-04

Petawatt Laser System for the Fast Ignition Studies at ILE, Osaka University

Y. Izawa, Institute of Laser Engineering,Osaka University, Osaka, Japan
Contact: izawacflile. osaka-u.ac.jp
Abstract: We have developed a PW Nd:glass laser system, which can deliver 1 PW output with 500
J in 0.5 ps, to study a fast ignitor concept in laser fusion. In the front end of this system, the optical
parametric chirped-pulse amplifier (OPCPA) was introduced. The OPCPA solves several problems arising
in an existing Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier, such as low single-pass gain, high prepulse and output
fluctuation. A booster amplifier is a Cassegrain-type three pass disk system having a 350 mm clear
aperture, which generated 1.1 kJ output energy with the spectral width of 3.7 n corresponding to 0.5 ps
in Fourier transform limited pulse. The spatial phase aberration mainly caused in the booster amplifier is
corrected using a deformable mirror. The laser pulse is compressed by a pair of 1-in diffraction gratings
and focused by a parabolic mirror. The timing jitter between PW laser and CEKKO X11 is less than 10
ps, which was attained by injecting a weak pulse splitted out from the front end into the preamplifier of
GEKKO XII.

XA0203254
IF/P-05
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Electron and Photon Production from Relativistic Laser-Plasma Interactions

E. Lefebvre, CEA/DIF, Ddpartement de Physique Thdorique et Appliqu6e, Bruy~res-le-Ch~tel,
France
Contact: ek.lefebvre~cea.fr
Abstract: The interaction of short and intense laser pulses with plasmas is a very efficient source of
relativistic electrons with tunable properties. In low density plasmas, we observed bunches of electrons
up to 200 MeV, accelerated in the wake field of the laser pulse. Less energetic electrons (tens of MeV)
have been obtained, albeit with a higher efficiency, during the interaction with a solid target. When these
relativistic electrons slow down in a thick tungsten target, they emit very energetic Bremnsstrahlung photons
which have been diagnosed directly with photoconductors, and indirectly through photonuclear activation
measurements. With the first method, a maximum dose of 80 mR at m in air was measured, along
the laser axis. Regarding the photonuclear measurement, up to 3.4 million photofission events have been
diagnosed in a 238-U sample placed at the back of the target. The results are in reasonable agreement,
over three orders of magnitude, with a model built on laser-plasmna interaction and electron transport
numerical simulations. They provide valuable insight on the electron acceleration and transport needed
for fast ignition.
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IF/P-06 Implosion Scaling and Hydrodynamically Equivalent Target Design
of Principle of High Gain Inertial Confinement Fusion

-

Strategy for Proof

-

M. Murakami, Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan
Contact: mym&ile.osaka-u. acyjp
Abstract: Scaling laws for hydrodynamically similar implosions are derived by applying the Lie group
analysis to the given set of partial differential equations for the hydrodynamic system. Physically this
implies that any fluid system belonging to a common similarity group evolves quite in the same manner
including hydrodynamic instabilities. The scalings strongly depend on the description of the energy transport mechanism, i.e., whether the fluid system is heat conductive or adiabatic. It has been also found that
the property of the hydrodynamically equivalent implosion is most likely kept under a specific condition
even when the system is cooperated with such other sources as classical laser absorption, hot electrons,
local alpha deposition, and bremsstrahlung loss. The results will give the basis of the target fabrication
and diagnostics for the project - fast ignition realization experiments (FIREX EL = 60 kJ, AL = 0.35 pm,
NB = 92 beams).

XA0203256
IF/P-07 . Numerical Analysis of Non-spherical Implosion for Fast Ignition Using Newly Developed
Integrated Implosion
H. Nagatomo, Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka Univeristy, Osaka, Japan
Contact: nagaile.osaka-u. ac.yp
Abstract: The fast ignition scheme is one of the epoch making method for the inertial fusion energy. The
numerical simulation plays an important role in estimating the performance of the scheme and designing the
targets and laser pulse shapes for this new ignition scheme. One of the key issues in numerical analysis for
the fast ignition is controlling of the hydrodynamic of imploding target to form a high density core plasma
in non-spherical implosion. In order to study the problem, we have upgraded the integrated implosion
code. Using the code, implosion of a non-spherical shell target with a conical target is simulated. As
the result, we can conclude that the implosion with the cone which in not clean spherical geometry can
make the high density core region also. In this paper, we will describe the detail feature of the integrated
implosion code and the performance of the non-spherical implosion that is estimated by the present code.

XA02032 57
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Analysis of Core Plasma Heating and Ignition by Relativistic Electrons

Y. Nakao, Department of Applied Quantum Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Kyushu University,
Fukuoka, Japan
Contact: nakaognu1.kyushu-u. ac.jp
Abstract: Clarification of the pre-compressed plasma heating by fast electrons produced by relativistic
laser-plasma interaction is one of the most important issues of the fast ignition scheme in ICF. On the
basis of overall calculations including the heating process, both by relativistic hot electrons and alphaparticles, and the hydrodynamic evolution of bulk plasma, we examine the feature of core plasma heating
and the possibility of ignition. The deposition of the electron energy via long-range collective mode, i.e.
Langmnuir wave excitation, is shown to be comparable to that through binary, electron-electron collisions;
the calculation neglecting the wave excitation considerably underestimates the core plasma heating. The
ignition condition is also shown in terms of the intensity (h) and temperature T(h) of hot electrons. It
is found that (h) required for ignition increases in proportion to T(h). For efficiently achieving the fast
ignition, electron beams with relatively "low" energy (e.g.T(h) below 1 MeV) are desirable.
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IF/P-09 . X-ray and Fusion Yields at the Impact of Atomic Clusters on Targets
S. Olariu, National Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering, Magurele, Bucharest, Romania
Contact: oariu~ifin.nipne.ro
Abstract: We have studied the center-of-mass collisions of two equimolar deuterium-tritium clusters of
radius r, concentration n, and incident velocity v, and have assumed that as a result of the impact of the
two clusters a region of hot plasma is created, of temperature T. Theoretical curves are given for the power
and spectral intensity of the bremsstrahlung radiation generated at the impact of the deuterium-tritium
clusters, as a function of their radius, mean energy per particle and concentration of particles in the cluster,
for different values of the gain parameter G and of the compression parameter F. In order to estimate the
importance of the radiative processes, we have compared the energy radiated during the time of inertial
confinement with the initial energy of the region of impact. We have also investigated the problem of the
spectral distribution of the radiation emitted in the region of impact. The radius of the incident clusters
and the required initial energy have been represented as functions of the temperature T for different values
of the parameters F, G.

XA0203259
1F/P-1 . High Laser Fusion Gain by Skin Depth Interaction Mechanism with Suppression of
Prepulses for Avoiding of Relativistic Self-Focusing
F. Osman, University of Western Sydney, Penrith, Australia
Contact: fosmangnws. edutau
Abstract: Measurements of the ion emission from targets irradiated with neodymium glass and iodine
lasers were analysed and a very significant anomaly observed. The fastest ions with high charge number
Z which usually are of MeV energy following the relativistic self-focusing and nonlinear-force acceleration
theory, were reduced to more than 400 times lower energy when 1.2 ps laser pulses of about 1 Joule were
incident. We clarify this discrepancy by the model of skin depth interaction in contrast to the relativistic
self-focusing theory. This was indicated also from the unique fact that the ion number was independent
of the laser intensity. Consequences are not only for the fast ignitor laser fusion conceptor the >10 MeV
gammas and protons for a new category, of nuclear reactions with TW to PW laser pulses, but much more
for an improvement of experiments with the hitherto highest laser fusion gain measurements by Norreys
et al (1998).

XA0203260
IF/P-1

. The Interaction of Super-Intense Quasi-Neutral Particle Beams with Plasma: A Numerical Investigation

H. Ruhl, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: rhl[~fusion.gat.corn
Abstract: Due to the unique properties of the recently discovered sheath laser-ion source the investigation
of super-intense quasi-neutral ion beams interacting with plasma has become of substantial interest. Novel
experiments in parameter regimes that bear relevance for future ion based Fast Ignition concepts bcan be
envisioned. Simulations in two and three spatial dimensions of quasi-neutral ion beams interacting with
a coronal plasma are presented for a number of parameters. Beam-plasma instabilities are found. Ion
beam instabilities, ion beam energy loss in plasma, and the focusability of quasi-neutral ion beams will
he discussed. The implications of the results for an ion based Fast Ignition concept are addressed. *This
work has been done with corporate support of General Atomics, with support of the Max-Born-Institute
of Nonlinear Optics in Berlin, the University of Dusseldorf, and the Queens University of Belfast.
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Particle and Heat Transport in a Dense Wall-Confined MTF Plasma (Theory and

Simulations)
D. D. Rv-utov, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA
Contact: ryutovilcllnl.go
Abstract: Magnetized target fusion (TF) is based on the quasi-adiabatic compression of a dense magnetized plasma by an imploding liner. Plasma beta in MITF systems is sometimes much greater than 1, and
the plasma may be in direct contact with the imploding liner. Plasma processes are strongly dominated by
inter-particle collisions. Under such conditions, the plasma microturbulence, behavior of alpha particles,
and plasma equilibria are very different from conventional fusion systems. The present paper contains
the most comprehensive analysis of the corresponding phenomena to date. We also formulate limitations
on fusion performance of MITF systems arising from the magnetic field penetration into the liner, from
the mix of the liner material with the compressed plasma, and from edge radiation losses. 2 numerical
simulations of plasma convection in the targets of a diffuse pinch type establish operational limits for this
type of targets. This work was supported by U.S. Department of Energy.

XA0203262
IF/P-13

.Heavy

Ion Inertial Fusion Technology and Power Plant Design

B. Yu. Sharkov, ITEP-Moscow, Moscow, Russia
Contact: boris.sharkovgitep.ru
Abstract: Survey of present progressing activities in frame of national collaborations on Heavy Ion Fusion
Energy in Russia is presented. The emphasis of the related studies are nowadays centered on the critical
issues of the heavy ion drivers, on the fusion targets design, physics of heavy ion beam-plasma interaction
and on the conceptual design of required reactor chamber. The considerations of heavy ion fusion power
plant concept based on the fast ignition principle for fusion targets are under discussion. Cylindrical target
with DT filling is irradiated subsequently by a hollow ion beam in compression phase and by powerful,
short ignition beam in the burning phase. The ignition is provided by the high energy 100 GeV Pt ions
of different masses accelerated in RF-linac. The efficiency of the driver is taken r-25%. The main beam
delivers r-5 MSI of energy and the ignition beam r.0.4 MJ to the target. Cylindrical DT filled target
provides -600 Mi fusion yield. Repetition rate is taken as 2 Hz per reactor chamber.

XA02 03263
IF/P-14

Simulation of Chamber Transport for Heavy-Ion Fusion

WV. M4. Sharp, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, California, USA
Contact: wmsharpglblgov
Abstract: Beams for heavy-ion fusion (HIF) are expected to require substantial neutralization in a
target chamber. Present targets call for higher beam currents and smaller focal spots than most earlier
designs, leading to high space-charge fields. Collisional stripping by the background gas expected in
the chamber further increases the beam charge. Simulations with no electron sources other than beam
stripping and background-gas ionization show an acceptable focal spot only for beam currents far below
the values assumed in recent HIP reactor scenarios. Much recent research has, therefore, focused on beam
neutralization by electron sources that were neglected in earlier simulations, including emission from walls
and the target, photoionization by radiation from the target, and pre-neutralization by a plasma generated
along the beam path. The simulations summarized here indicate that these effects can reduce significantly
the beam focal-spot size.
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1F/P-15 Hydrodynamic Instability Experiments on the HIPER Laser Facility at the Institute
of Laser Engineering, Osaka University
K. Shigemori, Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan
Contact: shi~qedile. osaka-u.ac.jp
Abstract: We present recent results on hydrodynamic instability experiments on the HIPER laser facility
at Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University. We investigated the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability
of laser-driven targets under the irradiation condition of future implosion experiments. We observed the
growth rate of the RT instability, and related parameters that determine the RT growth rate. Especially,
we focused on the measurements of ablation density of the targets, which had not been experimentally
measured. The experimental results suggests that the RT growth reduced y non-local electron heat
transport, which was also seen in experiments with green laser. The analysis with a one dimensional
simulation well agrees with the experimental results.

XA0203265
IF/P-16

Test of an Indirect Drive Fast Ignition Target Concept

R. B. Stephens, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: stephensc~fusion.gat.corn
Abstract: A Fast Ignition IFE target must allow a controlled, short path to the assembled fuel mass for
the short pulse from the ignitor laser. One can achieve that by protecting one axis of the target from the
compression driver and the resulting blowoff with a hollow cone whose tip is near the collapse point of the
DT ice shell. Modeling suggests that the presence of the cone substantially changes implosion dynamics:
One should achieve the most compact target with an asymmetric drive. There is also a concern that
material from the cone might mix into the assembled fuel mass, and hinder ignition. We have tested the
model on Omnega with an indirect-drive realization of this target concept. Each collapse was radiographed
with an x-ray framing camera that took a sequence of 16 x-radiographs. With this we were able to find
implosion velocity and diameter, density, and symmetry at stagnation. We also took pictures alternately
through different filters to identify any gold contamination in the assembled fuel. Results will be discussed
and compared to simulations. *ork
done under the auspices of DOE Contracts DE-FGOS-01SF22229,
W-7405-ENG-48, and with the corporate support of General Atomics.

XA0203266
1F/P-17 . Status and Prospects for Inertial Fusion Target Physics in the United States
M. Tabak, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA
Contact:. tabakl ~llnl~gov
Abstract: The United States inertial fusion energy community met to assess the status of the effort and
to plan for the future. Progress in target physics, driver physics and technologies, IEE chamber and target
technologies, and interface issues was assessed. In addition, a list of outstanding critical issues and a plan
to address them was formed. This report summarizes the consensus developed by the group working on
FE targets. The target group was charged to examine the extent to which our present understanding
of target physics, and the understanding that can be gained in the next few years, provides justification
for proposed integrated research experiments (IRE). Targets designed to supply commercial energy may
require performance beyond the ignition goal of the NIF. What additional information is required so that
we can be confident that targets will work as predicted on the Engineering Test Facility (ETF)? A research
plan was proposed to use existing drivers, the National Ignition Facility (NIF) and various computational
capabilities to address this question.

XA0203267
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Indirect Drive Liohlraum Design for Laser ICF

E. Dattolo, CEA, Bruy&es Le Chatel, France
Contact: acques. tassart~cea.fr
Abstract: In an indirect drive scheme, the laser light is converted in X-rays in a hohiraum made with an
high-Z material. Part of this radiation flux is absorbed by a microballoon, filled with DT and placed in the
center of the hohlraum, leading to its implosion, ignition and burn. The control of hohiraum energetics is
then an issue for the LMJ target design. The presentation will give the status of our knowledge and last
improvements in our codes to describe the production and the control of the radiation flux in the hohlraum.
Validation of our simulations is ensured by a large experimental program that covers two themes: radiation
energy and flux characterization inside the hohlraum, and symmetry.
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Resent Progress in Reduced Activation Ferritic Steels R&D in Japan

A. Kimura, Institute of Advanced Energy, Kyoto University, Uji, Japan
Contact: sawai~realab~i.tokai.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: The Japanese RAFSs R&D road map toward DEMO is shown. Important steps include highdose irradiation by fission reactors, such as HFIR in ORNL, irradiation tests by 14 MeV neutrons in TEMIF
and application to ITER test blanket modules to provide an adequate database of RAFS for the design
of DEMO. Current status of RAPS development is also introduced. The major properties of concern are
well within our knowledge and process technologies are mostly ready for fusion application. The RAFSs
are now certainly ready to proceed to the next stage. Material database is already in hand and further
progress is anticipated for the design of ITER test blanket. Oxide Dispersion strengthening (ODS) steels
are quite promising for high temperature operation of the blanket system with potential improvements in
radiation resistance of mechanical performances and of corrosion.

XA0203269
FT/1-lRb

On the Potentiality of Using Ferritic/Martensitic Steels as Structural Materials for
Fusion Reactors
N. L. Baluc, Centre of Research in Plasma Physics, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology

-

Lau-

sanne, Vifligen-PSI, Switzerland
Contact: nadine.baluc~psi.ch
Abstract: Reduced activation ferritic/martensitic (RAFM\) steels are the reference as structural materials
for the future fusion reactors. They have proven to be a good alternative to austenitic steels for their higher
swelling resistance. However, RAFMW steels exhibit an irradiation-induced low temperature hardening and
an increase in the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature, which imposes a severe restriction on their
reactor applications at temperatures below 300 C. Furthermore, a high density of small helium bubbles
has been recently evidenced in specimens that were proton-irradiated at about 300 C to a dose of 10 dpa,
which could affect their fracture mechanical behavior at intermediate temperatures. Their temperature
window of use is presently limited by a drop in mechanical strength at about 600 C. So, new variants
that can better resist at high temperatures, are currently being developed, mainly using a stable oxide
dispersion. The potentiality of using present RAFMW steels and the variants being developed for the first
wall of future fusion reactors will be reviewed and compared to that presented by other materials.

FT/1-1Rc

. Reduced Activation Structural Materials for Fusion Power Plants
Union Program

-

the European

A. Moeslang, Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe Gmbll, IIF-I, Karlsruhe, Germany
Contact: anton. moeslanggimf.fzk. de
Abstract: The competition of fusion power plants with the renewable energy sources in the second half
of the 21st century requires structural materials operating at high temperatures, and sufficient radiation
resistance to ensure high plant efficiency and availability. The reduced activation materials development
in the EU counts several steps regarding the radiation damage resistance: 75 dpa for DEMO, and 150 dpa
and beyond for fusion power plants. The reduced activation ferritic martensitic RAFM steel forms the
reference for the development efforts. It can be manufactured in the EU on industrial scale with sufficient
purity and shows good properties up to 825 K. The oxide dispersion strengthened, ODS, variety of RAFM
steel should reach the 950 K operation limit. The EU has chosen SiC/SiC composites as the primary high
temperature, 1300 K, target. Also the potential of tungsten alloys for higher temperatures is investigated.
As the present materials test environments for radiation resistance are insufficient to provide design data
for DEMO, the EU supports the efforts to build an intense neutron source. The EU is co-operating within
LEA and IAEA co-ordinated, highly beneficial agreements.
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Progress and Status of Fusion Technology and Materials Research in China

Zengyu Xu, Soutwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, Sichuan, China
Contact: xuzy~swip. ac.cen
Abstract: Fusion technology and materials research in China was included in the national High Technology Project during 1986 - 2000. After 2000, the National Nature Science Foundation Committee (NNSFC),
the State Development Planning Commission (SDPC) and the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST)
support the field research. The research program covered the topics of tritium engineering, plasma facing
materials and structure materials. The Southwestern Institute of Physics (SWIP) was as a leader institute
in the research program in the last fifteen years in China and over ten Universities and Institutes joined
together to work on this research program.

XA0203272
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Recent Advances at the International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility IFMI1F

A. Moeslang, Forschungszentrumn Iarlsruhe GmbH, IIF-I, Karlsruhe, Germany
Contact: anton. moeslang~'imffzk. de
Abstract: As the qualification of materials under fusion-specific conditions is inevitable for construction
and long-term operation of fusion power reactors, a suitable intense neutron source has become a major
element in fusion strategy scenarios. The accelerator driven International Fusion Materials Irradiation
Facility, IFMJF; is the only intense neutron source that combines fusion-specific irradiation conditions,
technical maturity for timely construction, and high availability. The development of IF7MIF is being
conducted as an international collaboration under the auspices of the EA. The main objective of the
current KEP (Key Element Technology Phase, 2000-2002) is to verify relevant component designs on
a laboratory scale. Preparations are underway to enter an Engineering Validation Phase that includes
experimental verification of major subsystems an well as establishing all engineering data for licensing and
construction. An overview on the present status of the IFMIF project is presented together with highlights
of KEP achievements and future plans leading to the facility construction.

XAO2 03273
FT/l-3Ra Addressing Key Science and Technology Issues for 1FF Chambers, Target Fabrication
and Target Injection
W.R. Meier, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, USA
Contact: meier5Olnlgov
Abstract: Significant progress has been made on addressing critical issues for high repetition rate chambers, target fabrication and injection for inertial fusion energy (IFE) for both heavy ion and laser drivers.
For heavy-ion driven systems, the focus has been on thick-liquid-wall chambers where the key issues are
formation of the protective liquid blanket and chamber clearing between shots. For laser drivers, the
favored concept is a bare-wall chamber that is protected from short-ranged target emissions by either a
low-density gas fill or an armor coating on the first wall structure. Key target technology issues include
creation of high quality fuel capsules, cryogenic filling and layering, and the thermo-mechanical response
of the targets during injection. Models are being developed and experiments conducted to guide material
selection, fabrication techniques and injector design for both direct and indirect-drive targets. Technologies that could extrapolate to mass production are being developed. New data is being acquired on the
properties and response of cryogenic DT under acceleration and thermal exposure conditions relevant to
IFE. An overview of these R&D programs is presented.
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Design and Fabrication of Form-insulated Cryogenic Target for Wet-walled Laser

Fusion
T. Norimatsu, Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan
Contact: norimatsile.osaka-u. ac.jp
Abstract: In a future laser fusion reactor with a liquid first wall, cryogenic targets with thin ablator are
hard to survive due to strong surface heating caused by adsorption of metal vapor in the reactor. Because
of the large latent heat of condensation of metal vapor, almost all molecules collide with the cold target
surface condense on the surface. To prevent the melting, we propose a foam-insulated target that has
a middle density foam layer. Requirements for the foam layer are a) appropriate thermal insulation, b)
minimum influence on the gain, c) sufficient mechanical strength for the acceleration, and d) capability
of mass production. We successfully fabricated a foam shell coated with a gas barrier and a plastic shell
coated with a foam layer by emulsion process followed by interfacial polycondensation. Although the
diameters were less than mm, basic technologies for mass production were demonstrated. Simulation
result also indicated that coating of the foam layer could be possible without reducing the target gain.

XA0203275
FT/1-4

Design Innovations of the Next-Step Spherical Torus Experiment and Spherical Torus
Development Path
M~.O. Ono, Princeton University, Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: mono~pppl.gov
Abstract: An innovative flexible design of next-step spherical torus (NSST) device with IpA = 8 - 16
MA is presented. The NSST magnets are liquid nitrogen cooled to allow long pulse non-inductive research
(t-pulse = 50 sec at 6 MIA with B-TF = 1.1 T, Q = 0.25 at HH=1.4), as well as high performance alphaparticle physics research (t-pulse = 5 sec at 10 MIA with B-TF = 2.7 T, Q = 2 at HH=1.4). An innovative
two-part OH coil concept is designed to provide sufficient inductive capability. The center-stack contains
inboard PF coils to allow strong plasma shaping needed for Advanced ST operations. The TF outer
legs are shaped to eliminate the needs for complex sliding joints. A removable center stack is designed
to facilitate maintenance, allow for the possibility of future upgrades, and simplify remote maintenance.
The present NSST design utilizes the TFTR1 site, which satisfies the NSST electrical power and the long
pulse auxiliary heating and current drive power (30 MW of NBI and 10 MW of ICRF) requirements. An
assessment of how the next-generation ST devices such as NSST and VNS can contribute toward fusion
1111 ~ 1 11 11
energy development will be also presented.

FT/1-5

The Spherical Tokamnak Power Plant

XA0203276

H. R Wilson, Euratom/UKAEA Fusion Association, Cuihamn, Abingdon, United Kingdom
Contact: howard.wilson~ukaea.org.nk
Abstract: The good confinement, high beta, high bootstrap currents and low halo currents achieved in
spherical tokarnaks (STs) make them potentially, attractive commercial power plants. The plasma and
engineering parameters of a conceptual ST power plant have been iterated to give a consistent design
based on a highly elongated, double null configuration. Steady-state operation is feasible with -50 MW
of neutral beam injection or by, using RF schemes e.g. Electron Bernstein Wave. Exhaust power densities
are relatively high but can be handled using a continuously renewable target comprising a cascade of 2-3
mm diameter SiC pebbles which is being developed. A helium cooled, ceramic pebble bed blanket with
beryllium multiplier generates the required tritium and achieves -43% overall thermal efficiency. The
layout of the torus hall is constrained by the need for maintenance access from below and for the TF coil
power supplies to be near the torus to reduce power losses. Routine maintenance is achieved by lowering
the simple, robust centre column into a hot cell beneath the load assembly for replacement. This work
shows the ST to be a strong candidate for future economic power generation by fusion.

XA0203277
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Recent Development in Helias Reactor Studies

H. Wobig, Max-Planck-Institut fr Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: wobiggipp-garching.mpg. de
Abstract: The Helias reactor (SR) is an upgraded version of the Wendeistein 7-X experiment, which
is under construction in the city of Greifswald. Recent studies have been focussed on a 4-period Helias
configuration (major radius 18 m, plasma radius 2.0 m, B = 5 T), which presents a more compact option
than the five period configuration. Main effort has been focussed on two versions of the the 4-period
configuration, one option is the power reactor HISR 4/18 providing at least 3 GW of fusion power and
the second option is the ignition experiment HISR 4/18/i aiming at a minimum of fusion power and the
demonstratloon of self-sustaining burn. The design criteria of the ignition experiment HSR 4/18/i are the
following: The experiment should demonstrate: A safe and reliable route to ignition, self-sustained burn
without external heating, steady-state operation during several hundred seconds, reliability of the technical
components and tritium breeding in a test blanket. The paper discusses the technical issues of the coil
system and the blanket. The plasma will be modelled with a transport code and the ignition conditions
will be investigated using current scaling laws of energy confinement.

FT/2-1

. Overview of the KSTAR Tokamak ProjectXA237
G.S. Lee, Korea Basic Science Institute, Daejeon, KoreaXA237
Contact: gslee~comp. kbsi. re.kr

Abstract: The KSTAR Project is the major effort of the Korean National Fusion Program started in
early 1996. The first phase of project ended in the third quarter of 1998 with the completion of conceptual
design of the tokamak system, engineering design of experimental facility, and basic R&D on the critical
subsystems. After critical and extensive review process, the second phase of project was launched for
engineering design activities, prototype fabrication for completion of engineering R&D, and construction
of experimental facility. The focus of effort in the second phase of the KSTAR Project has been the
development of superconducting toroidal field and poloidal field magnets, double-walled vacuum vessel,
and support structure, in addition to the completion of engineering design. The progress of engineering
on tokamak systems as well as ancillary systems reached in the targeted level, so that the third phase of
project was approved for initiation in 2002. The main goal of the third phase is fabrication of all major
subsystems and integrated into tokamak in completed the KSTAR experimental facility, targeted in the
middle of 2005. This paper will summarize advances in the KSTAR Project.

FT/2-2 Test Results on Systems Developed for SST-1 Tokamak
D. Bora, Institute for Plasma Research, B3hat, Gandhinagar
Contact: dbora@~ipr.rca.in

,
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Abstract: A steady state superconducting tokamak SST-1 is being fabricated at the Institute for Plasma
Research (PR). SST-1 is a large aspect ratio tokamak, configured to run double null diverted plasmas
with significant elongation of 1.7 to 1.9 and triangularity of 0.4 to 0.7. The machine has a major radius
of 1.1 m, minor radius of 0.20 m, a toroidal field of 3.0 T at plasma center and a plasma current of 220
kA and plasma discharge duration will be 1000 s. Full scale prototypes of superconducting coil has been
developed and tested successfully. Test and commissioning result for the Liquid Helium plant will be
presented. High power CW tests of the indigenously designed and fabricated rf components along with
other high power components would be reported here. A Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) with peak power
of 0.8 MW with variable beam energy in range of 10-SO keV will be used as additional auxiliary heating
system. A proto-type cryocondensation pump having overall dimensions of 3.2m xO.6m xO.3m has been
fabricated and tested for pumping speed of 105 1/s in deuterium at 4.5 K. Test results on all proto types
and on already fabricated components / systems will be presented in this paper.
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Design Limits of WENDELSTEIN 7-X

M. Wanner, Mlax-Planck-Institut fr
Contact: marnfred.wannercgipp.mpg. de

Plasmaphysik, Greifswald, Germany

Abstract: WENDELSTEIN 7-X (W7-X) shall confirm the favourable plasma properties and the high
density and beta limits of the helical advanced stellarator and demonstrate steady state operation. The
magnetic configuration of W7-X is characterised by a set of 50 non-planar and 20 planar superconducting
coils. The magnet system will be cooled to 3.3 K, manufactured and assembled to a precision of a few
millimetres and maintain its symmetry during cool-down to cryogenic temperatures. Power supplies allow
to adjust the magnetic field in the range of a few mT and safely dump the magnet energy in case of a
quench. The plasma vessel gives maximum space for the plasma and is kept symmetrically w.r.t. the
plasma by dedicated means. Steady state heating is achieved by 10 MW BCR. Energy and particles are
controlled b a continuously working divertor. All plasma facing surfaces are covered by CF7C, graphite
and B4C. The status of construction is reviewed and details of construction are described.

FT/2-4

Engineering Aspects of Compact Stellarators

XA0203281

BIE. Nelson, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Contact: nelsonbeglornl.gov
Abstract: Compact stellarators could combine the good confinement and high beta of a tokamak with
the inherently steady-state, disruption-free characteristics of a stellarator. Two U.S. compact stellarator
facilities are now in the conceptual design phase: the National Compact Stellarator Experiment, NCSX,
and the Quasi-Poloidal Stellarator, QPS. NCSX has a major radius of 1.4 m and a toroidal field up to 2
T. The primary feature of NCSX is the set of modular coils that provide the basic magnetic configuration.
These coils represent a major engineering challenge due to the complex shape, precise geometric accuracy
and high current density of the windings. The winding geometry is too complex for conventional hollow
copper conductor construction. Instead, the NCSX coils will be wound with flexible, multi-strand cable
conductor that has been compacted to a 75% copper packing fraction. Inside the coil set and surrounding
the plasma is a highly contoured vacuum vessel. The QPS device has a major radius of 0.9 m, a toroidal
field of 1 T, and an aspect ratio of only 2.7. Instead of an internal vacuum vessel, the QPS modular coils
will operate in a bell jar.

FT/2-5 Objectives and Design of the JT-60 Superconducting Tokamnak
S. Ishida, JAERI, Naka, baraki-ken, Japan
Contact: ishidagnaka.jaeri.go.jp
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Abstract: The modification of JT-60U to a large and fully superconducting tokarnak (JT-60SC) is proposed to demonstrate the high beta operation of the reactor relevant steady-state plasma and the applicability of the low activation ferritic steel characterized by a ferromagnetic property to plasma confinement
devices. In order to improve economic and environmental suitability of tokamak fusion reactors, crucially
important are the accomplishment of low circulating power operation in accord with a high pressure plasma
and the establishment of utilization technology of low radio-activation materials to minimize the influence
of radioactive waste to the environment. The JT-60SC device is designed to implement the steady-state
research in a high performance plasma regime of a break-even class for a long duration (1lO s or longer)
sufficiently exceeding a current diffusion time. Physics and engineering design of JT-60SC is presented to
address the issues of high beta plasma control, steady state plasma control and divertor heat & particle
control with high performance steady-state plasmas non-dimensionally similar to the future reactor plasma
and surrounded b ferritic steel.

XA02 03283
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FT/2-6 Exploration of Burning Plasmas in FIRE
D. M. Meade, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ, USA
Contact: dmeade~pppl.gov
Abstract: The Fusion Ignition Research Experiment (FIRE) design study has been undertaken to define
the lowest cost facility to attain, explore, understand and optimize magnetically-confined fusion-dominated
plasmas. FIRE activities have focused on the physics and engineering assessment of a compact, high-field
tokamnak with the capability of achieving Q greater than 10 in the Elmy H-mode for a duration of about 2
plasma current redistribution times (rcr) during an initial burning plasma science phase. The configuration
chosen for FIRE is similar to that of ARJES-RS, the U. S. Fusion Power Plant study utilizing an advanced
tokamak reactor. The reference design point is: R. = 2.14m, a = 0.595 m, Bt(R 0 ) = lOT, Ip =7.7MA
with a fiat top time of 20 s (about 1.7 rcr) for 150 MW of fusion power. FIRE will utilize only metal plasma
facing components; Be coated tiles for the first wall and W brush divertors to reduce tritium retention
as required for fusion reactors. A longer term goal of FIRE is to explore advanced tokamnak regimes with
bootstrap fractions (fBs) about 70% at r, about 3.5 at high fusion gain (Q greater than 5) for a duration
of 1 to 3 cr.

XA0203284
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Dynamic Mechanical Properties of Reduced Activation Ferritic Steel

T. Hirose, JAERI, Naka, baraki, Japan
Contact: hiroseiae.cyoto-u. ac.jp
Abstract: A fatigue properties evaluation method by small specimen test technology has been developed.
A miniaturized hourglass-shaped fatigue specimen (dimensions: 25.4L x 4.96W x 1.52T mm 3 ), which was
designed for usage in the IMIF (International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility), enables to evaluate
the fatigue properties as well as conventional large specimen. Furthermore, focused ion beam microsampling method has enabled microstructural analysis on fracture process precisely. In this work, the
effects of radiation damage and transmutation helium on the fatigue properties of FS2H were investigated.
Low temperature neutron irradiation and helium-ion-implantation caused 100 MPa of radiation hardening
and the hardening degraded the fatigue lifetime of F82H at ambient temperature. Microstructural analysis
revealed that this degradation of fatigue lifetime was caused by local brittle fractures occurred at early
stage of fatigue tests. In case of helium-ion-implanted samples, the deformed microstructure seemed to be
similar to that of neutron irradiated one. These results imply that 100 appm of implanted helium did not
degrade the fatigue fracture properties drastically.

XA0203285
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SiC/SiC Composite for Fusion by NITE Process and its Performance

A. Kohyama, IAE, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
Contact: kohyama~'iae.kyoto-u. ac.jp
Abstract: A new process, named as Nano-powder Infiltration and Transient Eutectoid (NITE) process,
has been developed and unidirectional SiC/SiC composites were prepared, and the effects of densification
conditions on the microstructural evolution and mechanical properties were investigated. Carbon coated
fibers were used as reinforcement and SiC nano-powders were used for matrix formation with certain
amount of sintering aids. Density of the composites was improved with the increment of either temperature
or pressure. Simultaneously, the interaction between fibers and matrix became strong. Highest tensile
strength was obtained at 1780 C under 20 MPa in this work. Many advantages of the NITE process
were suggested as, promising mechanical properties, moderate to high thermal conductivity, very low gas
permeability and low production cost.
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CVI-SiC Composites

Y. Katoh, Institute of Advanced Energy, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
Contact: katoht~iae.kyoto-u.ac.jp
Abstract: Fusion blankets employing a silicon carbide (SiC) fiber-reinforced SiC matrix composite (SiC/SiC
composite) as the structural material provide attractive features represented by high cycle efficiency and
extremely low induced radioactivity. Recent advancement in processing and utilization techniques and
application studies in ceramic gas turbine and advanced transportation systems, SiC/SiC composites are
steadily getting matured as industrial materials. Reference SiC/SiC composites for fusion structural applications have been produced by a forced-flow chemical vapor infiltration (FCVI) method using conventional
and advanced near-stoichiometric SiC fibers and extensively, evaluated primarily in Japan-US collaborative
JUPITER program. In this work, effect of neutron irradiation at elevated temperatures on mechanical
property of these composites is characterized. Unlike in conventional SiC/SiC composites, practically no
property degradation was identified in advanced composites with a thin carbon interphase by a neutron
fluence level of approximately dpa at 1073 K.

XA0203287
FT/P 1-04

Investigation of Hydrogen Isotopes Interaction with ITER and DEMO Reactors
Structural Materials in the Republic of Kazakhstan
I.L. Tazhibayeva, National Nuclear Center of Kazakhstan, Almaty, Kazakhstan.
Contact: tazhibayeva(~ntsc.kz
Abstract: Given article is devoted to investigations performed within the framework of the ITER Project
in Kazakhstan and to support of studies of characteristics of structural materials of DEMO reactor. Main
direction of the activity was investigation of hydrogen isotope interaction with prospective structural
materials for fusion reactor: stainless steels, vanadium alloys, low-activated steels such as MANET or FS2H,
beryllium, LiPb eutectics and Li containing ceramics. The basic parameters of hydrogen isotope interaction
with the specified structural materials have been determined by permeation and thermo-stimulated gas
release techniques in the process of reactor irradiation. To carry out the research activity in the support
of ITER Project and for personnel training, Kazakhstan develops tokamnak for material studies (KTMI).
The design of this reactor follows this basic configuration: mega-ampere spherical tokamak with low
aspect ratio, plasma confinement time of approximately five seconds and parameters of plasma sufficient
to perform investigations of prospective structural materials as a support of ITER project.

FT/P 1-05 Copper Alloys Selected for ITER Investigated by Positron Annihilation Spectroscopy
V. Slugen, Slovak University of Technology, Bratislava, Slovakia
Contact: sgencgelfstuba.sk
Abstract: The work is oriented towards the study of the high-energy neutron (proton) flux induced
disorder in for ITER selected Cu-alloys by positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS). Defects in the form
of vacancies (loops, voids, etc.) in Cu-alloys were studied using pulsed low energy system (PLEPS).
The selected specimens were implanted in Ion beam laboratory of FEI STU Bratislava. The energy of
implantation was EH = 2 x 95 keV for the molecular H+ ion beam. Two implantation doses were chosen

for both of the alloys: 1.3 x 1019

ions/cm 2 (1.1

C/cm2 ) and 5x 10' 5

ions/cm 2

(0.4

C/cm 2 ).

Using PLEPS

a depth profiling and a void creation (probably filled with H2 ) in the area from 50-480 nm was observed.
The experimental simulation (for the range where protons and neutron are not thermalised) of radiation
damage of ITER construction materials was successfully performed. After isochronal annealing of both
materials in vacuum in range 100-600 0 C, the recovering of defects in CuCrZr was much more effective
than in CuAI25.
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Ferromagnetic and Resistive Wall Effects on Beta Limit in a Tokamak

G. Kurita, JAFRI, Naka, Ibaraki, Japan
Contact: kurita~4naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: In order to improve economic and environmental suitability of tokamak fusion reactors, both
the accomplishment of high beta plasmas and the practical use of low activation materials to reduce
the amount of radioactive waste are crucially important. Although low radio-activation ferritic steel is
considered as a most promising candidate for structural material in DEMO reactors, the influence of a
ferromnagnetic property in the ferritic steel on MHD stability and beta limits has been poorly investigated
so far. The effect of ferritic steel on MHD stability can be regarded as an additional factor to deteriorate the
stability in a close relationship with stability for resistive wall mode (RWM). This paper finds substantial
influences of residual magnetism in passively stabilizing wall on ideal MED stability, i.e., "ferromagnetic
wall mode", even though the ferromagnetism is sufficiently saturated at a high toroidal field (ratio of
permeability to vacuum one is typically about 2) and shows evaluations of deterioration of the beta limit
due to the ferromnagnetic property for the first time.

XA0203290
FT/P1-07
Damage

Modelling of Materials under Irradiation in Inertial Fusion Reactors: Activation and

J. M. Perlado, Instituto Fusi6n Nuclear (DENIM)
Madrid, Spain
Contact: mperlado~denim.upm.es

/ ETSI / Universidad Polit6cnica de Madrid,

Abstract: Neutron intensities and primary damage versus time after target emission are presented for
IFE protections: LiPb/Flibe. HT evaluation indicates that 90-98% of the total dose comes from ingestion
of agriculture and meat, and the rest from inhalation by re-emission. A multiscale modelling (MM) study
of pulse irradiation in Fe is presented up to microscopy; we give differences with continuous irradiation.
Experimental validation of MM is presented using Fe+ in Fe in VENUS II with CIEMAT. Cascade accumulation and aorphization of SiC is reported; new defects energetic emerge using a new tight-binding
molecular-dynamics. A new Monte~arlo procedure estimates effect of activation cross section uncertainties
in the accuracy of inventory calculations, based on simultaneous random sampling of all the cross sections;
it is implemented in activation code ACAB. We apply, with LLNL, to NIF gunite chamber shielding with
reference pulsing operation. Preliminary results show that the 95 percentile of the distribution of the relative error of the contact dose rate can take values up to 1.2. Model is promising for uncertainty analysis
of pulsed activation in IFE PP by using a continuous-pulsed model.
FT/P1-08. Design and Technology Development of Solid Breeder Blanket Cooled by Supercritical
Water in Japan
Ml. Enoeda, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
Contact: enoedam~fusion. naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: This paper presents results of conceptual design activities and supporting R&D's of a solid
breeder blanket system for the demonstration of power generation fusion reactor (DEMO blanket), which
is cooled by supercritical water. The Fusion Council of Japan developed the long-term research and
development program of the blanket in 1999. Among the program, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
has been assigned as a hub institute for developing a solid breeder blanket system in Japan. To make the
fusion DEMO reactor more attractive, higher electrical power efficiency of more than 40 % has strongly
been envisaged. The design work has shown the feasibility of the first wall thermo-mechanical performance
and tritium breeding performance of the blanket. In parallel with the design activities, engineering R&D's
have extensively been conducted, which cover all necessary issues, such as, material development for
structural materials, tritium breeding materials and neutron multiplier materials, neutronics experiments
and analyses, and development of the fabrication technology of the blanket module.

XA0203291
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Development of Advanced Blanket Materials for Solid Breeder Blanket of Fusion

E. Ishitsuka, Japan Atomic Energy, Research Institute, Higashi-Ibaraki gun, Japan
Contact: ishigoarai.jaerigo.jp
Abstract: Advanced solid breeding blanket design in the DEMO reactor requires the tritium. breeder and
neutron multiplier that can withstand the high temperature and high dose of neutron irradiation. Therefore, the development of such advanced blanket materials is indispensable. In this paper, the cooperation
activities among JAERI, universities and industries in Japan on the development of these advanced materials are reported. Advanced tritium breeding material to prevent the grain growth in high temperature
had to be developed because the tritium release behavior degraded by the grain growth. As one of such
materials, TiO 2 -doped Li 2 TiO 3 has been studied, and TiO2-doped Li 2 TiO 3 pebbles was successfully fabricated. For the advanced neutron multiplier, the beryllium intermetallic compounds that have high melting
point and good chemical stability have been studied. Some characterization of Be 1 2 Ti was studied. The
pebble fabrication study for Be12 Ti was also performed and Be1 2 Ti pebbles were successfully fabricated.
From these activities, the bright prospect to realize the DEMO blanket by, the application of TiO 2 -doped
Li 2 TiO3

and beryllium intermetallic compounds was obtained.

FT/P1-10

Neutronics Experiments for DEMO Blanket at JAERI/FNS

XA0203293

S. Sato, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
Contact: satognaka.jae-.go.jp
Abstract: In nuclear fusion DEMO reactor, the blanket is required to provide the tritium breeding ratio
(TBR) of more than unity by the neutron induced reaction in lithium in the blanket. To provide the TBR
of more than unity is critical issue in the development of the blanket. Also in order to develop the blanket
with low activation level, the evaluation of the induced activity with high precision is required by taking
into account the sequential reactions induced by secondary charged particles. In order to evaluate these
issues experimentally, neutronics experiments have been performed by using DT neutrons at JAERI/FNS.
From the results of TBR experiment by using the mockup relevant to the DEMO blanket with multilayered
structure composed of Be, Li 2 TiO3 and F82H, it was clarified that the TPR can be evaluated within 10 %
uncertainty by using the Monte Carlo calculation. From the results of sequential reactions experiment for
the test specimens simulating the cooling water pipe, it was found that the effective cross-sections due to
the sequential reactions were increased in a form close to an exponential curve in the cooling water pipe
with reducing the distance to the water.

XA0203294
FT/P1-11 Initial Three-dimensional Neutronics Calculations for the EU Water Cooled LithiumLead Test Blanket Module for ITER-FEAT
J. D. Jordanova, Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Sofia, Bulgaria
Contact: jordanajl~inrne.bas. bg
Abstract: The water cooled lithium-lead DEMO relevant blanket is one of the two European blanket
concepts to be further developed for manifacturing test blanket module (TBM) aimed for testing in ITERFEAT. One of the objectives of testing is evaluation of neutronic behaviour of the TBM and validation of
computer code estimates. The present work summarizes the preliminary results of 3D) radiation transport
analysis of the TBM by the use of the Monte Carlo code M\CNP. Estimates of the nuclear energy deposition,
tritium production and radiation damage through He and H production and atomic displacement are
provided.
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A Brief Over-view of the European Fusion File (EFF) Project

M.A. Kellett, OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France
Contact: kellett~nea.fr
Abstract: The European Fusion File (EFF) Project is a collaborative project with work funded by
the European Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA). The emphasis is on the pooling of resources and
removal of duplication of effort, leading to the efficient development of two types of nuclear data libraries
for use in fusion reactor design and operation work. The two branches consist of, on the one hand, a
transport file for modelling and design capabilities and, secondly, an activation file for the calculation
and simulation of dose rates and energy release during operation of a future reactor. The OECD Nuclear
Energy Agency's Data Bank acts as the central repository for the files and all information discussed during
twice yearly meetings, which it holds, offering its services at no charge to the Project.

XA0203296
FT/P1-13

A Tokamak with Nearly Uniform Coil Stress Based on Virial Theorem

H. Tsutsui, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan
Contact: htsutsui'~nr.titech.ac.yp
Abstract: A novel tokamak concept with a new type of toroidal field (TF) coils and a central solenoid
(CS) whose stress is much reduced to a theoretical limit determined by the virial theorem has been
devised. Recently, we had developed a tokamak with force-balanced coils (FBCs) which are multi-pole
helical hybrid coils combining TF coils and a CS coil. The combination reduces the net electromagnetic
force in the direction of major radius. In this work, we have extended the FBC concept using the virial
theorem. High-field coils should accordingly have same averaged principal stresses in all directions, whereas
conventional FBC reduces stress in the toroidal direction only. Using a shell model, we have obtained the
poloidal rotation number of helical coils which satisfy the uniform stress condition, and named the coil as
virial-limited coil (VLC). VLC with circular cross section of aspect ratio A=2 reduces maximum stress to
60% compared with that of TF coils. In order to prove the advantage of VLC concept, we have designed
a small VLC tokamak Todoroki-JI. The plasma discharge in Todoroki-Il will be presented.

FT/P1-14 . Performance of a Compact Four-Strap Fast Wave Antenna11111111ll11111111101111111lltil
S.J. Wukitch, MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Cambridge, USA
Contact: wukitch~lpfc.mit.edu

XA0203297

Abstract: Ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) is expected to be a primary auxiliary heating source in
future experiments and fusion reactors. Compact antennas with high power density able to withstand large
disruption forces present significant challenges to ICRF antenna design. A compact four-strap antenna has
been installed in Alcator C-Mod and its performance has been compared with a pair of two-strap antennas.
The key design features are the long vacuum strip line feeds, folded current strap configuration, use of
ceramic insulators in the Faraday screen, and open Faraday screen. The heating efficiency and impurity
generation are nearly identical to the other antennas while the loading is - 2.5 higher. The power handling
of the antenna was limited by arcing at relatively low maximum voltage. The strip line and antenna strap
had arc damage localized to regions where the RF E-field was parallel to the tokamak B-field. For EIJB3,
the breakdown voltage was determined to be -15 k/cm. Redesign of the strip line has resulted in an
increase in the maximum voltage from 17 kV to 25 kV. Finally, the current strap is being modified to
increase the maximum voltage to r.-35 kV.

XA0203298
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Impacts of Carbon Impurity in Plasmas on Thngsten First Wall

Y. Ueda, Osaka University, Sita, Japan
Contact: yueda~eie. eng. osaka-u. ac.jp
Abstract: In order to study material mixing effects of carbon and tungsten on plasma material interactions, hydrogen ion beam (containing less than 1 % of carbon ion) irradiation experiments have been made
with a steady-state and high-flux ion beam irradiation test device (iFlT). By irradiation with 1 keV H+3

beam with 0.40 % carbon with the fluence of the order

Of 10 2 4 M- 2 , it

Was clearly observed that quite

a lot of blisters with its size up to about 0.5 mm were formed at 653 K. On the other hand, significant
blisters were not observed with 0.08 % carbon (other experimental parameters were the same). These
small amounts of carbon also increased hydrogen retention in tungsten.

XA0203299
FT/P1-16

Microscopic Damage of Metals Exposed to the Helium Discharges in TRIAM-1M
Tokamak and its Impact on Hydrogen Recycling Process
N. Yoshida, Research Institute for Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University, Kasuga, Japan
Contact: yoshida~riam.kyushu-u.ac.jp
Abstract: High-energy charge exchange particles bombarding the plasma facing wall may cause not only
surface sputtering but also damage inside the materials due to its rather high energy. In the case of
burning plasma, we should take into account the effects of helium because it is well known that helium
atoms have much stronger effects on material damage than hydrogen atoms. In the present work, therefore,
microscopic damage of metals exposed to long pulse discharges of helium plasma in TRIAM-1M was studied
and discussed the impact on the hydrogen recycling process by comparing with the helium ion irradiation
experiments. Considerably larger amount of dislocation loops and very dense fine bubbles were formed.
Formation of bubbles has not been observed in hydrogen plasma discharge. According to the irradiation
experiments with low energy helium ions, formation of dense helium bubbles drastically enhances hydrogen
trapping and makes the desorption difficult. The preset result indicates the hydrogen recycling phenomenon
during the burning plasma discharge must be quite different fom that of the hydrogen plasma discharge
experiments.

FT/P1-17

.

Test of Lithium Capillary-Pore Systems on the T-11M Tokamak

V. A. Evtikchin, FSUE "Red Star", Moscow, Russia
Contact: evtikkin~protein.bio. msu. ru
Abstract: In this work the divertor plate behavior has been simulated in the quasi-stationary condition.
In the previous experiments on T-11M the CPS quasi-stationary heat state has not been achieved for pulse
length ( 0. 1 s). The T- 11M tokamak up-grade allowed its performance to he increased as follows: plasma
current up to 100 kA, pulse length 0.2-0.3 s. The new lithium limiter (Fig. 1) unlike the previous versions
has a thermal regulation system which permits a lithium surface initial temperature to be given from -196
to 60000. This provides for an increase in test parameter range: sorption and desorption of plasma-forming
gas, lithium emission into discharge, lithium erosion, limiter deposited power and so on. The first results
of experiments were presented.

XA0203300
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Diagnostic Neutral Beams For Plasma Studies In Magnetic Fusion Devices

A. A. Ivanov, Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia
Contact: ivanov~inp.nsk.su
Abstract: Low-divergent quasi-stationary neutral beams are often applied in modern magnetic fusion
devices as a diagnostic tool providing unique information about plasma parameters. One of most important
requirements to these beams is sufficiently large current and energy of the particles, so that the beam can
penetrate to the plasma core. Also the duration of the beams must e long enough, i.e. close to that of
a plasma discharge, amounting to at least a few seconds for large fusion devices. In the Budker Institute,
Novosibirsk, a series of diagnostic hydrogen (or helium) beams were developed which is capable of meeting
these requirements for fusion devices of different types and scales. The maximum beam energy of the
beams is upto 55 keV and an ion current is up to 5 A (for hydrogen). A pulse duration of the beams
ranges from 0.1 ms up to 10 s. The low divergent beams (~0.5O'-0.7O) with initial radius of 3-5 cm cn be
geometrically focused at desired region within the plasma. The multiple second beam can be additionally
modulated with a frequency variable up to 500 Hz. In the paper, the beam parameters obtained for
different modifications of the ion source are presented.

FT/P1-19

Reactor Design Developments in Europe

R. Andreani, EFDA Close Support Unit, Max-Planck-Institut
many
Contact: roberto.andreani~tech. efda. org

XA0203302
. Plasmaphysik, Garching, Ger-

Abstract: Future fusion reactor configurations are studied in Europe in the Power Plant Conceptual
Study. A number of reactor design concepts were defined, in the '90s, to produce the SEIF report (Safety
and Environmental Impact of Fusion) with the objective of providing a clear and well founded reference
to establish the future impact of a fusion reactor on the environment. The present stage (stage III of
reactor studies) represents a review of the entire situation on the basis of:. the consolidation of our physics
understanding from the recent experimentation on JET and the other Tokamaks, the advancements in
the design of ITER, the results achieved in the R&D conducted in support of the ITER design. The
studies have been based on a modellisation program and consider the advice provided by the utilities and
by nuclear industry based on the experience in the design and operation of fission reactors. Two sets of
reactor concepts have been established. A first generation (DEMO-like) based on a limited extrapolation
from ITER; a second more exploiting advanced physics regimes and more imaginative concepts of nuclear
reactor components in view of economic competitiveness.

FT/P 1=20 System Assessment of Helical Reactors in Comparison with Tokamaks
K. Yamazaki, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: yamazakiinifs. acykp
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Abstract: Economically acceptable fusion reactors are required with steady-state and good-confinement
plasmas. The tokamak is now best with respect to plasma confinement, however, the current-drive (CD)
re-circulation power and the plasma disruptions are worried. In contrast, the helical system is expected as a
steady-state reactor, but becomes a rather big and expensive system. System assessments have been done
for LED (Large Helical Device)-type reactors and quasi-axisymmetric modular reactors in comparisons
with ITER-like tokamak designs. High plasma temperature operation is required in tokamaks to increase
CD efficiency and to reduce CD power. However, rather low temperature operation is feasible in helical
system. The weight and cost of the LED-type fusion island are two times higher than those of reference
tokamak design with same beta value and same net electric power. However, no need of CD power and
the less-frequent replacement of blanket/heating equipments within the permissible neutron wall load can
contribute to the reduction in COE of helical reactors. The unique differences between helical and tokamak
reactor assessments are clarified.

XA0203304
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Tight Aspect Ratio Tokamak Power Reactor with Superconducting TF Coils

S. Nishio, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka-gun, Ibaraki
Contact: nishiognaka.jaei.go.jp

,

Japan

Abstract: A tokamak power reactor concept with an aspect ratio of -2 and a plasma major radius of -3
mn, where a superconducting toroidal field (SCTF) coil system is incorporated and a net shield thickness
of -70 cm is considered, is found to be feasible. Here, 1) Discard of the center solenoid (CS) coil and 2)
Discard of the inboard tritium breeding blanket are considered. The key to this reactor concept is the
feasibility of the high field and compact SCTF coil. The TF coil inner legs naturally become a solid-like
integrated center post (CP) structure. This structure leads to the maximum field of 20 - 23 T with the
CP radius of 60 - 70 cm. Fusion power is 3.5
4.0 GW.

XA0203305
FT/P 1-22

Transmutation of Minor Actinides in a Spherical Torus Tokamak Fusion Reactor,

FDTR
Kaiming Feng, Southwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, China
Contact: fengkmsip.ac. cn
Abstract: Transmutation high-level waste (HLW) utilizing D-T fusion neutron is good selection for early
fusion applications. A concept of transmutation Minor Actinide (MA) nuclear waste based on the Spherical
Torus (ST) tokamnak fusion reactor, FDTR, was put forward. A set of plasma parameter was decided
suitable for the ST transmutation nuclear waste blanket. Using the 1-D) burn-up calculation code BISON
3.0, 2-D3 neutron transport code TWODANT, and 3-D Monte Carlo code MCNP/4B and their associated
data libraries to calculate the transmutation rate, the energy multiplication factor and the tritium breeding
rate of the transmutation blanket. The Center-Post (CP) is one of important component in ST tokamak
device. Some preliminary neutronics calculation of CP for the reference design has been carried out. A
preliminary neutronics design and analysis shows that proposed system has high transmuting ability of 1 10
kg one FPY for MA waste. The neutronics performances of system can meet the requirement of design.

XA0203306
FT/P 1-23

Investigation of VNS for Minor Actinides Transmutation on the Base of Spherical
Tokamaks with Aspect Ratio A=2
E. A. Azizov, TRINITI, Troitsk, Moscow reg., Russia
Contact: azizovgtriniti.,ru

Abstract: The concept of a tokamak based volumetric neutron source (VNS) with d-t fuel for transmutation of minor actinides such as Am, Np is presented. For a tokamak with plasma current 1(p) = 5.3 MA,
major radius R = 2 mn, minor radius a = 1 m (aspect ratio A = 2), elongation k95 - 1.7 (a single null
plasma configuration with x-point in the bottom), plasma density n, = 1.2 x 1020 M-3 , auxiliary heating
power PAUX(max) = 40MW produced by the deuteron beam with the energy 140 keV and 3 N(max) -' 2.8,
the total fusion power will be Pf~~ (total)
56 MW (- 45 MW in neutron channel) which corresponds to
the neutron loading Pn - 04MW/m 2 The calculations of transmutation efficiency allow us to conclude
that one specialized transmutator of VNS type can provide minor actinides transmutation requirements
for RE NPP energetics.
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Options for Future Development of Mlirror Type 14 MeV Neutron Source

E.P. Kruglyakov, Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia
Contact: ivanovginp.nsk.su
Abstract: One of the most promising approaches to development of a 14 MeV neutron source dedicated
to fusion material tests, is based on gas dynamic trap (DT). It is especially advantageous in terms of
the lower construction and operational costs, and low tritium consumption. The plasma parameters in the
proposed CDT-based neutron source were numerically optimized to generate 2-4 MW/in 2 flux of primary
14 MeV neutrons within '-1-2 m2 testing zones. This requires to have the electron temperature -0.6-1
keV that has not been yet demonstrated in mirror mashies like CDT is. Therefore, other options have
to be considered with lower electron temperatures, which closer to that experimentally achieved in mirror
machines, but still are capable of generating the neutron flux of the order of 0.5 MW/in 2 that is already of
interest for many practical applications of the source. Further experiments to demonstrate possibility of
an increase of the electron temperature in CDT towards that required in the neutron source are absolutely
mandatory. The paper reviews different options for the parameter set of the neutron source and discuss a
possibility of the electron temperature increase in the existing CDT device.

FT/P 1-25 Issue and Design Windows od Laser Fusion Reactor Chamber
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Y. Kozaki, Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University, Osaka, Japan

XA0203308

Contact: kozakigle. osaka-u.aoc.jp

Abstract: We have investigated the design windows for attractive laser fusion reactors. As the feasibility
of liquid chambers strongly depends on the liquid metal ablation and evacuation process, we have developed
a simulation code on ablation, in which we consider the energy absorption of charged particles with ablated
liquid vapors, using the stopping power obtained by dielectric functions of plasmas. And we have developed
an evacuation code using DSMC method, which solves the Boltzmann equation. We estimated the ablation
depths of liquid surfaces, which depend on the fusion pulse energies, the chamber radiuses, and the energy
absorption with ablated vapors. And we evaluated the evacuation speeds limiting the chamber design
windows. Based on these estimations we have started a new design study, KOYO-Fast using the fast
ignition concepts, under the basic specifications of 200 MJ fusion pulse energies, 3 H1z fusion pulse reprates in a liquid wall chamber concept, and -15 Hz laser rep-rates for multi-reactors-modular-plants.

XA0203309
FT/P 1-26

KrF Laser Development for High Repetition Rate and High Peak Power Driver

Y. Owadano, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Tsukuba, Japan
Contact: yoshiro-owadanogaist.goqjp
Abstract: A prototype high repetition-rate electron-beam (e-beam) pumped KrF laser has been developed
for inertial fusion energy driver. It is generating laser pulse energy over 10 Joules / pulse at 1 Hz. With
solid state high voltage switchs and an e-beam diode cooled by water and self heat radiation, it has been
working over 10000 shots without a failure. Temperature measurement of the diode foils shows that this
diode design can be scaled up to operation conditions of reactor drivers. High peak power short pulses
for fast igniter related experiments are being prepared by using beamn-line(s) of Super-ASHURA KrF laser
system. By direct amplification of a 0.6-1 ps pulse by, e-beam pumped amplifiers connected by evacuated
tubes and by focusing into nearly diffraction limited spot size, 1019W/CM 2 focused power density will
be obtained. Preliminary experiments with <c1018 W/cm 2 short pulse and long scale length preformed
plasma on a plane solid target showed that the short pulse was absorbed at a high density point close to
the original target surface.
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Key Features and Progress of the KSTAR Tokamak Engineering

J.S. Bak, Korea Basic Science Institute, Daejeon, Korea
Contact: jsbak~kbsi.re.khr
Abstract: Substantial progress of the KSTAR tokamak engineering has been made on major tokamnak
structures, superconducting magnets, in-vessel components, diagnostic system, heating system and power
supplies. The engineering design has been elaborated to the extent necessary to allow a realistic assessment
of its feasibility, performance, and cost. The prototype fabrication has been carried out to establish the
reliable fabrication technologies and to confirm the validation of analyses employed for the KSTAR design.
The completion of experimental building with beneficial occupancy for machine assembly is expected
in April 2002. The construction of special utility such as cryoplant, de-ionized water-cooling system, and
main power station will begin upon completion of building construction. The commissioning, construction,
fabrication and assembly of the whole facility will be going on by the end of 2005. This paper describes the
main design features and engineering progress of the KSTAR tokamnak, and elaborates the work currently,
underway.

XA020331 1
FT/P2-02

. Progress in Development of KSTAR Heating and Current Drive Systems for Long
Pulse Operation

B.G. Hong, Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, Daejeon, Korea
Contact: bghongcgkaeri.re.kr
Abstract: The heating and current drive systems for the KSTAR tokamak are being developed to support
long pulse, high beta, advanced tokamnak fusion physics experiments. The heating and current drive systems
consist of neutral beam injection (NBI) and radio frequency (RF) systems, and they have to be able to
operate for long pulse lengths up to 300 sec. The flexibility to provide a range of control functions
including current drive and profile control derives from the use of multiple heating technologies: tangential
NBI (beam energy < 120 keV, 8 MW), ion cyclotron waves (frequency range of 25-60 MHz, 6 MW),
and lower hybrid waves (frequency of 5.0 GHz, 1.5 MW). Development of high power, long pulse relevant
heating and current drive technologies for each system are underway.

XA020331 2
FT/P2-03

HT-7U Superconducting Tokamak: Physics Design, Engineering Progress and Sched-

ule
Yuanxi Wan, Institue of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei, China
Contact: wan yx6,mail. ipp. ac. cn
Abstract: The superconducting tokamak research program begun in China in ASIPP since 1994. The
program is included in existent superconducting tokamak HT-7 and the next new superconducting tokamak
HT-7U which is one of national key research projects in China. With the elongation cross-section, divertor
and higher plasma parameter the main objectives of HT-7U are widely investigation both of the physics and
technology for steady state advanced tokamak as well as the investigation of power and particle handle
under steady-state operation condition. The physics and engineering design have been completed and
significant progresses on R&D and fabrication have been achieved. HT-7U will begin assembly at 2003
and possible to get first plasma around 2004.
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Divertor Concept for the Wendeistein 7-X Stellarator: Theoretical Studies of the

Boundary and Engineering

HI. Renner, Max-Planck-Jnstitut ffur Plasmaphysik, Teilinstitut Greifswald, Greifiswald, Germany
Contact: hermann. renner~ipp.mpg. de
Abstract: The stellarator Wendeistein 7X is under construction in Creifswald, starting operation in
2007. For energy and particle exhaust under stationary conditions ten divertor units are arranged along
the helical edge of the five-fold symmetric plasma column. In respect of the boundary variations for the
investigated magnetic configurations in a first step an "open" divertor was chosen. The geometry and
the specifications of the in-vessel components reflecting the 3 topology of the boundary are defined in
accordance with results of various theoretical studies. The theoretical methods for the characterisation
and the proposed technical solutions for the main components - including the instrumentation - target,
baffle, wall protection, and control coils will be described.

XA0203314
FT/P2-05

Development of a Fishbone Travelling Wave Antenna for LHD

Y. Takase, Graduate School of Frontier Sciences, The University` of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Contact: takaose fk. u-tokyo. ac.jp
Abstract: A fast wave travelling wave antenna is being developed for LHD). This antenna is equivalent
to two combline antennas stacked vertically, ut has only one input and one output. It consists of 10
nearly identical modules, each consisting of half-wavelength resonant structure approximately 1 meter
long, grounded at the midplane. The frequency of operation is chosen to be in the neighborhood of 75
MHz, with a bandwidth of about 10 MHz, and the excited wavenumnber is 14 inverse meters when the
phase difference between adjacent current straps is 90 degrees. Electron Landau damping of the fast wave
will be used to heat electrons and to drive current. Several mockup antennas were built to optimize the
electrical properties of the antenna. The RE magnetic field in front of the Faraday, shield was measured
using a single-turn loop probe, and excitation of a travelling wave was confirmed. A low-power (1 kW)
test with plasma load performed on the TST-2 spherical tokamnak indicated very high loading resistance,
suggesting the need to install the antenna sufficiently far away from the plasma in order to ensure wave
excitation with high directivity.

FT/P2-06 . Integrated Plasma and Coil Optimization for Compact Stellarators
D.J. Strickler, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Contact: lyonjfgornl.gov
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Abstract: The stellarator optimization code STELLOPT is used in design studies for the National Compact Stellarator Experiment (NCSX) and the Quasi-poloidal Stellarator Experiment (QPS) to determine
the shape of the outer magnetic flux surface, together with the plasma pressure and current profiles, that
lead to attractive stability and confinement properties at high beta. A coil optimization code COILOPT
then determines the coil geometry and currents that best reconstruct the physics solution. This procedure
does not always converge to a design that simultaneously satisfies both the targeted plasma properties (e.g.,
quasi-symmetry, neoclassical confinement, attainable beta, etc.) and coil engineering criteria (minimum
coil curvature, maximum current density, plasma access, etc.). An innovation in compact stellarator design
is the integration of the STELLOPT and COILOPT codes to provide a merged plasma-coil optimization
tool. This tool ensures that stellarator physics and engineering criteria are simultaneously satisfied. This
self-consistent analysis is successful largely because it is implemented only after the separate calculations
have identified good candidates for a design point.

XA0203316
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Development of Curved Drift Tubes for Improved Compact Toroid Injection Efficiency

N. Fukumoto, Himeji Institute of Technology, Himeji, Japan
Contact: fukumotogelct. eng. himeji-t ech. ac.jp
Abstract: Compact toroid injection is a viable technology to fuel large tokamak reactors in the future.
However, recent experiments indicate adverse effects of the toroidal magnetic field on CT injection. CT
injection has so far been tested with horizontal injection which is subject to a force due to the gradient
in the magnetic pressure along the path. Vertical injection eliminates the force and thus may be more
advantageous. As preparatory experiments toward vertical injection, we have developed a curved rift tube
to change the direction of CT propagation. It has been observed that a CT can be transported smoothly
through curved drift tubes with 45 degrees and 90 degrees bends without appreciable change in the CT
parameters. Magnetic field, electron density and speed of CTs transported through both 45 degrees and
90 degrees bends are similar to those observed in a linear drift tube.

XA020331 7
FT/P2-08
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Current Control of Superconducting Coils for Fusion Experimental Facility

T. Ise, Osaka University, Suita, Osaka, Japan
Contact: iseP'pur.eng. osaka-u.ac.jp
Abstract: The LH1D (Large Helical Device) has twelve superconducting coils and six dc power supplies,
and following specifications are required for its control system; each coil current must be controlled independently, the steady state control error is less than 0.01 To of the reference value, the current settling time
for 0.1 % of control error is less than 1 second, and the control system must be robust against turbulence
caused by appearance and disappearance of the plasma, parameter errors and external electro-magnetic
noises. In this paper, the design and test results of the coil current control system for the LHD are described. The good response and robustness are in the relation of trade off each other. H-infinity controller
is one of schemes to gnarantee robustness. However, the independent responses of six coils were impossible
by, the H-infinity controller only. To resolve this problem, we applied a feed-forward control with the
H-infinity control. Moreover, the advanced design method of H-infinity controller was applied to guarantee
the control performance in the whole operating condition. As a result, good control results were obtained
by experiments.

XA020331 8
FT/P2-09

Advanced Fusion Technologies Developed for JT-60 Superconducting Tokamnak

A. Sakasai, Japan Atomnic Energy- Research Institute, Naka-machi, Naka-gun, Japan
Contact: sakasai~naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: The modification of JT-60 is planned as a full superconducting tokamak (JT-6OSC). The
objectives of the JT-60SC program are to establish scientific and technological bases for the steady-state
operation of high performance plasmas and utilization of reduced-activation materials in an economically
and environmentally attractive DEMO reactor. Advanced fusion technologies relevant to a DEMO reactor
have been developed in the superconducting magnet technology and plasma facing components for the
design of JT-6OSC. To achieve a high current density in a superconducting strand, Nb 3 Al strands with
a high copper ratio of 4 have been newly developed for the toroidal field coils (TFC) of JT-6OSC. The
R&-D to demonstrate applicability of Nb 3 Al conductor to the TFC by a react-and-wind technique have
been carried out using a full size Nb 3 Al conductor. A full size NbTi conductor with low AC loss using
Ni-coated strands has been successfully developed. A forced cooling divertor component with high heat
transfer using screw tubes has been developed for the first time. The heat removal performance of the
CEC target was successfully demonstrated on the electron beam irradiation stand.

XA0203319
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Physical Regimes Accessible to the Ignitor Experiment and Relevant Theoretical

Developments
B. Coppi, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA
Contact: bombardaflpsfc.mit.edn
Abstract: The Ignitor machine can access a wide variety of plasma regimes, thanks to its high magnetic
fields and plasma currents and the flexibility of its poloidal magnetic field system, with "split" central
solenoid, that can produce both extended limiter and divertor-like double X-point configurations. The
average poloidal field is maximized to ensure macroscopic plasma stability at ignition. Near ignition,
internal modes close to ideal marginal stability are expected to be influenced by nonlinear effects. 3)
nonlinear simulation is used to identify the effective threshold. The effects of ellipticity and triangularity
on the mode threshold are considered and resistivity and viscosity are included nonlinearly. The BALDUR
transport code is used to simulate the approach to ignition when reversed shear conditions with peaked
density profiles are produced through appropriate current ramping. The importance of particle density
profile control is demonstrated and the optimal auxiliary heating power to accelerate ignition is evaluated.
The bifurcation from the neoclassical and turbulent transport due to the reversed magnetic shear and
Er-shear is included.

FT/P2-11

Application of a

-D Predictive Model for Energy and Particle Transport to the

Determination of ITER Plasma-SQL Interface Parameters1111111li1111111111111111liiii

G. W. Pacher, Hydro-Qu6bec (IREQ), V arennes, Canada
Contact: pacher.guentherieq.ca
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Abstract: The Integrated Core Pedestal Sol Model (ICPS Model) implemented in the 1.5D Astra code
is applied to JTER conditions in order to obtain SQL interface parameters consistent with core operation.
Because transport in the model is reduced by a combination of magnetic and electric field shear, the
initial operating point after density and power rampup depends on the details of the rampup scenario,
since the initial current distribution is "frozen in" and relaxes over hundreds of seconds. In the scenarios
investigated, the initial magnetic shear after rampup is higher than for the fully relaxed state, so that
transiently the confinement time and Q are larger than obtained in steady state. This relaxation and
the control strategy to obtain an acceptable time dependence of power flow into the scrape-off layer are
investigated for operating scenarios typical of ITER conditions. Operating conditions consistent with
both core and edge requirements for input to the 2-D modelling of the divertor/SQL are obtained by
systematic variations of edge fuelling, beating power, core fuelling penetration, edge helium concentration,

and radiation fraction.
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FT/P2-12

Control of the Plasma Fluxes into the Divertor Region of the Tokamak KTM

A. D. Barkalov, TRINITI, Troitsk, Moscow reg., Russia
Contact: azizov~triniti.rua
Abstract: The Kazakhstan Tokamak for Material studies (KTM) being under construction now is dedicated for extensive investigations of the plasma facing components in the conditions of ITER and future
fusion reactors. The problem of the control of the plasma fluxes into the divertor region and onto the
target plates is especially important for this device. In the present paper, various factors determining the
structure and the values of such fluxes are analyzed. The main factors are the additional heating power
and the plasma current. The additional heating power determines the SQL width and the SQL broadening
at the divertor plates is determined by the plasma current. Using the ITER scalings and the numerical
code DINA it is shown that the pick power at the divertor plates can change in a wide region including
the pick loads of ITER. The influence of the x-point sweeping, the vertical displacement of the divertor
table, EL.M~s and VDE are also considered.
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Physics Considerations in the Design of NCSX

G.H. Neilson, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ, USA
Contact: hneilsonfiapppl.gov
Abstract: The National Compact Stellarator Experiment (NCSX) is being designed to study the physics of
high-beta, quasi-axisymmetric (QA) stellarators. Its goals are to develop physics solutions for disruption
avoidance and steady-state operation in magnetic fusion systems, and to broaden understanding of 3D
plasma physics. The NCSX is a hybrid which uses both helical coils and plasma current to provide
rotational transform, 3 plasma shaping to stabilize limiting MAHD modes at high beta without the need
for a conducting wall or feedback, and quasi-symmetry (low effective helical ripple along the magnetic field)
to achieve transport-related properties as good as those of tokamaks. The NCSX design parameters (size,
magnetic field strength, heating power, and pulse length) and the geometry of the main components (coils
and vacuum vessel) are determined by physics considerations. These include: MHD stability at 4% beta
with bootstrap current, low helical ripple (0.1% on axis, 2.7% at the edge), good magnetic surfaces, access
to high beta states, control of impurities and neutral recycling, flexibility to vary the plasma's physics
properties, and access for diagnostics.

XA0203323
IG/P-Oi Experimental Study on Practicability of Self-Created Spherical Tokamak in Coilless
STPC-EX Machine
S. Sinman, Middle East Technical University, Electrical and Electronics Engineering Department,
Ankara, Turkey
Contact: sinmanfimetu.edu. tr
Abstract: The aim of this study is to recognize the physical basis of the alternative self organization
mechanism occured STPC-EX machine. The conventional diagnostic tools are used in this study and for
photogaphic recording, open shutter integrated post-fogging method is prefered. The annular coaxial two
plasma current sheets one within other at the same direction are created and flowed on the surface of
floating conductive central rod. Consequently, spherical tokamak configurated by new creation mechanism
of Dual Axial Z-Pinch. (DAZP) yields fairly high beta of 0.4-0.6 at self created spherical tokamak plasma.
Sustainment time of DAZP is 5.6-6.3 mili second.

XA02 03324
IC/P-02
Transport

Overview of Magnetic Structure Induced by the TEXTOR-DED and the Related

S. S. Abdullaev, Institut fuer Plasmaphysik, Forschungszentrum Juelich GmbH, Juelich, Germany
Contact: s. abdullaev~fz-juelich. de
Abstract: The Dynamic Ergodic Divertor (ED),
a new concept of the ergodic divertor, has been
presently installing for the TEXTOR tokamak. Beside the conventional ergodic divertor operation the
DELI also permits the operation with a rotating magnetic field which allows, in particular, to broaden the
heat deposition pattern on the divertor plates. Since its first proposal of the DED in 1996 the structure of
magnetic field, especially, the onset of ergodic zone of field lines and related transport in the DED-operation
has been extensively studied using different theoretical and numerical methods. New methods to study

the magnetic field, in particular, the field line mapping have been developed. The presentation gives the
overview of the studies on the structure of magnetic field in the DED, the formation of the ergodic and
laminar zones of field lines at the plasma edge. It also includes studies on the modelling efforts of the
transport of heat and particles in the ergodic and laminar zones.
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1C/P-03 . Towards an Experimental Investigation of Stochastic Magnetic Fields to Control Edge
Transport Barriers in Next Step Tokamnaks
A. Grosman, Association EURATOM CEA sur la Fusion-DSM/DRFC, St Paul lez Durance, France
Contact: Andre.GCROSMAN~cea.fr
Abstract: While present plasma scenarios rely on self generated situations, active control with ergodic
divertor (ED) coils provide means to operate the H mode in conditions that are compatible with the
technical constraints. The stochastisation of field lines in the vicinity of the separatrix, will produce a
localised enhancement of electron heat transport. This may provide an actuator on the edge temperature
(and thus pressure) barriers. Thus, H-mode edge barriers might be controlled and type I Elms would
be avoided. The paper will discuss this in view of the theoretical and experimental advances of the last
years: Tore Supra experiments gave evidence of the fine tuning capability of the perturbation on a well
defined magnetic configuration while JFT-2M experiments showed that the edge stochastisation of the
X point configuration has widened the operating windows of the type III ELM regime. The possible
implementations of such control in a medium size tokamnak (DIII-D) and eventually on ITER will also be
described. For more advanced reactors, the development of permanent magnets with very high coercive

fields may prove valuable provided they might be installed just behind the blanket.
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Improved Plasma Performance through Novel Boundary Control Techniques

M. Kotschenreuther, University of Texas, Austin, USA
Contact: mtk~pauling.ph.utexas. edut
Abstract: Novel methods of controlling the plasma boundary in tokamaks are presented, which have
strong potential to substantially improve plasma performance and alleviate technological demands in nextstep devices. Two categories are considered: (1) novel boundary conditions for the particle exhaust from
the plasma separatrix, and (2) novel electromagnetic boundary conditions for external MHD modes. The
impact of these on global plasma performance is analyzed, and substantial improvements are found.

XA0203327
IC/P-05

Physics Issues for a Very-Low-Aspect-Ratio Quasi-Poloidal Stellarator (QPS)

J.F. Lyon, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Contact: Iyonjffornl.gov
Abstract: A quasi-poloidal stellarator with very low plasma aspect ratio (R/a -~ 2.7, 1/2-1/4 that of
existing stellarators) is a new confinement approach that could ultimately lead to a high-beta compact
stellarator reactor. The Quasi-Poloidal Stellarator (QPS) experiment is being developed to test key features
of this approach. The QPS will study neoclassical and anomalous transport, stability limits at beta up
to 2.5%, the configuration dependence of the bootstrap current, and equilibrium robustness. The quasipoloidal symmetry leads to neoclassical transport that is much smaller than the anomalous transport.
The reduced effective field ripple may also produce reduced poloidal viscosity, enhancing the ambipolar
E x B poloidal drift and allowing larger poloidal flows for reduction of anomalous transport. A region of
second stability exists in QPS at higher beta. Very-high-beta configurations with a tokamnak-like transform
profile have also been obtained with a bootstrap current 1/3-1/5 that in an equivalent tokamak. These
configurations are stable to low-n ideal MHD kink and vertical instabilities for beta up to 11%. Ballooningstable configurations are found for beta in the range 2% to 23%.

XA0203328
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New Schemes for Confinement of Fusion Products in Stellarators

J. Niihirenberg, Max-Planck-Institut fr
Contact: jutta.gauger~ipp.mpg.de

Plasmaphysik, Greifswald, Germany

Abstract: The condition of poloidal closure of the contours of the second adiabatic invariant for all
reflected particles is studied for stellarators with poloidally closed contours of the magnetic field strength
B on the magnetic surfaces through computational stellarator optimization. It is shown that this is
possible in a major fraction of the plasma volume and results in excellent alpha-particle confinement.
Most importantly the magnetic axis curvature vanishes in all cross-sections with an extremum of B on
the magnetic axis. Toroidal mirror traps are investigated with respect to isometry, i. e. the lengths of
field lines on a magnetic surface between any two contours of B are equal and the contours of the second
adiabatic invariant coincide with the magnetic surfaces. Analytical methods are used to design a vacuum
field toroidal mirror trap satisfying this isometry condition. The boundary surface of such a confignration
is a well-defined finite-sized toroidal surface. This provides the interface to the VMEC, JMC and MCT
codes which allow analyses of equilibrium and neoclassical properties.

XA020332 9
IC/P-07

Physics Design of Quasi-Axisymmetric Stellarator CHS-qa

S. Okamura. National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: okamurallnifs.ac.y)
Abstract:
HS-qa has been designed in the National Institute for Fusion Science for the purpose of
finding the new direction of the plasma confinement for fusion. It is a low aspect ratio quasi-axisymmetric
stellarator. The number of toroidal periods is two and the average aspect ratio is 3.2 with the vacuum
rotational transform between 2/6 and 2/5. Designed values of the device are R = 1.5 m and B = 1.5
T. The advantage of this type of advanced stellarator is emphasized in the experimental scenario of finding the improved confinement since the low neoclassical viscosity for the plasma rotation is expected to
allow various types of improved confinement modes observed in tokamaks. In addition, CHS-qa has the
controllability of the configuration for the interdisciplinary area of the improved confinement study for
the neoclassical internal transport barrier (NITB) found in CHS and tokamak type ITB. The maximum-J
condition, which is favorable for the stabilization of the trapped particle instability, is also evaluated and
the confignration flexibility is prepared for the study of its effect on the confinement.

IC/P-08

Drift Reversal Capability in Helical Systems

XA0203330

MI. Yokoyama, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: yokoyama~nifs. ac.jp
Abstract: The drift reversal capability has been investigated in innovative helical systems. The unique
external knobs for the drift reversal, residual non-axisymmetry of the magnetic field strength for quasiaxisymmetric configurations and magnetic well for quasi-poloidally symmetric ones, are clarified in addition
to the magnetic shear contribution in tokamaks. The external controllability of the drift reversal capability
is important to perform the systematic study for the impact of magnetic configuration on turbulent transport. These knobs provide additional approach towards improved confinement in addition to those (eg.,
heating power beyond some threshold value) utilized in previous experiments. The favorable effect of the
drift reversal is anticipated to reduce the average bad curvature, so as to reduce growth rate of instabilities
like trapped particle modes and temperature gradient modes.

XA0203331
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High Beta Plasma Confinement and Neoclassical Effects in a Small Aspect Ratio
Reversed Field Pinch
K. Hayase, National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Tsukuba, Japan
Contact: k.hayase'~aist.go.jp
Abstract: The high beta confinement and stability of a reversed field pinch (REP) of a small aspect ratio
is studied theoretically. The small aspect ratio REP is attractive for realizing the quasi-single helicity state
with improved confinement and a high bootstrap current fraction, and is planned for a new experiment at
AIST Japan. Here the equilibrium profile and accessible beta value of a small aspect ratio REP plasma
are calculated. The Mlercier stable beta limit of REP plasma is roughly proportional to A. A relatively
low beta nature of small aspect ratio plasma is significantly improved by an edge current modification.
The beta value of 0.2 is stable at A=2. The effect of bootstrap current is also evaluated and discussed by
solving a self-consistent neoclassical MHD1 equilibrium equation. The generated bootstrap, current increases
substantially the local and global magnetic shears and a higher beta limit is expected. These equilibrium
and stability databases may support strongly both the mode control and high beta confinement, and also
an economic and compact reactor core concept of a small aspect ratio RE1P.

IC/P-..10 Progress with Helicity Injection Current Drive111111
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T. R. Jarboe, University of Washington, Seattle, USA
Contact: jarboe~aa.washin9gton.cdui

Abstract: Helicity injection current drive has the potential of sustaining the currents in magnetic fusion
confinement devices with much higher power efficiencies then beams or rf. Progress in developing this
method on the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX, major radius R. = 0.86 m and aspect ration
A = 1.25) at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory and the Helicity Injected Torus (HIT, R. = 0.3 m
and A = 1.5) program at the University of Washington are reported. On NSTX and HIT toroidal currents
of 0.4 MA and 0.25 MA, respectfully, have been achieved. The issue of closed flux generation is discussed
both in terms of possible mechanisms and experimental evidence. inally, 3) MHD1 simulation results are
presented for a new constant-inductive-helicity-injection spheromak experiment, which is being built.

XA 02 033 33
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. Levitated Superconductor Ring Trap (Mini-RT) Project
ture with Strong Plasma Flow -

-

A New Self-Organized Struc-

Y. Ogawa, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Contact: ogawagplasma.q. t.u-tokyo. ac.jp
Abstract: A plasma, evolving under strong coupling of the velocity and magnetic fields, may self-organize
into stable macroscopic structures that are not accessible by a flow-less plasma. The relaxed state is
represented by the double Beltrami field, and is shown to be capable of confining a high-beta plasma. To
study a self-organized structure with strong plasma flow, we introduce an internal coil device, in which
plasma will be produced and confined at the outer region of the torus. By inducing a radial electric field
with appropriate methods, we could drive a toroidal plasma flow. In order to build up the radial electric
field, we are preparing several techniques, e.g., the injection of electrons through the separatrix region,
the utilization of direct orbit loss of high energy electrons produced by ECH, and the direct insertion of
the electrode inside the plasma. The internal coil device Mini-RT, which is under construction, equips a
levitated ring with a high temperature superconductor (HTS) coil (R = 0.15 mn, I = 50 kAturns). We have
fabricated a small HTS coil (R = 0.04 m, I = 2.6 kAturns), and succeeded in levitating it during a few
minutes with an accuracy of -' 30 micrometers.
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Stability of Axisymnmetric Plasmas in Closed Line Magnetic Fields

A. N. Simakov, Plasma Science and Fusion Center, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, USA
Contact: simakov~mit. ala
Abstract: The stability of axisymmetric plasmas confined by closed poloidal magnetic field lines is considered. The results are relevant to plasmas in the dipolar fields of stars and planets, as well as the Levitated
Dipole Experiment, multipoles, Z pinches and field reversed configurations. The ideal MHD energy principle is employed to study stability of pressure driven Alfv6n modes. A point dipole is considered in detail
to demonstrate that equilibria exist which are MHD stable for arbitrary beta. Effects of sound waves
and plasma resistivity are investigated for Z pinch and point dipole equilibria by means of resistive MHD1
theory. Kinetic theory is used to study drift frequency modes and their interaction with MUD modes near
the ideal stability boundary for different collisionality regimes. Effects of collisional dissipation on drift
mode stability are explicitly evaluated and applied to a point dipole and hard core Z pinch. The role of
finite Larmor radius, equilibrium sheared flows, and drift reversed particles in modifying ideal stability

thresholds
isexamined.
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IC/P-14

Current Drive by Neutral Beams, Rotating Magnetic Fields and Helicity Injection in
Compact Toroids
R. Farengo, Comision Nacional de Energia Atomnica Centro Atomnico Bariloche, Bariloche, Argentina
Contact: farengogPcab.cnea.gov.arAbstract: A Monte-Carlo code is used to study neutral beam current drive in Spheromaks. The exact
particle trajectories are followed in the self-consistent equilibria calculated including the beam current.
Reducing Z(eff) does not increase the current drive efficiency because the reduction of the stopping cross
section is compensated by an increase in the electron canceling current. Significant changes in the safety
factor profile can be produced with relatively low beam currents. Minimum dissipation states of a flux
core spheromak sustained by helicity injection are presented. Helicity balance is used as a constraint and
the resistivity is considered to be non-uniform. Two types of relaxed states are found; one has a central
core of open flux surrounded by a toroidal region of closed flux surfaces and the other has the open flux
wrapped around the closed flux surfaces. Non-uniform resistivity effects can be very important due to the
changes they produce in the safety factor profile. A hybrid, fluid electrons particle ions, code is employed
to study, ion dynamics in FRCs sustained by rotating magnetic fields.
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A European Site for ITER

D. Maisonnier, EFDA Close Support Unit, Max-Planck-Institut f Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany
Contact: david. maisonnier~tech.efda. org
Abstract: The ITER design is based on a set of generic site requirements and design assumptions addressing the following items: land, heat sink and water supply, electrical supply, transport and shipping,
infrastructure, regulations and decommissioning. This paper presents the assessment of possible European
sites to host ITER against these requirements and assumptions. All sites fulfil all site requirements and
most of the design assumptions. Whenever a discrepancy exists, the work and the resources required to
adapt the site have been estimated. In addition, modifications of the ITER layout to suit the specific
characteristics of a site, e.g. location of cooling towers according to the dominant winds, are in progress.
This paper will also report on the socio-economic impact of siting ITER in a specific site and on the work in
progress on specific items (e.g. waste classification and management) required by the licensing procedures
which is on the critical path for construction.

XA0203337
SE/P-02 . Experimental and Analytical Studies on Thermal-Hydraulic Performance of a Vacuum
Vessel Pressure Suppression System in ITER
K. Takase, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, Japan
Contact: takasefipopsvr.tokai.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: If cooling tubes of plasma-facing components (PFCs) in ITER are broken, water under high
temperature and pressure will be discharged into a vacuum vessel (V). Then, the discharged water will
impinge on the hot surface of the PFCs and evaporate. As a result, the VV will be filled with vapor and the
pressure inside the VV may increase rapidly. This is called an Ingress-of-Coolant Event (ICE). The authors
constructed an integrated ICE test facility to obtain the validation data for fusion safety analysis codes
and investigate if the ITER vacuum vessel pressure suppression system (VVPSS) design and approach are
adequate. The integrated ICE test facility simulates the ITER VVPSS components with a scaling factor of
1/1600 to the PFC volume in ITER. In addition, the authors carried out three-dimensional computations
with the modified Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC) to simulate numerically the pressure rise
behavior at the ICE. From a series of experimental and analytical results it was found that the ITER
XTVPSS is very effective to reduce the pressure rise during the ICE and the modified TRAC can predict
thermal-hydraulic characteristics in ITER with sufficiently accuracy.

SE/P-03 Evaluation of Economical Introduction of Nuclear Fusion Based on a Long-Term World
Energy and Environment Model
K. Tokimatsu, RITE (Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth), Tokyo, Japan
Contact: toki~rite.or.jp
Abstract: This study investigates economical introduction of nuclear fusion energy in the context of world
energy supply and CO 2 concentration. A long-term (during 21st century), 10 regional worldwide allocation
energy/environment model Linealized Dynamic New Earth model is used for this study. Following nuclear
fusion technological data are taken into consideration; cost of electricity (COE) and COE reduction rate,
maximum regional plant capacity constraints, and regional introduction year. We simulated under atmospheric CO 2 concentration 550 parts per million (ppm) targeted at year 2100 scenario. Result indicates
that according to the cost bases for varieties of technologies from energy mining to energy generation of
the LDNE model, the present-design tokamnak-type reactors can be economically selected around 2050 to
2060 under 550-ppmv CO 2 concentration constraint, and are not under all BAU (Business-As-Usual). It
is revealed that breakeven prices of fusion reactors is increased by plus/minus some 10 to 30 mill/kWh
under a 650-ppmnv.

XA0203338
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EU Soclo-Economic Research on Fusion: Findings and Program

G. C. Tosato, European Fusion Development Agreement-Close Support Unit, Garching bei Miinchen,
European Commission
Contact: giancarlo.tosatogefda.org
Abstract: In 1997 the European Commission launched a Socio-Economic Research program to study
under which conditions future fusion power plants may become competitive, compatible with the energy
supply system and acceptable for the public. The program is developed by independent experts making use
of well established international methodologies. It has been shown, among others, that: 1) local communities are ready to support the construction of an experimental fusion facility, if appropriate communication
and awareness campaigns are carried out; 2) since the externalities are much lower than for competitors,
fusion power plants may become the major producer of base load electricity at the end of the century in
Europe, if climate changes have to be mitigated, if the construction of new nuclear fission power plants
continues to be constrained and if nuclear fusion power plants become commercially available in 2050.
Cooperating with major international organizations, the program for next year aims to demonstrate that
the potential global benefits of fusion power plants in the second half of the century largely outdo the
RD&D costs borne in the first half to make it available.
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Size Scaling of Turbulent Transport in Tokamak Plasmas

Zhihong Lin, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: zlin~ppplgov
Abstract: Transport scaling with respect to tokamak device size is critically examined for electrostatic ion
temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence with adiabatic electrons using first-principles gyrokinetic particle
simulations, which use up to one billion particles to address realistic parameters of reactor-grade plasmas.
Results of these large scale simulations, varying p (ion gyroradius normalized by tokamak minor radius)
while keeping other dimensionless plasma parameters fixed, show that the fluctuation scale length is microscopic and transport is diffusive in the presence of zonal flows. The local transport coefficient exhibits
a gradual transition from a Bohm-like scaling for device sizes corresponding to present-day tokamak experiments to a gyro-Bohm scaling for future larger devices. The device size where this transition occurs is
much larger than that expected from linear ITG theory for profile variations. Our simulations include a
heat bath/source to prevent profile relaxation and are in the strong turbulence regime far away from TG
marginality. The effects of kinetic electrons on electrostatic ITG-TEM (trapped electron mode) driven

turbulence will also be presented.Il110
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Simulations of Finite Beta Turbulence in Tokarnaks and Stellarators

F. Jenko, IPP, Garching, Germany
Contact: fsjipp. mpg. de
Abstract: One of the central open questions in our attempt to understand microturbulence in fsion
plasmas concerns the role of finite beta effects. Nonlinear codes trying to investigate this issue must go
beyond the commonly used adiabatic electron approximation - a task which turns out to be a serious
computational challenge. This step is necessary because the electrons are the prime contributor to the
parallel currents which in turn produce the magnetic field fluctuations. Results at both ion and electron
space-time scales from gyrokinetic and gyrofluid models are presented which shed light on the character
of finite beta turbulence in tokamaks and stellarators.

XA0203342
TH/1-3

. Full Radius Linear and Nonlinear Gyrokinetic Simulations for Tokarnaks and Stellarators: Zonal Flows, Applied ExB Flows, Trapped Electrons and Finite Beta

L. Villard, CRPP, Association Euratom-Suisse, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
Contact: laurent.villard~epfi.ch
Abstract: Finite beta effects on microinstabilities are investigated with a linear global spectral electromagnetic gyrokinetic formulation. While the toroidal JTG mode is stabilized with increasing beta, another
mode of electromagnetic nature becomes unstable below the ideal MHD ballooning limit. Its unique global
structure is shown for the first time. The weakly destabilizing effect of trapped electron dynamics on
ITG modes is shown for the first time in an axisymmetric bumpy configuration. Applied ExB3 flows in
tokamak and heliac configurations stabilize toroidal and helical ITG modes with a quadratic dependence
on the shearing rate. Trapped particle modes can be destabilized by ExB3 flows. Self-generated zonal flows
are studied with a global nonlinear electrostatic formulation that retains parallel nonlinearity and thus
allows for a check of the energy conservation property. A quasi steady-state is reached with zonal flow
shearing rates fluctuating around a value comparable to the linear growth rate of the most unstable TG.
A semi-Lagrangian approach free of statistical noise is proposed as an alternative to the nonlinear PIC 6f
formulation.

XA02 03343
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Multiple-Scale Turbulence and Bifurcation

M. Yagi, Research Institute for Applied Mechanics, Kyushu University, Kasuga, Japan
Contact: yagiflriam.kyushu-u. ac.jp
Abstract: The turbulence composed of collective modes with different scale length is analyzed. The
drift-type fluctuations in the range of ion Lamor radius (TG, trapped particle modes, etc.) are called the
,semi-micro mode' and those in the range of electron skip depth are called the 'micro mode'. The nonlinear
interplay and transition among them, phase diagram and statistical properties are analyzed. Interactions
of the semi-micro and micro modes through inducing the zonal flow, in addition to direct one are also
analyzed based on direct nonlinear simulation.

XA0203344
TH/1-5

.

Interaction among Different Spatio-Temporal Scale Fluctuations through Zonal Flows

Y. Kishimoto, Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Naka, Japan
Contact: kishimoycffusion. naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: Zonal flows generated by fluctuations on some scale are expected to affect fluctuations on
other different scales in addition to regulating their own fluctuation level. Demonstrating a new role
of the zonal flow, we present new intermittent (and/or bursting) transport dynamics resulting from the
interaction among different spatio-temporal scale fluctuations through zonal flows. As an example, here we
discuss ITG turbulence embedded in a small scale ETC-driven zonal flow based on 3-dimensional gyro-fluid
simulations. We have found a new suppression mechanism of the long wavelength ITC mode by the smallscale ETC-driven zonal flow. The origin is from the radial non-local mode coupling and the associated
energy transfer between unstable long wavelength ITG modes and near marginal (and/or stable) short
wavelength modes through zonal flow. Besides the role of suppression of ITG turbulence, we have for
the first time observed intermittent and/or bursting behavior in the ion heat transport originating from
the complicated mutual interaction among ETC-driven zonal flows, ITC turbulence, and the associated
ITG-driven zonal flows.

TH/1-6

.

Instability and Transport Driven by Electron Temperature Gradient Close to Critical

Jiaqi Dong, Southwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, China
Contact: jiaqigNswip.ac. cn
Abstract: Electron temperature gradient (ETO) driven instability and turbulent transport in toroidal
plasmas is studied with gyrokinetic theory. The full electron kinetics including finite Larmor radius effects,
toroidal (curvature and magnetic gradient) drift motion is considered. The upgraded numerical scheme for
solving the integral eigenvalue equations allows the study of both growing and damping modes, and thus
direct calculation of critical gradient. A systematic parameter study is carried out for low beta(= plasma
pressure / magnetic pressure) circular flux surface equilibria. The behaviors of the modes and the transport
in the parameter regimes close to the threshold of the instability are emphasized. The scaling of the critical
gradient with respect to plasma parameters such as toroidicity and ratio of electron temperature over ion
temperature is given. Possible correlation between the unstable modes and experiments is discussed.
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A bstracts

Micro-stability and Transport Modeling of Internal Transport Barriers on JET.

X. Garbet, Association Euratom-CEA, Cadarache, France
Contact: grbetceca.fr
Abstract: Internal Transport Barriers (ITB's) in tokamnak plasmas are a promising way to achieve steadystate plasmas with good confinement properties in a fusion reactor. Despite a large activity in this field,
the formation and self-sustainment of barriers are still not well understood. The physics of ITB's in
JET has been investigated with various techniques, namely micro-stability analysis, profile modelling and
turbulence simulations. The calculation of linear growth rates show that the magnetic shear plays an
important role in the formation of the TB. The Shafranov shift, ratio of the ion to electron temperature,
and impurity content further improve the stability. However the ExB velocity shear is important for the
sustainment and the motion of the barrier. This picture is consistent with profile modelling and global fluid
simulations of electrostatic drift waves. Turbulence simulations also show that the formation mechanisms
are different for electron and ion barriers. Ion barriers are mainly due to the formation of a gap in the
density of low wavenumber resonant surfaces whereas electron barriers are rather due to a reversal of the
precession drift of trapped electrons.

XA0203347
TH/2-2
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A Continuum One

-

Dimensional SOC Model for Thermal Transport in Tokamaks

V. Tangri, Institute for Plasma Research, Gandhinagar, India
Contact: mit a~ipr.res. in
Abstract: We discuss here the adaptation of a well - known continuum model of SOC to the thermal
transport problem in tokamaks. The model consists of a coupled set of two evolution equations. The first
equation is the characteristic radial transport equation for the mean plasma temperature. The second
equation is an evolution equation for the thermal conductivity coefficient (associated with temperature
gradient instability) and exhibits a characteristic relaxation time, a source term which alternates between
two values (depending on the local value of temperature gradient) and hysterisis. Numerical studies of this
coupled set of equations illustrate many features of SOC like thermal transport in tokamaks such as profile
consistency, slow loading and fast unloading cycles of stored thermal energy, propagation of fast moving
fronts of enhanced transport through the discharge etc. The speed of propagating fronts are found to be
in excellent agreement with measurements on machines like doublet DIII-D.

TH/2-3

Anomalous Diffusion in Plasma Turbulence Models

XA0203348

B. A. Carreras, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Contact: carrerosbaflon1.goy
Abstract: To explore the character of the underlying transport in plasma turbulence, we have followed
the motion of tracer particles during the nonlinear evolution of 3-D turbulence models. Both the time
evolution of the moments of the distribution function of the tracer particle radial positions and the finitesize Lyapunov number are use to determine the anomalous diffusion exponent. The numerical results for
three different plasma turbulence models show that the transport mechanism is superdiffusive with an
anomalous diffusion exponent in the range (0.85, 0.92).

XA0203349
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TH/2-4 . Intermittency and Structures in Drift Wave Turbulence: Towards a Probabilistic Theory
of Anomalous Transport
E.J. Kim, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA, USA
Contact: pdiamond~physics.ucsd.edut

Abstract: There is now a plethora of evidence from simulation and experiment that plasma turbulence
is highly intermittent and turbulent transport has a fundamentally "bursty" character. Thus, one is
motivated to develop a probabilistic theory of plasma transport, focusing on the probability distribution
function (pdf) of flux, rather than anomalous transport coefficients. We present progress towards such
a theory of drift-wave turbulence and transport, as well as more general studies of structure formation.
Calculation of a pdf for the Reynolds stress in the Hasegawa-Mimna system is facilitated via the use of
path-integral methods, and found to depart from Gaussian. A simple model of drift-wave packet evolution
in the presence of a zonal flow is derived via analogy to self-organized criticality theory. Detailed studies
of streamer dynamics indicate that they form easily, and are able to robustly self-saturate. Investigation
of ETG turbulence has led to the novel idea of magnetic streamers as possible sources of efficient electron
thermal transport. Finally, a simple sandpile model utilizing a bistable cellular automoton rule has provided

intriguing insights into barrier formation.
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Convection and Enhanced Cross-Field Plasma Transport Near the MHD

V. P. Pastukhov, RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow, Russia
Contact: past~'nfi.kioe.i-u
Abstract: Results of theoretical study and computer simulations of nonlinear 2D convection induced by
a convective MHD instability near its threshold in FRC-like nonparaxial magnetic confinement system are
presented. An appropriate closed set of weakly nonideal reduced MAHD equations is derived to describe
the self-consistent plasma dynamics. It is shown that the convection forms nonlinear large scale stochastic
vortices (convective cells), which tend to restore and to maintain the marginally stable pressure profile and
result in an essentially nonlocal enhanced heat transport. A large amount of data on the structure of the
nascent convective flows is obtained and analyzed. The results obtained demonstrate various regimes of
the anomalous energy and density transport.

XA020335 1
TH/2-6
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Plasma and Momentum Transport Processes in the Vicinity of a Magnetic Island in a

K.C. Shaing, Engineering Physics Department, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI, USA
Contact: kshain9@facstaffwisc.edu
Abstract: In the vicinity of a magnetic island, the toroidal symmetry of the equilibrium magnetic field
strength B is broken in tokamaks due to the finite width of the island. The magnitude of the broken
symmetry is of the order of the square root of the perturbed magnetic field strength. This leads to
enhanced plasma transport in the vicinity of the island. The ratio of the symmetry-breaking-induced
heat flux to that of the banana regime flux can be significantly greater than unity in low collisionality
regimes. The magnitude of the island-induced transport fluxes can be comparable to that of the anomalous
transport fluxes. It is also shown that these symmetry-breaking-induced fluxes are driven by the toroidal
pressure tensor. The toroidal momentum can, thus, be affected. Island-induced fluxes can change the
toroidal rotation. Finally, the radial electric field in the vicinity of the island can be determined from the
momentum balance. We find the momentum equation is a nonlinear function of the radial electric field.
It can have bifurcated solutions. Thus, in the vicinity of a magnetic island, plasma confinement can have
high(H)-mode like phenomenon.

XA0203352
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ELMs and Constraints on the H-mode Pedestal: A Mlodel Based on Peeling-Ballooning

Modes
P. B. Snyder, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: snyderflfusion.gqat. corn
Abstract: Maximizing the pedestal height while maintaining acceptable ELMs is a key issue for optimizing tokamak performance. We present a model for ELMs and pedestal constraints based upon theoretical
analysis of edge instabilities which can limit the pedestal height and drive ELMs. Sharp pedestal pressure
gradients drive large bootstrap currents which play a complex dual role in the stability physics. Consequently, the dominant modes are often intermnediate-n coupled "peeling-ballooning" modes, driven both
by current and the pressure gradient. A highly efficient new MHD code, ELITE, is used to study these
modes, and calculate quantitative stability constraints on the pedestal, including direct constraints on the
pedestal height. A model of various ELM types is developed, and quantitatively compared to data from
several tokamaks. A number of observations agree with predictions, including ELM onset times, ELM
depth, and variation in pedestal height with discharge shape. Projections of pedestal stability constraints
for Next Step designs, and nonlinear simulations of peeling-ballooning modes using the BOUT code are
also presented. *ork supported by U.S. DOE under Grant DE-FGO3-95ER54309.

TH/4-1 Blobs and Cross-Field

Transport in the Tokarnak Edge Plasmas

S. . Krasheninnikov, University California San Diego, La Jolla, USA
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Contact: skrash~rnae.ucsd. edu
Abstract: Recent analysis of experimental data from different tokamaks suggests rather fast radial plasma
transport in the scrape of layer (SOL) having convective rather than diffusive character. One of the possible
mechanisms of fast convective plasma transport in the SOL can be associated with plasma blobs: coherent
structures extended along the magnetic field lines with density much higher than the ambient plasma
density in the far SOL. The origin of these blobs in the SOL can be plasma turbulence in the separatrix
region. We present the results of our studies of different aspects of fast non-diffusive plasma transport in
the SOL: a) simplified analytic theory of individual blob propagation, b) 2D and 3D) modeling of the blobs
with turbulence codes, and c) macroscopic transport modeling of the edge plasma transport in tokamaks.
'We show that our analytic estimate of the blob velocity and flux and density profiles being supported by
our 2D and 3D modeling of the edge plasma turbulence are in a good agreement with recent experimental
data. The results of our modeling of the DIII-D macroscopic edge plasma transport confirm the crucial

importance of convective transport for the edge plasma.
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TH/4-2

Electrostatic Turbulence and Transport with Stochastic Magnetic Field Lines

P. Beyer, Universit6 de Provence, Marseille, France
Contact: beyer~up.univ-mrs.fr

Abstract: Electrostatic turbulence and associated convective transport at the edge of a tokamak plasma
are strongly modified in a layer of stochastic magnetic field lines. Experimental observations during ergodic
divertor operation show a decrease of density fluctuations but no evidence of a change of the turbulent
cross field diffusivity. In this paper, the underlying mechanisms are studied using 3D numerical simulations
of flux driven resistive ballooning turbulence. Three key elements are found to determine transport due to
fluctuations in the stochastic layer: First, steady state eddies appear due to modified equilibrium pressure
and potential. Second, large scale pressure fluctuations decrease but small scale velocity fluctuations tend
to increase. Third, the poloidal plasma rotation is suppressed and zonal flows are reduced by an anomalous
friction. In total, the convective flux is not quenched by the magnetic field perturbation. The impact of
stochastic field lines on electrostatic turbulence is of interest for many experimental situations such as the
stochastic boundary of stellarators and transport in the vicinity of the separatrix of standard tokamnak
divertors.

XA0 203 35 5
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TH/4-3

Alfvdn Eigenmodes in Shear Reversed Plasmas

B. N. Breizman, University of Texas, Austin, TX, USA
Contact: breizman~mail.ut exas. edut
Abstract: Plasma configurations with shear reversal are known to be propitious for creating internal
transport barriers in tokamaks. Experiments on JT-60 and JET have shown that these configurations are
also prone to excitation of unusual Alfv~n eigenmodes by energetic particles. Surprisingly, these modes
emerge significantly below the TAE frequency gap, where one would expect them to be strongly damped.
The modes often appear in bunches and they exhibit a quasi-periodic pattern of predominantly upward
frequency sweeping (Alfv6n Cascades) as the safety factor q changes in time. This work presents a theory
that explains the key features of the observed unusual modes including their connection to TAE's as well
as the modifications of TAE's themselves near the shear reversal point. The developed theory has been
incorporated into a reduced numerical model and verified with full geometry codes. JET experimental
data on Alfv6n spectroscopy have been simulated to infer the mode numbers and the evolution of q,, in
the discharge. Work is currently underway on extending the numerical model to evaluate the mode growth
rates for realistic energetic particle distributions.

XA0203356
TH/4-4
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Collective Effects and Self-Consistent Energetic Particle Dynamics in Advanced Toka-

F. Zonca, Associazone EURATOM-ENEA sulla Fusione, Frascati, Italy
Contact: zonca~~frascati.enea.it
Abstract: In the present paper, we address the issue of fast ion and fusion product transport in conditions
that are typically relevant for burning plasmas operating in so called "Advanced Tokamak" regimes. Our
results have direct implications, e.g., on the choice of current profiles for ITER steady state operations. We
demonstrate that in a Tokamak equilibrium with hollow-q profile, in general, two types of EPM (Energetic
Particle Modes) gap modes may exist near the minimum-q surface and that EPM gap modes are described
by the same dispersion relation of the usual resonant EPMs with, however, different dominant damping
mechanisms. This work also presents a discussion of EPM stability and mode structures in connection
with energetic ion transport. Numerical simulations using a Hybrid MHD-Gyrokinetic Code (MGC),
demonstrate that very fast radial redistributions of energetic ions take place above the EPM excitation
threshold. These results are interpreted within the framework of non-linear phase space "hole" dynamics.
It is found that a "sensitive" parameter for tokamak equilibria with hollow-q profiles is q at the minimum-q
surface, higher q corresponding to larger particle transport.

TH/4-5 Field-Reversed Configuration (FRC) Equilibrium and Stability
D. C. Barnes, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA
Contact: dbarneslanl.gov
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Abstract: New results elucidating FRC equilibrium and stability are reported. Both prolate and oblate
configurations are considered. For prolate FRC's, macrostability is calculated incuding effects beyond
static MHD. Hall MHD gives a stability condition similar to an empirically-based limit. At finite TI,
gyroviscosity and resonant ion effects are included. Agreement between asymptotic theory of uniform
large elongation and full 3D computations is reported. Full 3D kinetic-ion calculations show resonant
ion destabilization and nonlinear saturation via wave-particle trapping. Advances in two-fluid equilibrium
with flow are reported. A Fourier-Beltramni state with two modes is has approximate equipartition between
flow and magnetic energy, and may explain experimentally, observed features. Effects of mirror-trapped
electrons near the field line ends is considered in both collisional and collisionless regimes, and found to
reduce growth rates significantly for elongation of 5 or greater. Oblate FRC's are shown to be interchange
stable for moderate separatrix pressure and to be accessible to formation by spheromak merging. Doublet
shaped FRC's are also being studied.

XA0203358
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TH/4-6

Predicting the Behaviour of Magnetic Reconnection Processes in Fusion Burning plasma
Experiments
F. Porcelli, Istituto Nazionale Fisica della Materia, Politecnico di Torino, Torino, Italy
Contact: porceltigpolito.it
Abstract: Magnetic reconnection in weakly collisional plasma regimes, that are relevant burning plasma
tokamak experiments, is discussed. In particular: 1) It is shown that the sawtooth crash time is determined
by, electron compressibility and the electron inertia skin depth; 2) Irreversibility in collisionless reconnection
is introduced by a spatial phase mixing process of conserved fields; 3) Driven reconnection in the vicinity of
a magnetic separatrix is discussed, and an interpretation of the VTF magnetic reconnection experiment at
MIT is offered; 4) Drift-tearing modes in weakly collisional regimes are shown to be stabilised by coupling
with drift-acoustic waves, which strikes a note of optimism as far as the stability of ITER-FEAT against
neoclassical tearing modes is concerned; 5) A further stabilising effect for these modes is shown to be
associated with sheared plasma flows; 6) Peculiar sawtooth traces in the FTU experiment may also be
interpreted in terms of non-rigid plasma rotation in the plasma cemntral region within the mixing radius.
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Nonlinear Simulation Studies of Tokamnaks and ST's

XA0203359

WV.Park, Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ, USA
Contact: urpark~pppl.gov
Abstract: The multilevel physics, parallel processing plasma simulation code, MSD has been used to
study tokamaks and ST's. MHD simulation of NSTX IRE's shows crashes similar to sawtooth crashes.
To explain a long saturated m=1 phase often seen in experiment, effects of strong sheared toroidal flow,
and non-MUHD effects are being studied. Sheared toroidal rotation can cause the density peak shifts
outward relative to the magnetic axis by 0.15 of the minor radius. Two-fluid effects does not change this
substantially, but the energetic particle anisotropy can further modify the density profile. These results are
generally consistent with experimental measurements. The linear growth rates of global internal modes are
typically reduced by several-folds due to sheared rotation. 3 nonlinear evolution of m= 1 mode shows that
saturation depends on various parameters including the momentum source rate. MUD studies of recent
tokamnak experiments with central current hole indicate that the current clamping is due to sawtooth like
crashes, but with n=0. Gyrokinetic hot particle/MUD1 hybrid studies of NSTX show the effects of fluid

compression on a fast ion-driven n=1 mode.
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TH/5-2

. Long Time Scale Plasma Dynamics Driven by the Double Tearing Mode in Reversed
Shear Plasmas

Y. Ishii, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Naka, Japan
Contact: ishiiyc~fusion.naka.jaeri.go.jp
Abstract: Linear stability and nonlinear behaviors of the double tearing mode (DTM) in reversed shear
plasmas are numerically studied, and the onset of the nonlinear instability of DTMI was newly found.
Resistive MUD analysis for JT-60U reversed shear plasmas shows that the DTM is the most unstable in
low beta region. By nonlinear simulations, it was found that the DTM can be nonlinearly destabilized
after the Rutherford-type phase with resistive time scale, in the case that the two resonance surfaces are
properly separated. The destabilization of DTM is originated by the formation of the highly localized
current point and the x-point structure through the triangular deformation of the magnetic islands. The
mode growth rate increases explosively and is almost independent on the resistivity. In toroidal plasmas,
multi-helicity modes make the stochastic magnetic region between the resonance surfaces. However, it
does not change the key physics of the nonlinear instability of DTM, that is, the formation of the x-point
structure and the current point. This two time scale process of DTM seems to qualitatively agree with the
experimental observations in JT-60U.

THEORY
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TH/6-1 . Nonlinear MilD Analysis for LHD) Plasmas
K. Ichiguchi, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: ichiguchg4nifs.ac.jp
Abstract: In recent experiments in the Large Helical Device, a stable plasma was observed beyond the
critical beta value predicted by the linear stability calculation. Local flattening of the pressure profile at
the resonant surfaces is one of the mechanism to understand the experimental results. In order to study the
generation of such locally flattened structure a nonlinear MHD1 calculation code has been developed. This
code solves the reduced MHD equations for the multi-hielicity perturbations in the toroidal configuration.
In a Mercier unstable equilibria, the pressure profile is deformed at the Mercier unstable region at the
nonlinear stage. This implies that the plasma is self-organized so that the ideal instability could be
saturated. The deformed profile shows not only the local structure around the resonant surfaces of the
dominant components but also the global structure in the radial direction. Hence, the cooperative behavior
of the modes is also important in the saturation. It will be studied comprehensively what kind of parameter
dominates the nonlinear state, such as the local flattening, broad deformation and internal disruption.

XA0203362
TH/6-2 . Constructing Integrable Full-Pressure Full-Current Free-Boundary Stellarator Magnetohydrodynamic Equilibrium Solutions.
S. R. Hudson, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: shudson~pppl.gov
Abstract: For stellarators to be feasible candidates for fusion power stations it is essential that the magnetic field lines lie on nested flux surfaces; however, the lack of a continuous symmetry implies that magnetic
islands, caused by Pfirsch-Schltiter currents, diamagnetic currents and resonant coil fields, are guaranteed
to exist. The challenge is to design the plasma and coils such that these effects cancel. Magnetic islands in
free-boundary full-pressure full-current stellarator magnetohydrodynamic equilibria are suppressed using
a procedure based on the PIES code Comp. Phys. Comm., 43:157, 1986] which iterates the equilibrium
equations to obtain the plasma equilibrium. At each iteration, changes to a Fourier representation of the
coil geometry are made to cancel resonant fields produced by the plasma. The changes are constrained to
lie in the nullspace of certain measures of engineering acceptability and kink stability. As the iterations
continue, the coil geometry and the plasma simultaneously converge to an equilibrium in which the island
content is negligible. The method is applied to a candidate plasma and coil design for NCSX [Phys. Plas.,
7:1911, 2000].

TH/6-3 . Nonlinear MHD Simulations of Spherical Tokamak and Helical PlasmasflfflllIIllllflflllfflllffll
T. Hayashi, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan

XA0203363

Contact: hayashilnifs. ac.yp
Abstract: Nonlinear MHD1 simulations on relaxation phenomena in spherical tokamak and helical plasmas, including 3D HINT equilibrium computations, are reported. 1. The dynamics of global relaxation
phenomena in spherical tokarnak have been revealed. We analyze the sawtooth and IRE. For the sawtooth
case, a new nonlinear triger mechanism is found, in which the n=1 activity in the core region is subsequently excited by development of higher n ballooning modes in the periphery region. The overall shape of

the torus surface does not change throughout the event. On the other hand, our previous simulations for
IRE show a large distortion of the torus. The differences arise from only slight discrepancies in the initial
profiles. 2. The 3 equilibrium code HINT, which does not assume the existence of magnetic surfaces,
is modified in a couple of directions to extend the functions. Based on a HINT equilibrium, nonlinear
evolution of instabilities is studied in a full 3D geometry of LHD. An initial phase of plasma deformations is dominated by medium-n resistive ballooning instability. In the later stage, a well-confined state is
recovered by having spontaneous evolution to a broader pressure profile.

XA0203364
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Theory and Observation of Compressional Alfvdn Eigenmodes in Low Aspect Ratio

Plasma

N.N. Gorelenkov, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ, USA
Contact: norelen~pppl.gov
Abstract: A new theory of radially and poloidally localized Compressional Alfv6n Eigenmodes (CAE) in
low aspect ratio plasma is reported. The theory is applied to identify recently observed instabilities in the
MxHz frequency range in National Spherical Torus experiments (NSTX). The frequency of observed CAEs
is correlated with the characteristic Alfv6n velocity of the plasma. The observed high frequency modes
are explained as CA~s driven by energetic beam ions. The CAB frequency is determined by the Alfv6n
frequency, at the mode location on the low field side of the plasma and is given approximately by WCAE =
VAmn/r, where m is the poloidal mode number, and r is the local minor radius. CA~s are destabilized by
free energy in the energetic ion velocity space gradient via Doppler shifted cyclotron resonance with beam
ions. Properties of the CAB instability driven by different NBI ion distributions are presented.

XA020336 5
TH/7-1Rb Fast Particle Destabilization of TAB Type Modes in NSTX, JT-60U and Planned
Burning Plasma Devices
C. Z. Cheng, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: fcheng~'pppl.gov
Abstract: In the paper we address the properties of fast ion driven TA~s and other Alfv~n eigenmodes
in NSTX and JT-60U, and in planned burning plasma devices of ITER, FIRE, and IGNITOR for the
US Next Step Option consideration. The study of Alfv6n instabilities is important because they could
enhance the loss of auxiliary heated fast ions and alpha particles in burning plasmas. For NSTX we will
present TAB results observed even for a modest NBJ power and compare the experimental results with
theoretical analysis. For JT-60U we will present theoretical interpretations for TAB experimental results
in normal shear discharges, and the measurement of q profile in the plasma core in terms of the observed
TAB frequencies. For the planned burning plasma devices we will present TAB stability analysis and
summarize the parameter domain where TA~s are expected to be unstable. The stability of TAB-type
modes and other Alfv6n eigenmodes are performed with numerical analysis employing global kinetic-MED
stability codes, a perturbative NOVA-K code and a non-perturbative NOVA-2 code, and a high-n code,
HINST code.

TH/8-1

On the Physics of Runaway Particles in JET and MAST

XA0203366

P. Helander, UKAEA, Culham. Science Centre, Abingdon, United Kingdom
Contact: per.helanderc~ukaea.org.uk
Abstract: In the first part of this paper, a kinetic theory is developed to explain observations of the
damping of post-disruption runaway electron currents in JET. It is shown that the damping of the current
carried by relativistic eletrons following a disruption cannot be explained by ordinary collisional friction.
Instead, pitch-angle scattering and the subsequent emission of synchrotron radiation play the key role in
regulating the current. These effects are treated mathematically by including the Abraham-Lorentz force
in the kinetic equation and solving the resulting initial-value problem by analytical approximation and by
Monte Carlo simulation. The second part of the paper is devoted to explaining the origin of suprathermal
ions observed in Ohmic MAST discharges following internal reconnection events. It is shown that these
observations can be understood in terms of runaway ion acceleration - a phenomenon predicted by Furth
and Rutherford in 1972, but not commonly noted in tokarnaks.

XA02 03367
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Monte Carlo 6f Simulations of Neoclassical Phenomena in Tokamak Plasmas

A. Bergmnann, Max-Planek-Institut fr
Contact: andreas.bergmanncgipp.mpg.de

Plasmaphysik, Garching, Germany

Abstract: Some important neoclassical phenomena are studied with drift-kinetic simulations of the ions:
the current which drives neoclassical tearing modes, the bootstrap current at a steep gradient, the energy
transport near the axis. The &f code HAGIS is used with pitch angle collisions modelled by a Monte
Carlo procedure. An equilibrium with circular cross section and (for the island modelling) a single helical
perturbation is considered, ITER- and AUG-like parameter are used. We find that the bootstrap current
in small islands does not vanish, the full current is observed if the island half-width is smaller than the orbit
width. The results can explain the scaling of the normalized beta at the onset of the NTMs in ASDEX
Upgrade. The polarization current due to the island rotation is studied as well and found to be small. In
the banana regime the bootstrap current at a steep pressure profile is reduced if the orbit width exceeds
the gradient length. The near axis energy transport is neither reduced nor much enhanced in plateau
regime, contrary to the banana regime.

XA0203368
TH/P1-02

Angular Momentum Generation: Theory and Recent Experiments

B. Coppi, ENFA, Frascati, Italy
Contact: mromanellififrascati.eneait
Abstract: Two of the key elements of the accretion theory of the angular momentum "generation" phenomenon in axisymmetric toroidal plasmas are the transfer of angular momentum to the surrounding
material wall by plasma modes excited at the edge of the plasma column and the transport of "negative" angular momentum toward the center of the plasma column by remnant ion temperature gradient
driven modes. The phase velocity of the edge scattering modes is expected to reverse direction in the
transition from poor confinement regime, for the ion thermal energy, to good confinement (e.g. H-regime).
Consequently the oppositely directed toroidal velocity within the plasma column also reverses. The relationship of this theory to recent experiments that have provided support for it is pointed out. The toroidal
analysis of the main elements of the theory, that involve the quasi-linear angular momentum pinch the
characteristics of the modes involved, the excited spectrum and the related transport coefficient for the
plasma thermal energy, is presented. The inadequacy of the neoclassical transport theory to explain the
experimental observations is also pointed out.

XA0203369
TH/P1-03 Investigations of the Role of Nonlinear Couplings in Structure Formation and Transport Regulation: Experiment, Simulation, and Theory
C. Holland, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, CA, USA
Contact: pdiamond~physics.ucsd.edut
Abstract: Understanding the physics of shear flow and structure formation in plasmas is a central problem
for the advancement of magnetic fusion. In this paper, we report on integrated experimental, comnputational, and theoretical studies of sheared zonal flows and radially extended convective cells. Based on
intriguing initial results suggesting increased levels of nonlinear coupling occur during L-H transitions,
we have undertaken a comprehensive study of bispectral quantities in fluid and gyrokinetic simulations.
Topics of study include locality and directionality of energy transfer, amplitude scaling, and parameter
dependences. We also present work investigating the role of structures in transport. Analysis of simulation
data indicates that the turbulent heat flux can be represented as an ensemble of "heat pulses" of varying
sizes, with a power law distribution. The slope of the power law is shown to determine global transport
scaling (i.e. Bohm or gyro-Bohm). Theoretical work studying the dynamics of the largest cells (termed
",streamers") is presented, as well as results from ongoing analysis studying connections between heat pulse
distribution and bispectral quantities.
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Canonical Profiles in Tokamaks

.

Yu. N. Dniestrovskij, Nuclear Fusion Institute, RRC 'Kurchatov Institute', M\oscow, Russia
Contact: lysenko(~nfi. kiae.ru
Abstract: We consider the problem of the canonical profiles for tokamak plasma with arbitrary crosssection, taking into account two principles: 1) the free plasma energy minimum with the constraint of
total current conservation and 2) the profile consistency. We deduce the Euler differential equation for the
canonical profile of p = 1/q with two types of the boundary conditions: soft and stiff. The soft conditions
correspond to the Kadomtsev solution for the circular cylinder. The stiff conditions describe a fast response
of the plasma over the whole cross-section on the edge impact. Using the canonical profile of the current
density, we calculate the critical gradients for the temperature, and create the transport model for the
electron and ion temperatures and density. We show that, when the aspect ratio is diminished, or when
the elongation increases, the canonical profiles become flatten. The similar tendency for the real profiles
of the electron temperature was found in analyzis of JET and START experiments. The obtained critical
gradients were used to analysis of the experiments in tokamaks with moderate and tight aspect ratios.

TH/P1-05

Gyrokinetic Simulations of Tokamak IMicroturbulence
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XA0203371I

W. Dorland, Imperial College, London, United Kingdom
Contact: bill. dorland~ic.ac. uk

Abstract: We present direct numerical simulations of electromagnetic microturbulence in magnetic confinement experiments, especially describing progress achieved with the GS2 code. Particular emphasis
is placed on the elucidation of the important physics of the nonlinear state, namely the roles of linear,
secondary and tertiary instabilities and the resulting implications for the scaling of anomalous transport
with, e.g., beta and collisionality. The parasitic instability model we present describes a wide range of
new simulation results, and has the advantange of offering a straightforward route to predicting key turbulence simulation results. We will also review progress made in the area of comparing nonlinear turbulence
simulations with experimental data.

XA0203372
TH/P1-06
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Integral Equation Based Stability Analysis of Short Wavelength Drift Modes in

A. Hirose, Plasma Physics Laboratory, Univ. of Sask., Saskatoon, Canada
Contact: akira.hirose~usask. ca
Abstract: A new short wavelength drift mode in tokamaks has been identified in stability analysis based
on fully kinetic, electromagnetic integral equation code. The wavelength regime is in the electron skin
depth and the instability is driven by toroidicity, electron temperature gradient, and magnetic shear. on
temperature gradient has stabilizing influence. Both ions and electrons participate in the instability in
nonadiabatic manner and the growth rate exhibits strong isotope effect being inversely proportional to the
ion mass. The instability is stabilized in negative shear regime. It does not require trapped electrons and
is resilient against finite beta stabilization.

XA0203373
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TH1/P1-07 . Confrontation of Heat Transport Models Against Tore Supra and JET High Performance Discharges
G. T. Hoang, Association Euratom-CEA, Saint Paul Lez Durance, France
Contact: gthoangc~cea.fr
Abstract: Some theoretical (ETG, ITG) and empirical heat transport models are tested against a wide
database of discharges heated with fast wave electron heating (FWEH) and discharges with combined
auxiliary heating schemes (NBI, ICRH, LHCD) exhibiting an internal transport barrier (ITB). Both the
interpretative and predictive transport are studied with the CRONOS code, which solves in a self-consistent
manner the whole system of transport equations together with the current diffusion equation, the plasma
equilibrium and sources. The results of the electron transport analysis strongly favor the electromagnetic
turbulent models. The ITB discharges are analyzed by including the effects of magnetic and ExB3 shears.
They are found to be satisfactorily simulated, in a pure predictive manner, by a mixed Bohm/gyroBohm
model. Futhermore, both the interpretative and predictive simulations clearly stress the role of the current
profile in the formation and robustness of the ITIs, consistent with the comprehensive analyses of drift
wave stability using a linear gyro-kinetic code.

XA 02 03 374
TH/P1-08

Gyrokinetic Global Analysis of Ion Temperature Gradient Driven Mode in Reversed
Shear Tokamaks
Y. Idomura, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Ibaraki, Japan
Contact: idomnuray~fusion.naka.jae-.go.jp
Abstract: The ion temperature gradient driven (ITG) mode in reactor relevant large tokamak parameters
(a/pi = 320 -460) is studied using a newly developed gyrokinetic toroidal particle code. From comprehensive global analyses over a wide range of an unstable toroidal mode number spectrum (n=0-100), it is found
that especially in reversed shear tokamaks, properties of the ITC mode are drastically changed through
ion heating and density peaking processes. If the ion temperature is sufficiently high, high-n modes, which
are much more unstable than low-n modes, are excluded from the q~i region of reversed shear tokamaks,
because of a geometry effect 1/r and the finite Larmor radius effect in an unstable condition in a wave
number space kp = nq(r)/rpi = 0.5. On the other hand, these global effects become weak in normal
shear tokamnaks, because the effects are compensated by monotonically increasing q(r). Residual low-n
global modes in the q.1 region show slab like feature, and their growth rates decrease by a peaked density
profile.

XA02 03375
TH/P1-09

Burning Plasma Projections Using Drift Wave Transport Models and Scalings for

the H-mode Pedestal
J. E. Kinsey, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, USA
Contact: kinseyr(Yfusion.gat. corn
Abstract: The GLF23 and Multi-Mode (MM)
transport models are used along with models for the
H-mode pedestal to predict the fusion performance for the ITER, FIRE, and IGNITOR tokamak designs.
The drift-wave based predictive models GLF23 and MMM reproduce the profiles in the plasma core in a
wide variety of tokamak discharges, even though they differ significantly in their response to temperature
gradient (stiffness). Recent gyro-kinetic simulations of ITG/TEM and ETG modes have been used to
renormalize the GLF23 model. The normalizing coefficients on the ITG/TEM modes are reduced by a
factor of 3.7 and the ETC mode coefficient is increased by factor of 4.8 in comparison with the original
model. The models for the pedestal temperature and density in type I EL~ly H-modes are based on
ballooning mode stability and theory-motivated scalings for the pedestal width. In these pedestal models,
which were calibrated against more than 500 data points from the International Pedestal Database, the
pedestal density is proportional to the average density and the pedestal temperature is inversely related to
density. *Work supported by U.S. DOE grants DE-F003-95ER54309, DE-FGO3-92ER54141, DE-F0C0292ER54 14.
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TH/P1-10O

General Fluid Theories, Variational Principles and Self-Organization

S. M. Mahajan, University of Texas, Austin, USA
Contact: mahajan~mail.uateas.eda
Abstract: This paper reports two distinct but related advances: (1) The development and application of
fluid theories that transcend conventional magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), in particular, theories that are
valid in the long-mean-free-path limit and in which pressure anisotropy, heat flow, and arbitrarily strong
sheared flows are treated consistently. (2) The discovery of new pressure-confining plasma configurations
that are self-organized relaxed states.

XA0203377
TH/P1-11

Creation and Dynamical Co-evolution of Electron and Ion Channel Transport Bar-

riers
D. E. Newmnan, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, USA
Contact: ffden~auafedal
Abstract: A wide variety of magnetic confinement devices have found transitions to an enhanced confinement regime. Simple dynamical models have been able to capture much of the dynamics of these
barriers however an open question has been the disconnected nature of the electron thermal transport
channel sometimes observed in the presence of a standard (on channel" barrier. By adding to simple
barrier model an evolution equation for electron fluctuations we can investigate the interaction between
the formation of the standard ion channel barrier and the somewhat less common electron channel barrier.
Barrier formation in the electron channel is even more sensitive to the alignment of the various gradients
making up the sheared radial electric field then the ion barrier is. Electron channel heat transport is found
to significantly increase after the formation of the ion channel barrier ut before the electron channel
barrier is formed. This increased transport is important in the barrier evolution.

XA0203378
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Characterisation of Temperature Gradient Driven Turbulence and Transport

M\. A. Ottaviani, Association EURATOM-CEA, Cadarache, France
Contact: mao~drfc. cad. cea.fr
Abstract: We report on extensive numerical studies aimed at characterising various aspects of temperature
gradient driven turbulence. We specifically discuss results from 3 fluid models of ETC and of ITG
turbuijence, and results from a 2+2D) gyrokinetic model of trapped ion turbulence. Global transport
exhibits gyro-Bohm scaling in both the ETG and the ITG model. The conductivity of the ETG model
decreases weakly~ with beta. The heat transport is due to the EXB3 advection, the effect of the magnetic
flutter is negligible. However the transport level is much lower than experimentally observed. In both 3D)
models the correlation lengths scale with the gyroradius, ut they are typically a factor 10 larger. Vortices
are elongated but their aspect ratio is independent of the gyroradius. Their radial size is limited by LD.
The trapped ion model gives larger vortices due to the absence of LD from passing ions. Avalanches are
observed in all the models, the weakest occurring in the ITG system. Their range increases with gyroradius,
but more weakly than linearly. Finally, ZFs can limit the range of the avalanches, which explains why
avalanches are weaker in the ITG model which is more sensitive to ZWs.

XA0203379
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TH/P1-13
Large-Scale Gyrokinetic Trbulence Simulations with Kinetic Electrons from the
Summit Framework
S. E. Parker, Department of Physics, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, USA
Contact:. sparkerY~colorado.edu
Abstract: Kinetic electron physics is currently a primary challenge in the simulation of magnetic fusion
turbulence and transport. A new kinetic electron model that uses a generalized split-weight scheme, where
the adiabatic part is adjustable, along with a parallel canonical momentum formulation has been developed
in three-dimensional toroidal geometry. This model includes electron-ion and ion-ion collisional effects and
has been linearly benchmarked. It is found that for 11-mode parameters, kinetic electrons increase linear
ITG growth rate and there is a corresponding decrease in the critical ion temperature gradient due to
trapped-electron drive. However, a nonlinear up-shift in the critical gradient or a super critical region still
persists. The nonlinear energy flux increases more dramatically than the linear growth rate. However,
the linear behavior of the zonal flow is little affected by kinetic electrons. The turbulent wave number
spectrum is less dominated by purely radial zonal flow modes when kinetic electrons are included. All
the gyrokinetic simulation work reported here is being carried out jointly through an open-source project

XA0203380
TH/P1-14
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Short Wavelength Temperature Gradient Driven Modes in Tokamak Plasmas

A. Smolyakov, Department of Physics and Engineering Physics, University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Canada
Contact: smolyakovts ask. usask. ca
Abstract: In this work we report on short wavelength temperature gradient driven modes that are
unstable for large values of the Larmor radius parameter. A new instability is found in this region due
to the non-Boltzmann plasma density response for modes whose frequency increases with the wave vector
slower than a linear function. Instability is investigated with local and non-local differential equation
eigen-mode analysis and confirmed with analytical model. Mode extends over to the region of the electron
skin-depth and affects the electron energy transport. In toroidal plasma short wavelength modes match to
the ubiquitous mode requiring trapped electrons.

XA020338 1
TH/P1-15
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Minimum Energy State of Plasmas with an Internal Transport Barrier

T. Tamano, Self-employed, Tokyo, Japan
Contact: tamanogmaill.accsnet.ne.jp
Abstract: In a toroidally symmetric tokamak system, total toroidal angular momentum is conserved.
Total particle and total energy, i.e., a sum of total kinetic and potential energies, may also be conserved in
the same time scale. At the FEC 2000 we reported that profiles of the tokamak plasmas with an internal
transport barrier (ITB) are explained by the minimum (or maximum) conditions obtained by the first order
variation method under the constraint of their conservation. However, the physical mechanism presented
at that time was not very solid. Since then, studies on second order variations and further analysis of
DIII-D and JT-60U experimental data have revealed that ITB plasmnas correspond to the minimum energy
state under the constraint while L-mode plasmas without ITB do not. Since the condition for the minimum
energy state gives very specific relations between the density and toroidal rotation profiles, it is likely that
the ITB plasmas are self-organized. This explains stiff profiles for ITB plasmas claimed in many tokamak
devices. In this paper we present the theoretical conditions for the minimum energy state and the results
of their tests against the actual plasmas with/without ITB.

XA0203382
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Theory of Cross Phase-Induced Transport Suppression in Strongly Sheared Plow

P. WV.Terry, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, USA
Contact: pwterryflfacstaffwisc. edu
Abstract:. Theoretical work is described that elucidates the critical role played by the cross phase between
transport-causing fluctuations in transport barriers. This work details how the cross phase contributes to
flux reduction in the presence of flow shear, and accounts for a number of experimental observations that
cannot be understood solely in terms of the response of fluctuation magnitudes. It is found that 1) in
collisionless trapped electron mode turbulence the cross phase, particle flux, growth rate, and nonlinear
coupling all depend on the density-potential correlation, and hence all decrease with flow shear. The
decrease of growth rate and nonlinear coupling offset in the saturation balance, leaving fluctuation levels
largely unchanged. 2) In strong shear, the cross phase for an advected scalar responds more strongly to flow
shear than do the amplitudes, allowing cross-phase suppression to dominate the flux reduction produced
by flow shear. 3) The interplay of magnetic shear and flow shear inhomogeneities can lead to localized
regions of negative cross phase, and therefore inward flux. All three of these types of behavior are observed
in experiment.

XA0203383
TH/P1-17. Nonlinear Diffusion Regimes in Stochastic Magnetic Fields
M. Vlad, Association Euratom - NASTI (MER) Romania, National Institute of Laser Plasma and
Radiation Physics, Bucharest, Romania
Contact: madigPifin.nipne. ro
Abstract: The problem of anomalous transport induced by the presence of a stochastic magnetic field in a
tokamak plasma is studied in the frame of test particle approach. Particle collisions are taken into account
together with the nonlinearity determined by the finite perpendicular correlation length of the stochastic
magnetic field. The latter leads to the dynamical trapping of the magnetic lines, which are constrained to
wind around stochastic magnetic islands. Using the decorrelation trajectory method we have determined
the effective running diffusion coefficient for given parameters of the stochastic magnetic field and of the
collisional diffusion along and across the confining magnetic field. We have shown that the interaction of
particle collisions with magnetic line trapping determines a new anomalous transport regime in which the
increase of particle cross-field collisional diffusion leads to the decrease of the effective diffusion coefficient.

XA0203384
TH/P1-18

Shear Flow Generation due to Electromagnetic Instabilities

MX.Wakatani, Graduate School of Energy Science, Kyoto University, Uji, Japan
Contact: wakataniflenergy.kyo to-u. ac.jp
Abstract: Saturation mechanism for electromagnetic instabilities such as resistive drift-Alfv6n modes
(RDAI~,s) and resistive wall modes (RWMs) has been studied by solving nonlinear fluid model equations
in cylindrical plasmas. For suppressing nonlinear growth of these modes poloidal shear flows are essential.
However, the M\axwell stress due to magnetic fluctuations has a tendency to reduce the generation of
poloidal flow and may change nonlinear behavior of these instabilities expected from linear properties.
For weakly unstable RDAMs a stationary poloidal flow is achieved, although an oscillatory behavior is
obtained for fairly unstable cases. For RWNs the Maxwell stress becomes dominant and an initial poloidal
flow almost disappears near a rational surface particularly when a resistive wall is close to a main plasma.
In case that the resistive wall is not close, stabilization of RW~ due to a poloidal flow remains.
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Comprehensive Gyrokinetic Simulation of Tokamak Turbulence at Finite Relative

Gyroradius
R. F. Waltz, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: waltz~fusion.yat. corn
Abstract: A continuum gyrokinetic code GYRO has been developed to comprehensively simulate turbulent transport in actual experimental profiles and allow direct quantitative comparisons to the experimental
transport flows. GYRO not only treats ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode turbulence, but also trapped
and passing electrons with collisions and finite beta, with real geometry. Importantly the code operates at
finite relative gyroradius (p*) so as to treat the profile shear stabilization effects which break gyroBohm
scaling. The code operates in a cyclic flux tube limit which allows only gyroBohm scaling and a noncylic
radial annulus with physical profile variation. The later requires an adaptive source to maintain equilibrium profiles. Simple JTG simulations demonstrate the broken gyroBohm scaling paradigm of Garbet and
Waltz [Phy. Plasmas 3, 1898 (1996)]. Since broken gyroBohm scaling depends on rotational velocity shear
rates competing with actual mode growth rates, direct comprehensive simulations of the DLHI-D p* L-mode
experiments are presented as a quantitative test of gyrokinetics and the paradigm. *Work supported by
U.S. DOE under Grant No. DE-FGO3-95ER54309.

TH/P1.20 Effects of the Safety Factor onl Ion Temperature Gradient
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XA0203386

A.K. Wang, Southwestern Institute of Physics, Chengdu, China
Contact: akwang~swip. ac. cn

Abstract: A model for the ion temperature gradient (TG) driven-instibility is derived from Braginskii
magnetohydrodynamic equation of ions. The safety factor in toroidal plasma is introduced into the model
through the current density. The effects of safety factor or current density on both the instability in
perpendicular and parallel wavenumber spectra and the critical stability thresholds are studied. It is shown
that the significant value of the safety factor plays an important role in stabilizing the ITG instability.

XA0203387
TH/P1-21

The Minimum Dissipation States for Tokamaks

Cheng Zhang, Institute of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Science, llefei, China
Contact: czhang~rnail.ipp. ac. cn
Abstract: The principle of minimum dissipation rate subject to helicity and energy balance is applied
to tokamak with arbitrary aspect ratio. For a set of given parameters and boundary conditions, the
self-consistent solutions of whole resulted Euler-Lagrange equations as well as both helicity and energy
balance equations are obtained numerically in cylindrical coordinate with cross section assumed a rectangle.
Applied electric field and boundary toroidal magnetic field is assumed to be in inverse proportion to r.
We found that the minimum dissipation states give some typical current profile modes and some forms
are obtained in recent experiments. Each current profile modes are achieved by adjusting controllable
parameters such as plasma resistivity, boundary toroidal magnetic field or boundary electric field. Here we
present two typical theoretical forms for NSTX dimensions. One peaks in edge region of high field side and
the other peaks in central region on equatorial plane. We also obtained the current profile with reversed
shear and the current may have a hole or even reverse in the central part in some parameter regions as
shown in paper.
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Theoretical Investigation of Field-Line Quality in a Driven Splieromak

R. H. Cohen, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, USA
Contact: rcohen~llnl.gov
Abstract: The ability of a spheromak to confine heat while current is injected to balance Ohmic dissipation
depends on the quality of the magnetic field lines. We describe several approaches to prediction and
assessment of field-line quality. Nonlinear resistive-MHD simulations are performed with NIROD and a
Galerkin code. NIROD results for the SSPX Experiment agree semi-quantitatively on many features,
and show strongly driven spheromaks to have stochastic field lines; field-line quality is improved with
weak drive, bias coils, or cyclic operation. Mercier analysis of SSPX indicates operation near marginal
stability. DCON stability comparisons are also shown. The Connor-Taylor scaling analysis of confinement
in stochastic fields of an RFP has been repeated for a spheromak equilibrium. A calculation of current
diffusion in a magnetic field tangled by tearing modes is presented, as are results for flux amplification from
a free-boundary MHDII equilibrium calculation with hyper-resistivity. The consequences of strictly parallel
transport are explored, and points of contact with experimental results found. A theory is presented for
the use of hot electrons as a probe of field-line quality.

XA0203389
TH/P2-02

Effect of Beta and Collisionality on the Vacuum Magnetic Field Islands in Stellarators

L. Garcia, Universidad Carlos III, Madrid, Spain
Contact: lgarciagifis.uc~m.es
Abstract: In the LUD plasma discharges, it has been observed that the size of an externally imposed
island with mode number (m = 1, n = 1) decreases when the collissionality and beta at the island location
are small. However, high collisionality and beta increase their size. We have used the resistive pressure
gradient driven instability model to study. the effect of the presence of plasma on the vacuum island, and
under what conditions the island is amplified or reduced. Starting with a set of reference parameters, we
have varied these parameters by increasing (or decreasing) either the density or the electron temperature.
These scans lead to very different results. When beta increase because of the increase in density so does
the island width. However, in the case that beta is increase by increasing the electron temperature, we
observe a decrease in the island width. In the first scan, collisionality increases with beta while, in the
second scan, the opposite happens. Therefore, although the effect of beta is to increase the island size, as
the collisionality is reduced, the island width is reduced. These results seem to reflect some of the behavior
observed in the LHD device.

XA0203390
TH/P2-03 Geometrical Improvements of Rotational Stabilization of High-n Ballooning Modes
in Tokamaks
M. Furukawa, Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Naka-gun, Japan
Contact: furukawm~4fusion.naka.jaeri._o.jp
Abstract: We have found that damping phases appear in the time evolution of the perturbation energy
by solving the high-n (n: toroidal mode number) ballooning equations including toroidal flows numerically
as an initial-value problem. The damping plays a crucial role for the shear-flow stabilization, which have
not been mentioned before. Particularly, D-shaping is found to enhance the damping, which results in
significant improvement of stability. This is favorable for tokamaks aiming at high beta. If the rotational
shear (normalized by Alfv6n frequency) is raised to 0.03 (high but same order of magnitude compared
to experimental values) in a D-shaped tokamak with the aspect ratio 4.25, the ellipticity 1.6, and the
triangularity 0.6, the critical pressure gradient becomes 40% larger than that in a static plasma.
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Dissipative Drift Ballooning Instabilities in Tokamak Plasmas

R. J. Hastie, Cuiham Science Centre (also MIT PSFC and Imperial College), Abington, United
Kingdom
Contact: im. hastie~ukaea.org. uk
Abstract: The linear stability of high-toroidal-number drift-ballooning modes in tokamaks is investigated
with a model that includes resistive and viscous dissipation, and assumes the mode frequency to be
comparable to both the sound and diamagnetic frequencies. The coupled effect of ion drift waves and
electron drift-acoustic waves is shown to be important, resulting in destabilization over an intermediate
range of toroidal mode numbers. The formalism includes both the "delta-prime" driven and the "locallypressure-gradient-driven" (or Carreras-Diamond) classes of resistive modes. The plasma parameters where
the assumed orderings hold would be applicable to the edge conditions in present day tokamaks, so these
instabilities might be related to the observed quasi-coherent edge-localized fluctuations.
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Dynamics of Tokamak Plasmas on Multiple Time Scales

S.F. Kruger, SAIC, San Diego, CA, USA
Contact: krugersc~saic.corn
Abstract: Two types of nonlinear simulations using the NIMROD code are presented. In the first
simulation, we model the disruption occurring in DIII-D discharge 87009 as an ideal MHD instability driven
unstable by neutral-beam heating. The mode grows faster than exponential, but on a time scale that is
a hybrid of the heating rate and the ideal MHD growth rate as predicted by analytic theory. The scaling
continues well into the nonlinear regime including times where the field lines become rapidly stochastic.
The second type of simulations, which occur on a much longer time scale, focus on the neoclassical tearing
mode. A new closure has been implemented into NIMROD which incorporates the most salient features
of neoclassical physics relevant for these modes: poloidal flow damping, enhancement of the polarization
current, and perturbed bootstrap current. The new closure successfully reproduces the required analytic
stability limits and is computationally tractable unlike more for Chew-Goldberger-Low-type formulations.
The results of both simulations are reviewed and their implications for experiments are discussed.

XA0203393
TH/P2-06 . Long-Wavelength Instability of Periodic Flows and Whistler Waves in Electron Magnetohydrodynamics
V. P. Lakhin, RRC "Kurchatov Institute", Nuclear Fusion Institute, Moscow, Russia
Contact: vplakhingmtu-net. ru
Abstract: It is known that at some critical amplitude both periodic flows in fluids and the drift waves
in magnetized plasma become unstable with respect to long-wavelength perturbations. Such secondary
instabilities result in the generation of large-scale structures which play a significant role in such important
physical phenomena as an enhanced transport and self-organization. In z-pinches, plasma erosion switches,
and possibly in tokarnaks with an intensive ECR heating the phenomena on small time and space scales
when only the electron motions play a role and the ions form an immobile background could be important.
In the present report stability analysis of periodic flows and whistler waves with respect to long-wavelength
perturbations within the framework of dissipative electron magnetohydrodynamics is presented. Several
types of flows (non-helical, isotropic helical, and anisotropic helical) and whistler waves are considered. It
is shown that the destabilizing effect on the long-wavelength perturbations is due to either flow anisotropy
(the negative resistivity effect) or its helicity.
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The Instability Criterion for Ideal and Resistive MUD Modes

Ding Li, University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, China
Contact: di~ustc. edt. cit
Abstract: The instability criterions for ideal helical perturbation and resistive kink/tearing modes are
derived for arbitrary q profile. It is found that the q=1 mode can be unstable only within the q=1 surface
in positive shear plasma. The instability region is enlarged as qo decreases and/or the current density is
flatted. The instability can be completely suppressed in the reverse shear plasma for peaked, and flatted
current profile. The q>1 modes are stable in the plasma core and marginal stable within the rational
surface in the positive shear plasma. They become more stable in the plasma core and still marginal stable
around the rational surface in the reversed shear plasma. It is shown that in the positive shear plasma,
the q=1, 5/4, 4/3, 3/2 and 2/1 modes are in turn destabilized and becomes dominant unstable mode as
qo increases for fixed qa. In the reversed shear plasma, all the q= 1 and q> 1 modes can be stable when
qO<l. The q=1 and q>1 modes in turn becomes unstable as qo(>1) increases. At first, the inner branch
is stable while the outer branch weakly unstable. Then, the both branches can become strongly unstable

as qO increases.1111010lD11111110111111111
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TH/P2-08 Two-Fluid and Nonlinear Effects of Tearing and Pressure-Driven Resistive Modes in
Reversed Field Pinches
V. V. Mirnov, University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA
Contact: vvmimrov~facstaff.wisc. edut
Abstract: Large-scale tearing instabilities have long been considered to underlie transport and dynamo
processes in the reversed field pinch (RFP). The vast majority of theoretical and computational IRFP
work has focused on pressureless, single-fluid MHD in cylindrical plasmas driven solely by a toroidal
electric field. We report results of five investigations covering two-fluid dynamos, toroidal nonlinear MUHD
computation, nonlinear computation of Oscillating Field Current Drive (OFCD), the effect of shear flow
on tearing instability, and the effect of pressure on resistive instability. The key findings are: (1) two-fluid
dynamo arising from the Hall term is much larger than the standard MHD dynamo present in a singlefluid treatment, (2) geometric coupling from toroidicity precludes the occurrence of laminar single helicity
states, except for nonreversed plasmas, (3)OFCD, a form of AC helicity injection, can sustain the RFP?
plasma current, although magnetic fluctuations are enhanced, (4) edge shear flow can destabilize the edge
resonant m = 0 modes, which occur as spikes in experiment, and (5) pressure driven modes are resistive
at low beta, only becoming ideal at extremely high beta.

TH/P2-09

Kelvin-Helmnholtz Instability and Kinetic Internal Kink Modes in Tokamnaks

H. Naitou, Faculty of Engineering, Yamnaguchi University, Ube, Japan
Contact: naitou 0plasma.eee. yamaguchi-t. ac.jp
Abstract: The mz=1 and n=1 kinetic internal kink (KIK) mode with a nonuniform density profile is
studied by the cylindrical version of the gyro-reduced-MUD code which is one of the extended MUD codes
being able to treat the physics beyond resistive MUD. Electron inertia and electron finite temperature
effects are crucial. The linear mode structure of KIK mode includes the sheared poloidal flow with m=1,
which excites the vortexes due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability. We have found that there is
a strong coupling between the KIK mode and the K-H mode even in the early nonlinear stage of KIK
instability in which the width of the m=1 magnetic island is sufficiently small.

XA0203396
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MHD Equilibrium and Pressure Driven Instability in L=1 Heliotron Plasmas

Y. Nakamnura, Graduate School of Energy Science, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
Contact: nakamuragenerqy.kyoto-u. ac.jp
Abstract: Free boundary MHD equilibrium properties of Heliotron J are investigated by VMEC, HINT
and PIES codes, and ideal MHD stability properties are studied by the Mercier criterion, the ballooning
mode equation and CAS3D global stability code. It is shown by the equilibrium calculation that the
change of plasma boundary shape is substantial in a low shear helical system even if the beta is relatively
low. Comparison between PIES results and HINT results is shown. From the stability analysis, good
correlation is found between local and global analyses for the 3D or helical ballooning mode whose mode
structure shows strong poloidal and toroidal mode couplings. In the 3 ballooning mode, the eigenmode
is localized in a flux tube. It is also found that the positive shear of the rotational transform is favorable
for the 3D ballooning mode stability in a low shear helical system. The role of the magnetic shear on the
3D3 ballooning mode in a low shear helical system is clarified.

XA0203398
TH/P2-1 1 Profile Relaxation and Tilt Instability in a Field-Reversed Configuration
H. Olitani, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: ohtani~toki.theory. nifs. ac.jp
Abstract: We perform two dimensional electromagnetic particle simulation to investigate the profile
relaxation from an MHD equilibrium to a kinetic one and to clarify the physical property of the kinetic
equilibrium in the field-reversed configuration. The radial oscillation is excited in order to relax an excess
energy in the MHD equilibrium. After this profile oscillation, the system spontaneously relaxes toward a
kinetic equilibrium, in which the electron current profile becomes hollow as a result of the combined effects
of the gradient B drift near the null point and the ExB3 drift generated by the ion finite Larmor radius
effect near the magnetic separatrix. On the other hand, the ion current profile becomes peaked due to the
effect of the ion meandering orbit near the null point. We also study the stability of the obtained kinetic
equilibrium against the tilt mode by means of three dimensional full electromagnetic particle simulation.
It is found that the growth rate of the tilt instability in the case of the hollow current profile is smaller
than that in the case of the peaked current profile.

TH/P2-12 Nonlinear

M11ID and

Energetic Particle Modes in Stellarators

H.R. Strauss, New York University, New York, NY, USA
Contact: uwpark~pppl.gov
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Abstract: The M3D) code has been applied to ideal, resistive, two fluid, and hybrid simulations of compact
quasi axisymmetric stellarators. When beta exceeds a threshold, low poloidal mode number (m = 6 18)
modes grow exponentially, clearly distinguishable from the equilibrium evolution. Simulations of NCSX
have beta limits are significantly higher than the infinite mode number ballooning limits. In the presence of
resistivity, these modes occur well below the ideal limit. Their growth rate scaling with resistivity is similar
to tearing modes. With sufficient viscosity, the growth rate becomes slow enough to allow calculations
of magnetic island evolution. Hybrid gyrokinetic simulations with energetic particles indicate that global
shear Alfv6n TAE - like modes can be destabilized in stellarators. Computations in a two - period compact
stellarator obtained a predominantly n = 1 toroidal mode with about the expected TAE frequency. Work
is in progress to study fast ion-driven Alfv6n modes in NCSX.

XA0203400
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Further Developments of the Edge Transport Simulation Package, SOLPS

D. P. Coster, Max Planek Institute for Plasma Physics, Garching, Germany
Contact: dpc~ipp.mpg. de
Abstract: The development of the SOLPS suite of codes (B2-Eirene + others) in the last two years is
covered. Important issues are: the determination of the anomalous radial transport directly from the
experiment, as well as by coupling to turbulence codes; the extension of the drift & current model in B2,
and new results for the L-H1 transition; the development of a new version of B2 including grid refinement;
some modelling results on compression and in/out target asymmetry.

XA0203401
TH/P2-14.- Theoretical Analysis of Long Range Turbulent Transport in the Scrape-Off-Layer
Ph. Ghendrih, Association Euratom-CEA, Cadarache, France
Contact: ghendrihcdrfc.cad. cea.fr
Abstract: Flux driven SOL turbulence and its impact on ELM relaxation, main chamber recycling and
probe measurements are addressed in this paper. A significant fraction of the flux (44 %) is found to be
due to rare events with long-range ballistic transport ( 0.10 in). The average density profile exhibits an
exponential fall-off of

(-

0.03

in).

Simulations of a probe measurement of the ion saturation current show

that measurements of the ion saturation current and its fluctuations can be distorted. The measurement
of the ion saturation current is "recovered" when the probe tip is small (< 3 Larmor radii). Although
the spectrum of the fluctuations is little affected, one finds that most of the large intermittent events are
not measured. The probe underestimates the bursty feature of cross-field transport. In the simulations,
control of turbulent cross-field transport has been achieved with wall biasing. Shearing of the avalanches
is readily observed. This provides a means to reduce plasma-wall interaction in the main chamber.

XA0203402
TH/P2-15
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High Mach Flow Associated with Plasma Detachment in JT-60U

A. Hatavamna, Keio University, Yokohama, Japan
Contact: akhgppl. appi.keio. ac.jp
Abstract: Recent new results of the high Mach flows associated with plasma detachment are presented on
the basis of numerical simulations and their comparisons with experiments in JT-60U divertor plasma. The
high Mach flows appear near the ionization front away from the target plate. The plasma static pressure
rapidly drops, while the total pressure is kept almost constant along the field line near the ionization front,
because the ionization front near the X-point is clearly separated from the momentum loss region near the
target plate. Redistribution from static to dynamic pressure without a large momentum loss is confirmed
to be a possible mechanism of the high Mach flows. It has been also shown for the first time that the
radial structure of the high Mach flow near the X point away from the target plate has a strong correlation
with the DOD (Degree of Detachment) at the target plate. Also, we have made systematic analyses on
the high Mach flows for both the "Open" geometry and the "W-shaped" geometry of JT-60U in order to
clarify the geometric effects on the flows. The divertor geometry strongly affects the radial profile of the
high Mach flows.

XA0203403
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Strategies in Edge Plasma Simulation Using Adaptive Dynamic Nodalisation Tech-

niques
A. Kainz, ARCS, Seibersdorf, Austria
Contact: geert. weimarnn~arcs.ac. at
Abstract: Edge plasma steady-state and transient problems can be treated requiring accurate discretization techniques, like the propagation of sharp or abrupt changes of properties. The 2D)-Fite Element mesh
generator developed produces adaptive unstructured grids from flux surface characteristics. Finite Volume
(FV) use such structured grids, and utilize recently adaptive unstructured grids for both Finite Element
(FE) and FM methods as well. The initial mesh's quadrilateral elements are generated automatically and
interactive generator extensions allow changes to edges following approximately equipotential lines and
lines of slope. Element-connectivity-requirements of various solvers and propagation effects of refinement
and coarsening are controlled. Methods of realignment are introduced to preserve refinement of front areas
and alignment to the magnetic field. For common mesh handling features of FE/FMV packages, variants
have been added to the basic generation tool. Other enhancements include transition elements, triangular
grid options which can be modified by the basic adaptation/realignment techniques, complex shapes can

be treated this way.
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Edge Pedestal and E, Layer Formation by X-transport in a Diverted Tokamak

C. S. Chang, New York University, New York, USA
Contact: cschangc~cims.nyu. edua
Abstract: X-transport is a non-tokamak type of collisional non-ambipolar transport localized to the Xregion, caused by a lack of poloidal magnetic field. It is a baseline source of strong edge pedestal and
Er-layer formation in a diverted tokamak. Since the last report, a new Monte Carlo guiding center code
has been developed for a detailed study of the X-transport, including the plasma pedestal formation and
flow development in the plasma edge. We will use the new results to shed light on many of the unresolved
observations in the edge pedestal and H-mode experiments. Detailed physical processes in the density and
temperature pedestal formation will be presented, among others. We will also compare the pedestal and
Er-.layer formation (and implication to H-mode transitions) between a compact tokamak and an ordinary
tokamnak.

XA0203405
TH/P3-02 . Enhanced Confinement Phenomenology in Magnetic Fusion Plasmas: Is It Unique
in Physics?
R. 0. Dendy, EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association, Cuiham, Abingdon, United Kingdom
Contact: richard.dendy~ukaea.org.uk
Abstract: There is substantial experimental evidence that simple diffusive models for turbulent transport
are insufficient to produce all the confinement phenomena observed in tokamaks. This paper reports on the
emerging linkage between rapid, nonlocal, nondiffusive transport and overall confinement phenomenology
including edge pedestals, enhanced confinement, ELMs, and internal transport barriers. Modern statistical
physics techniques are used to construct simple models that generate many of the distinctive elements
of global tokamnak confinement phenomenology. The similarities are deep and are quantified. These
results imply that current observations of avalanching transport in tokamaks may be deeply linked to
the fundamental global features of tokamak plasma confinement.

XA 02 034 06
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Effect of Poloidal Density Variation of Neutral Atoms on the Tokamak Edge

T. M. Fiildp, Chalmners University of Technology, Gbteborg, Sweden
Contact: tundefrelmagn. chalmers.sat
Abstract: The presence of neutral atoms in the tokamak edge affects the radial electric field and plasma
flow velocity through charge exchange interactions. The effect of the neutral atoms is more important
than neoclassical processes if the fraction of atoms in the plasma exceeds about ic?- 4 , as is typical in the
plasma edge region, just inside the separatrix. In the present work, it is shown that these effects depend
sensitively on the poloidal location of the atoms, especially in a spherical tokamak. It is found that the
radial electric field and toroidal flow velocity in a collisional edge plasma tend to be larger if the atoms are
concentrated on the inboard side rather than on the outboard side. This effect may offer an explanation
for recent observations on MAST and COMPASS indicating easier H-mode access when gas is puffed from
the inboard side of the tokamak.

XA0203407
TH/P3-04. On the Theory of Improved Confinement due to Stationary Multifaceted Asymmetric
Radiation from the Edge
J. J. E. Henrera, Instituto de Ciencias Nucleares, Universidad Nacional Autdnoma de M6xico,
Mexico City, Mexico
Contact: herrera~nuclecu.unam.mxr

Abstract: Nliltifaceted asymmetric radiation from the edge (MARFE's) are toroidally symmetric and
poloidally. asymmetric radiation bands that occur in tokamnaks as a result of a thermal instability, originated
by, radiation losses. It was observed in TF7TR and TEXTOR that they formed as density was increased,
and impurities concentrated on the edge. Under certain circumstances, they could evolve into weakly
poloidal symmetric structures that cooled the edge of the plasma to a few tens of eV, thus leading to
detachment from the limiter. Although non-stationary MARFE's are often precursors of disruptions, the
use of a stochastic divertor in TORE-SUPRA, and of feedback controlled gas-puff in HT-7 have proved the
existence of stationary, MARFE's. Their appearance has been found to depend strongly on the impurity
content of the plasma. They trigger internal transport barriers, observed in the electron temperature
proffles. The purpose of this work is: to take into account the edge control in order to understand the
sustainment of stationary, MARFE's, and to propose non-local mechanisms that can explain the formation
of internal transport barriers.

TH/P3-05 Effect of Electrode Biasing on the Radial Electric Field Structure Bifurcation in
Tokamak Plasmas
N. Kasuya, Graduate School of Science, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Contact: kasuya~plasma.phys.s.u-tokyo. ac.jp
Abstract: The mechanism of the steep structure formation of the radial electric field is one of the key
issues. Properties of the radial electric field transition are studied considering the effect of electrode biasing
in this paper. The radial lectric field structure is determined by a charge conservation equation. From
the nonlinear mechanism associated with the local current due to the ion bulk viscosity, a transition
takes place. Various types of radial electric field structures with multiple peaks are allowed for the same
boundary condition. The ion orbit loss term breaks symmetry of the radial current like the ambipolar
radial electric field. When the electrode current is driven, it plays a role of a control parameter in a
transition like the pressure gradient. Bifurcation diagram is given in the space of spontaneous and external
drives. Differences of radial shapes of the solitary electric field due to the combination of the spontaneous
and external drives are qualitatively demonstrated. This study clarifies the mechanisms of the nonlinear
sell-structure formation in the transport barriers.

XA0203408
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Nonlinear Drift Wave Instability due to Zonal Flows

P. R. Moestam, Chalmers University of Technology, Gd~teborg, Sweden
Contact: moestamgelmagn.chalmers.se
Abstract: A nonlinear instability due to zonal flows has been found. The instability has the character of
a dissipative drift instability due to an anomalous resistivity. The anomalous resistivity is typically two
orders of magnitude larger than the classical at the edge.

XA020341 0
TH/P3-O7. Simulations of Boundary Turbulence in Tokarnak Experiments
W. M. Nevins, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA, USA
Contact: nevinsgllnl.gov
Abstract: Direct numerical simulations, which are easily diagnosed and have greater scope for parameter variations than experiments, provide a new means of studying the boundary turbulence observed in
tokamaks. Simulations are most interesting insofar as they reproduce phenomena observed in magnetic
confinement devices. We present comparisons between the boundary, plasma turbulence observed in the
BOUT code and experiments on C-Mod, NSTX, and DJII-D. BOUT is a 3D non-local electromagnetic
turbulence simulation code which models boundary-plasma turbulence in a realistic divertor geometry using the modified Braginskii equations for plasma vorticity, density, the electron and ion temperatures and
parallel momenta. Many features of the Quasi-Coherent (QC) mode, observed at high densities during
enhanced D-alpha H-Mode in Alcator C-Mod, are reproduced in BOUT simulations. The spatial structure
of boundary plasma turbulence as observed by gas puff imaging (GPI) from discharges on NSTX and
C-Mod are in general (NSTX) to good (C-Mod) agreement with BOUT simulations. Finally, simulations
of DIII-D3 L-mode experiments near the H-mode threshold are in broad agreement with the experimental
results.

TH/P3-08

.

Integrated Predictive Modelling of JET H-mode Plasmas with Type-I ELMs

V. Parail, EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Accosiation, Culiam Science Centre, Abingdon, United
Kingdom
Contact: vparail~'jet.uk
Abstract: It is well known that edge plasma parameters influence performance in many different ways
(profile stiffness is probably one of the best known examples). In ELMy H-mode a thin region with improved
transport characteristics (Edge Transport Barrier) controls link between core transport and scrape-off layer.
There is a strong link between these three areas, so that even a modest variation of plasma parameters
in one region can lead to a dramatic change in the overall plasma performance. Systematic analysis and
self-consistent integrated predictive modelling of a series of JET ELM)' H-mode plasmas, including scans
in gas fuelling, triangularity, current ramp up/down and a scan in radiated power will be presented. The
main conclusion is that indeed plasma performance depends sensitively on the edge plasma parameters,
which should he modelled in a self-consistent way.

XA020341 1
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Modeling of ELM-like Phenomenology via SOC-Diffusive Dynamics

R. Sanchez, Departamento de Fisica, Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, Madrid, Spain
Contact: rsanchezgfis.uc~n. es
Abstract: A physically-based extension of a SOC sandpile model is investigated to try to gain some
understanding as to the extent that SOC models might reproduce ELM-like dynamics like those observed
in magnetically confined plasmas. This type of model allows one to isolate the interactions of physically
meaningful elements such as classical diffusion, critical gradients for the onset of turbulence, transport
harriers or the external drive, which can thus be more easily analyzed. The model hehaviour can he made
to transit to regimes of disparate characteristics by modifying the relative importance of these elements.
Interestingly, in some ofthese regimes, quasi-periodic edge-localized events reminiscent of ELM-type events
come to dominate the dynamics.

XA020341 3
TH/P3-10 - Modeling of Feedback and Rotation Stabilization of the Resistive Wall Mode in
Tokamnaks
M. S. Chu, General Atomics, San Diego, USA
Contact: chum~fuasion. gat corn
Abstract: Effectiveness of the feedback system in stabilizing the resistive wall mode (RWM) has been
formulated in terms of the normal modes of the combined dynamical system including the plasma and
resistive wall. It has been numerically implemented for tokamaks in general geometry. Application to
the realistic DIII-D geometry indicates that upper and lower side and feedback coils can increase the
effectiveness of feedback by a factor of 30 (measured in units of the growth rate of the RWM) without
resorting to rotational stabilization. For plasma with rotation, different models representing the interaction
of the plasma with the RWM are utilized to simulate the time dependent development of the plasma rotation
proffle and the response of the plasma with respect to externally imposed perturbations. Results from these
simulations are compared with those from experiments to evaluate the combined effect of rotation and
feedback. *ork
supported by U.S. DOE under Grants DE-FG03-95ER54309 and DE-FCO2-89ER153297.

XA02 03414
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Rotation Dynamics and Stability of Collisional Edge Layers in Tokamak Plasma

U. Daybelge, Istanbul Technical University, Dept. of Aerospace Sciences, Istanbul, Turkey
Contact: daybelgec~itu. edu.tr
Abstract: Tokamak experimental results show evidences of a close connection between the sudden onset
of a poloidal rotation accompanied by a radial electric field in the edge regions of plasma and the transition
to the "H-mode" confinement regime. Various examinations have revealed that the poloidal and toroidal
spin-up tendencies can be driven by any mechanism, that would tend to favor particle accumulation on
the outer portions of a tokamnak magnetic surface, relative to the inner portion via particle, momentum or
energy sources. To analyse the poloidal or toroidal rotation related phenomena in a collision dominated
toroidal plasma near steep gradients within the framework of neoclassical theory, we use the fluid equations
with full form of the stress tensor including mass and momentum sources. We present first the steady state
solutions for rotation velocities with given density and temperature profiles, and indicate the implications
of the nonlinear equations such as bifurcation etc. Then, we look into the time dependent problem using
a two-time-scales expansion.

XA020341 5
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Feedback Control of Resistive Wall Modes in Toroidal Devices

Y. Q. Liu, Chalmers University of Technology, Gdteborg, Sweden
Contact: elfab~elmagn.chalmersase
Abstract: Active feedback of resistive wall modes is investigated using cylindrical theory and toroidal
calculations. For tokamaks, good performance is obtained by using active coils with one set of coils in
the poloidal direction and sensors detecting the poloidal field inside the first wall, located at the outboard
mid-plane. With suitable width of the feedback coil such a system can give robust control with respect
to variations in plasma current, pressure and rotation. Calculations are shown for ITER-like geometry
with a double wall. The voltages and currents in the active coils are well within the design limits for
ITER. Calculations for RFP's are presented for a finite number of coils both in the poloidal and toroidal
directions. With 4 coils in the poloidal and 24 coils in the toroidal direction, all non-resonant modes can
be stabilized both at high and low theta. Several types of sensors, including radial and internal poloidal
or toroidal sensors, can stabilize the RWM, but poloidal sensors give the most robust performance.

XA020341 6
TH/P3-13 Active Feedback Control of Kink Modes in Tokamaks: 3D VALEN Modeling and
HET-EP Experiments
D. A. Maurer, Columbia University, New York, USA
Contact: navratilc~columbia.edut
Abstract: Significant progress in the development of active feedback control as a robust technique for
the suppression of the wall stabilized external kink or resistive wall mode (RWM) in tokamaks has been
achieved through a combination of modeling and experiments. Results from the 3D) feedback modeling code
VALEN, which serves as the primary analysis and feedback control design tool for RWM studies on the
HBT-EP and DJJI-D experiments, are in good agreement with observations. VALEN modeling of proposed
advanced control system designs on HET-EP, DJII-D, NSTX, and FIRE are predicted to approach the ideal
wall beta limit in agreement with design principles based on simple single mode analytic theory of RWM
feedback control. Benchmark experiments on HBT-EP have shown suppression of plasma disruption at
rational edge q values using active feedback control in agreement with mode] predictions. In addition, the
observation in HBT-EP of the plasma amplification of static resonant magnetic fields in plasmas marginally

stable to the RWM isin agreement with theory.
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TH/P3-14 . Kinetic Global Analysis of Alfv6n Eigenmodes in Toroidal Plasmas
A. Fukuyama, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
Contact: fukuyama4nucleng. kyoto-t. ac.jp
Abstract: Systematic study on low to medium n (toroidal mode number) Alfvhn eigenmodes (AB) in
tokamnaks and helical systems is presented. Linear stability of AE in the presence of energetic ions was
studied using the kinetic full-wave code TASK/WM. We have reproduced the destabilizing effect of toroidal
co-rotation on TAE for JT-60U parameters. We have found the existence of reversed-shear-induced Alfvhn
eigenmode (RSAE) which localizes near the q minimum in a reversed magnetic shear configuration. Two
kinds of mode structures are identified for energetic particle mode (EPM) below the TAE frequency gap.
The coupling to lower-frequency modes such as drift waves and MHD modes as well as the effect of trapped
particles are also taken into account. For a helical plasma, the existence of CAB in the central region and
TAE in the off-axis region was confirmed.

XA020341 8
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MHD Phenomena and Transport of Energetic Ions in Spherical Tori

Ya. I. Kolesnichenko, Institute for Nuclear Research, Kyiv, Ukraine
Contact: ftdgnucresi.freenet.kiev. ua
Abstract: Experiments on Spherical Tori (ST) show that plasma MED activity may strongly deteriorate
the confinement of energetic ions. Therefore, a study of the interplay of MHD modes and energetic ions
is of large practical importance. Such a study is carried out in this work, where both the influence of the
energetic ions on plasma M\,HD activity and the MilD-induced transport of energetic ions are considered. In
particular, it is shown that in STs, in contrast to conventinal tokamaks, the presence of trapped energetic
ions may have a destabilizing influence on the ideal kink instability and the collisionless tearing instability.
On the other hand, it is found the transport of energetic ions caused by reconnection events (sawtooth
oscillations, internal reconnection events and non-ideal fshbones) has a number of peculiarities in STs.
Specific calculations of the change of the neutron flux caused by the particle redistribution by reconnection
events and of the loss fraction of the energetic ions are carried out for the Neutral Beam Injected (NBI)
ions in the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX). Results of the calculations are compared with
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experimental observations.
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Peculiarities of Destabilization of Alfv~n Modes by Energetic Ions in Stellarators

V. V. Lutsenko, Institute for Nuclear Research, Kyiv, Ukraine
Contact: ltsenko0'mpca.kiev.ua
Abstract: A theory of Alfv6n instabilities caused by the energetic ions in helical devices is developed, and
specific examples relevant to Wendelstein-line stellarators (W7-AS, W7-X, a Helias reactor) are considered.
In particular, it is shown that in stellarators there exist specific "non-axisymmetric" resonances, which may
strongly affect the instabilities, especially, in W7-X and the ilelias reactor, which are characterized by the
rotational transform about unity. These resonances are associated with non-axisymmetric components
of the magnetic field strength. Destabilization of Alfv6n eigenmodes located in specific gaps of helical
devices is studied. The effect of plasma rotation on these instabilities is analysed. The Doppler shift of
the eigenmodes characterized by, several coupled wave numbers is calculated. Instabilities of Energetic
Particle Modes (EPMx) are discussed. It is shown that the presence of "non-axisymmetric" resonances and
additional gaps in the Alfv6n continuum of stellarators result in a number of new characteristic frequencies
of the EPM1 modes. An explanation of the temporal evolution of MHD (Alfv~nic) activity observed in

neutral beam experiments on

XV7-AS

is suggested.
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TH/P3-17 Excitation of Alfv~nic Instabilities in Spherical Tokamnaks
K. G. McClements, EURATOM/UKAEA Fusion Association, Abingdon, United Kingdom
Contact: lynton. appeI(~ukaea.org. uk
Abstract: Understanding alpha particle confinement in spherical tokamaks (STs) is crucial for assessing
the feasibility of ST burning plasmas, and provides a testbed for theoretical modelling under conditions of
strong toroidicity and shaping, and high beta. Enhanced fast particle transport may result from Alfv6nic
modes such as TAEs, EAEs and GAEs. Modes with frequencies in the TAE and EAE ranges have been
observed during beam heating in the MAST ST. Analysis of TAEs in MAST reveals wide gaps in the
Alfv6n continuum, contalning many discrete modes. The fast particle drive of TAEs in MAST has also been
computed. The mode frequencies, poloidal mode structure, and variation of fast particle drive with mode
number are all broadly consistent with analytical predictions made for conventional tokamaks. Alfvknic
mode activity has also been detected during ohmic discharges in MAST; similar activity was observed in
the conventional tokamnak TFTR. In TF7TR and MAST discharges for which mode number information
is available the dominant toroidal mode number was found to be zero. These observations are consistent
with the excitation of GAEs with n=O and low m, driven impulsively by low frequency MHlD.

XA02 03421
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Simulation Study of Beam Ion Loss due to Alfv~n Figenmode Bursts

Y. Todo, National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki, Japan
Contact: todo'Pnifs.ac.jp
Abstract: Recurrent bursts of toroidicity-induced Alfv6n eigenmodes (TAE) are studied using a selfconsistent simulation model. Bursts of beam ion losses observed in the neutral beam injection experiment
at the Tokamnak Fusion Test Reactor [K. L. Wong et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 66, 1874 (1991)] are reproduced
using the experimental parameters. It is found that synchronized TAE bursts take place at regular time
intervals of 2.5 ins, which is fairly close to the experimental value of 2.2 ins. The stored beam energy
saturates at 10% of that of the classical slowing-down distribution. This is consistent with an important
experimental aspect that the beam confinement time is much shorter than the collisional slowing-down
time. The stored beam energy drop associated with each burst has a modulation depth of 20% which
is comparable to the inferred experimental value of 7%. This is the first simulation that reproduces all
of these experimental aspects. The beam ion distribution hovers around a marginal stability state. Test
particle analysis demonstrates that the disappearance of KAM1 surfaces in a coordinate system co-moving
with each egenmode leads to beam ion loss.
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Variations of the Magnetic Moment of Fast Ions in Spherical Tori

V. A. Yavorskij, Institute for Nuclear Research, Kyiv, Ukraine
Contact: Victor. Yavorskijr4uibk.ac. at
Abstract: The magnetic moment of fast ions confined in axisymmetric low-aspect-ratio spherical torus
(ST) plasmas appears to be non-conserved due to the relatively strong inhomogeneity of the magnetic
field B. We evaluate the magnitudes of non-adiabatic as well as adiabatic variations of the magnetic
moment (MM) of fast ions in STs as effected by the flux surface (S) shape and/or by small-scale poloidal
modulations of B along the field line. Our consideration is based on a model magnetic field with noncircular but poloidally smooth FSs (V.Yavorskij et al., P. Phys. Contr. us. 43 (2001) 249), which
has been extended to account for small-scale poloidal modulations of B that are typical for high beta
ST equilibria. The strong sensitivity of non-adiabatic variations of the MM to weak small-scale poloidal
perturbations of PSs and B is demonstrated. The investigation presented helps to understand the nature of
the enhanced non-adiabaticity observed in the numerical EFIT field of NSTX, and it enables the evaluation
of the accuracy of analytical estimates of nonadiabatic changes of MM. The effect considered is expected

to substantially impact fast ion transport in STs and stellarators.
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Tera-Scale Computation of Wave-Plasma Interactions in Multidimensional Fusion

D. B. Batchelor, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, USA
Contact: batchelordbom-n.gov
Abstract: With support from the Scientific Discovery Through Advanced Computation (SciDAC) program, we have established a multi-institutional partnership between plasma physicists and computational
scientists, with the overarching goal to obtain quantitatively accurate predictive understanding of electromagnetic wave processes important for heating, current drive, stability and transport applications in
fusion-relevant plasmas. Activities during the first year of the project have focussed on massive parallelization and acceleration of computer-intensive full-wave RF field solver codes, extension of all-orders
methods to two and three-dimensional plasmas, benchmnarking and code comparison, and application to
wave propagation problems in Alcator C-Mod, NSTX and LHD. The TOPIC code has been modified to
use an out-of-core linear solver thereby reducing memory requirements by a factor of 25 and processing
time by a factor of 3. Calculation of D(3 He) mode conversion in Alcator C-Mod have been carried out
with up to 256 poloidal modes, whereas it was previously infeasible to use as many as 100 modes. The IBW
wave fields appear to be converged with this number of modes and now exhibit the proper localization to
the high field side. Also the partitioning of p
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Selfconsistent RF Driven and Bootstrap Currents

Y. Peysson, Cornmissariat A 'Energie Atomnique (CEA), Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France
Contact: yves.peysson~cea.fr
Abstract: This important problem selfconsistent calculations of the bootstrap current with RF, taking
into account possible synergistic effects, is addressed for the case of lower hybrid (LH) and electron cyclotron
(EC) current drive by numerically solving the electron drift kinetic equation. Calculations are performed
using a new, fast, and fully implicit code which solves the 3-D relativistic Fokker-Planck equation with
quasilinear diffusion. These calculations take into account the perturbations to the electron distribution due
to radial drifts induced by magnetic field gradient and curvature. While the synergism between bootstrap
and LH--driven current does not seem to exceed 15%, it can reach 30-40% with the EC-driven current for
some plasma parameters. In addition, considerable current can be generated by judiciously using ECCD)
with the Okhawa effect. This is in contrast to the usual ECCD) which tries to avoid it. A detailed analysis
of the numerical results is presented using a simplified analytical model which incorporates the underlying
physical processes.
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